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Chapter 1

Introduction

Welcome to the Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Reservoir System Simulation (HEC-ResSim) software. HEC-ResSim is the successor to the "HEC-5, Simulation of Flood Control and Conservation Systems" program (HEC, 1998). HEC-ResSim is used to model reservoir operations at one or more reservoirs for a variety of operational goals and constraints. The software simulates reservoir operations for flood risk management, low flow augmentation and water supply for planning studies, detailed reservoir regulation plan investigations, and real-time decision support. The software can be used as a decision support tool that meets the needs of modelers performing reservoir project studies as well as meeting the needs of reservoir regulators during real-time events. HEC-ResSim is comprised of a graphical user interface (GUI), a computational program to simulate reservoir operation, data storage and management capabilities, and graphics and reporting facilities. The Data Storage System, HEC-DSS (HEC, 1995 and HEC, 2009) is used for storage and retrieval of input and output time-series data.

1.1 ResSim Modules

ResSim offers three separate sets of functions called Modules that provide access to specific types of data within a watershed. These modules are Watershed Setup, Reservoir Network, and Simulation. Each module has a unique purpose and an associated set of functions accessible through menus, toolbars, and schematic elements. Figure 1.1 illustrates the basic modeling features available in each module.

Figure 1.1. HEC-ResSim Module Concepts
1.1.1 Watershed Setup Module

The purpose of the Watershed Setup module is to provide a common framework for watershed creation and definition among different modeling applications. This module is currently common to HEC-ResSim, HEC-FIA, and the CWMS CAVI.

A watershed is associated with a geographic region for which multiple models and area coverages can be configured. A watershed may include all of the streams, projects (e.g., reservoirs, levees), gage locations, impact areas, time-series locations, and hydrologic and hydraulic data for a specific area. All of these details together, once configured, form a watershed framework.

When you create a new watershed, ResSim generates a directory structure (see figure at right) for all files associated with the watershed.

In the Watershed Setup module, you assemble items that describe a watershed’s physical arrangement. Once you have created a new watershed, you are able to import maps from external sources, specify the units of measure for viewing the watershed, add layers containing additional information about the watershed, create a common stream alignment, and configure elements. You can also add projects and create time-series icons within the Watershed Setup module.

Chapters 3 through 7 describe the Watershed Setup module in more detail.

1.1.2 Reservoir Network Module

The purpose of the Reservoir Network module is to isolate the development of the reservoir model from the output analysis. In the Reservoir Network module, you will build your network schematic, describe the physical and operational elements of your reservoir model, and develop the alternatives that you want to analyze. Using configurations that are created in the Watershed Setup module as a template, you will create the basis of a reservoir network. You will then add routing reaches and possibly other network elements to complete the connectivity of your network schematic. Once the schematic is complete, physical and operational data for each network element are defined. Also, alternatives are created that
specify the reservoir network, operation set(s), initial conditions, and assignment of DSS pathnames (time-series mapping).

Chapters 8 through 13 describe the Reservoir Network module in more detail.

### 1.1.3 Simulation Module

The purpose of the Simulation module is to isolate output analysis from the model development process. Once the reservoir model is complete and the alternatives have been defined, the Simulation module is used to configure the simulation. The computations are performed and results are viewed within the Simulation module.

When you create a simulation you must specify a simulation time window, a computation interval, and the alternatives to be analyzed. Then, ResSim creates a directory structure within the rss folder of the watershed that represents the simulation. Within this simulation tree will be a copy of the watershed, including only those files needed by the selected alternatives. Also created in the simulation is a DSS file named simulation.dss, which will ultimately contain all the DSS records that represent the input and output for the selected alternatives. Additionally, elements can be edited and saved for subsequent simulations.

Chapter 14 describes the Simulation module in more detail.

### 1.2 About this Manual

This User’s Manual is the primary reference for providing ResSim users with detailed instructions for creating ResSim models and analyzing simulation results. With the exception of the first and second chapters, (which deal with introductory and core concepts), the chapters of this manual group tasks according to module. Each chapter provides an overview of key concepts and a detailed description of screen components and tools available in the module, and then shows you how to carry out specific tasks in the module. Appendices cover topics and tasks that require levels of detail beyond the scope of an individual chapter.

The organization of this manual is summarized in Table 1.1.

The HEC-ResSim Quick Start Guide is a separate document that provides a brief introduction and overview of the HEC-ResSim capabilities and includes references to this User’s Manual for detailed information.
### Table 1. Summary of Contents of HEC-ResSim User’s Manual
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<tbody>
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<td>Chapter 2</td>
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ResSim Concepts

Before you begin working with the individual modules available in ResSim, you will need to understand the concepts that will allow you to develop, access, and interact with watersheds in ResSim.

This chapter begins with the following basics: explaining how to start ResSim; describing screen components that are common across modules, including menu items and map/mouse tools; and showing you how to create a new watershed or open an existing watershed.

Next, you will learn about the following four kinds of schematic elements in ResSim: Time-Series Icons, the Stream Alignment, Watershed (Study) Components, and the Model Schematic. This chapter also explains how to interact with schematic elements using right-click shortcut menus, which allow you to plot and tabulate data, edit model data, and edit common components of the watershed.

Layers are another concept in ResSim. This chapter will help you to understand how layers work in ResSim and describe the six kinds of layers: Time Series, Study, Stream Alignment, Gridded Data, Model Schematic, and Maps.

To work with Layers, you will use the Layer Selector. This chapter describes the components of the Layer Selector, including its menu items and layout, and shows you how to control layer display using the Layer Selector. You will learn how to view layer legends, organize layers, configure toolbar icons to control layer display, and add and remove map layers.

Each layer has a unique set of properties that you can configure to make your watershed display look the way you prefer. This chapter shows you how to use Properties Editors and other tools to configure the properties of Time Series, Study, Stream Alignment, Gridded Data, Model Schematic, and Map layers.
2.1 Starting ResSim

To begin working with the Watershed Data Sets, you must first start ResSim. Either double-click the HEC-ResSim icon on your PC’s desktop, or from the Start menu, select Programs → HEC → ResSim. Once you start ResSim, an information screen (as shown in Figure 2.1) will appear briefly; then, ResSim’s Main Window will open (Figure 2.2).

![ResSim Information Screen](image1)

Figure 2.1 ResSim Information Screen

![ResSim Main Window](image2)

Figure 2.2 ResSim Main Window
2.2 Recognizing Common Screen Components

ResSim offers three modules, each with its own functions and module-specific tools, menus, and output. However, the modules share common screen components, as previously illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The **Title Bar** displays the ResSim title. After a watershed is opened, the name of the watershed will appear.

The **Menu Bar** contains menus for the modules. The items on the menus change as you switch between the modules, offering module-specific commands. You can select a menu item by clicking on the name of the menu (such as **File**), then pointing and clicking on the item you wish to select. Section 2.2.1 describes the **Menu Bar** in more detail.

The **Module List** contains all the available modules of ResSim. Use this list to move between the Watershed Setup module, the Reservoir Network module, and the Simulation module. Section 2.2.2 describes the **Module List** in more detail.

The **Display Area** is the geographic-referenced (geo-referenced) map space where all model schematic objects (reservoirs, junctions, diversions, etc.), watershed objects (stream alignments, reservoirs, stream reaches, etc.), and map layers are shown. You can manipulate elements and view results in the modules through the use of the tools in the **Toolbar**. Tools that affect the **Display Area** can have different functions depending on which module is selected.

The **Status Bar** displays map coordinates of the pointer in the display area when you are interacting with the watershed. When the pointer is outside of the display area, the **Status Bar** reflects the status of the program.

The **General Message Bar** displays a scrolling list of messages. System output log information appears in this window from the time you start ResSim until you exit the program. The scroll buttons on the right end of the Message Bar control the display and allow you to review all messages received during your ResSim session.

### 2.2.1 Menu Bar

In the Menu Bar, the **File**, **View**, **Tools**, and **Help** menus contain commands you can access from all three ResSim modules. Some of these menus also contain module-specific commands that appear only within individual modules. Commands and options that are *common to all three modules* are described as follows:
The File menu (Figure 2.3) allows you to create a New Watershed, Open an existing watershed, Save a watershed, Save Map (the Display Area) and Exit ResSim. Your most-recently-used watersheds are located at the bottom of the File menu. When a watershed is opened, the remaining menu items become active.

In the View menu (Figure 2.4), select Zoom to All to restore your watershed view to full size after zooming in on one portion. Layers… opens the Layers Selector dialog box which is used to select the spatially referenced layers (map/coverage). Unit System allows you to see the current screen view settings. You can view data using whichever Unit System you prefer (English or SI); however, the Watershed (native) Unit System is established when a watershed is created (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3) and cannot be changed afterward (see Tools menu for Watershed information). If a dialog or editor window is open but inactive, Restore Windows brings the dialog or editor window to the front as the active window. The Grid Lines option allows for turning on or off the grid lines in the map region.

The Tools menu (Figure 2.5) provides access to HEC-DSSVue, which you will use to view (and possibly edit) dssfiles that are used for storing primarily time-series data. The Scripts and Scripts Editor commands allow you to create, open and edit scripts (the scheduling of scripts is accomplished in the Simulation Module, from the Edit Menu). The Console Log displays messages written to the “HEC-ResSim.log” file (typically found in the User’s Documents and Settings folder named “…\logs”, e.g., “C:\Documents and Settings\username\Application Data\HEC\HEC-ResSim3.1\logs”) and contains information produced during the current program execution of ResSim. The HEC-DSS Output is a temporary log file that contains messages produced when dssfiles are accessed.
Options… provides for the following specifications: Model Directories (watershed locations for storing your watersheds); Compute Display settings (set the colors for compute messages and the format of log files); Debug Levels (set the level of debug messages); General (choose whether or not you want a confirmation message to appear when you exit ResSim and choose whether you want the last watershed reloaded at startup of the program); and, Fonts (for various window components).

Information… provides details about client, user, and watershed settings as well as server and system properties.

In the Help menu (Figure 2.6), the About HEC-ResSim command displays information about the version of ResSim. Also, from this menu you can access user documentation and Install Example Watersheds (after you define a watershed location as described in Section 3.3.1).

In addition to the four common menus described above, the following two menus appear in all three modules but contain module specific commands:

**Edit** – Typically, the edit options will be relevant to data element(s) for a specific module. The edit options available for each module are described in more detail in subsequent sections of this chapter.

**Reports** – Provides access to reports produced for a specific module. The reports available for each module are described in more detail in subsequent sections of this chapter.

### 2.2.2 Module List

From the ResSim main window (Figure 2.2) the graphical user interface (GUI) is organized to provide the necessary information to enter data, review data, edit data, run a simulation, and view results. The steps are divided into separate sets of functions called modules. A module has a specific set of commands that are accessed through menus and toolbars. Each module provides access to specific types of data or results. The modules of ResSim are as follows:

**Watershed Setup** – create a stream alignment, define projects (e.g., reservoirs, levees), define computation points, identify impact areas, create configurations for the watershed, and define time-series icons that represent specific locations or time-series identifiers. Section 2.3 provides more details of this module.
Reservoir Network – create networks, add routing reaches, edit elements, create and edit alternatives including assigning the DSS pathnames for time-series references. Section 2.4 provides more details of this module.

Simulation – define simulations for a watershed. A simulation consists of a time window and the ResSim alternatives you wish to execute for the simulation. Within this module, you can also edit element data. Once a simulation is defined, a compute is performed and the results are analyzed using graphical and tabular output. Section 2.5 provides more details of this module.

Each module has a menu bar and toolbar that are very similar for all of the modules. Example windows for each of the modules are presented in subsequent sections of this chapter.

2.3 Watershed Setup Module

The Watershed Setup module is used to create and setup your watershed. From the Module list, select Watershed Setup. The main window and the different components for the Watershed Setup module are illustrated in Figure 2.7.

![Figure 2.7 Watershed Setup Module](image)

Figure 2.7 Watershed Setup Module
The **Menu Bar** (in Figure 2.7) contains the menus for the **Watershed Setup** module. In addition to the four common menus described in Section 2.2.1, the following list is a description of the available menus in the **Watershed Setup** module.

**Edit** – From this menu, you can edit study information and view watershed information, edit global information for impact areas and projects, and adjust the colors and fonts used by the individual projects. Also, you can set the lock for editing the stream alignment and/or configurations. Available commands are: **Watershed Data, All Impact Areas, Projects, Drawing Properties,** and **Allow Editing.**

**Watershed** – From this menu, you will create and edit configurations. You can also import and/or export the Stream Alignment and Impact Areas. Available commands are: **Configuration Editor, Update Computation Points, Import, Export,** and **Save Configuration.**

**Reports** – From this menu, you can review reports. These reports contain information about the streams, watershed elements, and configurations for the watershed. The available reports are: **List of Streams, List of Impact Areas, List of All Configurations, List of Computation Points,** and **Projects.**

The **Configuration List** (in Figure 2.7) shows the current configuration. Configurations are created, edited, and deleted in the **Watershed Setup** module. See Chapter 7 for discussion on Watershed Configurations.

The **Setup Lock** (in Figure 2.7) allows you to edit the stream alignment and the current configuration. This lock prevents others from editing the stream alignment and configuration elements while you are editing (i.e., “lock” others out so you can make changes).

The **Display Area** (in Figure 2.7) is where you create and view the stream alignment, projects, impact areas, and computation points through the use of the available tools in the **Watershed Setup** module. The following are descriptions of the available tools:

- **Pointer/Selector Tool** – this tool can be used to edit, rename, and delete elements. To access, select the **Pointer/Selector Tool**, click the right mouse button (right-click) on an element, and the commands are available from a shortcut menu.
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**Zoom Tool** - this tool allows zooming in and out of the display area. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to zoom in on. To zoom out, right-click in the display area.

**Pan Tool** – this tool can be used to move the display area while you are zoomed in. To do this, hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse in the direction you would like to pull the display area.

**Time-Series Icon Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, and rename time-series icons used for plotting and tabulating time-series data. To create, select the **Time-Series Icon Tool**, hold down the **CTRL** key and click. To access the available commands, select the **Time-Series Icon Tool**, right-click on a time-series icon, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Stream Alignment Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, and edit stream elements that make up the stream alignment.

**Stream Node Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, and edit stream nodes on the stream alignment.

**Impact Area Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit impact areas. To create, select the **Impact Area Tool**; hold down the **CTRL** key while clicking the mouse button. Each click creates a vertex point, which is the boundary of the polygon. When reaching the end point, release the **CTRL** key and double-click. An impact area element is now visible. To access the available commands, select the **Impact Area Tool**, right-click on the impact area, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Computation Point Tool** - this tool is used to create, edit, rename, and delete computation points. Computation points are locations where time-series information is to be exchanged between models. For ResSim, this might be a control location for reservoir operations, a location where flows will be input, a location where a hydrograph is needed for FIA, etc. To create a computation point, select the **Computation Point Tool**, hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the stream alignment at the appropriate location. To access the available commands, select the **Computation Point Tool**, right-click on the computation point, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Project Tools:**

**Reservoir Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, and rename reservoirs and to edit reservoir *setup* data (e.g. Description, Label
Position, Year in Service, etc), as described in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.1). To create a reservoir, select the **Reservoir Tool**. A reservoir has to be created on the stream alignment. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the *upstream* end of the reservoir pool, release the **CTRL** key, drag along the stream alignment to the *downstream* end of the reservoir pool and click, and then name the reservoir. To access available commands, select the **Reservoir Tool**, right-click on the reservoir, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Levee Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit levees. To create a levee, select the **Levee Tool**. A levee has to be created on the stream alignment. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the *upstream* end of the levee, release the **CTRL** key, drag along the stream alignment to the *downstream* end of the levee and click. To access available commands, select the **Levee Tool**, right-click on the levee, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Diversion Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit diversions. To create a diversion, select the **Diversion Tool**. A diversion has to begin on the stream alignment. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the stream alignment. Each click creates a vertex point, along the diversion. When reaching the end point of the diversion release the **CTRL** key, and click. To access available commands, select the **Diversion Tool**, right-click on the diversion, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Channel Modification Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit channel modifications. To create a channel modification, select the **Channel Modification Tool**. A channel modification has to be created on the stream alignment. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the *upstream* end of the channel modification, release the **CTRL** key, drag along the stream alignment to the *downstream* end of the channel modification and click. To access available commands, select the **Channel Modification Tool**, right-click on the channel modification, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

**Off-Channel Storage Area Tool** - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit off-channel storage areas. To create an off-channel storage area, select the **Off-Channel Storage Area Tool** and hold down the **CTRL** key while clicking the mouse button. Each click creates a vertex point, which is the boundary of the polygon. When reaching the end point, release the **CTRL** key and double-click. An off-channel storage area element is now visible. To access available commands, select the **Off-Channel Storage Area Tool**, right-click on the off-channel storage area, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.
Other Project Tool - this tool is used to create, delete, rename, and edit other projects. This tool enables the placement of elements that represent "other" projects, such as pump stations and gages. To create an “other” project, select the Other Project Tool and hold down the CTRL key and click. To access available commands, select the Other Project Tool, right-click on the other project, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

2.4 Reservoir Network Module

The Reservoir Network module is used for editing element data and placing additional elements onto the stream alignment. From the Module list, select Reservoir Network. The main window and the different components for the Reservoir Network module are illustrated in Figure 2.8.

![Figure 2.8 Reservoir Network Module](image)
The **Menu Bar** (in Figure 2.8) contains the menus for the **Reservoir Network** module. After a reservoir network has been created or opened and is shown in the Display Area, the menus and their commands will become active. In addition to the four common menus described in Section 2.2.1, the following list is a description of the available menus in the **Reservoir Network** module.

**Edit** – From this menu, you can edit Reservoirs, Routing Reaches, Junctions, Diversions, and Reservoir Systems. State Variables can be created or edited, and Elements can be Imported. Also, you can set the lock for editing the reservoir network. Available commands are: **Reservoirs**, **Reaches**, **Junctions**, **Diversions**, **Reservoir Systems**, **State Variables**, **Import Elements**, and **Allow Network Editing**.

**Network** – From this menu, you will create, open, save, rename and delete reservoir networks. You can also update a network to recognize revisions made to its configuration within the Watershed Setup module. Available commands are: **New**, **Open**, **Edit**, **Save As**, **Rename**, **Update Network from Configuration**, **Import Network**, and **Delete Networks**.

**Alternative** – From this menu, you will open the Alternative Editor that will enable you to create, edit, save and delete alternatives. The only command available from this menu is **Edit**.

**Reports** – From this menu, you can review reports that list the elements for the currently opened network. These reports contain information about the reservoirs, routing reaches, junctions and diversions. Also, advanced network summary listings are available. The available reports are: **Reservoir List**, **Reach List**, **Junction List**, **Diversion List**, and **Advanced**.

The **Network** box (in Figure 2.8) shows the “currently opened” Reservoir Network. You will not see a watershed schematic in the Display Area until you create or open a network.

The **Configuration** box (in Figure 2.8) shows the configuration the currently opened Reservoir Network is based upon. If you make changes to the network’s Configuration (within the Watershed Setup module), then you can update the network(s) that use that configuration to recognize...
those revisions by selecting the Update Network from Configuration command from the Network menu.

The Network Lock (in Figure 2.8) allows you to edit the elements within the Reservoir Network. This lock prevents others from editing the elements while you are editing.

The Display Area (in Figure 2.8) is where you create the routing reaches for your Reservoir Network. Also, you can edit the elements through the use of the available tools in the Reservoir Network module. The following are descriptions of the available tools:

- **Pointer/Selector Tool** – this tool can be used to edit, rename, and delete elements. To access, select the Pointer/Selector Tool, right-click on an element, and the commands are available from a shortcut menu.

- **Zoom Tool** - this tool allows zooming in and out of the display area. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to zoom in on. To zoom out, right-click in the display area.

- **Pan Tool** – this tool can be used to move the display area while you are zoomed in. To do this, hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse in the direction you would like to pull the display area.

- **Reservoir Tool** – even though this tool can be used to create and delete reservoirs (which would normally be done within the Watershed Setup module) the typical use of this tool in the Reservoir Network module is for editing reservoir model data. Editing Physical and Operational reservoir data is discussed in detail in Chapter 10. To access available commands, select the Reservoir Tool, right-click on the reservoir, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

- **Diverted Outlet Tool** - this tool is used to create, edit, rename, and delete diverted outlets from a reservoir. To create a diverted outlet, select the Diverted Outlet Tool. A diverted outlet must originate from a reservoir. Hold down the CTRL key and click on the appropriate reservoir, release the CTRL key, move the mouse pointer to a location in the watershed that will receive the diversion from the outlet and click. It is possible to create a diverted outlet that re-enters the network system. To do this, continue holding down the CTRL key and click to create vertex points and release the key when you are ready to place the final point back into the system. To access available commands, select the Diverted Outlet Tool, right-click on the diverted outlet, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.
Routing Reach Tool - this tool is used to create, edit, rename, and delete routing reaches. A routing reach must be created between junctions and will follow the stream alignment. Attempting to create a reach where junctions don’t exist will automatically generate junctions at the upstream and downstream ends of the reach. To create a routing reach, select the Reach Tool, hold down the CTRL key and click on the junction at the upstream end of the reach, release the CTRL key, drag along the stream alignment to the junction at the downstream end of the reach and click. To access available commands, select the Reach Tool, right-click on the routing reach, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

Junction Tool - this tool is used to create, edit and delete junctions. To add junctions (before creating routing reaches), select the Junction Tool, hold down the CTRL key and click on the stream alignment where you want to create the junction. To access available commands, select the Junction Tool, right-click on the junction, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

Diversion Tool - this tool is used to create, edit, rename, and delete diversions. To create a diversion, select the Diversion Tool. A diversion must begin from a junction. Hold down the CTRL key and click on the junction from which the diversion will occur. If you continue to hold down the CTRL key, each click creates a vertex point along the diversion. When reaching the end point of the diversion release the CTRL key, and click. Diversions can re-enter the network or leave the network system entirely. To access available commands, select the Diversion Tool, right-click on the diversion, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

2.5 Simulation Module

The Simulation module is used to perform a simulation (compute), edit element data and view results. From the Module list, select Simulation. The main window and the different components for the Simulation module are illustrated in Figure 2.9.

The Menu Bar (in Figure 2.9) contains the menus for the Simulation Module. After a simulation has been created or opened and is shown in the Display Area, the menus and their commands will become active. In addition to the four common menus described in Section 2.2.1, the following list describes the available menus in the Simulation Module.

Edit – From this menu, you can edit the list of scheduled Scripts, make an Alternative Active, and edit Reservoirs, Routing Reaches, Junctions, Diversions, Reservoir Systems, and State Variables.
Available commands are: Script List, Set Active Alternative, Reservoirs, Reaches, Junctions, Diversions, Reservoir Systems, and State Variables. Also available is the Run editor for the active alternative.

Simulation – From this menu, you can create, open, re-open, close, edit, save, and delete simulations. You can also get information about the currently opened simulation and define release and target elevation overrides. Available commands are: New, Open, Re-Open, Close, Simulation List, Replace from Base, Edit, Save, Delete, Info, Run Manager, and Release Overrides.

Alternative – From this menu, you can edit alternatives. This menu only becomes active when a simulation is open. The only available command is Edit.

Reports – The available reports summarize results and provide network input summaries for the currently opened simulation. Available commands are: Reservoir Summary, Flow Summary, Power Summary, Gates Summary, Stage Summary, Release Decision, User Reports, Compute, and Network.

The Display Area (Figure 2.9) is where your stream alignment and watershed elements are displayed. You can view simulation results and edit projects and computation points through the use of the available tools in the Simulation Module. The following are descriptions of the available tools:

- **Pointer/Selector Tool** – this tool can be used to edit projects and computation points, plot hydrographs, and view results. To access this tool, select the Pointer/Selector Tool, right-click on a location and select commands from the shortcut menu.

- **Zoom Tool** - this tool allows zooming in and out of the display area. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area to which you want to zoom. To zoom out, right-click in the display area.

- **Pan Tool** – this tool can be used to move the display area while you are zoomed in. To do this, hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse in the direction you would like to pull the display area.

The Control Panel (Figure 2.9) shows the time window for the currently selected simulation in the Simulation Module. Also from the Control Panel you can manipulate simulations and alternatives.
2.6 Opening an Existing Watershed

With the ResSim main window open, you will need to open a watershed. In ResSim, a **watershed** is a data set associated with a geographic region for which you may configure multiple models and area coverages. A **watershed** may include all of the streams, projects (reservoir, levees), gage locations, impact areas, time-series locations, and hydrologic and hydraulic data for a specific area. All of these details together, once configured, form a watershed data set.

You may open an existing watershed from any of the modules (if you need to create a new watershed, refer to Chapter 3). Three methods of opening an existing watershed are available:

First, you can specify that your previously opened watershed be automatically opened by selecting **Reload last Watershed at Startup**.
from the **General** tab of the **Options** dialog box (Figure 2.10) from the **Tools** menu.

![Options dialog box](image)

**Figure 2.10** Tools, Options Dialog Box, General Tab: Reload last Watershed at Startup

Second, if you have opened the watershed before, you can select it from the list of most-recently-used watersheds, located at the bottom of the **File** menu.

Third, you may use the **Open Watershed** dialog to open the watershed, as follows:

1. On the **File** menu, click **Open Watershed**. The **Open Watershed** dialog box (Figure 2.11) will open.
2. Select a watershed from **Available Watersheds** (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1 for information on defining Watershed Locations). The **Current Watershed** box displays the watershed that is currently open, if any.

![Open Watershed dialog box](image)

**Figure 2.11** Open Watershed Dialog Box
3. Click **OK**. The Open Watershed dialog box will close and the watershed you have selected will load and appear in the main window with the watershed name shown in the title bar.

![](warning.png) You can have only one watershed open at a time. Therefore, if a watershed is open and you attempt to open another, the program prompts you to save the current watershed. If you do not save, any changes you have made to the current watershed will be lost.

### 2.7 Understanding Schematic Elements

Schematic elements in ResSim allow you to represent watershed, reservoir network, and simulation data visually in a geo-referenced context. You create schematic elements and edit their properties in the Watershed Setup Module (Chapters 3 through 7) and the Reservoir Network Module (Chapters 8 through 13). In the Simulation Module (Chapter 14), you can plot and tabulate data by using the shortcut menus associated with the schematic elements.

#### 2.7.1 Stream Alignment

The **Stream Alignment** (Figure 2.12) is a common component of the watershed. To create it, use the map (mouse) tools in the Watershed Setup Module to draw multi-segmented lines into the map display and to mark nodes and stream junctions.

Stream elements (segments), stream nodes, and stream junctions are the components of a Stream Alignment. See Chapter 5 for more detailed information on creating and editing a Stream Alignment.

#### 2.7.2 Other Watershed Elements

Other watershed elements include Projects, Computation Points, Impact Areas and Time-Series Icons. Create watershed elements in the Watershed Setup Module (Chapter 6).

These watershed elements are common components of a watershed that multiple models can reference (e.g., ResSim and FIA). To represent the elements, you use the Watershed Setup Module’s map.
(mouse) tools to insert icons and draw polygons and multi-segmented lines into the map display.

**Projects** include Reservoirs (Figure 2.13), Levees (Figure 2.14), Diversions (Figure 2.15), Channel Modifications (Figure 2.16), Off-Channel Storage (Figure 2.17), and Other Projects like pump stations and agricultural diversions (Figure 2.18).
Computation Points (Figure 2.19) are common points where data is exchanged between models (e.g., between ResSim and HEC-FIA). To represent these points, you use the map (mouse) tools to insert icons into the map display.

Impact Areas (Figure 2.20) are common elements representing distinct portions of a watershed affected by rising stage in a stream, river, lake, or reservoir where flood damages will be evaluated. Impact areas can be included in your ResSim model for consistency with your HEC-FIA model; however, the only computations performed in ResSim are related to the computation points corresponding to the FIA index locations.

For more information about Impact Areas, refer to the *HEC-FIA User’s Manual* (HEC, 2003).

Time-Series Icons (Figure 2.21) indicate sites where time-series data is available. You can use Time-Series Icons to represent the locations of gages or Time-Series locations.

For more information about Time-Series Icons, refer to the *CWMS User’s Manual* (HEC, 2010).

2.7.3 Reservoir Network Schematic

The Reservoir Network Schematic, which you develop in the Reservoir Network Module (based on a Configuration created in the Watershed Setup module), is a template for simulation computations. The graphical elements allow you to access data editors and specify properties of reservoir network components.
The Reservoir Network Schematic (Figure 2.22) displays geo-referenced*, graphical representations of Reaches, Diversions, Junctions, and Reservoirs. When you interact with these representations in the Simulation Module, you are able to view results from the ResSim model’s observed and computed hydrographs.

*Geo-referencing does not influence ResSim’s model data (i.e., Routing criteria is not automatically changed if adjustments are made to the Stream Alignment).

The Schematic is visible in the Reservoir Network module only when a Network has been opened and in the Simulation module only when a Simulation Alternative is set as active.

2.7.4 Using Shortcut Menus

Shortcut menus display when you right-click on schematic elements in the map display and other ResSim components such as plots, tables, and “tree structures”. In ResSim, shortcut menus offer a variety of commands and options that allow you to access data editors, plot and tabulate data, view reports, compute Simulations, and more. Specific shortcut menu commands and options are described throughout this manual.

2.8 Printing and Exporting Reports

From each individual report there is a shortcut menu that allows you to print the report, preview the report before you print, and export the report to an ASCII delimited file. Right-clicking on the active report accesses the shortcut menu. Another way to print or export the reports is by clicking on Export or Print from the report’s Report menu (in the Reservoir Network or Simulation module) or from the report’s File menu (in the Watershed Setup module). Either method accesses the same dialog boxes.
2.8.1 Printing Reports

The output will be a print of the screen image of the active report. If items in the columns of the report are not printing, you can use the mouse to resize the column widths and the width of the entire report dialog box if you need to see more detail. To do so, roll the mouse pointer over one of the lines that delimit the columns or over the dialog box border. You can click on that line with the left mouse button and drag the mouse from side to side to indicate how wide you want the columns or dialog box. If you end up highlighting some cells in the table, then you probably moved the mouse slightly just before you pressed the button.

To print a report from the Watershed Setup module:

1. You must have a report selected (opened). For example, from the Reports menu in the Watershed Setup module, select List of Computation Points (Figure 2.23).

2. From the File menu of the opened report, select Print (Figure 2.24). Or, you can right-click anywhere within the tabulated data of the report and from the shortcut menu select Print (Figure 2.25).
Figure 2.25 Select Print from Report’s Shortcut Menu

3. The Print Properties dialog box will open (Figure 2.26).

Figure 2.26 Printing Properties, Page Tab
4. From the Page tab (Figure 2.26), you can set the orientation (default is Portrait), make the report columns fit on one page, print the entire table (default) or print selected cells, repeat headers on subsequent pages, and display gridlines. By default the report prints in an ASCII format, if you want a screen image of the report, unclick ASCII and the report will print with any shading that you see on the report.

5. The Header/Footer tab (Figure 2.27) allows you enter a header and/or footer for the report.

6. The Table Title tab (Figure 2.28) allows you to change the default title of the report, and to determine whether you want the report title repeated on subsequent pages.
7. After you have everything set, click **Print** and the default system **Print** dialog box will open (Figure 2.29). Select the printer, and any other options you wish to set, click **OK**. The report will then be printed on the selected printer.

![System Print Dialog Box](image)

**Figure 2.29 System Print Dialog Box**

### 2.8.2 Print Preview

You can also preview the report before printing. To do so, do the following:

1. You must have a report selected (opened).
2. Right-click anywhere within the tabulated data of the report and from the shortcut menu, select **Print Preview** (Figure 2.30).

![Select Print Preview from Report's Shortcut Menu](image)

**Figure 2.30 Select Print Preview from Report's Shortcut Menu**
3. The **Properties** dialog box (Figure 2.26) will appear.

4. Make the same adjustments for printing as described in Section 2.8.1. When you are satisfied, select **Print** from the **Properties** dialog box, and the **Print Preview** dialog box (Figure 2.31) will open.

![Print Preview Dialog Box](image)

5. If you like what you see in the **Print Preview** dialog box, you can print by clicking **Print**, which opens the system **Print** dialog box (Figure 2.29), or you can close the **Print Preview** dialog box by clicking **Close**.

2.8.3 Exporting Reports to a File

You can also export reports to an ASCII delimited file. To export a report from the Watershed Setup module, do the following:

1. You must have a report selected (opened).

2. From the **File** menu of the opened report, select **Export** (Figure 2.32). Or, you can right-click anywhere within the tabulated data of the report and from the shortcut menu select **Export** (Figure 2.33).
3. The Table Export Options dialog box (Figure 2.34) will open.

4. You can select the Field Delimiter from the list to be TAB, SPACE, COMMA, SEMI-COLON, or COLON.

5. By default, the export does not use fixed width columns; however, if you want to do this you can click in the Fixed Width Columns checkbox.

6. You can also include the Quoted Strings, Column Headers of the report (default), include Gridlines, and include the Title of the report.
7. Once you have chosen your desired options, click **OK** and the **System Save Browser** (Figure 2.35) will open.

![Figure 2.35 System Save Browser (for Saving a File)](image)

8. You will need to select where you want the file to be saved and a filename. If you want the file to have an extension, you must enter your own; **there is no default file extension**.

9. Click **Save** and the **System Save Browser** will close. The filename that you entered will now be saved on your computer.
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Chapter 3

Creating and Managing Watersheds

A watershed is a data set associated with a geographic region for which you may have configured multiple models and area coverages. A watershed may include all of the streams, projects (reservoir, levees, etc.), gage locations, impact areas, time-series locations, and hydrologic and hydraulic data for a specific area. All of these details together, once configured, form a watershed data set.

In the Watershed Setup Module, you will set up your watershed’s physical arrangement including: background maps, the Stream Alignment, geo-extents, projects, and other geo-referenced data.

You define Configurations when you initially create a watershed. This should enable modelers to develop data explicitly for a specific configuration and reduce the possibility that incompatible model data sets will be used for multiple program applications (e.g., HEC-ResSim and HEC-FIA).

You can also use the Watershed Setup Module to define Projects and Computation Points associated with specific configurations in your watershed. Projects can include Reservoirs, Levees, Diversions, Channel Modifications, Off-Channel Storage Areas, and “Other” Projects. Computation Points are locations where time-series information is exchanged between models (e.g. ResSim and FIA).

3.1 Recognizing Watershed Setup Screen Components

The Watershed Setup Module provides tools for setting up your watershed’s physical arrangement, including maps, the Stream Alignment, geo-extents, projects, and other geo-referenced data. Figure 3.1 shows the components of the Watershed Setup Module main window. Tools unique to this module are described in the following sections.
3.1.1 Menu Bar

The following is an overview of menus unique to the Watershed Setup Module. These tools will be described in more detail in the context of specific tasks later in this chapter.

Refer to Chapter 2 for information about the View, Tools, and Help menus, which are common to all three modules.
The **File** menu (Figure 3.2) allows you to create a **New** watershed, **Open** an existing watershed, **Save** a watershed, **Save Map** (saves the display area) and **Exit** ResSim. Your most-recently-used watersheds are located at the bottom of the File menu.

Use the **Edit** menu (Figure 3.3) to access the following editors in the Watershed Setup Module: the **Watershed Data** Editor, **All Impact Areas** Editor, **Projects** Editor, and **Drawing Properties** Editor. You must select **Allow Editing** if you wish to make changes to your watershed (or toggle the Lock above the display area).

Using the **Watershed** menu (Figure 3.4), you can create and edit **Configurations**, **Update Computation Points**, **Import** and **Export** Stream Alignments, and **Import** and **Export** Impact Areas, and **Save Configurations**.

The **Reports** menu (Figure 3.5) gives you access to reports for your watershed. Reports include the **List of Streams**, **List of Impact Areas**, **List of All Configurations**, **List of Computation Points**, and **Projects** listings by project type.
3.1.2 Configuration Selector and Lock/Unlock

When you add a schematic element to the map display, you must choose its Configuration using the Configuration Selector. The default Configuration, Study, contains the entire set of all projects and Computation Points defined in the watershed. You can also associate projects with custom configurations.

Before you can add, remove, or edit schematic elements in your watershed, you must lock the Configuration by clicking on the symbol to the right of the Configuration Selector. When the Configuration is locked, the symbol appears. If the Configuration is unlocked, the symbol appears.

3.1.3 Map (Mouse) Tools

In the Watershed Setup Module, Map (Mouse) Tools allow you to access and configure objects within your watershed. Project Tools help you to create and edit the various project types. After you have created a project, ResSim adds it to the active Configuration. The following are descriptions of the available tools:

- **Pointer Tool**
  Right-click with the Pointer Tool to select and access a shortcut menu for any schematic element in the watershed map display.

- **Zoom Tool**
  Use the Zoom Tool to zoom in and out of the display area. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to zoom in on. To zoom out, right-click in the display area.

- **Pan Tool**
  Use the Pan Tool to move the display area while you are zoomed in.

- **Time-Series Icon Tool**
  Use the Time-Series Icon tools to create, delete, and rename time-series icons that are used for plotting and tabulating time-series data. To create, select the Time-Series Icon Tool, hold down the CTRL key and click. To access the available commands, select the Time-Series Icon Tool, right-click on a time-series icon, and the commands are available from the shortcut menu.

- **Stream Alignment Tool**
  Use the Stream Alignment Tool to draw the multi-segmented lines that comprise a Stream Alignment representing river systems in the map display.
Stream Node Tool
The Stream Node Tool allows you to create and edit stream nodes and junctions, two of the primary components of a Stream Alignment.

Reservoir Tool
Use the Reservoir Tool to select and add reservoir projects to the map display and access editors for reservoirs.

Levee Tool
Use the Levee Tool to select and add levee projects to the map display panel and access editors for levees. In the Watershed Setup Module, only the name and description can be edited.

Diversion Tool
Use the Diversion Tool to select and add diversions to the map display and access editors for Diversions.

Channel Modification Tool
Use the Channel Modification Tool to select and add channel modifications (such as channel straightening, concrete walls, dredging, and widening) to the map display and access editors for Diversions.

Off Channel Storage Tool
Use the Off-Channel Storage Areas Tool to select and create Off-Channel Storage Area polygons in the map display and edit their properties.

“Other” Project Tool
Use the “Other” Projects Tool to place icons representing “other” projects, such as pump stations and gages, etc., and edit their properties.

Impact Area Tool
Use the Impact Area Tool to create and edit impact areas representing regions in the watershed where flood damages will be evaluated.

Computation Point Tool
Use the Computation Point Tool to create and edit Computation Points. Computation Points are locations in the watershed where individual models will share information. Typically one model will produce results at a Computation Point that another model will use as input.
3.2 Using Shortcut Menus

Shortcut menu commands vary according to the schematic elements with which they are associated. Figure 3.6 shows the shortcut menu for a reservoir named “Reservoir A”.

If your watershed is locked, the shortcut menu will allow you to edit, rename, delete the object (depending on the object type), remove from the activated configuration, and add configuration notes, as well as import its properties. If your watershed is unlocked, some of the options will be unavailable.

3.3 Watershed Creation

The first thing you must do to create a new watershed is to specify its directory location, give it a name and description, and establish the Units of Measure and Time Zone. Once you have created your new watershed, ResSim generates a new directory hierarchy in the “base” working directory. Your new watershed becomes active in the main window and the tools needed to create the watershed data become available. At this point you may continue to configure the new watershed by adding layers and schematic elements, setting preferences for the map display, etc., as described later in this chapter.

3.3.1 Defining a Watershed Location

A Watershed Location is your working directory--the place on disk where you create and edit your watershed data. You can have multiple watershed locations, although an individual watershed cannot span multiple locations. Each watershed location should have a logical name, such as CWMS or General Projects.

Before you can create or open a watershed, you must define at least one watershed location. To define a Watershed Location:

1. From the Tools menu, select Options. The HEC-ResSim Options dialog box (Figure 3.7) will open.
2. Select the **Model Directories** tab. The **Name** and **Location** of any watershed locations you have previously defined will display in the list.

3. To add a new location to the list, click the **Add Location** button. The **Add Watershed Location** dialog box will open (Figure 3.8).

![Add Watershed Location Dialog Box](image)

**Figure 3.8 Add Watershed Location Dialog Box**

4. Enter a logical **Name** for the new location, then click the **Browse** button to select the area on disk where you want to build your watershed. This directory is the “holder” of the “base” directory and the “base” directory is the “holder” of your watershed. In other words, the Watershed Location contains a directory named **base**, which contains the directory(s) for your watershed(s).

5. Click **OK** to close the Add Watershed Location dialog box.

The new location will now appear in the list of watershed locations on the **Model Directories** tab.

Refer to Appendix A for information about other options available in the **Options** dialog box.
3.3.2 Creating a New Watershed

Once you have established the working directory, you can create a new watershed.

To create a new watershed:

1. Select New Watershed from the File menu. The Create New Watershed dialog box (Figure 3.9) opens.

![Create New Watershed Dialog Box](image)

2. Type a Name for the new watershed. The watershed name must be less than 32 characters and cannot contain any of the following characters: | / : * " < > - \.

3. Type a Description for the new watershed that clearly explains what it is.

4. Select a Location (working directory) for the new watershed’s directory from your list of available locations.

5. Specify either English (U.S. customary units) or SI (System International) as the Units of Measure. You will not be able to change this after you click OK (see Section 3.3.3, Specifying Units of Measure, for more information).

6. Specify the Time Zone of the new watershed by selecting from the list of standard time zones. Note that the watershed Time Zone does not recognize Daylight Savings Time (see Section 3.3.4, Specifying Time Zone, for more information).

7. Click OK to close the Create New Watershed dialog box.
3.3.3 Specifying Units of Measure

All modeling data, time-series data, geometric and reservoir information, model parameters, and flow-, elevation- and stage-time-series data must use the same unit system when saved. Therefore, it is crucial that you specify either English or SI as the Units of Measure for your watershed when you create it. NOTE: You cannot change the watershed units of measure once you have created the watershed. However, you can (at any time) customize the display of data using the View menu.

3.3.4 Specifying Time Zone

When a new watershed is created, the user must select the appropriate time zone for the watershed. This typically would be the time zone for the outlet or major portion of the watershed. Internally, ResSim will store all time-series data using the fixed “standard time offset from GMT” for the selected watershed time zone. Thus, internally, the data will be held in standard time only.

3.4 Setting Up New Map Layers

Layers in ResSim are like transparencies laid one on top of the other, with static physical images such as roads, county and state boundaries, rivers, subbasins, etc., layered in the display as color pictures. Each of these images, along with its associated data, is a map layer. Access to the Layers Selector is available from the View menu. Refer to Chapter 4 for a more detailed description of Map Layers.

3.4.1 Importing Maps into ResSim

The background maps you will use in your watershed will come from sources outside of ResSim. To import a map file for use in your watershed, copy the appropriate map files to the “maps” directory of your watershed (see Appendix A for information about the ResSim directory structure). ResSim does not perform coordinate transformation for background maps. Therefore, all of the map layers you use in a watershed should be referenced to the same coordinate system (see Appendix B for more information on coordinate systems). Table 3.1 shows the file formats ResSim supports and each format is described in the paragraphs that follow. Appendix C describes how to access the map editors for configuring each type of map format.
### Table 3.1 Map Layer Formats Supported by ResSim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Common File Name</th>
<th>Extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArcView® Shapefile</td>
<td>.shp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAD® DXF</td>
<td>.dxf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raster image</td>
<td>.img, .gif, .jpg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS* Digital Line Graph</td>
<td>.dlg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS* Digital Elevation Model</td>
<td>.dem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII NetTIN</td>
<td>.net</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArcInfo® DEM</td>
<td>.asc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*US Geological Survey

**Arc Shapefiles (.shp)**
This layer type is the native data structure for the ArcView® GIS program. Shapefiles store non-topological geometry and attribute information for the spatial features of a data set. Usually there are three files: *.dbf, *.shp, and *.shx. The .shp file contains the shapes (point, polylines, or polygons) that display in the layer. Each shape has a record in the .dbf file containing descriptive data called “attributes.” The .shx file contains an index that links each shape to its record in the .dbf file.

**AutoCAD® DXF (.dxf)**
A Drawing Interchange file (.dxf) is created by a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) package, AutoCAD®. This format is a tagged data representation of an AutoCad® drawing file. In tagged data, a group code precedes each data element. A group code is an integer number indicating the type of data element. The file created is a vector-based graphic. The DXF format is commonly used for data exported from other CAD and GIS programs.

**Raster Image**
ResSim supports JPEG (.jpg) and Graphics Interchange (.gif) raster image formats. Before ResSim can access these file types, you must first create an .img (ASCII text) file containing the following lines:

```
Image West=2051443.
Image North=355443.
Image East=2054925.6
Image South=351947.4
```

These are image boundaries that are determined by the user and usually calculated using a program such as ArcInfo®.

```
Image URL = path and filename of raster image
(i.e., maps/1h_2m.gif)
```

The raster image boundaries must match the easting and northing parameters stated in the Geographic Region Dialog (see Section 3.4.3, “Specifying the Geographic Referencing and Coordinate System”).
USGS Digital Line Graph (.dlg)
USGS Digital Line Graph (DLG) files are created from two sources using manual and automated digitizing methods. The two sources are aerial photographs and cartographic sources. DLG files are vector representations of the data. When ResSim interacts with a .dlg file, it automatically creates a .dlgbin file, which is a binary representation of the ASCII .dlg file.

USGS Digital Elevation Model (.dem)
The USGS Geological Survey publishes the raster file format USGS Digital Elevation Model (DEM). DEM files usually contain terrain elevations, but the file format can be used for representing any surface. The format, published by the USGS, allows internal documentation of coordinate system, date of publication, etc.

ASCII NetTin (.net)
This is an ASCII file format used to represent a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). The TIN data is stored in a simple format that defines the nodes, edges, and triangles contained in the TIN. This format is common for transferring TIN data between software packages.

ArcInfo® DEM (.asc)
This is an ASCII file format representation of a grid generated by ArcInfo®. The file consists of keywords followed by values defining the number of columns, number of rows, lower left corner, cell size, no data value, and each cell value.
3.4.2 Adding a New Map Layer

To make map files accessible in the watershed, first make sure that the map files are in the “maps” directory of the watershed, as previously described in Section 3.4.1. Also, ensure all maps you add to a watershed share the same coordinate system before you add them to the watershed.

To add a map layer to your watershed:

1. Select Layers from the View menu. The Layer Selector dialog box will appear (Figure 3.10).
2. From the Edit menu, select Allow Layer Editing.
3. Next, from the Maps menu, select Add Map Layer. The Open File dialog box (Figure 3.11) will open.
4. Locate the map file you wish to use on your local computer (for example, “np_shed.shp”).
5. After you have selected the map you wish to use, click OK. The new map will now appear in the Layer Selector dialog box.

### 3.4.3 Specifying the Geographic Referencing and Coordinate System

To maintain a geographic reference, you must specify a coordinate system for each watershed. To establish the grid size and coordinate system:

1. Select Layers from the View menu to open the Layer Selector dialog box.
2. From the Maps menu, select Map Display Coordinates to open the Geographic Region dialog box (Figure 3.12).

![Display Coordinate Information](image)

The Geographic Region dialog box includes the following information:

**Coordinate System**
This box identifies the coordinate system established for the watershed. The coordinate system can be edited, but remember that all maps and data must exist in one unified coordinate system. Therefore, some layers or data might require the use of a GIS program to transform coordinate system information. For additional information about editing the Coordinate System, see “Editing the Coordinate System” paragraph below.

**Extents**
The values of *Easting Min, Easting Max, Northing Min,* and *Northing Max* indicate the location of the left, right, bottom and top borders (respectively) of the grid in the display area. ResSim displays coordinates in the Status Bar as you move the cursor within the map display panel.

**Grow to Map Extents**
When you check this box, ResSim automatically sets the geographic region to define the smallest rectangle that encompasses all of the objects (maps, icons, alignments, etc.) in the display area. If you add
any objects to the watershed that lie outside the geographic region, ResSim automatically updates the extents to include the new objects.

You must select the geographic extents of your watershed carefully to ensure that all map layers in your watershed setup are included. The extents you specify and the coordinate system you use must be consistent for all layers in the watershed. You should use GIS tools to transform layers from one coordinate system to another before you use them in ResSim.

Setting Map Coordinates to Display
You can automatically set the geographic extents to the coordinates in your current view. First, zoom in or out in the display area to determine a preferred geographic region, then open the Geographic Region dialog box and click Set Map Coordinates to Display. ResSim will set the extents to the current view in your map display. Objects beyond the geographic extents remain in the watershed, but they are not included in the grid of the display area.

Editing the Coordinate System
You can edit the Coordinate System of the Watershed by selecting Edit in the Geographic Region dialog box. This opens the Map Coordinate Information dialog box, where you can configure the System, Units, Spheroid, and other system-specific data. See Appendix B for more information on configuring map coordinate information.
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Layers in ResSim are like transparencies laid one on top of the other, with static physical images such as roads, county and state boundaries, rivers, subbasins, etc., layered in the display as color pictures. Each of these images, along with its associated data, is a layer.

4.1 Understanding Layers

Layers are hierarchical. Primary (top level) layers include the Time-Series Icon Layer and the Study Layer (available only in the Watershed Setup Module), the Stream Alignment Layer, and Map Layers. These primary layers can contain component layers. For example, the Stream Alignment Layer contains the Stream Nodes, Stream Segments, and Stream Junctions. The Study Layer contains layers for all Reservoirs and other Projects, Computation Points, and Impact Areas contained within the Study.

4.1.1 Time-Series Icon Layer

The Time-Series Icon Layer includes all of the time-series icons for your watershed, and it allows you to separate different types of data in your map display. For example, a gage may report stage and precipitation (and compute flow from stage). If you create time-series layers named “Stage,” “Flow,” and “Precipitation,” you can then place each data set in the appropriate layer.

ResSim does not use Time-Series Icons for any program needs. Refer to the CWMS User’s Manual (HEC, 2010) for additional details about Time-Series Icons.

4.1.2 Study Layer

The Study Layer appears in the Watershed Setup Module only. The Study layer is comprised of all of the projects, impact areas, and computation points contained in the watershed.

The Layer Selector displays Study as a primary layer in the Layer tree. When you click on the root handle for the Study branch, there is a layer for Computation Points, Diversions, Names (labels for the projects, computation points, and impact areas), Reservoirs, Channel Modifications, Levees, Off Channel Storage, Other Projects, and Impact Areas. ResSim creates a layer for each of these items even before you have defined any projects, computation points, or impact areas.
4.1.3 Stream Alignment Layer

The Stream Alignment Layer contains the Stream Alignment representing the river system in the watershed. The Stream Alignment layer includes three component layers: Stream Nodes, Streams Segments (also referred to as stream elements), and Stream Junctions. This layer is available in all ResSim Modules but is only available for editing within the Watershed Setup Module.

4.1.4 Map Layers

ResSim can display various types of maps and elements in the georeferenced map display area. These maps, displayed as map layers, are static physical images. Examples of map layers include roads, county and state boundaries, rivers, subbasins, etc. Some maps are static images, which display as color pictures in the display area. Map Layers are not interactive. Instead, you interact with data associated with schematic elements you place in your map display.

For a description of the map layer formats supported by ResSim, see “Importing Maps into ResSim” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1.

4.2 Exploring the Layer Selector

The Layer Selector is the main controller for the organization of the various layer types described above, including the Study Layer, Stream Alignment Layer, and Map Layers.

To access the Layer Selector from any module, from the View menu, select Layers….

The Layer Selector window, shown in Figure 4.1, opens as a separate frame that you can minimize to the Windows taskbar.

Figure 4.1  Layer Selector
4.2.1 The Layer Selector Menus

Menus in the Layer Selector offer a variety of tools to assist you in managing layers.

The **Layers** menu (Figure 4.2) offers a **Close** command to close the Layer Selector.

The **Edit** menu (Figure 4.3) provides tools for rearranging layers, viewing and editing layer properties, and adding and reloading default toolbar buttons for access to individual layers.

To see all of the available commands in the Edit menu, you must first select a layer and activate **Allow Layer Editing**. When editing is enabled, a checkbox appears next to the menu item as shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.4 shows the **Edit** menu as it appears with **Allow Layer Editing** turned off and with no layer selected.

Also note that the current position of an individual layer will determine which commands are available in the **Edit** menu. When a layer is already at the top, the **Move to Top** and **Move Up** options will be unavailable. Likewise, if a layer is at the bottom, the **Move Down** and **Move to Bottom** options will not be available.
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The Maps menu (Figure 4.5) allows you to add and remove map layers, as well as import images. The Map Display Coordinates option opens the Geographic Region dialog box. These processes are described in “Adding a New Map Layer” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2. You must select a map layer to access the Remove Map Layer command.

The View menu (Figure 4.6) gives you control over display of the Layer Selector. The Expand option expands the “tree” of a layer to display its sub-layers (same functionality as clicking on the layer’s plus-sign box in the tree). Once you have expanded a layer, Expand changes to Collapse to close the layer to show only the primary layer (same functionality as clicking on the minus-sign box in the tree). Always on Top keeps the Layer Selector on top of your desktop so you can leave it open while you work, if desired.

4.2.2 The Layer Selector “Tree”

The Layer Selector uses a tree metaphor for controlling the display and organization of layers in the watershed. The tree metaphor represents the hierarchical arrangement of layers in ResSim.

The top level of the tree is the Layers folder, which contains all of the layers in the watershed. Beneath the Layers folder is a tree branch for each primary layer, beginning with a plus/minus box, followed by a checkbox, then the layer name.

When you expand a layer (“Controlling Layer Display”, Section 4.2.3), its sub-layers display. If no sub-layers exist, you will see a legend for the layer.

In following sections you will learn how to interact with layers in the Layer Selector by using the Menu items, shortcut menus, plus/minus boxes, checkboxes, and properties editors.
4.2.3 Controlling Layer Display

Beside each Layer branch is a plus/minus box, or root handle, that serves the same function as the Expand/Collapse options in the View menu. A plus means the layer can be expanded. You can click on a plus to expand a tree branch to display component layers; if no component layers exist, you will see a legend for the layer. When the root handle is a minus, you can click on it to collapse the tree branch. You can also expand and collapse layers by double-clicking them with your mouse. Figure 4.7 shows the Layer Selector with some of the layers expanded.

The checkbox turns the display of the layer on or off (checked indicates the layer is active in the display area). When not checked, neither the primary layer nor the components beneath it will display. When checked, the primary layer and all checked component layers will display; however, any unchecked component layers beneath it will not display.

Figure 4.7 Layer Selector - Layers Expanded
4.2.4 Viewing Layer Legend

When you click on the root handle of a layer with no components, the legend for the map displays.

The type of legend displayed is determined by the various file formats. Figure 4.8 shows the legend for Reservoirs.

![Figure 4.8 Layer Selector - Map Legend for Reservoirs](image)

4.3 Controlling Layer Organization

The Layer Selector also controls how layers are arranged in the display area. When you add map layers to the watershed (“Adding a New Map Layer” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2), the map layer is added to the bottom of the list of maps in the Layer Selector. You can use the Layer Selector to rearrange the order of the primary layers:

1. Select the layer you would like to move.
2. From the Edit menu, select **Allow Layer Editing**.
3. From the Edit menu, select **Move Up** to move the layer towards the front of the map display, or click **Move Down** to move the layer to the back.
4. To see your changes, click **Apply** (to keep the Layer Selector open) or click **OK** to close the Layer Selector.

Continue to change the position of each layer until the necessary map features are visible in the display area.
4.3.1 Configuring Toolbar Icons to Control Layers

In the Layer Selector you can also add controls to the Toolbar of the main window. Toolbar buttons provide a shortcut for turning layers on and off without having to open the Layer Selector. Toggling on and off the toolbar button functions the same as the checkbox in the Layer Selector. When the button is depressed, the layer is selected for display in the map panel. When the button is up, the layer is turned off in the display. This shortcut is useful when you might want to have frequent control over layers that are being displayed.

Additionally, right-clicking on the toolbar button gives you access to various properties editors and allows you to select and deselect layers being displayed. The options available from the shortcut menu depend upon the layer type.

If you hover your mouse over a Toolbar Button, a Tool Tip appears with a description of the button.

Adding toolbar buttons is an optional configuration step, and if you want to use toolbar buttons, you must configure them separately in each module. Toolbar buttons are saved when you exit the watershed, so you will only have to set them up once.

To add a toolbar button:

1. In the **Layer Selector**, select a layer in the tree.
2. From the **Edit** menu, select **Add Toolbar Button**. The **Toolbar Button Editor** opens, as shown in Figure 4.9.
3. The name of the layer appears by default in the **Tool Tip** field, but you can specify a more descriptive **Tool Tip** if desired.
4. From the **Icon** list, select an icon to represent the selected layer.
5. Select **OK** when you are done.

The toolbar button then appears in the toolbar above the Display Area.

To remove a toolbar icon, select the layer in the Layer Selector, and then from the **Edit** menu, select **Remove Toolbar Button**. To quickly remove all toolbar buttons that you have defined, select **Reload Default Button** from the **Edit** menu in the Layer Selector.
4.3.2 Adding Map Layers

You will find it helpful to add maps to the watershed and the display area to provide a geographical reference for time-series icons, the stream alignment, and projects in your watershed.

To add map layers:

1. From the Edit menu of the Layer Selector, select Allow Layer Editing.
2. From the Maps menu, select Add Map Layer… This command opens a file browser to the default “maps” directory in the watershed directory hierarchy. You must first copy any maps you wish to use in the watershed to the “maps” directory for your watershed.
3. From the file browser, choose the map you wish to add.
4. Click OK.

The map name now appears in the Layer Selector as a new tree branch. See “Adding a New Map Layer” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2 for more information.

4.3.3 Removing Map Layers

To remove a layer from the map display, select the layer in the layer selector, and then select Remove Map Layer from the Maps menu.
4.3.4 Using Layer Selector Shortcut Menus

Shortcut menus in the Layer Selector offer commonly used commands that are also available in the Layer Selector’s Edit and View menus. Figure 4.10 shows the shortcut menu for the Stream Alignment layer in the Layer Selector.

The Expand option expands the tree of a layer to display its component layers. Collapse closes the layer to show only the primary layer.

Move to Top, Move Up, Move Down, and Move to Bottom allow you to rearrange layers. The current position of an individual layer will determine which Move buttons are available.

Properties opens a Properties dialog box for the layer.
For map layers that you add (Figure 4.11), there are several additional options available. The **Show Legend** option expands the map layer tree to display the map legend. This option changes to **Hide Legend** when the layer is expanded, allowing you to close the branch view of legends. Also, the **Change Label** option allows you to change the name of the layer in the tree.

The remaining options are related to when the layer should appear in the map region. The viewing of the layer can be made to depend on the how “zoomed in” or “zoomed out” the view is in the map display area. These options include **Set Scale for Zoom-in**, **Set Scale for Zoom-out**, and **Remove Scale Factors**.

Reminder: you must first activate **Allow Layer Editing** (from the **Edit** menu) before you can access many of the shortcut menu commands.

### 4.4 Viewing and Configuring Layer Properties

The **Layer Selector** provides three ways to view and configure layer properties. You can:

- Select a layer in the Layer Selector and then choose **Properties** from the **Edit** menu.
- Right-click on a layer in the Layer Selector and then select **Properties** from the shortcut menu.
- Double click on a layer in the Layer Selector.

Each of these techniques opens a **Properties** dialog box specific to the layer type; map layers also have additional dialog boxes for configuring properties. For information about configuring the Time-Series Icon Layer, refer to the *CWMS User’s Manual* (HEC, 2010).
4.4.1 Study Layer Properties

The Study Layer is available only in the Watershed Setup module. When you select Properties for the Study layer, the Drawing Properties Editor appears (Figure 4.12).

The Drawing Properties Editor has six tabs that allow you to view and edit properties of Reservoirs, Levees, Diversions, Channel Modifications, Computation Points, and Impact Areas in your watershed.

Figure 4.12 Drawing Properties Editor - Reservoir Tab

With the Reservoir tab selected (Figure 4.12), you can choose the Fill and Outline Color for the Triangle (which is the “visual” representation of the Reservoir) and the Fill and Outline Color and the Width of the Storage Reach (which represents the Reservoir reach along the stream alignment) of reservoirs in your watershed display. Also, you can choose the Fill Color and Width of the Dam element. When you select Draw Reservoir Triangle with a checkmark, the reservoir shape drawn in the Watershed Setup Module displays on the map; when it is not checked, the reservoir shape does not display. Likewise, Draw Reservoir Name, when checked, displays the reservoir name on the map and hides the name when unchecked. The Font... button for the Reservoir Name allows you to choose the text font for the name of the reservoir in the map display.

The Levees tab (Figure 4.13) allows you to edit the properties of levees in your watershed. You can specify the Line Color and Levee Width. Draw Levee Name, when checked, displays Levee names on the map and hides the names when unchecked. The Font... button for the Levee Name allows you to choose the text font for the name of the levee in the map display.
With the **Diversions** tab (Figure 4.14), you can select the **Line Color** and **Width** for the diversion. You can also select the **Fill Color** for the Diversion Arrowhead. The arrowhead colors can be different to indicate whether or not the diversion is **Connected** or **Disconnected** (e.g., Connected indicates that the diverted water remains in the system and Disconnected indicates that the diverted water is lost to the system). **Draw Diversion Name**, when checked, displays the Diversion names in the display area and does not display when the name is unchecked. The **Name Font...** button allows you to choose the text font for the name of the diversion in the watershed display area.
The Channel Modification tab (Figure 4.15) allows you to select the Line Color and Width of the Channel Modifications. Draw Channel Modification Name, when checked, displays the Channel Modification names in the display area and does not display when the name is unchecked. The Name Font… button allows you to choose the text font for the names of Channel Modification points in the watershed display area.

![Figure 4.15 Drawing Properties Editor - Channel Modification Tab](image)

The Computation Point tab (Figure 4.16) allows you to select the Fill Color and Width of the Computation Points. Draw Computation Point Name, when checked, displays the Computation Point names in the display area and does not display when the name is unchecked. The Name Font… button allows you to choose the text font for the names of Computation Points in the watershed display area.

![Figure 4.16 Drawing Properties Editor - Computation Point Tab](image)
The **Impact Area** tab (Figure 4.17) allows you to display or hide the Impact Area name for your watershed. **Draw Impact Area Name**, when checked, displays Impact Area names on the map and hides the names when unchecked. The **Name Font…** button allows you to choose the text font for the names of Impact Areas in the watershed display.

![Figure 4.17 Drawing Properties Editor - Impact Area Tab](image)

Impact areas can be included in your ResSim model for consistency with your HEC-FIA model; however, the only computations performed in ResSim are related to the computation points corresponding to the FIA index locations.

For more information about Impact Areas, refer to the *HEC-FIA User’s Manual* (HEC, 2003).
4.4.2 Stream Alignment Layer Properties

When you select Properties for the Stream Alignment layer, the Stream Alignment Properties Editor (Figure 4.18) appears.

The Stream Alignment Properties Editor allows you to specify Stream Width and Stream Color in your watershed display. Show Stream Name, when checked, displays stream names on the map and hides the names when unchecked. The first Choose Font button allows you to choose the text font for the names of streams in the map display. When Draw Station Tics is checked, station tics display on the map, and you are able to specify the Tic Length and Major Tic Length. Draw Tic Labels, when checked, displays Tic labels on the map and hides the labels when unchecked. The second Choose Font button allows you to specify the text font for the Tic Labels. When Draw Station Tics is unchecked, Station Tics do not display on the map and the Tic Length, Major Tic Length, Draw Tic Labels, and Choose Font options are not available. Similar options are available for Stream Nodes and Stream Junctions (stream junctions occur at the confluence of multiple stream alignments).

The Stream Alignment Properties Editor’s preview pane (located on the right side of the editor) allows you to view your changes before applying them.
4.4.3 Map Layers Properties

Map layers can be any of a number of formats supported by ResSim, including ArcView® Shapefiles, AutoCAD® DXF files, raster images, U.S Geological Survey (USGS) Digital Line Graphs (DLG) files, USGS Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files, ASCII NET TIN files, and ArcInfo® DEM files. Hence, when you select Properties for a map layer, the editor that opens is specific to the type of map.

For example, if the map layer you wish to configure is a USGS Digital Line Graph map layer, the Properties command opens the USGS Digital Line Graph Editor (Figure 4.19).

From the “Properties” tab of this Map Layers Properties Editor, you can specify the default Color of the map and choose whether or not Nodes, Lines, and Areas display in the watershed. You can also set the Saturation and Brightness of the display.

From the “Scale” tab (Figure 4.20) of this Map Layers Properties Editor, you have the choice to Always show the layer, or you can indicate a scale range where the map layer will be visible.

The directory location of the map file in your ResSim watershed is shown at the top of the dialog box.

Appendix C describes additional map layer editors available in ResSim.
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The Stream Alignment, illustrated in Figure 5.1, represents the river system in the watershed. It indicates where confluences and bifurcations occur and provides a sense of distance and scale.

In the Watershed Setup Module, Stream Elements (Figure 5.2), Stream Nodes (Figure 5.3), and Stream Junctions (Figure 5.4) are the components of a Stream Alignment.

When you create a Stream Alignment, you draw it as a set of connected, multi-segmented lines. The Stream Alignment must have at least two nodes, defining the beginning and end of a stream element. Figure 5.5 illustrates the relationship of line segments, stream elements, and the Stream Alignment.
ResSim creates and labels stream stations (or river stations) automatically along each stream element. By default, the station at the downstream end of an element is Station 0 (zero), and the stationing increases upstream along the element according to the linear distance between nodes on the stream element in the watershed coordinate system. You can override the default stationing by editing the station values of the stream nodes at the upstream and downstream ends of the stream element, as well as by adding additional nodes along the stream element.

Stream stationing is based on the geographic extents you define when you draw a stream element. If you have set the geographic extents to represent feet, either manually or by importing a layer projected in feet, the station labels will represent feet.

After you have drawn a Stream Alignment in the display area, you can edit, rename, delete, and move its component stream elements, stream nodes, and stream junctions using the Stream Alignment shortcut menus.

### 5.1 Creating a New Stream Alignment

You must be in the Watershed Setup Module to create a Stream Alignment in ResSim. Although it is not necessary, you will find it useful to display a background map of the river system as a guideline for creating your stream alignment. If your stream alignment is going to be based on a map layer, the map layer should already have been included in the watershed by copying the map files into the “maps” directory. The map layer should contain water features, such as stream channels and reservoirs or lakes. Use this map layer as a guide while creating the stream alignment. By doing this, the units of the labels on the stream alignment will be the same as the units of the water feature layer (i.e., if your water feature layer is projected in state plane coordinates (feet), then the labels on the stream alignment will be in feet). Refer to Chapters 3 and 4 for more information about adding and displaying maps.
You can either digitize a stream alignment by hand or import a stream alignment from an ArcView® shapefile. The following are the steps for digitizing a stream alignment (see Section 5.3 for details on importing a stream alignment).

To create a stream alignment:

1. You must be in the **Watershed Setup Module**. On the **Module** list, select **Watershed Setup**.

2. On the map toolbar, press the **Stream Alignment Tool**.

3. Determine an *upstream* location where you want to start a stream element (typically, you will begin at the upstream end of the mainstem and end at the most downstream location of the primary river in your watershed).

4. Hold down the **CTRL** key. Starting at the *upstream* end, draw the stream element by clicking the left mouse button at each vertex point as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

5. Continue *downstream* (while continuing to hold down the **CTRL** key) and before placing the last point of the stream element, release the **CTRL** key, and then click the left mouse button at the last downstream location. This creates the ending stream node of the stream element.

6. The **Create New Stream** dialog box (Figure 5.7) opens. You can either accept the default name or enter a new name. Also, you can enter a description for the stream element. Click **OK** to close the **Create New Stream** dialog box.
7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 to add more stream elements to your stream alignment.

8. To create a confluence or bifurcation, end the stream element by clicking directly on an existing stream element. After naming the new stream element, the Connect Stream Reaches dialog box (Figure 5.8) will appear. You need to determine whether you want to connect the new stream element to the existing stream element. Click Yes if you want the two stream elements connected; otherwise click No. If you selected No, and if there are additional existing streams that are possible candidates for connecting your new stream element to, then a subsequent Connect Stream Reaches dialog will appear to give you the opportunity to connect to the existing stream.

When multiple stream elements are connected (e.g., at a confluence), a stream junction is automatically created and appears as a highlighted green circle (a “light green halo”) as shown in Figure 5.9.

9. Once you have completed the creation of your stream alignment, save your work. From the File menu, select Save Watershed and the stream alignment for your watershed will be saved.
5.2 Editing an Existing Stream Alignment

After drawing a stream alignment in the display area, there are many options available for revising your stream alignment. To edit your stream alignment, you must be in the Watershed Setup Module. The Zoom Tool can be used to help magnify the stream network, thus providing more detail to make editing the stream alignment easier.

This section describes the following capabilities for editing your Stream Alignment:

- how to refine and re-shape your stream alignment (by moving/adding/deleting vertex points of the stream elements)
- how to review stream stationing and provide a stream element description (by using the stream element editor)
- how to rename and delete stream elements
- how to add and edit stream nodes (for defining stream stationing)
- how to move and edit stream junctions
- how to reverse the flow direction of a stream element
- how to disconnect a stream element

Since the Stream Alignment may be referenced by other models, care should be used when making any changes to it.

5.2.1 Moving Vertices of a Stream Element

To move a vertex of an existing Stream Element:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, double-click anywhere on the stream element. The stream element you select will turn red and all the vertices of that stream element will turn blue.
3. Click on the vertex you want to move, and drag it to a new location, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.

![Figure 5.10 Moving Stream Element Vertices](image)
5.2.2 Adding Vertices to a Stream Element

To add vertex points to an existing stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.

2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, double-click anywhere on the stream element. The stream element you select will turn red and all the vertices of that stream element will turn blue.

3. Place the pointer on the selected stream element where you want to add a vertex point. Hold down the CTRL key and click. A blue point will appear on the selected stream where you have added a vertex point.

5.2.3 Deleting Vertices from a Stream Element

To delete vertex points from an existing stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.

2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, double-click anywhere on the stream element. The stream element you select will turn red and all the vertices of that stream element will turn blue.

3. Hold down the SHIFT+CTRL keys and click on the vertex point to be deleted. The blue vertex point will disappear from the stream element, and the stream will straighten between the two adjacent vertices.

5.2.4 Editing a Stream Element

To edit a Stream Element:

1. Lock the configuration.

2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, right-click on the stream you want to edit.

3. From the shortcut menu (Figure 5.11), select Edit Stream Element to open the Stream Editor (Figure 5.12).
The **Stream Editor** displays a summary of the stream name, description, stationing, and coordinates for a stream element. *You can edit only the description.*

**Stream name:**
The Stream Editor displays the name of the Stream Element you have selected in the list along with all available Stream Elements in the watershed. Also, left and right arrows (navigator buttons) allow you to click through the Stream Elements in the watershed.

**Description:**
To edit the Description of the Stream Element, you can type into the text area or click the **Enter Description** button to access the **Enter Description** dialog box (Figure 5.13)

**Stationing:**
The Stream Editor provides you with a report of the stream stationing and coordinates of the Upstream and Downstream nodes, plus any stream nodes in between them. Use the **Stream Node Editor** (described in Section 5.2.8) to edit the stream stationing of the nodes.
5.2.5 Renaming a Stream Element

To rename a stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, right-click on the stream element and select Rename Stream Element.
3. Enter a new Name and Description for the stream element in the Rename Stream dialog box illustrated in Figure 5.14.

![Figure 5.14 Rename Stream](image)

5.2.6 Deleting a Stream Element

To delete a stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, right-click on the stream element and select Delete Stream Element.
3. When the confirmation message (shown below in Figure 5.15) appears, select either Yes or No.

![Figure 5.15 Confirmation Message when Deleting a Stream Element](image)

*It is important to remember that other models (e.g., HEC-FIA) may use the same stream alignment, so be sure to confirm with other modelers before deleting any stream elements.*
5.2.7 Inserting a Stream Node

By default, ResSim generates beginning and ending stream nodes for each stream element. Also, stream nodes are automatically created where stream elements connect (stream junctions). Since stream nodes are used for establishing the stream stationing, you may want to include additional stream nodes along your stream element for locations where you want to define specific stream stationing.

It is important to keep in mind when defining the stream stations that the locations you specify for stationing are common to all models that use stationing in their computations.

To insert a stream node on an existing Stream Alignment:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Using the Stream Node Tool, hold down the CTRL key and right-click on the Stream Alignment in the place where the stream node is to be inserted.
3. When you right-click on the stream station node, a shortcut menu appears (Figure 5.16).
4. From the shortcut menu on the stream node, you can choose Edit Node, which will bring up the Stream Node Editor illustrated in Figure 5.17.

5.2.8 Editing a Stream Node

The Stream Node Editor (Figure 5.17) displays the location information for the node.

1. The Use Default Stationing check box is selected by default. When you select this option, the current location of the selected node displays in the Stream Node Editor.
2. If you want to specify the exact location for the node on the stream element, then “deselect” the Use Default Stationing to make the Station box editable.
3. Enter the location for the station directly into the Station box, and then click OK.
5.2.9 Deleting a Stream Node

Since stream nodes define the stream stationing that may be referenced by other models, care should be used when deleting stream nodes.

To delete a stream node from an existing Stream Alignment:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Find the stream node you wish to delete.
3. Using the Stream Node Tool, right-click on the stream node.
4. Select Delete Node from the shortcut menu.
5. A Confirm Delete message will display (Figure 5.18) asking you whether you really want to delete the selected stream node.
6. Click Yes and the message will close and the stream node will be deleted from the stream element.

5.2.10 Moving a Stream Junction

When two stream elements intersect (e.g., at a confluence), a Stream Junction is automatically created. A stream junction is multiple stream nodes at one location and is represented by a dark green circle with a light green halo around the circle. Although ResSim generates default stream junctions when you create the Stream Alignment, you can move them as needed.

To move a Stream Junction along an existing Stream Alignment:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Node Tool selected, double-click on the stream junction. The stream junction you select will turn dark green and will have small squares (handles) at each corner (Figure 5.19).
3. To move the stream junction, click and drag it along the stream element to its new position.
5.2.11 Editing a Stream Junction

To edit a Stream Junction:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Using the Stream Node Tool, right-click on the Stream Junction to access the shortcut menu (Figure 5.20).
3. Select Edit Junction to open the Stream Junction Editor (Figure 5.21).

![Stream Junction Editor](image)

The Stream Junction Editor displays the list of stream nodes associated with a junction and allows you to edit the stationing of each of the nodes by deselecting the “Use Default Stationing” box and entering the desired station.

5.2.12 Reversing the Direction of a Stream

If you find that you have inadvertently drawn your stream element in the wrong direction (e.g., downstream to upstream when it should be upstream to downstream), then instead of having to delete the stream element and redraw it, you can choose to reverse the direction of the stream element.

To reverse the direction of a stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, right-click on the stream element and select Reverse Direction from the shortcut menu.
3. A warning message (Figure 5.22) will open asking you whether you really want to reverse the direction of the stream element.

![Figure 5.22 Confirm Reverse Direction of Stream Element]

4. Click Yes and the warning message will close and the stream element’s direction will be reversed.

### 5.2.13 Disconnecting a Stream Element

A stream element can be connected to another stream element (e.g., at the confluence of two streams). If, for some reason, you need to disconnect the stream element from another stream element, you can do so.

To disconnect a stream element from another stream element:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. With the Stream Alignment Tool selected, right-click on the stream element you want to disconnect and select either Disconnect Upstream or Disconnect Downstream, as appropriate, from the shortcut menu.
3. The stream element will now be disconnected from the other stream element. On the display area, the upstream (or downstream) point will physically move away from the connecting stream element and a stream node will remain where the stream element was originally connected.

### 5.3 Importing a Stream Alignment

To import a stream alignment you must first have as an active map layer (see “Adding a New Map Layer” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2) an ArcView® shapefile which represents the stream system of your watershed. This shapefile must have an attribute that is the name of each stream, and each stream must form a contiguous line with one upstream point and one downstream point.

To import a stream alignment:

1. You must be in the Watershed Setup Module. From the Module list, select Watershed Setup.
2. Add the map layer that will be imported to the display area (see “Adding a New Map Layer” in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2 to add a map layer).

3. From the Watershed menu, point to Import, and then select Stream Alignment.

4. The Import Stream Alignment dialog box (Figure 5.23) will open.

5. In the Shapefile Name box is displayed one of the ArcView® shapefiles defined as active map layers in your watershed. ResSim automatically selects the first shapefile that contains polylines. Therefore, if this is not the desired shapefile, then from the File menu, select Choose Shapefile.

6. The Choose Shapefile dialog box (Figure 5.24) will open. In the Available box is a list of the available polyline shapefiles that you have added as map layers. In the Selected box is the polyline shapefile that has been chosen. To choose a different polyline shapefile, use the Add and Remove buttons to get the correct shapefile. In Figure 5.24, the polyline shapefile to be used for importing the stream alignment is BaldEagleRivers.shp.
7. Once the correct shapefile has been chosen, the required attribute is the name of each stream. The program automatically searches for a database field name of **Stream_ID**. If there is not a database field name of **Stream_ID**, then in the **Database Field Name** list, you must select the database field name that contains the names of each stream. In the example shown in Figure 5.23, for the shapefile *BaldEagleStreams.shp*, the database field name is **Stream_ID**.

8. When you have selected the correct database field name, the table will list the stream names. If each stream is a contiguous line with one upstream point and one downstream point, then the checkbox in the **Import** column of the table will be set. If there is something wrong with the line that represents a stream, the checkbox will not be set, and ResSim will not import that stream element.

9. **Gap Tolerance** (Figure 5.23) is used to connect stream elements that have a gap between the end point and the junction with another stream. By default, the **Gap Tolerance** is set to zero (0.0), so ResSim can connect streams to other streams. If you click **Gap Tolerance**, then you need to enter a value larger than zero in the **Gap Tolerance** box, which will allow ResSim to connect streams that might have a larger gap between them.

10. The **Replace Existing Stream Alignment** box, allows you to replace the existing stream alignment with the one being imported from the selected ArcView® shapefile.

11. Once everything is set, click **Import**. The stream alignment will be automatically drawn in the display area. From the **File** menu, choose **Close** and the **Import Stream Alignment** dialog box (Figure 5.23) will close.

### 5.4 Exporting a Stream Alignment

If you have digitized a stream alignment by hand, you might want to save that stream alignment as an ArcView® shapefile. To export a stream alignment you must have a stream alignment in the display area.

To export a stream alignment:

1. You must be in the **Watershed Setup Module**. On the **Module** list, click **Watershed Setup**.

2. From the **Watershed** menu, point to **Export**, and then select **Stream Alignment**.
3. A **Save File** browser (Figure 5.25) will open. Enter a name in the **File Name** box. Click **OK**, the **Save File** browser will close, and you will have an ArcView® shapefile of the displayed stream alignment.

![Figure 5.25 Save File Browser](image)

### 5.5 Configuring Stream Alignment Display Properties

You can change the color, line width, font, and tic mark properties of a Stream Alignment using the **Stream Alignment Properties Editor**. The section on “Viewing and Configuring Layer Properties” in Chapter 4, Section 4.4 describes in detail how to change Stream Alignment display properties.

To change stream alignment properties:

1. From the **View** menu, select **Layers**.
2. The **Layer Selector** dialog box will open.
3. Right-click on the **StreamAlignment** layer in the tree. From the shortcut menu, click **Properties**.
4. The **Stream Alignment Properties** dialog box (Figure 5.26) will open.
5. To change the color of the stream alignment layer, select a color from the **Stream Color** list. The preview pane to the right of the **Edit Properties** box will display the selected color.

![Figure 5.26 Stream Alignment Properties](image)
6. Click **OK** and the Stream Alignment Properties dialog box will close and the color change will appear in the display area.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for any other changes you wish to make to the stream alignment properties.
8. Once you have finished, from the **Layer Selector** dialog box, click **OK** to close.

### 5.6 Saving the Stream Alignment

Since creating a stream alignment can be a very detailed activity, you should save it frequently during its creation. From the **File** menu, click **Save Watershed**. This command will save all of the stream alignment properties and the appropriate files created and used by ResSim for the stream alignment.

### 5.7 Listing of Streams

Once you have your stream alignment completed, it’s a good idea to review the streams in your stream alignment. From the **Watershed Setup Module**, there is a report that contains this information.

1. From the **Reports** menu, select **List of Streams** and a report similar to Figure 5.27 will appear.

   ![List of Streams in Stream Alignment](image)

   **Figure 5.27 List of Streams in Stream Alignment**

2. This report provides a list of streams and their descriptions that have been input for the stream alignment.
3. From the **File** menu of the report, you can print the report, or you can export the report as an ASCII tab-delimited file.
4. Click **Close** and the **List of Streams** report will close.
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Chapter 6
Creating Watershed Elements

In the Watershed Setup Module you can define the Projects and Computation Points used in ResSim.

ResSim provides the tools for drawing geographically referenced Projects including Reservoirs, Levees, Diversions, Channel Modifications, Off-Channel Storage Areas, and “Other” Projects. The tools provide the ability to edit the graphical representation of the Project within the map display panel, and they also provide access to menu items for editing the Project data directly from the map display. ResSim computations include only reservoir and diversion projects.

When you add a Project to the map display panel, it becomes part of the Configuration you currently have selected. A “superset” of all configurations is named “Study” and includes all of the Projects for the watershed. For more information on associating projects with Configurations, refer to Chapter 7.

The Computation Point set contains all locations where time-series information is to be computed for possible exchange between application models (e.g., ResSim and FIA). ResSim automatically generates Computation Points when Projects are placed on the Stream Alignment.

6.1 Creating a Reservoir

You will create a reservoir by starting at the upstream end of the reservoir. After the reservoir has been created, several visual elements will appear (as shown in Figure 6.1) that represent a reservoir: a storage reach (cyan), a “pool” (cyan triangle), a “dam” (small gray rectangle), and computation points (black dots) at the upstream and downstream locations of the reservoir on the stream alignment.

![Figure 6.1 Reservoir Elements in Watershed Setup Module](image_url)
To add a reservoir to the watershed:

1. Select the **Reservoir Tool**.
2. While holding down the **CTRL** key, click on the stream alignment at the upstream location of the reservoir. If more than one stream flows into the reservoir pool, continue holding down the **CTRL** key and click at each location of inflow into the reservoir on these streams.
3. Release the **CTRL** key and click on the stream alignment at the downstream location of the reservoir (where the dam is located). Reservoirs should not overlap previously placed computation points.
4. When you release the mouse button after creating the downstream end of the reservoir, the **Name New Reservoir** dialog box appears (Figure 6.2).

![Figure 6.2 Name New Reservoir](image)

5. You name the Reservoir by typing a name in the **Name** field. Optionally, you can enter a **Description** for the Reservoir.
6. Click **OK** when you are done.

The new Reservoir will now appear in your map display.

### 6.1.1 Editing Reservoir Data (Watershed Setup)

To edit data for the Reservoir in the Watershed Setup Module, select the **Reservoir Tool** and right-click on the Reservoir. From the shortcut menu, select **Edit Reservoir** to access the **Reservoir Editor** (Figure 6.3).
In the Watershed Setup Module, the only data that you need to specify for the Reservoir is its Name and Label Position (additional data is entered in the Reservoir Network Module). The Label Position selects where to place the reservoir name in the display area, relative to the reservoir.

Check Existing Project if the reservoir currently exists so that the reservoir will be added automatically to any new configurations. You can remove it at any time by selecting Remove from Configuration in the shortcut menu or by using the Configuration Editor. This is a useful option if you are creating multiple configurations that use the same set of reservoirs.

Certain models compute project benefits (e.g., HEC-FIA); therefore, use the Corps Projects checkbox to indicate if the reservoir is a Corps Project.

The Year in Service field is optional and is used in planning studies. You do not need to specify a year in service when defining projects for real-time studies.

### 6.1.2 Renaming a Reservoir

To rename a Reservoir, select the Reservoir Tool and right-click on the Reservoir. From the shortcut menu, select Rename Reservoir. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the reservoir. A warning message (Figure 6.4) appears when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the reservoir. If you choose to rename the reservoir, remember that changing a reservoir name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the reservoir.
6.1.3 Removing a Reservoir from a Configuration

To remove a Reservoir from the current Configuration, select the Reservoir Tool and right-click on the Reservoir. From the shortcut menu, select Remove from Configuration. This command removes the reservoir from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the Configuration box on the toolbar. The Confirm Removal dialog box appears (Figure 6.5).

![Confirm Removal](image1)

Figure 6.5 Confirm Removal of Reservoir

You can also remove a Reservoir from a Configuration by accessing the Configuration Editor and manually removing the reservoir from the Projects tab using the Project Selector.

6.1.4 Deleting a Reservoir

To delete a Reservoir from the watershed, select the Reservoir Tool and right-click on the Reservoir. From the shortcut menu, select Delete Reservoir. This command removes the reservoir and all data associated with the reservoir from the watershed. You are asked to confirm a deletion before the reservoir is removed, and asked if you would like to delete the reservoir’s computation points. If you choose to delete the reservoir, remember that deleting the reservoir may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the reservoir.

6.1.5 Adding Configuration Notes for a Reservoir

To add Configuration Notes for a Reservoir, select the Reservoir Tool and right-click on the Reservoir. From the shortcut menu, select Configuration Notes. This command opens a dialog box (Figure 6.6) for entering text information about a project specific to the configuration.

![Configuration Notes](image2)

Figure 6.6 Configuration Notes for Reservoir
### 6.2 Creating a Levee

A levee is an earthen barrier built along a stream to provide protection from flooding. A levee can reduce flood damage by preventing flood stages from reaching a potential damage area.

To add a levee to the watershed:

1. Select the **Levee Tool** 🌋.
2. While holding down the **CTRL** key, click on the stream alignment to select the **upstream** end of the levee, then release the **CTRL** key and click to select the **downstream** end.

When you release the mouse button after clicking at the downstream end of the levee, a dialog box appears for you to provide a name and description. After entering a Levee name, the levee will be drawn as a black line following the stream alignment. However, using the Levee Editor (see Follows Stream option in Section 6.2.1), you can allow for positioning the levee along the side of the stream alignment in the display area (Figure 6.7).

![Figure 6.7 Levee Drawing](image)

### 6.2.1 Editing Levee Data

To edit Levee data, right-click on the levee and select **Edit Levee**. The **Levee Properties Editor** opens, as shown in Figure 6.8.

In addition to the **Levee Name** and **Description**, the Levee Editor displays the **Stream Name** and the **Start** and **End Stations** for the levee. You can edit the stationing manually by directly entering values in the **Start Station** and **End Station** fields.

The **Follows Stream** checkbox is selected by default. With this option selected, the levee is drawn in parallel to the stream alignment. By deselecting the **Follows Stream** checkbox, you can allow for
moving the levee and editing its shape using the Levee Tool in the map display. To do this, first double-click the levee to select it. The levee will turn yellow and the beginning and end points will appear as black dots. To add additional vertex points, CTRL-click along the levee. You can then drag any of the vertex points to the desired location. This process is very similar to editing the stream alignment, with the exception of the mouse tool used.

Certain models compute project benefits (e.g., HEC-FIA); therefore, use the Corps Projects checkbox to indicate if the levee is a Corps Project.

ResSim does not actually use levees in its computations. However, those models that do use levee data in their computations contain the tools for configuring the levee data. Therefore, refer to the appropriate model’s User’s Manual (e.g., HEC-FIA) for further information.

![Figure 6.8 Levee Properties Editor](image-url)

**Figure 6.8 Levee Properties Editor**
6.2.2 Renaming a Levee

To rename a Levee:

1. Select the **Levee Tool** and right-click on the Levee.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Rename Levee**. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the levee.
3. If you choose to rename the levee, remember that changing the levee name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the levee.
4. A warning message appears (Figure 6.9) when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the levee.

![Figure 6.9 Warning Message when Renaming Levee]

6.2.3 Removing a Levee from a Configuration

To remove a Levee from the current Configuration:

1. Select the **Levee Tool**.
2. Right-click on the Levee.
3. From the shortcut menu, select **Remove from Configuration**. This command removes the levee from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the **Configuration** box on the toolbar. The **Confirm Removal** dialog box appears (Figure 6.10).

![Figure 6.10 Confirm Removal of Levee]

You can also remove a Levee from a Configuration by accessing the **Configuration Editor** and manually removing the levee from the **Projects** tab using the **Project Selector**.
6.2.4 Deleting a Levee

To delete a Levee from the watershed:

1. Select the Levee Tool.
2. Right-click on the Levee.
3. From the shortcut menu, select Delete Levee. This command removes the levee and all data associated with the levee from the watershed. You are asked to confirm a deletion before the levee is removed. Again, if you choose to delete the levee, remember that deleting the levee may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the levee.

6.2.5 Adding Configuration Notes for a Levee

To add Configuration Notes for a Levee:

1. Select the Levee Tool and right-click on the Levee.
2. From the shortcut menu, select Configuration Notes. This command opens a dialog box (Figure 6.11) for entering text information about a project that is specific to the configuration.

![Configuration Notes for Levee](image)

Figure 6.11 Configuration Notes for Levee
6.3 Creating a Diversion

To add a Diversion to the watershed:

1. Select the **Diversion Tool**.
2. While holding down the **CTRL** key, click to select the location on the stream alignment where the diversion will occur (the “from” location). Then, release the **CTRL** key and click to select the location where the diverted water will go (the “to” location). The “to” location (location that will receive the diverted water) can be on the stream alignment (which indicates that the diverted water will remain within the channel system) or it can be a point in the display area that is not connected to the stream alignment (which will indicate a loss of the diverted water to the channel system).
3. When you release the mouse button after creating the diversion, a dialog box appears for you to provide a name and description. After entering a name, the Diversion is drawn in the display area. If both ends of the diversion are connected to the stream alignment, then Computation Points are automatically generated at each end of the diversion (the color of the arrow head will be blue). If the diversion is only connected to the stream alignment at the location where the water is diverted from, then a Computation Point will be generated at that location only (and the color of the arrow head will be black).
4. It’s a good idea to rename the Computation Points that are automatically generated for a diversion. To do this, select the **Computation Point Tool** and right-click on the computation points at the ends of the diversion. Then, from the shortcut menu, select **Rename Computation Point**. Figure 6.12 shows example diversions where the Computation Points for the diversions were renamed (“PutDiv”, “GetDiv”, and “DivOut”).

After the diversion is defined, it will show up as a black line with an arrow head at the divert-to end. If the diversion leaves one location and returns to another location (see “MyDiv” diversion in Figure 6.12), the arrow head is blue. If the diversion leaves the system (see “YourDiv” diversion in Figure 6.12), then the arrow head is displayed in black instead of blue.
6.3.1 Editing Diversion Data

To edit Diversion Data:

1. Select the Diversion Tool.
2. Right-click on the Diversion and select Edit Diversion. The Diversion Editor opens, as shown in Figure 6.13.

![Figure 6.13 Diversion Editor](image)

The Diversion Editor is similar to the Reservoir Editor described in Section 6.1.1. You can specify whether the diversion is an Existing Project, a Corps Project, and the Year in Service (as previously described in Section 6.1.1). The Stream and the Computation Point names that the diversion connects to are also shown.

6.3.2 Renaming a Diversion

To rename a Diversion

1. Select the Diversion Tool.
2. Right-click on the Diversion and from the shortcut menu select Rename Diversion. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the diversion. If you choose to rename the diversion, remember that changing the diversion name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the diversion.
3. A warning message (Figure 6.14) appears when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the diversion.

![Figure 6.14 Warning Message when Renaming Diversions](image)
6.3.3 Disconnecting a Diversion

If you decide to disconnect the outflow of a diversion:

1. Select the Diversion Tool.
2. Right-click on a Diversion that is connected to another location and select Disconnect Outflow from the shortcut menu (Figure 6.15).

![Figure 6.15 Diversion Shortcut Menu Disconnect Outflow]

6.3.4 Removing a Diversion from a Configuration

To remove a Diversion from the current Configuration:

1. Select the Diversion Tool.
2. Right-click on the Diversion and from the shortcut menu select Remove from Configuration. This command removes the diversion from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the Configuration box on the toolbar. The Confirm Removal dialog box will appear.

You can also remove a Diversion from a Configuration by accessing the Configuration Editor and manually removing the diversion from the Projects tab using the Project Selector.

6.3.5 Deleting a Diversion

To delete a Diversion from the watershed:

1. Select the Diversion Tool and right-click on a Diversion.
2. From the shortcut menu, select Delete Diversion. This command removes the diversion and all data associated with the diversion from the watershed. You are asked to confirm a deletion before the diversion is removed. Again, if you choose to delete the diversion, remember that deleting the diversion may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the diversion.
6.3.6 Adding Configuration Notes for a Diversion

To add Configuration Notes for a Diversion:

1. Select the Diversion Tool and right-click on the Diversion.

2. From the shortcut menu, select Configuration Notes. This command opens a dialog box (Figure 6.16) for entering text information about a diversion that is specific to the configuration.

![Figure 6.16 Configuration Notes for Diversion](image)

6.4 Creating Channel Modifications

To add a Channel Modification to the watershed:

1. Select the Channel Modification Tool.

2. Hold down the CTRL key and click at the upstream end of the channel modification along the stream alignment.

3. Release the CTRL key and click on the downstream end of the channel modification.

When you release the mouse button after creating the downstream end, the channel modification is drawn along the stream alignment and a dialog box appears for you to provide a name and description. After entering a name, the channel modification is drawn along the stream alignment in the display area. Note that Channel Modifications are not yet implemented in ResSim’s computations.
6.4.1 Editing Channel Modification Data

To edit Channel Modification Data:

1. Select the **Channel Modification Tool**.
2. Right-click on the Channel Modification and select **Edit Channel Modification**. The Channel Modification Editor opens, as shown in Figure 6.17.

![Channel Modification Editor](image)

Figure 6.17 Channel Modification Editor

The Channel Modification Editor contains the basic configuration data for the Channel Modification Project, such as whether it is an **Existing Project**, a **Corps Project**, the **Label Position**, the **Stream Name**, and the **Year in Service** (as previously described in Section 6.1.1).

6.4.2 Renaming a Channel Modification

To rename a Channel Modification:

1. Select the **Channel Modification Tool** and right-click on the Channel Modification.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Rename Channel Modification**. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the channel modification. If you choose to rename the channel modification, remember that changing the name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the channel modification.
3. A warning message (Figure 6.18) appears when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the channel modification.

![Warning Message](image)

Figure 6.18 Warning Message when Renaming Channel Modification
6.4.3 Removing a Channel Modification from a Configuration

To remove a Channel Modification from the current Configuration:

1. Select the **Channel Modification Tool** and right-click on the Channel Modification.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Remove from Configuration**. This command removes the Channel Modification from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the Configuration box on the toolbar. The Confirm Removal dialog box appears.

You can also remove a Channel Modification from a Configuration by accessing the **Configuration Editor** and manually removing the Channel Modification from the **Projects** tab using the **Project Selector**.

6.4.4 Deleting a Channel Modification

To delete a Channel Modification from the watershed:

1. Select the **Channel Modification Tool** and right-click on the Channel Modification.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Delete Channel Modification**. This command removes the Channel Modification and all data associated with it from the watershed. You will be asked to confirm a deletion before the Channel Modification is removed. Again, if you choose to delete the Channel Modification, remember that deleting it may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the project.

6.4.5 Adding Configuration Notes for Channel Modifications

To add Configuration Notes for a Channel Modification:

1. Select the **Channel Modification Tool** and right-click on the Channel Modification.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Configuration Notes**. This command opens a dialog box (Figure 6.19) for entering text information about a project that is specific to the configuration.

![Figure 6.19 Configuration Notes for Channel Modification](image)
6.5 Creating Off-Channel Storage Areas

To add an Off-Channel Storage Area to the watershed:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool**.
2. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click the location in the map where you want to add the Storage Area. Continue to hold the **CTRL** key while you click to add additional vertex points for the bounding polygon that represents the Off-Channel Storage Area.
3. When you reach the end point, release the **CTRL** key and click to place the last point.
4. When you release the mouse button, a dialog box appears for you to provide a name and description. After entering a name, the polygon appears in the map display area. Note that Off-Channel Storage Areas are not yet implemented in ResSim’s computations.

6.5.1 Editing Off-Channel Storage Data

To edit Off-Channel Storage data:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool** and right-click on the Off-Channel Storage Area.
2. Select **Edit Off-Channel Storage**. The **Off-Channel Storage Editor** opens, as shown in Figure 6.20.

![Off Channel Storage Area Properties Editor](image)

**Figure 6.20** Off-Channel Storage Editor

The Off-Channel Storage Editor contains the basic configuration data for the Off-Channel Storage project, such as whether the project is an **Existing Project**, a **Corps Project**, the **Label Position**, the **Stream Name**, and the **Year in Service** (as previously described in Section 6.1.1).
6.5.2 Renaming an Off-Channel Storage Area

To rename an Off-Channel Storage Area:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool** and right-click on the Off-Channel Storage Area.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Rename Off-Channel Storage**. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the Off-Channel Storage Area project. If you choose to rename the Off-Channel Storage Area project, remember that changing the name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the project.
3. A warning message (Figure 6.21) appears when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the Off-Channel Storage Area project.

![Figure 6.21 Warning Message when Renaming Off-Channel Storage Area](image)

6.5.3 Removing an Off-Channel Storage Area from a Configuration

To remove an Off-Channel Storage Area from the current Configuration:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool** and right-click on the Off-Channel Storage Area.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Remove from Configuration**. This command removes the Off-Channel Storage project from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the Configuration box on the toolbar. The Confirm Removal dialog box will appear.

You can also remove an Off-Channel Storage Area from a Configuration by accessing the **Configuration Editor** and manually removing the project from the **Projects** tab using the **Project Selector**.
6.5.4 Deleting an Off-Channel Storage Area

To delete an Off-Channel Storage Area from the watershed:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool** and right-click on the Off-Channel Storage Area.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Delete Off-Channel Storage**. This command removes the Off-Channel Storage Area project and all data associated with it from the watershed. You will be asked to confirm a deletion before the Off-Channel Storage Area project is removed. Again, if you choose to delete the project, remember that deleting it may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the Off-Channel Storage Area project.

6.5.5 Adding Configuration Notes for an Off-Channel Storage Area

To add Configuration Notes for an Off-Channel Storage Area:

1. Select the **Off-Channel Storage Tool** and right-click on the Off-Channel Storage Area.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Configuration Notes**. This command opens a dialog box for entering text information about an Off-Channel Storage Area project that is specific to the configuration (Figure 6.22).

![Figure 6.22 Configuration Notes for Off-Channel Storage](image)
6.6 Creating “Other” Projects

To add “Other” Projects to the watershed:

1. Select the **Other Project Tool**.
2. Hold down the **CTRL** key and single click in the location where you want the other project to appear.

The Other Projects symbol will appear in the map display. Note that Other Projects are not yet implemented in ResSim’s computations.

6.6.1 Editing “Other” Project Data

To edit “Other” Projects Data:

1. Select the **Other Project Tool** and right-click on the “Other” Project.
2. Select **Edit Other Project**. The **Other Project Properties** editor opens, as shown in Figure 6.23.

![Figure 6.23 Other Project Properties Editor](image)

The **Other Project Properties** editor allows you to define the spatial location (Coordinates), and contains basic configuration data, such as whether the project is an **Existing Project**, a **Corps Project**, the **Label Position**, the **Stream Name**, and the **Year in Service** (as previously described in Section 6.1.1).
Two options are unique to the Other Project Editor:

1. **Connect to Stream** checkbox allows you to associate the project with a particular stream in case it might be used with a supplemental model.

2. **Do Not Generate Computation Point** checkbox determines whether or not ResSim will automatically generate a Computation Point at the location specified in the Coordinates box.

### 6.6.2 Renaming “Other” Projects

To rename an “Other” Project:

1. Select the **Other Project Tool** and right-click on the Other Project.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Rename Other Project**. This command opens a dialog box that allows you to rename the Other Project. If you choose to rename the project, remember that changing the project name may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the Other Project.
3. A warning message (Figure 6.24) appears when you save the new name, asking you to confirm that you want to rename the project.

### 6.6.3 Removing “Other” Projects from a Configuration

To remove an “Other” Project from the current Configuration:

1. Select the **Other Project Tool** and right-click on the Other Project.
2. From the shortcut menu, select **Remove from Configuration**. This command removes the Other Project from the Configuration that is currently displayed in the Configuration box on the toolbar. The **Confirm Removal** dialog box appears.

You can also remove an Other Project from a Configuration by accessing the **Configuration Editor** and manually removing it from the **Projects** tab using the **Project Selector**.

---

**Figure 6.24** Warning Message when Renaming “Other” Project
6.6.4 Deleting “Other” Projects

To delete an “Other” Project from the watershed:

1. Select the Other Project Tool and right-click on the Other Project.
2. From the shortcut menu, select Delete Other Project. This command removes the Other Project and all data associated with it from the watershed. You will be asked to confirm a deletion before the Other Project is removed. Again, if you choose to delete the Other Project, remember that deleting it may affect one or more of the configurations that recognize the Other Project.

6.6.5 Adding Configuration Notes for “Other” Projects

To add Configuration Notes for an “Other” Project:

1. Select the Other Project Tool and right-click on the Other Project.
2. From the shortcut menu, select Configuration Notes. This command opens a dialog box (Figure 6.25) for entering text information about an Other Project that is specific to the configuration.

![Configuration Notes](image)

Figure 6.25 Configuration Notes for “Other” Projects

6.7 Configuring Project Display Properties

You can configure the appearance of Reservoirs, Levees, Diversions, and Computation Points in the Study Layer of your watershed using the Study Properties Editor. See Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1, “Study Layer Properties” for information on how to change Project display properties.
6.8 Defining Computation Points

The Computation Point set contains all locations where time-series information is to be computed. ResSim automatically generates Computation Points for the watershed based on Project, Stream Alignment, and Impact Area placement.

To add a Computation Point:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Select the Computation Point Tool.
3. Hold down the CTRL key and click in the desired location.

The new Computation Point will appear in the map display. By default, Computation Points snap to the stream alignment. If you prefer that the Computation Point not snap to the stream alignment, de-select the Snap to Stream Alignment check box in the Computation Point Editor, described below.

6.8.1 Editing Computation Point Data

Use the Computation Point Editor to edit a Computation Point:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Select the Computation Point Tool.
3. Right-click on the Computation Point to access the shortcut menu.
4. Select Edit Computation Point. The Computation Point Editor (Figure 6.26) will appear.

![Computation Point Properties Editor](image)

**Figure 6.26 Computation Point Editor**

The Computation Point Editor displays the information associated with a Computation Point and allows you to edit its location information.
**Computation Point Name:**
The Computation Point Editor displays the name of the Computation Point you have selected (in the list along with all available Computation Points in the watershed). Also, left and right arrows (navigator buttons) allow you to click through the Computation Points in the watershed.

**Description:**
To edit the Description of the Computation Point, you can type into the text area or click the button to access the **Enter Description** dialog box.

**Stream Name:**
The stream name automatically appears in the Stream Name box. In the case of a Computation Point situated at a confluence of two streams, you need to verify that the Computation Point resides on the appropriate stream.

**Label Position:** ResSim automatically positions the text label for a Computation Point where it is least likely to overlap other labels. However, you can move the position of the layer by selecting a position from the Label Position list.

**Location Information:**
- **Stream Station:** The Stream Station field displays the location of the computation point along the stream element.
- **Easting / Northing:** ResSim automatically fills in the coordinate information. You may type in new coordinates to relocate the Computation Point on the map display.

**Location ID:**
Optionally, you can enter a Location ID to reference the Computation Point to a ResSim ID.

**Snap to Stream Alignment:**
By selecting the Snap to Stream Alignment check box, you can place a Computation Point at any location and it will snap to the alignment. After a Computation Point is snapped on the stream alignment, only the Stream Station can be edited. ResSim automatically displays the Stream Name and Stream Stationing and Coordinates.

**System Generated:**
ResSim automatically generates Computation Points for the watershed based on Project placement. The System Generated checkbox is selected if the Computation Point has been system generated.
6.8.2 Renaming a Computation Point and Editing the Description

To rename a Computation Point or edit its description:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Select the Computation Point Tool and right-click on the Computation Point.
3. Select Rename Computation Point.
4. Use the Rename dialog box (Figure 6.27) to edit the name and description. Click the button to access the Enter Description dialog box for longer descriptions.

![Rename Computation Point](Image)

Figure 6.27 Rename Computation Point

6.8.3 Deleting a Computation Point

To delete a Computation Point:

1. Lock the configuration.
2. Select the Computation Point Tool and right-click on the Computation Point.
3. Select Delete Computation Point from the shortcut menu. The Confirm Deletion dialog box will appear (Figure 6.28).
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

![Confirm Deletion](Image)

Figure 6.28 Confirm Deletion of Computation Point
6.9 Working with Time-Series Icons

Time-Series Icons are not necessary for ResSim simulations. However, as part of watershed setup, you may need to configure them for other applications in the modeling software suite.

You can use **Time-Series Icons** to represent the locations of gages or Time-Series locations. Typically used in CWMS, they can be linked to data from either the Oracle Database or from a DSS file. The complete inventory of Time-Series Icons is viewable in the Watershed Setup Module. Figure 6.29 shows examples of the icons you can configure in the **Watershed Setup Module**.

![Figure 6.29 Time-Series Icons](image)

Refer to the *CWMS User’s Manual* (HEC, 2010) for additional information about Time-Series Icons.
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Chapter 7
Creating Watershed Configurations

Once you have added all of the Projects and Computation Points needed for the watershed, you will need to create one or more Configurations. A Configuration is a specific physical arrangement of projects and computation points that will be modeled for the study of the watershed. Watershed Configurations are defined within the Watershed Setup Module.

ResSim provides enough flexibility to create Configurations for use in both real-time and planning contexts. ResSim creates a “superset” of all configurations (named Study) that contains all of the projects and computation points defined for the watershed. Additional Configurations you create reflect particular watershed conditions. For example, you might create Configurations for Existing Condition and Future Condition – 2030.

When you create additional Configurations, you can associate projects with specific Configurations, or add and remove them from the list of projects associated with a particular Configuration. You make Configuration associations with Alternatives, as described in Chapter 13.

7.1 Adding Watershed Configurations

Watershed Configurations are added and edited within the Watershed Setup Module. To add a Configuration:

1. Lock the Configuration.
2. From the Watershed menu, click Configuration Editor. The Configuration Editor (Figure 7.1) will open.

Figure 7.1 Configuration Editor
3. In the **Configuration** menu, click **New**. The **Create a New Configuration** dialog box (Figure 7.2) will open.

   ![Figure 7.2 Create a New Configuration](image)

4. Enter the **Name** (required) and **Description** (optional).

5. The Configuration **Time Step** is used when ResSim is operated as part of the Corps Water Management System (CWMS) software package, but it is also required even when using ResSim as standalone software. From the **Time Step** list, select a computation time step interval for the configuration.

6. Click **OK** to close the Create a New Configuration dialog box.

7. The name of the new configuration will appear in the **Name** list of the **Configuration Editor**, along with its defined **Time Step**.

8. Any project flagged as an Existing project (Chapter 6, Section 6.1.1), before you defined the new Configuration, will automatically be included in the table. To add projects (that are not flagged as Existing) to the configuration refer to Sections 7.2 and 7.2.1.

9. Once you have created the new Configuration, you can also *optionally* associate a **Date** with the Configuration. The **Base Date** field is used by some HEC applications (e.g., HEC-FIA), particularly in a planning context. You can either directly type the date into the field in the appropriate format (e.g., 01Feb2002), or use the **Calendar Tool** (Figure 7.3).

   **To use the Calendar tool:**
   - In the **Configuration Editor**, click on the button to the right of the **Base Date** field. The **Calendar Tool** will appear.
   - Select the month and year by clicking the left and right arrow buttons to navigate backwards and forwards. Select the day by clicking on the appropriate day button.
   - Click **OK** to close the Calendar tool.

10. When you are done creating the new Configuration, Click **OK** to close the Configuration Editor.
7.2 Adding and Removing Projects from Configurations

As you set up your watershed and manage it over time, you may need to add new Projects to, or remove Projects from, Configurations you have created. To do this:

1. Select the Configuration you want to edit from the Configurations list on the toolbar.
2. Lock the Configuration.
3. Open the Configuration Editor from the Watershed menu.
4. From the Projects menu, select Edit Project List, as shown in Figure 7.4.

5. The Project Selector dialog box (Figure 7.5) will open. The Project Selector displays the Configuration name and description for reference. The left pane contains all Available Projects not already associated with the Configuration (in this example, two projects, Channel and ChannelMod). The Projects in Configuration pane on the right lists all Projects currently associated with the Configuration. Between the two panes are four buttons that enable you to add and remove projects of the Configuration by moving Projects from one pane to the other.
7.2.1 Adding Projects to a Configuration

To add Projects to an existing Configuration:

1. To add individual Projects, click on the Project’s name in the Available Projects list (Figure 7.5) to select it, and then click the Add button to move it to the Projects in Configuration list.
2. To add all of the Available Projects to a Configuration, click the Add All button.
3. Click OK to save your changes and close the Project Selector dialog box.

7.2.2 Removing Projects from a Configuration

To remove Projects from an existing Configuration:

1. To remove individual Projects, click on the Project’s name in the Projects in Configuration list (Figure 7.5) to select it, and then click the Remove button to move it to the Available Projects list.
2. To remove all of the Projects in Configuration from a Configuration, click the Remove All button.
3. Click OK to save your changes and close the Project Selector dialog box.
7.3 Adding Project Notes to a Configuration

Project notes within a Configuration are any comments that pertain specifically to a project in a particular Configuration. To Add or Edit project notes within a Configuration:

1. Select a project row in the Configuration Editor. If you do not select a project in the Configuration Editor before selecting the Project Notes menu item, you are alerted to select a project from the list.
2. Choose Project Notes from the Edit menu. The Project Notes dialog opens (Figure 7.6).

![Figure 7.6 Project Notes Editor](image)

3. When the Configuration Notes dialog opens, enter any Configuration-specific notes as needed.
4. Click OK to close the Configuration Notes dialog box.

7.4 Making a Copy of a Configuration

Sometimes you might want to make an exact copy of an existing configuration and then make some changes to it so you have a different configuration. To make a copy of a configuration:

1. On the Configuration Editor (Figure 7.1), from the Name list, select a configuration that you wish to copy.
2. From the Configuration menu, click Save As..., and the Save As dialog box (Figure 7.7) opens.

![Figure 7.7 Configuration Menu, Save As...](image)
3. The Name box contains the name of the selected configuration. Enter a new name in the Name box, and replace the description in the Description box.

4. Click OK to close the Save As dialog box. In the Name list on the Configuration Editor the new configuration is included.

### 7.5 Deleting a Configuration

To delete a configuration:

1. On the Configuration Editor (Figure 7.1), from the Name list, select the Configuration that you want to delete.
2. From the Configuration menu, select Delete.
3. A warning message (Figure 7.8) will open asking you whether you really want to delete the selected configuration. Click Yes, the warning message will close and the configuration name will no longer appear in the Name list on the Configuration Editor.

![Figure 7.8 Confirm Delete of a Configuration](image)

### 7.6 Saving Configuration Data

To save the data you have entered for a Configuration, from the Watershed menu, click Save Configuration. This command will cause the program to save all configuration specific data.

### 7.7 Listing Configurations

Once you have all of your configurations entered, you might like to review the configurations in your watershed. From the Watershed Setup Module there is a report that contains this information.

To view the List of All Configurations:

1. You must be in the Watershed Setup Module. On the Module list, click Watershed Setup.
2. From the Reports menu, choose List of All Configurations, and the List of Configurations dialog box (Figure 7.9) will open.
3. This report provides a list of configurations that have been input for the watershed. The list includes the **Name** and **Description**, along with the **Time Step** and **Base Date** (if entered) for each Configuration.

4. From the **File** menu, you can send the report to a printer, or you can export the report to an ASCII file. See Appendix F, Section F.4 for more details about printing and exporting tabulated data.

5. Click **Close** to close the **List of Configurations** report.
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Chapter 8

Developing a Reservoir Network

A reservoir network represents a collection of watershed elements connected by routing reaches. Elements created in the Watershed Setup Module belong to specific watershed configurations, and when you create a reservoir network, it references one of those configurations.

The computation points defined for a configuration in the Watershed Setup Module automatically become junctions in the Reservoir Network Module. Your primary task in developing a reservoir network is to connect the junctions with routing reaches between junctions.

This chapter provides an overview of the Reservoir Network Module’s screen components and describes the processes for creating a new reservoir network, opening an existing reservoir network, making a network editable, and adding routing reaches. ResSim also allows you to add additional elements to a reservoir network.

After you have established your reservoir network connectivity, you will need to edit Junction, Reach, and Diversion data (Chapter 9), define and edit the Physical components of Reservoirs in your network (Chapter 10), define Reservoir Operations data (Chapter 11), define Reservoir Systems (Chapter 12), and define Alternatives (Chapter 13). These steps will prepare your reservoir network to run Simulations (Chapter 14).
8.1 Recognizing Reservoir Network Screen Components

The Reservoir Network Module (Figure 8.1) provides the tools you will need to develop the connectivity of your reservoir network as well as enter and edit physical and operations data. What follows is a discussion of the components and features of the Reservoir Network Module.

![Figure 8.1 Reservoir Network Module Main Window](image)
8.1.1 Menu Bar

The following is an overview of the Reservoir Network Module’s Menu Bar tools, which allow you to create and edit the connectivity of your reservoir network. The tools specific to this module will be described in more detail in the context of particular tasks later in this chapter.

The **File** menu (Figure 8.2) allows you to **Open** an existing watershed, **Save** a watershed, **Save** the Display Area (Map), and **Exit** ResSim. Your most-recently-used watersheds are listed at the bottom of the File menu.

![Figure 8.2 File Menu](image)

The **Edit** menu (Figure 8.3) provides access to the ResSim editors for **Reservoirs**, **Reaches**, **Junctions**, **Diversions**, and **Reservoir Systems**. Access to the editor for **State Variables** and the steps to **Import Element Properties** are available. You must select the **Allow Network Editing** option to access the editors.

![Figure 8.3 Edit Menu](image)

In the **View** menu (Figure 8.4) select **Zoom to All** to restore your watershed map view to full size. **Layers** opens the Layer Selector dialog box. **Unit System** allows you to customize the display (view) settings for your watershed. If a dialog or editor window is open but inactive, **Restore Windows** brings the dialog or editor window to the front as the active window. The **Grid Lines** option allows for turning on or off the grid lines in the map region.

![Figure 8.4 View Menu](image)
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The **Network** menu (Figure 8.5) is unique to the Reservoir Network Module. It allows you to create a **New** network, **Open** an existing network, **Edit** the description of an opened network, **Save** a network or **Save As** a new network, or **Rename** a network. You can also **Update Network from Configuration**, **Import Network**, and **Delete Networks**.

**Figure 8.5 Network Menu**

The **Alternative** menu (Figure 8.6), also available in the Simulation Module, provides access to the **Alternative Editor**.

**Figure 8.6 Alternative Menu**

The **Reports** menu (Figure 8.7) provides access to the **Reservoir List**, **Reach List**, **Junction List**, and **Diversion List**. Also, two **Advanced** reports are available: the **Network Connectivity** (for **All Elements** or for **Selected Elements**) and the **Node List** reports.

**Figure 8.7 Reports Menu**

As in the other modules, the **Tools** menu (Figure 8.8) provides access to **HEC-DSSVue** and to **Scripts**. **Options** allows you specify Model Directories, Compute Display, Debug Levels, General information (including whether to show a confirmation when exiting the program and whether to reload last watershed at startup of program), and Fonts. **Console Output** displays the information written to the ResSim.log file. **Information** provides details about client, user, and watershed settings as well as server and system properties.

**Figure 8.8 Tools Menu**

In the **Help** menu (Figure 8.9) the **About HEC-ResSim** command displays information about the version of ResSim. Also, from this menu you can access user documentation and **Install Example Watersheds** (after you define a watershed location as described in Section 3.3.1).

**Figure 8.9 Help Menu**
8.1.2 Network, Configuration, and Lock/Unlock

In the Reservoir Network Module, your current Reservoir Network - and Configuration, along with the Lock/Unlock icon, are displayed below the Menu Bar and to the right of the Module List, as shown in Figure 8.10.

![Figure 8.10 Network, Configuration, and Lock/Unlock Icon](image)

The Configuration indicates which configuration the current Network is based on. As will be described in Section 8.2, you select the Configuration when you create the Network (using the Network menu).

The Lock/Unlock icon indicates whether or not the Network is locked and available for editing. You can lock and unlock the Network by clicking on the icon or by selecting or deselecting Allow Editing in the Edit menu.

8.1.3 Map (Mouse) Tools

The Map (Mouse) Tools, which appear in the toolbar on the left side of the ResSim screen, allow you to interact with objects in the map display. The Reservoir Network Module has three standard Map Tools and five network connectivity tools that allow you to establish the connectivity of your reservoir network.

- **Pointer Tool**
  Right-click with the Pointer Tool to select and access a shortcut menu for any schematic element within your map display. The Pointer Tool is available in all ResSim modules.

- **Zoom Tool**
  The Zoom Tool allows you to zoom in and out of the display area in all modules. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to enlarge. To zoom out, click the right mouse button. Zooming out using the right click button zooms out by a factor of two, positioning the clicked location at the center of the screen. The Zoom Tool is available in all ResSim modules.

- **Pan Tool**
  After you have zoomed in with the Zoom Tool, you can use the Pan Tool to view watershed areas that fall outside of the ResSim window borders. The Pan Tool is available in all ResSim modules.

- **Reservoir Tool**
  With the Reservoir Tool, you can add reservoirs to your reservoir
network. You can also edit reservoir properties, rename, and delete reservoirs using commands in the shortcut menu.

**Diverted Outlet Tool**

The Diverted Outlet Tool allows you to create a diverted outlet from a reservoir in your network. The shortcut menu for this tool provides access to the Reservoir Editor and also allows you to rename and delete a diverted outlet.

**Reach Tool**

Use the Reach Tool to draw routing reaches (from upstream to downstream) to connect the junctions on the stream alignment. You can also edit reach properties, rename, break, and delete reaches using commands in the shortcut menu.

**Junction Tool**

The Junction Tool allows you to manually insert junctions in your reservoir network. The shortcut menu for this tool allows you to edit junction properties, rename and delete junctions.

**Diversion Tool**

With the Diversion Tool you can add diversions to your reservoir network. You can also edit diversion properties, rename, delete, and disconnect outflow of diversion reaches using commands in the shortcut menu.

**Network Connectivity Tool**

Using the Network Connectivity Tool you can click on any element in the map display area to see which elements are connected (connected elements will be highlighted). If you right-click on an element, you can choose to show the upstream or downstream connectivity.

### 8.1.4 Display Area

In the Reservoir Network Module, the display area contains the reservoir network connectivity you construct, along with the map layers, stream alignment, reservoirs and computation points you have established in the Watershed Setup Module for the current network’s configuration. Any other time-series icons, projects, and impact areas you established in the Watershed Setup Module will not appear.

Using the Map (Mouse) Tools to access shortcut menus, you can open data editors as well as rename and delete elements in your reservoir network directly from the display area.
8.2 Defining a Reservoir Network

With a stream alignment in place and one or more configurations defined, you can create a network of reservoirs and routing reaches. This process involves defining a new network and then adding routing reaches.

8.2.1 Creating a New Reservoir Network

When you create a new reservoir network, you are defining which elements will be included in your network by selecting the appropriate watershed configuration. Once you have created your network, you can add additional elements. Remember, however, that any additional elements you add will not be available for use in other networks. If you want the additional elements to be available for other networks, you will need to go back to the Watershed Setup Module and add the new elements to the appropriate configuration, then return to the Reservoir Network Module to create your reservoir network using the updated configuration (Section 8.6, “Updating a Reservoir Network”).

To create a new reservoir network:

1. From the Network menu, select New. The Create New Reservoir Network dialog box will appear (Figure 8.11).

![Figure 8.11 Create New Reservoir Network](image)

2. Specify a Name for the network and enter a Description. You can click the button to access a larger text field for your description.

3. From the Configuration list, choose the configuration on which this network will be based.

4. Click New.
The Create New Reservoir Network dialog box will close, and you will see the name of your new network and its configuration displayed below the Menu Bar, to the right of the Module List (see Section 8.1.2 above).

In the display area, ResSim will automatically create the reservoirs and computation points that were part of the selected configuration as elements in the new Reservoir Network. Reservoirs transfer directly, whereas Computation points appear as Junctions.

### 8.2.2 Opening an Existing Reservoir Network

To open an existing Reservoir Network for editing:

1. From the Network menu, select Open. The Open Reservoir Network dialog box will appear (Figure 8.12).

![Open Reservoir Network](image)

**Figure 8.12 Open Reservoir Network**

2. Select the Reservoir Network you want by clicking on it.
3. Click Open.

The Open Reservoir Network dialog box will close, and you will see the name of your network and its configuration displayed below the Menu Bar, to the right of the Module List (see Section 8.1.2 above).
8.2.3 Importing a Reservoir Network

To use the **Import Network Wizard**, perform the following steps:

1. From the **Network** menu in the **Reservoir Network** module, select **Import Network…** The **Import Network Wizard – Step 1 of 6** will appear (Figure 8.13). Select the Watershed Watershed that contains the network *from which* you would like to import the entire network physical and operational data. The box on the left side of the dialog contains names of Watershed Locations that have been specified as Model Directories. The box on the right side of the dialog contains all the watersheds that can be found in each Watershed Location.

![Figure 8.13 Import Network Wizard – Step 1 of 6](image)

Select Watershed *from which* to Import

2. Select **Next** and **Import Network Wizard - Step 2 of 6** will appear. Select the network *from which* you would like to import all elements by highlighting the **Network Name** (Figure 8.14).

![Figure 8.14 Import Network Wizard – Step 2 of 6](image)

Select Network *from which* to Import
3. Select **Next** to continue and the **Import Network Wizard – Step 3 of 6** will appear (Figure 8.15). Enter a New Reservoir Network Name and Description.

![Figure 8.15 Import Network Wizard – Step 3 of 6 Define New Network Name and Description](image)

4. Select **Next** to continue and the **Import Network Wizard – Step 4 of 6** will appear (Figure 8.16). Assign Stream Names by drop-down menu one at a time, or at once by selecting the **Assign Stream Names** button. Care is required in determining the connection of the Imported Element to the Stream. If Imported Elements are associated with streams that are not connected, it is possible there will be erroneous downstream control rules added to upstream junctions.

![Figure 8.16 Import Network Wizard – Step 4 of 6 Assign Stream Names](image)
5. Select Next to continue and the Import Network Wizard – Step 5 of 6 will appear (Figure 8.17). Assign the network elements to their corresponding watershed computation points by use of a drop-down menu for each imported element.

![Figure 8.17 Import Network Wizard – Step 5 of 6 (Resolve Network Computation Points)](image)

6. Select Next to continue and the Import Network Wizard – Step 6 of 6 will appear (Figure 8.18). Review all of the information in the import summary. Check to ensure that all physical and operational data was successfully imported by reviewing the Import Summary and by viewing the various network element editors in the Reservoir Network module.

![Figure 8.18 Import Network Wizard – Step 6 of 6 (Import Summary)](image)
7. Select **Finish** to carry out the Network import, or select **Back** to make changes in previous steps. If you are sure about the import, confirm by selecting **Yes** in the **Continue with Import** dialog box (Figure 8.19). Choosing **No** will return you to the Wizard’s **Step 6 of 6**.

![Continue with Import](image)

**Figure 8.19** Continue with Import

8. Select the **Close** button to complete the process of **Importing** a Reservoir Network from one Watershed/Network into another.

### 8.3 Making the Network Editable

Before you can begin editing your reservoir network, you must ensure that the network is editable ("locked"). To do so, select **Allow Network Editing** from the **Edit** menu or click the **Lock/Unlock** button.

### 8.4 Adding Routing Reaches

Routing reaches are elements that establish the connectivity of the reservoir network schematic. By adding a routing reach between two junctions, you can connect the reservoir network so that water will transverse through the routing reach from **upstream** to **downstream**.

#### 8.4.1 Drawing Routing Reaches

Routing Reaches are drawn from **upstream** to **downstream**. You connect two adjacent junctions (typically, computation points added to the network’s Configuration in the Watershed Setup Module) by drawing a routing reach.

To draw routing reaches:

1. Select the **Reach Tool**.
2. Point to the **upstream** junction at the upstream end of the reach.
3. Hold down the **CTRL** key and click on the junction to start the **upstream** end of the reach.
4. Release the **CTRL** key and move the mouse pointer along the stream alignment and click on the **downstream** junction.
Routing reaches automatically conform to the stream alignment. You can connect routing reaches to existing junctions; otherwise, if you begin and/or end a reach elsewhere on the stream alignment, ResSim will create new junctions at both/either end of the reach.

ResSim will automatically constrain a new reach between existing junctions (e.g., will not allow a reach to be drawn past an existing junction). If the reach appears to draw past a junction, then the junction is not on the stream you think it’s on. This can occur if the computation point (that the junction is based on) is not initially placed on the appropriate stream. To solve this situation, go back to the Watershed Setup Module and revise the location of the computation point (you may need to delete and recreate the computation point to be on the appropriate stream). After saving your watershed configuration, change to the Reservoir Network Module and select Update Network from Configuration from the Network menu. See Section 8.6, “Updating a Reservoir Network” for additional information for updating networks.

Additionally, you may not connect tributaries to the middle of a reach; tributaries must connect to a junction.

### 8.4.2 Renaming Routing Reaches

ResSim automatically names routing reaches according to the names of the upstream and downstream junctions. To rename a reach component:

1. Select the **Reach Tool**.
2. Right-click on the routing reach to be renamed.
3. Select **Rename** from the shortcut menu. The **Rename Reach** dialog box will appear (Figure 8.20), allowing you to type in a new name.
4. Type in the new name and optional description.
5. Click **OK** to close the Rename Reach dialog box.

The new name will now appear as a label in the map display.
8.4.3 Deleting Routing Reaches

To delete routing reaches:

1. Select the Reach Tool.
2. Right-click on the routing reach to be deleted.
3. Select Delete from the shortcut menu.
   
   A Confirm Delete dialog box will appear (Figure 8.21).
4. Click Yes if you are sure about the deletion.

The deleted routing reach will no longer appear in the map display.

8.5 Viewing Network Reports

In the Reservoir Network Module, the Reports menu allows you to access summary reports pertinent to the elements in your network. These reports summarize your reservoirs, routing reaches, junctions, and diversions. In addition, advanced reports of your network connectivity are also available. The Report contents can be “sorted” alphabetically by clicking on a column header in the report. Also, when an element is selected in the report listing, that element is highlighted in the Map Display area.

8.5.1 Viewing the Reservoir List

The Reservoir List (Figure 8.22) displays the names and descriptions of all reservoirs in your network. Additionally, the number of reservoirs is listed in the bottom right corner. For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Edit menu provides access to the Reservoir Editor (after selecting a reservoir in the list and then selecting Edit from the Edit menu).

![Figure 8.22 Reservoir Network Reports: Reservoir List](image)
8.5.2 Viewing the Reach List

The Reach List (Figure 8.23) displays the names, descriptions, routing method, and losses of all reaches in your network. For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Edit menu provides access to the Reach Editor (after selecting a reach in the list and selecting Edit from the Edit menu).

![Figure 8.23 Reservoir Network Reports: Reach List](image)

8.5.3 Viewing the Junction List

The Junction List (Figure 8.24) displays the names and descriptions of all junctions in your network. For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Edit menu provides access to the Junction Editor (after selecting a junction in the list and selecting Edit from the Edit menu).

![Figure 8.24 Reservoir Network Reports: Junction List](image)
8.5.4 Viewing the Diversion List

The Diversion List (Figure 8.25) displays the names, descriptions, and method of all diversions in your network. For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Edit menu provides access to the Diversion Editor (after selecting a diversion in the list and selecting Edit from the Edit menu).

Figure 8.25 Reservoir Network Reports: Diversion List
8.5.5 Viewing Advanced Reports

Two Advanced Reports are available from the Reports menu:

The first advanced report is the Network Connectivity summary. This report provides a connectivity summary of “all” or “selected” elements/nodes in your reservoir network. Details include Element/Node (the “type” of Element and associated Inflow and Outflow Nodes), ID, Name, Function/Upstream Element, and Parent/Downstream Element.

➢ The All Elements connectivity report (Figure 8.26) is accessed from the Reports menu by selecting:
Advanced → Network Connectivity → All Elements

![Reservoir Network Connectivity - Base](image)

For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Find menu allows you to find text strings within the report.
The Selected Elements connectivity report (Figure 8.27) is accessed by first selecting elements in the Map Display area by holding down the SHIFT key and clicking on the desired elements (performs multiple selections as indicated in the map shown in Figure 8.27). Then, from the Reports menu, select: Advanced → Network Connectivity → Selected Elements

![Reservoir Network Reports: Advanced -- Network Connectivity -- “Selected” Elements](image)

For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s Report menu, see Appendix F. The Find menu allows you to find text strings within the report.
The second advanced report is the *Node List* (Figure 8.28). This report provides a summary of all nodes in your reservoir network. Details include the Node ID, Name, Key String, Upstream Element, Downstream Element, Stream, Stream Station, and Stream Coordinate (i.e., a normalized position on the stream).

For information about printing and exporting options available from the report’s *Report* menu, see Appendix F. The *Edit* menu provides two options: *Clean Network* and *Delete Node*. These options can potentially damage a working network and should only be used when recommended by a ResSim technical expert.

### 8.6 Updating a Reservoir Network

In the Watershed Setup Module, if you make changes (e.g., add, delete, move or rename elements) to the watershed configuration your network is based on, you need to update your Reservoir Network to include those changes. First, in the *Watershed Setup* module, from the *Watershed* menu, select *Save Configuration* (Figure 8.29).
Next, in the **Reservoir Network** module, with the network to be updated shown in the display area, select **Update Network from Configuration** from the **Network** menu (Figure 8.30).

After the network has been updated from the revised Configuration, you should see the revisions reflected in the Map Display area.

You will need to update each Reservoir Network that is based on the revised Watershed Configuration.
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Chapter 9

Editing Junction, Reach, and Diversion Data

Once you have established the connectivity of your Reservoir Network (Chapter 8), you can define and edit the properties of elements in the network. You will need to specify parameters for all junctions, reaches, diversions, and reservoirs using ResSim’s specialized editors. You will also need to edit the physical and operations data for reservoirs, as described in Chapters 10-11.

This chapter explains how to enter and edit data for junctions, reaches, and diversions. Refer to Chapter 8 for developing a Reservoir Network within the Reservoir Network Module.

9.1 Editing Junction Properties

To edit junction data, select the Junction Tool and right-click on a junction. From the shortcut menu, select Edit Junction Properties. The Junction Editor will open.

The Name field at the top of the editor contains a list of all of the junctions in your reservoir network, with the name of the selected junction displayed. You can access all of the junctions both from this list and by using the VCR-style buttons to navigate through the available junctions.

The Junction Editor has four tabs that allow you to edit junction information (Info), Local Flow, Rating Curve, and Observed Data, as described in the following sections.
9.1.1 Junction Editor: Info Tab

The **Info** tab (Figure 9.1) displays the Description, Stream Station, Stream, and Tributaries you have defined within the Watershed Setup Module and during the process of creating your reservoir network within the Reservoir Network Module.

![Figure 9.1 Junction Editor: Info Tab](image)

The **Stream** and **Tributaries** fields are not editable, but you may revise the junction **Description** and **Stream Station**. If the historic outflow for a junction is available for the hindcast (lookback) period, then click on the **Outflow known during hindcast** box. An entry will appear in the time-series table that you will complete during the creation of an Alternative (Chapter 13).

You may also choose the position of the name label in your map display from the options in the **Label Position** field.

To edit properties for other junctions without exiting the Junction Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another junction from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.1.2 Junction Editor: Local Flow Tab

On the **Local Flow** tab (Figure 9.2) of the Junction Editor, you can input a **Name** and **Factor** in the table for each external flow entering the junction.

**Figure 9.2 Junction Editor: Local Flow Tab**

- **Name**: The name you enter will appear during the Alternative definition to identify the local flow for time-series mapping (Chapter 13). *This name CANNOT be the same as the Junction name.*

- **Factor**: The factor value is available to increase or decrease the local flow hydrographs. If you enter a value of 1.0, then the local flow will be equal to the hydrograph reference.

You must define flows for headwater junctions. Flows are optional at other junctions.

If you specify an entry on the Local Flow tab, then you will see a circle (i.e., a “halo”) around the junction as a “visual reminder” to indicate which locations will receive local inflows.

To edit properties for other junctions without exiting the Junction Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another junction from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.1.3 Junction Editor: Rating Curve Tab

The Rating Curve tab (Figure 9.3) is optional. However, if you need stages calculated at a junction, you can enter Stage and Discharge values for the junction here. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

- **Stage**: Enter Stage values (in meters or feet) that correspond to the Discharge values.
- **Discharge**: Enter Discharge (flow) values (in cms or cfs) that correspond to the Stage values.

To edit properties for other junctions without exiting the Junction Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another junction from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.

![Figure 9.3 Junction Editor: Rating Curve Tab](image)
9.1.4 Junction Editor: Observed Data Tab

Use the **Observed Data** tab (Figure 9.4) to indicate that observed data is available for comparison purposes. If the **Observed** box in the table is checked (as shown in Figure 9.4), then there will be a corresponding entry in the Observed Time-Series mapping table when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13).

![Junction Editor: Observed Data Tab](image)

**Figure 9.4 Junction Editor: Observed Data Tab**

To edit properties for other junctions without exiting the Junction Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another junction from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2 Editing Reach Properties

To edit routing reach data, select the Reach Tool and right-click on a routing reach. From the shortcut menu, select Edit Reach Properties. The Reach Editor will open (Figure 9.5).

The Reach Name field at the top of the editor contains a list of all of the routing reaches in your reservoir network, with the name of the selected reach displayed. You can access all of the reaches from this list or by using the VCR-style buttons to navigate through the available reaches.

Below the Reach Name list is the Description of the current reach; this field is editable.

The Reach Editor has three tabs that allow you to edit Routing methods, Losses, and Observed Data, as described in the following sections.
9.2.1 Reach Editor: Routing Tab

The Reach Editor’s Routing tab (as previously shown in Figure 9.5) allows you to choose from eight routing methods: Coefficient, Muskingum, Muskingum-Cunge 8-pt Channel, Muskingum-Cunge Prismatic Channel, Modified Puls, SSARR, Working R&D Routing, and Variable Lag & K; each method with its own set of parameters. If there is no lag or translation of the hydrograph through the reach, you can select Null Routing. Select the routing method for the reach from the Method list. The appropriate fields for data entry will appear according to the method you have selected.

9.2.1.1 Coefficient Routing Method

For the Coefficient Routing method (Figure 9.6), you will need to enter coefficients for each time step of the routing extent. Each coefficient equates to the fraction of the flow entering the reach that will reach the downstream end at the end of each time step in the table. The values in the table must sum up to 1.

If you enter a 1 in the first row and leave the rest of the table blank, you have effectively described null or no-route routing. This means that 100% of the flow entering the reach instantaneously leaves the reach in that time step.

![Figure 9.6 Reach Editor: Coefficient Routing Method](image)
To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.

### 9.2.1.2 Muskingum Routing Method

The **Muskingum** routing method (Figure 9.7) requires you to enter values for **Muskingum K** (in hours) and **Muskingum X**. You will also need to specify the **Number of Subreaches**.

![Figure 9.7 Reach Editor: Muskingum Routing Method](image)

- **Muskingum K**: Enter the number of hours (travel time) for the reach, *i.e.*, how long it takes for a drop of water that enters the reach to exit the reach.

- **Muskingum X**: Enter the attenuation coefficient (from 0.0 to 0.5). A value of 0.0 indicates maximum attenuation of the hydrograph through the routing reach. A value of 0.5 indicates a “direct translation” of the hydrograph through the reach.

- **Number of Subreaches**: Number of steps (subreaches) applicable for the routing reach. This parameter should be approximately equal to travel time divided by the computation interval.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2.1.3 Muskingum-Cunge 8-pt Channel Routing Method

The Muskingum-Cunge 8-pt Channel routing method (Figure 9.8) uses a representative eight-point channel cross section to perform the Muskingum-Cunge hydrologic routing method. This method requires that you enter the Channel Length and Channel Slope, as well as eight Station and Elevation values to describe the cross section. The cross section displays in both a generalized illustration of a cross section and a mini-plot of the data you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it. Other parameters you will need to enter are Manning’s n Values for the Left Overbank, Main Channel, and Right Overbank. The Default Reference Flow value is used to compute the celerity for the reach. The Routing Timestep Subintervals value can vary from 1 to 12.

Figure 9.8 Reach Editor: Muskingum-Cunge 8-pt Channel Routing Method
• **Channel Length:** Enter the length of the routing reach.

• **Channel Slope:** Enter the slope of the routing reach, \( \Delta y/\Delta x \).

• **Station:** Enter the horizontal position of a point used to describe a stream cross section.

• **Elevation:** Enter the vertical position of a point used to describe a stream cross section.

• **Manning’s n Values:** Enter the unitless loss coefficients for Left Overbank, Main Channel, and Right Overbank to be used in the normal depth calculations of the cross section.

• **Default Reference Flow:** The flow value is used to compute the celerity (and thus the travel time) for the reach. If the travel time is less than the time-step size, the reach is divided into subreaches for the computation. Travel time (and thus the number of subreaches) is greater for low flow; therefore, the reference flow value should approximate the base flow for the reach.

• **Routing Timestep Subintervals:** Select a value from 1 to 12.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2.1.4 Muskingum-Cunge Prismatic Channel Routing Method

The Muskingum-Cunge Prismatic Channel method (Figure 9.9) provides two more options for describing the cross section to be used by the Muskingum-Cunge hydrologic routing method. In this method, you can describe the cross section as either a trapezoid or a circle.

For the Muskingum-Cunge Prismatic Channel method, enter the appropriate parameters, described below:

- **Channel Length**: Enter the length of the routing reach.
- **Channel Slope**: Enter the slope of the routing reach, Δy/Δx.
- **Manning’s n**: Enter the unitless loss coefficient to be used in the normal depth calculations of the cross section.
- **Channel Shape**: Select either Prismatic (trapezoid) or Circular (pipe).
  - **Prismatic**: This shape is a basic trapezoid with the bottom of the trapezoid less than or equal to the width of the top. When you choose Prismatic as the Channel Shape, you also need to specify the Bottom Width and Side Slope.
    - **Bottom Width**: the width of the bottom of the trapezoidal section.
    - **Side Slope**: the slope of the sides of the trapezoid entered as $\Delta x/\Delta y$.
  - **Circular**: This shape is a simple circle used to represent a pipe or culvert. This method is valid for flow depth up to $0.77*\text{diameter}$. For depths greater than this, the depth used by the method is held to $0.77*\text{diameter}$ and a warning message is generated. If you choose Circular as the Channel Shape, you also need to specify the Channel Diameter.
    - **Channel Diameter**: Define the size of the circle.

- **Muskingum-Cunge Stability Control**: Enter the default reference flow and the routing timestep subintervals.
  - **Default Reference Flow**: The flow value is used to compute the celerity (and thus the travel time) for the reach. If the travel time is less than the time step size, the reach is divided into subreaches for the computation. Travel time (and thus the number of subreaches) is greater for low flow; therefore, the reference flow value should approximate the base flow for the reach.
  - **Routing Timestep Subintervals**: Select a value from 1 to 12.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2.1.5 Modified Puls Routing Method

The Modified Puls channel routing method (Figure 9.10) describes the reach as a set of cascading reservoirs, the number of which is specified by the number of subreaches. The outflow from the reach is defined as a function of the storage. An option is available within this method to account for seepage losses within the routing computation. To use this option, check the With Channel Losses box and enter the average Invert Elevation of the reach, the Percolation Rate to describe the seepage, and extend the outflow-storage table by adding associated elevation data.

If you use the Channel Losses option in this method, do not define seepage losses on the losses tab for this reach – you will be double accounting for the seepage losses.

- **Storage:** Enter monotonically increasing values of storage to describe the storage-outflow relationship needed for this routing method.
- **Outflow:** Enter the outflow values associated with each storage value in the storage-outflow relationship.
- **Elevation**: Enter associated elevation values; ResSim uses these values as extensions to the storage-outflow relationship when you select the **With Channel Losses** option. This column is only available when this option is active.

- **Number of Subreaches**: This parameter is similar to that used in the Muskingum routing method. Enter the reach travel time divided by the computation interval.

- **Invert Elevation**: Enter the average minimum elevation of the channel in this reach.

- **Percolation Rate**: Enter the flow rate identifying the loss of water to the soil/groundwater.

- In the **Select Plot** area, you can choose whether the plot shows **Storage vs. Outflow** or **Storage vs. Elevation**. The plot will reflect the values you enter.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.

### 9.2.1.6 SSARR Routing Method

The SSARR routing method (Figure 9.11) describes the channel routing based on the computer program *Streamflow Synthesis & Reservoir Regulation (SSARR)*, from the Corps’ Northwestern Division (USACE, 1991).

![Figure 9.11 Reach Editor: SSARR Routing Method](image.png)
The storage in the routing reach is defined by Time of Storage values ($T_s$), in units of hours. Therefore, the storage is defined like Muskingum K values (described in Section 9.2.1.2). Instead of using Modified Puls storage-outflow, this method uses $T_s$ versus outflow.

An alternative method for defining $T_s$ is by the following equation, which defines $T_s$ as a power function of flow.

\[
T_s = \frac{KTS}{Q^n}
\]

where:

- $T_s$ = Time of storage per increment in hours
- $KTS$ = Constant determined by trial and error or estimated from physical measurements of flow and corresponding routing times.
- $Q$ = Discharge in cubic meters (or feet) per hour
- $n$ = Coefficient usually between -1 and 1

As evident from the above equation, $T_s$ is a nonlinear function of discharge except when $n = 1$. It is possible to use a negative value of $n$ if time of storage increases as discharge increases. According to the SSARR User’s Manual, a value of $n = 0.2$ is reasonable for most streams in the Columbia River Basin.

For the SSARR routing method, enter the appropriate parameters, described below:

- **Time of Storage Method:** Select either the Use Interpolation Table or the $T_s = \frac{KTS}{Q^n}$ method.
- **Outflow and Time of Storage:** If the Use Interpolation Table method is selected, enter the outflow and corresponding $T_s$ values.
- **Time of Storage Equation:** If the $T_s = \frac{KTS}{Q^n}$ method is selected, enter values for $KTS$ and $n$.
- **Number of Subreaches:** Number of steps applicable for the routing reach.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2.1.7 Working R&D Routing Method

The Working R&D routing method (Figure 9.12) uses a nonlinear storage-outflow relation, like the Modified Puls method. Also, it permits use of wedge storage, like the Muskingum method. For a linear storage-outflow relation, the Working R&D method produces results identical to the Muskingum method. For routing with no wedge storage (Muskingum $X = 0$), the Working R&D method produces results identical to the Modified Puls method (USACE, 1994).

Figure 9.12 Reach Editor: Working R&D Routing Method

- **Storage**: Enter monotonically increasing values of storage to describe the storage-outflow relationship needed for this routing method.
- **Outflow**: Enter the outflow values associated with each storage value in the storage-outflow relationship.
- **Muskingum $X$**: Enter the attenuation coefficient (from 0.0 to 0.5). A value of 0.0 indicates maximum attenuation of the hydrograph through the routing reach. A value of 0.5 indicates a “direct translation” of the hydrograph through the reach.
- **Number of Subreaches**: Number of steps (subreaches) applicable for the routing reach. This parameter should be approximately equal to travel time divided by the computation interval.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another reach from the **Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.2.1.8 Variable Lag & K

The Lag & K method is a hydrologic storage routing method for use between flow points that is based on a graphical routing technique. This method was incorporated into ResSim from the National Weather Service for use in specific watershed projects where Lag & K was the method used to calculate the original data. Lag & K is a flexible method of storage routing, where both Lag and K values can be either constant or variable. With constant Lag, all flows will be delayed with the same time in hours consistently. Variable Lag is determined from historical records, and it is a function of the inflow rate. Lag & K works by delaying the inflow hydrograph in time causing a lag in the graph. The K value is then used to attenuate the newly shifted curve.

![Figure 9.13 Reach Editor: Variable Lag & K Method](image)

- **Constant Lag (hrs):** enter the number of hours for the lag value
- **Lag vs. Inflow:** enter your specific values for lag and inflow
- **Constant K (hrs):** enter the number of hours for the K value
- **K vs. Outflow:** enter your specific values for K and outflow

The continuity equation used to describe the K value is:

\[ I - O = \frac{ds}{dt} \]

Where:

- \( I \) = Inflow rate
- \( O \) = Outflow rate
- \( s \) = storage
- \( t \) = time (\( \Delta t = \) routing interval)
9.2.2 Reach Editor: Losses Tab

The Losses tab of the Reach Editor (Figure 9.13) provides two options for computing losses in the routing reach: Constant Seepage or Seepage as a function of Flow. The default is no losses in the reach.

- **Constant Seepage**: Enter the flow (in cms or cfs) lost to the reach through the soil, non-varying throughout the simulation.

- **Seepage as a function of Flow**: With this option, you can define the loss as a function of the routed flow of the reach. Reach losses are computed after the flow is routed through the reach; therefore, the final outflow from the reach is the routed flow minus the loss.

- **Flow**: Enter a monotonically increasing set of flow values to define the relationship of seepage with respect to flow.

- **Seepage**: Enter the associated seepage values for each flow value in the table, expressed in flow units.

The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the Apply button and then select another reach from the Name list or use the navigator buttons.

9.2.3 Reach Editor: Observed Data Tab

Use the Observed Data tab (Figure 9.14) to indicate that observed data is available for comparison purposes. If the Observed box in the table is checked (as shown in Figure 9.14), then there will be a
corresponding entry in the Observed Time-Series mapping table when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13).

To edit another reach without exiting the Reach Editor, click the Apply button and then select another reach from the Name list or use the navigator buttons.

### 9.3 Editing Diversion Properties

To edit diversion data, select the Diversion Tool \( \text{Diversion Tool} \) and right-click on a diversion. From the shortcut menu, select Edit Diversion Properties. The Diversion Editor will open (Figure 9.15).
The **Name** field at the top of the Editor contains a list of all of the diversions in your reservoir network, with the name of the current diversion displayed. You can access all of the diversions both from this list and by using the VCR-style buttons to navigate through the available diversions.

If the **Computed during UnReg** box is checked, then the diversion will operate during the unregulated flow calculation. If the box is left unchecked, then the unregulated flow will reflect flow conditions without the diversion.

The Diversion Editor has four tabs that allow you to edit diversion information (**Diversion tab**), **Losses**, **Routing**, and **Observed Data**, as described in the following sections.

Note that the **Losses** and **Routing** tabs are available only for diversions that connect to downstream nodes.

### 9.3.1 Diversion Editor: Diversion Tab

The Diversion Editor’s **Diversion** tab allows you to choose from seven methods: Constant, Monthly Varying, Seasonal, Function of Flow, Function of Pool Elevation, Time Series, and Flexible Diversion Rule; each with its own parameters. The default method is **Constant**.

Select the diversion method from the **Method** list. The appropriate editing fields will appear according to the method you have selected.
9.3.1.1 Constant Diversion Method

For the Constant method (Figure 9.16), you will need to enter a diversion flow value (in the appropriate units of your watershed). This constant value will apply to each period of your simulation.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the Apply button and then select another diversion from the Diversion Name list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.2 Monthly Varying Diversion Method

For the Monthly Varying diversion method (Figure 9.17), you will need to enter the diversion flow value (in the appropriate units of your watershed) corresponding to each month of a year. These monthly values will apply to each year in your simulation.

![Diversion Editor: Monthly Varying Diversion Method]

- **Diversion**: Enter a flow value (in cms or cfs) for each month.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another diversion from the **Diversion Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.3 Seasonal Diversion Method

For the Seasonal method (Figure 9.18), you will need to enter a Date along with a corresponding Diversion flow value (in the appropriate units of your watershed). The seasonal diversion is applicable for each year of your simulation.

Figure 9.19 Diversion Editor: Seasonal Diversion Method

- **Date**: Enter the Day and Month in the format ddMMM (e.g., 01Jan).
- **Diversion**: Enter a Flow value in cms or cfs.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the Apply button and then select another diversion from the Diversion Name list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.4 Function of Flow Diversion Method

For the **Function of Flow** diversion method (Figure 9.19), you will need to enter a relationship between a junction’s net flow and the resulting diverted flow (in the appropriate units of your watershed). The **Flow Location** junction can be selected from the list and need not be the same location as where the diversion occurs. This allows for a diversion to limit or augment flow based on any junction’s flow. For a given net **Flow** value entering the diversion element, the **Diversion** flow will be removed from the junction. This relationship applies to your entire Simulation period.

**Figure 9.20 Diversion Editor: Function of Flow Diversion Method**

- **Flow**: Enter the net flow (in cms or cfs) entering the junction.
- **Diversion**: Enter the flow (in cms or cfs) that is diverted from the junction.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another diversion from the **Diversion Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.5 Function of Pool Elevation Diversion Method

For the Function of Pool Elevation diversion method (Figure 9.20), you will need to enter a relationship between reservoir elevation and diversion flow (in the appropriate units of your watershed). Also, you will need to select the appropriate reservoir from the Reservoir list. When a given Elevation at the selected reservoir occurs, then the corresponding Diversion flow will be diverted from the junction. Linear interpolation will be made between the elevations (and corresponding diversions) that you enter.

Figure 9.21 Diversion Editor: Function of Pool Elevation Diversion Method

- **Elevation**: Enter the reservoir elevation (in meters or feet) on which the diversion is based.
- **Diversion**: Enter the flow (in cms or cfs) that is diverted from the diversion element.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another diversion from the Diversion Name list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.6 **Time-Series Diversion Method**

For the *Time-Series* diversion method (Figure 9.21), you only need to select *Time Series* from the *Method* list. An entry for this diversion will appear in the Time-Series mapping table when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13). The time series of diversion flow values must be in the appropriate units (cms or cfs) of your watershed.

![Figure 9.22 Diversion Editor: Time-Series Diversion Method](image)

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another diversion from the *Diversion Name* list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.1.7 Flexible Diversion Rule Method

The Flexible Diversion Rule diversion method (Figure 9.23) brings more utility to the use of a diversion, puts more power in the hands of the modeler, and brings the capabilities of ResSim diversion modeling to the next level. It essentially combines all other diversion methods to allow the diversion to behave similar to a reservoir release function rule (Chapter 11, Section 11.5.3) and allows the user to have scripting abilities.

Figure 9.23 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion Rule Method

1. Click the “Function of:” Define… button. The Independent Variable Definition editor will open (Figure 9.24) where you can select from the following “Release is a function of” options: Date, Date and Time, Model Variable, External Variable, and State Variable.
2. If the function type is **Date**, the editor (Figure 9.25) will appear for you to enter the appropriate dates and diversion flow (in the Release column). You can enter a single value for **01 Jan** to describe a constant diversion amount throughout the year or enter multiple dates to define a seasonally varying diversion.

![Figure 9.25 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion--Function of Date](image)

This function is similar to the **Constant** (Section 9.3.1.1) and **Seasonal** (Section 9.3.1.3) diversion methods, but includes additional options for **Hour of Day** and **Day of Week Multipliers**.

- **Hour of Day Multiplier** allows you to specify a factor (based on the *time of day*) that will be applied to the diversion. To do this, click on the **Hour of Day Multiplier** edit button. The **Hour of Day Multiplier** editor will appear where you will see that the default value for all hours of the day is 1.0 (Figure 9.26). If you have a diversion that diverts only during a portion of the day, you can set the multiplier for those hours to 1.0 and set all other hours to 0.0. For example, to specify that a diverted flow would only occur from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., change the value of 1.0 to 0.0 for hours 0000-0800 and 1700-2400. If you want to increase the diversion flow by 50% between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., then enter a factor of 1.5 for hours 0800-1700 (Figure 9.27).
Click **OK** to close the **Hour of Day Multiplier** editor.

In the diversion editor, the check box in front of the Hour of Day Multiplier will display a check mark only when the default set of multipliers is modified.

The Day of Week Multiplier allows you to specify a factor (based on the *day of the week*) that will be applied to the diversion flow. To do this, click on the Day of Week Multiplier **Edit** button. The **Day of Week Multiplier** editor will appear (Figure 9.28) where you will see that the default value is 1.0 for all days of the week (Sunday through Saturday). If you have a diversion that diverts only during Monday through Friday, you can set the multiplier for Saturday and Sunday to 0.0 and leave all other days set to 1.0 (Figure 9.29). If you want to increase the diversion flow relative to other flows in the pattern by 50% on Wednesday, then enter a factor of 1.5 for Wednesday.
Click OK to close the **Day of Week Multiplier** editor.

In the diversion editor, the check box in front of Day of Week Multiplier will display a check mark only when the default set of multipliers is modified.

3. If the function type is **Date and Time**, the editor (Figure 9.30) will appear for you to enter the appropriate dates and times along with the diversion flow (in the Release column).
4. If the function type is **Model Variable**, select the independent variable using the scrollable list and/or using the **Filter** chooser (Figure 9.31).

![Figure 9.30 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion--Function of Date & Time](image)

**Figure 9.30** Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion--Function of Date & Time

5. If the function type is **External Variable**, identify the independent variable in the **Variable Name** field (Figure 9.32). This name will appear on the time-series tab of the Alternative Editor (Chapter 13, Section 13.8).

![Figure 9.31 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion--Function of Model Variable](image)

**Figure 9.31** Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion--Function of Model Variable
Figure 9.32 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion—Function of External Variable
6. If the function type is **State Variable**, select the State Variable from the list (Figure 9.33). The state variable must be defined prior to creating a flexible diversion function that uses it (see documentation of State Variables in Section 11.13.1).

![Figure 9.33 Diversion Editor: Flexible Diversion—Function of State Variable](image)

7. If the function type is **Model Variable**, **External Variable**, or **State Variable**, to define the independent variable with respect to each time step, you should choose the appropriate function from **Time Series Options**. From the **Function** list (Figure 9.34), you can select: **Current Value**, **Previous Value**, **Lagged Value**, **Period Average**, **Period Maximum**, or **Period Minimum**. The **Lag** (in hours) can be specified (for all but Current and Previous value) along with the appropriate **Period** (in hours).

![Figure 9.34 Time Series Options for Model, External, and State Variable Independent Variables](image)

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the **Apply** button and then select another diversion from the **Diversion Name** list or use the navigator buttons.
9.3.2 Diversion Editor: Routing Tab

For diversions connected to downstream junctions, the Diversion Editor’s Routing tab allows you to choose from eight routing methods: Coefficient, Muskingum, Muskingum-Cunge 8-pt Channel, Muskingum-Cunge Prismatic Channel, Modified Puls, SSARR, Working R&D Routing, and Variable Lag & K; each with its own set of parameters. If there is no lag or translation of the hydrograph through the diversion reach, you can select Null Routing (which is the default routing method).

The Routing tab of the Diversion Editor is identical to the Routing tab of the Reach Editor. For details about using the Routing tab, refer to Section 9.2.1.

9.3.3 Diversion Editor: Losses Tab

Available for diversions connected to a downstream junction, the Losses tab of the Diversion Editor (Figure 9.35) provides three options for computing losses in the diversion’s routing reach: Return Ratio, Constant Seepage, or Seepage as a function of Flow.

- **Return Ratio:** Enter a value between 0.0 and 1.0 (the default is 1.0) to indicate how much diversion continues through the diversion to the downstream junction.
• **Constant Seepage:** Enter a seepage value (in cms or cfs) to indicate how much diversion flow will “seep into” the ground and therefore be lost from the system.

• **Seepage as a function of Flow:** Enter a Flow vs. Seepage relationship (in cms or cfs) to indicate how much of the diversion flow is lost from the diversion to the ground.

The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the Apply button and then select another diversion from the Diversion Name list or use the navigator buttons.

### 9.3.4 Diversion Editor: Observed Data Tab

Use the **Observed Data** tab (Figure 9.36) to indicate that observed data is available for comparison purposes. If the Observed box in the table is checked, then there will be a corresponding entry in the Observed Time-Series mapping table when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13).

![Diversion Editor: Observed Data Tab](image)

**Figure 9.36 Diversion Editor: Observed Data Tab**

To edit another diversion without exiting the Diversion Editor, click the Apply button and then select another diversion from the Diversion Name list or use the navigator buttons.
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CHAPTER 10
Defining Physical Components of Reservoirs

The data that defines an individual reservoir element within the reservoir network consists of two conceptual types: **Physical** and **Operational**. This chapter describes the physical components of a reservoir that include the Pool, the Dam (and its Outlets), and any Diverted Outlets (commonly called diversions from the pool). ResSim represents these components using a “tree structure”. As you add optional physical components to the reservoir, they will appear in the reservoir tree. This reservoir tree is more than just an illustration. It is the mechanism you will use to access the editors for the separate reservoir components. As you select a component in the reservoir tree, the edit panel to the right of the reservoir tree will display the editor you need to define the properties of that component.

An elevation-storage-area relationship describes the properties of the pool, while a crest elevation and length describes the dam, represented internally in the ResSim program as an uncontrolled spillway. You will need to add one or more outlets to the dam to enable water to pass through it into the downstream system. You can also add a power plant to describe the hydropower generating capacity. Within the Reservoir Editor, Diverted Outlets (or reservoir diversions) are separate **outlet groups**. As with the dam, you will need to add one or more outlets to a diverted outlet group to enable the reservoir to allocate flow through the diversion.

The order in which you add physical components and edit their properties is flexible. You can add all the physical components to the reservoir then go back and define each component’s properties, or you can define the properties of each component as you add it, before going on to add and edit the next component. Choose the style that works best for you. However, you should finish defining the physical representation of your reservoir before going on to define its operational data (Chapter 11), as the definition of the operational zones depends on the physical definition of the pool, and the rules depend on the description of the outlet works.
10.1 Accessing the Reservoir Editor

In the Reservoir Network Module, you can access the Reservoir Editor from either the Edit menu in the menu bar or from the right-click shortcut menu of a reservoir in the map display.

- From the Edit menu, select Reservoirs...
- From the map display, right-click on a reservoir with the Reservoir Tool \( \text{Reservoir Tool} \), then select Edit Reservoir Properties.

10.2 Using the Reservoir Editor to Define Physical Components

The Physical tab of the Reservoir Editor allows you to define the physical properties of reservoirs in your reservoir network. Figure 10.1 shows the Reservoir Editor with the Physical tab selected.

![Figure 10.1 Reservoir Editor: Physical Tab](image)

On the Physical tab, a reservoir tree appears in the left panel of the window. By default, the reservoir tree displays the reservoir and its primary components: the Pool \( \text{Pool} \) and the Dam \( \text{Dam} \). Additionally, if you add a diversion to remove water from this reservoir’s pool in the reservoir network, a Diverted Outlet \( \text{Diverted Outlet} \) appears in the reservoir tree. As you add components to the reservoir, such as outlets and losses, the reservoir tree will expand to show these components.
The area to the right of the reservoir tree is the Edit Panel. The content of this panel changes according to the component you select in the reservoir tree. Figure 10.1 shows the **Composite Release Capacity** summary for the reservoir because the reservoir is the selected component in the reservoir tree.

The menu bar of the Reservoir Editor changes according to the component you select in the reservoir tree. For example, when you select the Dam in the reservoir tree, a Dam menu becomes available in the menu bar.

When the reservoir is selected in the tree, you may re-position the name label in your map display by choosing from the options in the Label Position field (see the lower right portion of the editor in Figure 10.1).

The Reservoir field at the top of the Editor contains a list of all of the reservoirs in your network, with the name of the current reservoir displayed. You can access all of the reservoirs both from this list and by using the VCR-style buttons to navigate through the available reservoirs. Below the Reservoir name list is the **Description** of the current reservoir; this field is editable.

The following sections describe how to use the Physical tab of the Reservoir Editor to define the physical components of the reservoir that appear in the reservoir tree.

### 10.3 Specifying Physical Components of a Reservoir

On the Physical tab of the Reservoir Editor, a reservoir tree appears in the left panel of the window. By default, the primary components for all reservoirs are a Pool and a Dam, as Figure 10.2 illustrates.

A Pool reflects characteristics of reservoir storage, while a Dam reflects the reservoir dam and its outlets.

Additionally, if the individual reservoir has a diverted outlet, a Diverted Outlet will appear as a primary component of the reservoir, as illustrated in Figure 10.3.

The Reservoir and primary components that appear in the default reservoir tree are features of the reservoir network that you have setup previously using the map (mouse) tools. The following sections explain how to add details to the primary components of a reservoir and how to define secondary components such as outlets and losses.
10.4 Specifying Reservoir Pool Losses

You can specify both Pool Evaporation and Pool Seepage, as shown in Figure 10.4.

On the Physical tab, you may use either the Pool menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar (Figure 10.5) or the right-click shortcut menu (Figure 10.6) to specify Losses for a reservoir pool.

To add Pool Evaporation and/or Pool Seepage:

1. Select Pool in the reservoir tree.
2. Either click on Pool in the menu bar or right-click on Pool in the reservoir tree to access the shortcut menu.
3. Select Add Pool Evaporation or Add Pool Seepage.

You can also remove Pool Seepage and Pool Evaporation, as described in Section 10.12.3.

10.5 Defining Physical Features of a Dam

As Figure 10.7 shows, you can add the following physical features to a Dam:

Leakage (Section 10.6), Tailwater Elevation (Section 10.10), Controlled Outlets (Section 10.8.1), Uncontrolled Outlets (Section 10.9), Outlet Groups (Section 10.7), Power Plants (Section 10.8.2), and Pumps (Section 10.8.3).

You can also rename Dams in the reservoir tree, as described in Section 10.12.1.
On the Physical tab, you may use either the Dam menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar (Figure 10.8) or the right-click shortcut menu (Figure 10.9) to specify features of a dam.

### 10.6 Adding Leakage to a Dam

To add Leakage to a dam:

1. Select the dam by clicking on it in the reservoir tree.

2. Select Add Leakage from either the Dam menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar (Figure 10.8) or the right-click shortcut menu of the Dam (Figure 10.9).

Leakage will now appear as a “branch” of the reservoir tree, beneath the dam.

You can also remove Leakage from a dam (Section 10.12.3).
10.7 Adding Outlet Groups

You can add Outlet Groups as components of Dams, Diverted Outlets, and other Outlet Groups, as shown in Figure 10.10.

An Outlet Group allows you to define subsets of a reservoir component. An Outlet Group can include Tailwater Elevation (Section 10.10), Controlled Outlets (Section 10.8), Uncontrolled Outlets (Section 10.9), and other Outlet Groups as components.

On the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.11) to add an Outlet Group as a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or other Outlet Group.

To add an Outlet Group:

1. Select the Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group to which you want to add the new Outlet Group.

2. Choose Add Outlet Group from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.11) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The new Outlet Group will appear in the reservoir tree as a branch beneath the component you selected.

You can also rename and delete Outlet Groups in the reservoir tree, as described in Section 10.12.
10.8 Defining Controlled Outlets

You can add Controlled Outlets, Power Plants, and Pumps to Dams, Diverted Outlets, and Outlet Groups, as shown in Figure 10.12.

Additionally, you can add Tailwater Elevation (Section 10.10) as a component of Controlled Outlets, Power Plants, and Pumps.

You can also rename and delete Controlled Outlets, Power Plants, and Pumps in the reservoir tree (Section 10.12).

10.8.1 Adding Controlled Outlets

On the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.13) to add a Controlled Outlet as a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group.

To add a Controlled Outlet:

1. Select the Dam or Outlet Group to which you want to add the new Controlled Outlet.

2. Choose Add Controlled Outlet from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.13) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The new Controlled Outlet will appear in the reservoir tree as a branch beneath the dam or outlet group you selected.

You can rename and delete Controlled Outlets (as described in Section 10.12).
10.8.2 Adding Power Plants

Power Plants are added in the same manner as the controlled outlets (as described in Section 10.8.1). Therefore, on the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.14) to add a Power Plant as a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group.

To add a Power Plant:

1. Select the Dam or Outlet Group to which you want to add the Power Plant.
2. Select Add Power Plant from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.14) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The Power Plant will now appear as a branch of the reservoir tree, beneath the component that it was added to.

You can rename and delete Power Plants (as described in Section 10.12).

To properly calculate energy production, a power plant requires a tailwater definition to be with or above the power plant in the outlet tree. See Section 10.10 for a description of adding Tailwater Elevation.
10.8.3 Adding Pumps

Pumps are added in the same manner as the controlled outlets (as described in Section 10.8.1). Therefore, on the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.15) to add a Pump as a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group.

To add a Pump:

1. Select the Dam or Outlet Group to which you want to add the Pump.
2. Select Add Pump from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.15) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The Pump will now appear as a branch of the reservoir tree, beneath the component that it was added to.

You can rename and delete Pumps (as described in Section 10.12).

The operation of a pump is very much tied to its tailwater. Therefore, a tailwater definition is required at or above the pump in the outlet tree. See Section 10.10 for a description of adding Tailwater Elevation.
10.9 Adding Uncontrolled Outlets

You can add **Uncontrolled Outlets** to Dams, Diverted Outlets, and Outlet Groups, as shown in Figure 10.16.

On the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.17) to add an Uncontrolled Outlet as a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group.

To add an **Uncontrolled Outlet**:

1. Select the Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group to which you want to add the new Uncontrolled Outlet.
2. Choose **Add Uncontrolled Outlet** from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.17) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The new Uncontrolled Outlet will appear in the reservoir tree as a branch beneath the component you selected.

You can also rename and delete Uncontrolled Outlets in the reservoir tree, as described in Section 10.12.
10.10 Adding Tailwater Elevation

You can add Tailwater Elevation to Dams, Diverted Outlets, and Outlet Groups, as shown in Figure 10.18.

On the Physical tab, you may use either the component-specific menus in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar or the right-click shortcut menus (Figure 10.19) to add Tailwater Elevation to a Dam, or Diverted Outlet.

To add Tailwater Elevation:

1. Select the Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group to which you want to add Tailwater Elevation.
2. Choose Add Tailwater Elevation from the shortcut menu (Figure 10.19) or from the component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar.

The Tailwater Elevation you have added will appear in the reservoir tree as a branch beneath the component you selected.

You can also remove Tailwater Elevation from the reservoir tree, as described in Section 10.12.3.
10.11 Defining Physical Components of a Diverted Outlet

As Figure 10.20 shows, you can add Tailwater Elevation (Section 10.10), Outlet Groups (Section 10.7), Controlled Outlets (Section 10.8.1), Power Plants (Section 10.8.2), Pumps (Section 10.8.3), and Uncontrolled Outlets (Section 10.9) to a Diverted Outlet.

On the Physical tab, you may use either the Outlet menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar (Figure 10.21) or the right-click shortcut menu to specify features of a Diverted Outlet.

You can also rename and delete Diverted Outlets in the reservoir tree, as described in Section 10.12.
10.12 Renaming, Deleting, and Removing Reservoir Components

The following sections explain how to rename and delete or remove reservoir components.

10.12.1 Renaming Reservoir Components

ResSim assigns default names to reservoir components you have created in the Reservoir Network Module. You can rename Dams, Diverted Outlets, Outlet Groups, and Uncontrolled Outlets.

To rename a reservoir component:

1. Select the component by clicking on it in the reservoir tree.

2. Using either the right-click shortcut menu (Figure 10.22) or the component menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar, choose Rename. The Rename Reservoir Component dialog box will open (Figure 10.23).

3. Type the new name for the component in the Name field. You may also enter a new description in the Description field.

4. Click OK to close the dialog box. The new name will appear in the reservoir tree.
10.12.2 Deleting Reservoir Components

When you delete components from the reservoir tree, you *permanently remove them from the reservoir network*. You can delete Outlet Groups, Diverted Outlets, Controlled Outlets, Power Plants, Pumps, and Uncontrolled Outlets.

To **delete** a reservoir component:

1. Select the component by clicking on it in the reservoir tree.
2. Using either the right-click shortcut menu (Figure 10.24) or the component menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar, choose **Delete**.
3. A confirmation window will appear (Figure 10.25). Click **Yes** to verify the deletion.

When you delete a reservoir component, it will no longer appear in the reservoir tree.

Additionally, when you delete a Diverted Outlet, it will no longer appear in the map display of the Reservoir Network Module. To replace a Diverted Outlet, you will need to re-draw it in the map display area.
10.12.3 Removing Reservoir Parameters

You may remove Dam Leakage, Pool Evaporation and Seepage, and Tailwater Elevation from the reservoir tree without losing the associated data.

To remove these parameters:

1. Select the parameter by clicking on it in the reservoir tree.

2. Using either the right-click shortcut menu (Figure 10.26) or the primary component’s menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar, choose Remove.

3. A confirmation window will appear (Figure 10.27). Click Yes to verify the removal.

The parameter you have removed will no longer appear in the reservoir tree. However, if you re-add this parameter, the previously entered values will be restored.

10.13 Editing Reservoir Physical Data

To edit the physical data associated with a reservoir component, select the component in the reservoir tree in the Reservoir Editor. The appropriate data editor will appear in the area to the right of the reservoir tree.

In most cases, you will want to copy and paste tabular data from a spreadsheet application into the data editors, rather than typing the data manually.
10.14 Editing Pool Physical Data

To edit physical data for a reservoir Pool, select the Pool in the reservoir tree.

Figure 10.28 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Pool data editor. The table in this Editor allows you to choose either Linear or Conic Interpolation and enter the Elevation vs. Storage vs. Area data. Two plots visually represent Storage and Area values in relation to Elevation.

To enter data into the table, either copy and paste it from a spreadsheet application or type in the data manually.

- **Linear Interpolation**: By default, the interpolation method ResSim uses to compute values for elevations and storages between those specified in the table is linear.
- **Conic Interpolation**: The pool definition detailed in the regulation manual for most reservoirs was originally developed using the assumption that the volume of water between two elevations can be described by the same equation as that used to compute the volume of a section of a cone. The area of the pool surface at each elevation can be computed based on the topography of the land and the change in elevation. Using this information, ResSim can compute the storage between the two elevations. This method of computing storage is available with the conic interpolation option. This option requires you to input an elevation vs. area relationship and a starting storage value at the lowest elevation in the table. ResSim will then compute the storage values using the conic assumption. Conic interpolation will also be used to obtain intermediate storage values for elevations between those explicitly entered in the table.
The following are requirements for **Elevation**, **Storage**, and **Area** data:

- You must enter at least two rows, with values increasing down the columns.
- You may not enter duplicate values.
- The maximum elevation should not exceed the Elevation at top of Dam.

Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.

### 10.14.1 Editing Pool Evaporation Data

To edit Evaporation data, select **Evaporation** in the reservoir tree. Figure 10.29 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Evaporation data editor and its corresponding mini-plot. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

You may choose either **Monthly Average Evaporation** or **Evaporation Time-Series** data.

![Figure 10.29 Reservoir Editor: Physical Data -- Pool Evaporation](image)

- **Monthly Average Evaporation**: Enter Evaporation values by month. To enter data into the table, either copy and paste it from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.
- **Evaporation Time Series**: If you select this option, you will need to specify the time-series data source when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13).

Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.
### 10.14.2 Editing Pool Seepage

To edit Seepage data, select **Seepage** in the reservoir tree. Figure 10.30 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Seepage data editor and its corresponding mini-plot. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

You may choose either **Constant Seepage** or **Seepage as a function of Reservoir Elevation**.

- **Constant Seepage**: Enter the constant value in the field provided.
- **Seepage as a Function of Reservoir Elevation**: Enter **Elevation** and **Seepage** values into the table. To enter data into the table, either copy and paste it from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.

Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.
10.15 Editing Dam Leakage

To edit Leakage data for a dam, select **Leakage** in the reservoir tree. Figure 10.31 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Leakage data editor and its corresponding mini-plot. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

The Leakage data editor allows you to define **Leakage** as a function of pool **Elevation**. Leakage, although referred to as a “loss,” is not a true loss of flow to the system. In fact, leakage effectively passes through the dam into the downstream system at the downstream (or tailwater) junction.

![Figure 10.31 Reservoir Editor: Physical Data -- Dam Leakage](image)

To enter data into the table, either copy and paste it from a spreadsheet application or type in the data manually.

Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.
10.16 Editing Controlled Outlet Physical Data

A Controlled Outlet can be a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group. Additionally, a Controlled Outlet may have its own Tailwater Elevation.

To edit data for the primary Controlled Outlet, select the name of the Controlled Outlet in the reservoir tree.

Figure 10.32 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Controlled Outlet data editor and its corresponding mini-plot. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

To enter Controlled Outlet data:

1. Specify the Number of Gates of this type.
2. Enter Elevation and corresponding Max Capacity flow values into the table. Max Capacity values reflect the maximum physical flow constraint per gate of the outlet at the corresponding elevation. You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually. Total Max Capacity will automatically be calculated as the product of the Max Capacity times the number of gates.
3. Optionally, specify Physical Limitations for Max Rate of Increase and Max Rate of Decrease.
4. Click the **Edit Gate Settings** button to access the **Gate Settings** dialog box (Figure 10.33). Gate settings are sometimes known as “cranks.”

5. Choose either **Specify Maximum Capacity Only** or **Specify Capacity at Specific Gate Openings**.

   To Specify Capacity at Specific Gate Openings:
   - Select the **Number of Gate Settings** (or “cranks”) and the **Gate Setting Units** (Length or Percent).
   - Enter the Setting for each gate.

6. Click **OK** to close the Gate Settings dialog box.

   **Note:** Even though you can enter the appropriate Gate Settings, ResSim does not currently make use of this information in its operations. It will, however, produce a time series of gate settings as output based on the final release from the outlet.

Figure 10.34 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Controlled Outlet data editor with Gate Settings specified.

When you are done entering Controlled Outlet data, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.
10.17 Editing Power Plant Physical Data

A Power Plant can be a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group. To edit data for a Power Plant, select the Power Plant in the reservoir tree.

The Reservoir Editor’s Power Plant data editor has five tabs that allow you to edit data for Outlet Capacity, Plant Capacity, Efficiency, Station Use, and Hydraulic Losses, as described in the following sections.

10.17.1 Editing Outlet Capacity Data for a Power Plant

On the Outlet tab (Figure 10.35), you will enter the rating table for the physical capacity of this outlet. You can also specify the increasing and decreasing physical limitations (i.e., physical rate-of-change constraints).

To enter Outlet data:

1. Specify the Number of Gates of this type.
2. Enter Elevation and corresponding Max Capacity flow values (per gate) into the table. You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.
3. Optionally, specify Physical Limitations for Max Rate of Increase and Max Rate of Decrease.

![Figure 10.35 Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Outlet Tab](image-url)
10.17.2 Editing Capacity Data for a Power Plant

On the Capacity tab (Figure 10.36), you can enter values for the Installed Capacity and an Overload Factor, and you can select one of five options for the Variable Capacity.

The Variable Capacity feature provides the following five options from which to select (Figure 10.37):
1. **Installed Capacity with Overload Factor** option (previously shown in Figure 10.36): The **Installed Capacity** is entered in megawatts (MW) and represents the nameplate capacity for the power plant. The **Overload Factor** is used as a multiplier for the Installed Capacity to determine the maximum energy the power plant can produce in a time interval. To use the full Installed Capacity, enter an Overload Factor of 1.0. For example, to overload a plant’s installed capacity by 10%, enter a factor of 1.10.

2. **Function of Reservoir Elevation** option (Figure 10.38): In addition to entering the Installed Capacity value, you should insert the appropriate number of rows in the Elevation vs. Capacity table and then enter the function relationship values.

![Figure 10.38 Power Plant Capacity Tab: Variable Capacity -- Function of Reservoir Elevation](image)

3. **Function of Reservoir Storage** option (Figure 10.39): In addition to entering the Installed Capacity value, you should insert the appropriate number of rows in the Storage vs. Capacity table and then enter the function relationship values.

![Figure 10.39 Power Plant Capacity Tab: Variable Capacity -- Function of Reservoir Storage](image)
4. **Function of Release** option (Figure 10.40): In addition to entering the Installed Capacity value, you should insert the appropriate number of rows in the Release vs. Capacity table and then enter the function relationship values.

![Figure 10.40 Power Plant Capacity Tab: Variable Capacity -- Function of Release](image1)

5. **Function of Operating Head** option (Figure 10.41): In addition to entering the Installed Capacity value, you should insert the appropriate number of rows in the Head vs. Capacity table and then enter the function relationship values.

![Figure 10.41 Power Plant Capacity Tab: Variable Capacity -- Function of Operating Head](image2)
10.17.3 Editing Efficiency Data for a Power Plant

Power efficiency is the total efficiency (generator efficiency x turbine efficiency) of the power plant. On the Efficiency tab, you can specify an Efficiency Method from a list of four options: Constant, Function of Reservoir Elevation, Function of Release, or Function of Operating Head. Each Efficiency Method has its own data editor, as described in the following sections.

10.17.3.1 Constant Efficiency Method

For the Constant Efficiency method (Figure 10.42), enter a constant percentage value for the overall, generator plus turbine, plant efficiency (typical plant efficiency ranges between 80% and 90%). In actual operation, however, the turbine-generator efficiency varies throughout its range of operation (subsequent sections describe efficiency as a function of elevation, release or operating head).

![Figure 10.42 Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Efficiency Tab -- Constant Efficiency Method](image)

When you have finished entering Efficiency data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.3.2 Function of Reservoir Elevation Efficiency Method

For the **Function of Reservoir Elevation** efficiency method (Figure 10.43), enter values for **Elevation** and **Efficiency**. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Reservoir Efficiency Data Editor](image)

Figure 10.43 Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Efficiency Tab -- Function of Reservoir Elevation

When you have finished entering Efficiency data, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.3.3 Function of Release Efficiency Method

For the Function of Release efficiency method (Figure 10.44), enter values for Release and Efficiency. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Efficiency Tab -- Function of Release](image)

Figure 10.44 Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Efficiency Tab -- Function of Release

When you have finished entering Efficiency data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.3.4 Function of Operating Head Efficiency Method

For the **Function of Operating Head** efficiency method (Figure 10.45), enter values for **Head** and **Efficiency**. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Efficiency Tab -- Function of Operating Head](image)

**Figure 10.45** Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Efficiency Tab -- Function of Operating Head

When you have finished entering Efficiency data, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.4  Editing Station Use Data for a Power Plant

Station Use is a portion of the flow that passes through the outlet but is not used to generate power for the “grid.” On the Station Use tab, you can define the Station Use Method as Constant or as a Function of Release. Each method has its own data editor, as described in the following sections.

10.17.4.1  Constant Station Use Method

The Constant station use method (Figure 10.46) simply means that the flow “loss” is not affected by any parameter.

Enter a value for Constant Station Use.

![Figure 10.46  Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Station Use Tab -- Constant Method](image)

When you have finished entering Station Use data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.4.2 Function of Release Station Use Method

The loss of flow for generating hydropower through station use can also be defined as a function of flow entering the outlet. For the **Function of Release** station use method (Figure 10.47), enter values for **Release** (flow) and **Use** (the loss in flow units). The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Figure 10.47: Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Station Use Tab -- Function of Release Method](image)

When you have finished entering Station Use data, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next tab.
10.17.5 Editing Hydraulic Losses Data for a Power Plant

Hydraulic loss can also be referred to as head loss. ResSim uses the value of head (the difference between the pool elevation and the tailwater elevation) within the power equations to compute capacity. When you enter a hydraulic loss, you are describing a loss to the head, thereby reducing the plant’s generating capacity.

You can choose one of two methods to describe hydraulic losses. On the Hydraulic Losses tab, you can specify the head loss as a Constant or as a Function of Release (flow through the outlet). Each method has its own data editor, as described in the following sections.

10.17.5.1 Constant Hydraulic Losses Method

For the Constant hydraulic losses method (Figure 10.48), enter a value for Constant Hydraulic Loss.

![Figure 10.48 Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Hydraulic Losses Tab -- Constant Method](image)

When you have finished entering Hydraulic Losses data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on.
10.17.5.2 Function of Release Hydraulic Losses Method

For the **Function of Release** hydraulic losses method (Figure 10.49), enter values for **Release** and **Loss** to describe the head loss as a function of flow through the outlet. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

**Release**: Flow through the outlet.

**Loss**: Head Loss, a unit of length to be removed from the head value used to compute generating capacity.

Figure 10.49  Power Plant Physical Data Editor: Hydraulic Losses Tab -- Function of Release Method

When you have finished entering Hydraulic Losses data, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on.
10.18 Editing Pump Physical Data

A Pump can be a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group. In the Pump editor, you can define the Pump Capacity as Constant or as a Function of Operating Head. Each method has its own data editor, as described in the following sections.

10.18.1 Pump Capacity as Constant

The Constant Pump Capacity method (Figure 10.50) simply means that the maximum capacity of the pump is not affected by any other parameter.

![Pump Physical Data Editor: Pump Capacity -- Constant](image)

1. Enter the Number of Pumps associated with this pump outlet.
2. For each pump, enter the Minimum Tailwater Elevation and corresponding Maximum Head.
3. Select Constant for Pump Capacity.
4. Enter a value for the Capacity.

When you have finished entering Pump data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next component.
10.18.2 Pump Capacity as Function of Operating Head

The Pump Capacity can be specified as a Function of Operating Head (Figure 10.51).

1. Enter the Number of Pumps associated with this pump outlet.
2. For each pump, enter the Minimum Tailwater Elevation and corresponding Maximum Head.
3. Select Function of Operating Head for Pump Capacity.
4. Enter into the table the values for Operating Head and corresponding values of Pump Capacity.

When you have finished entering Pump data, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next component.
10.19 Editing Uncontrolled Outlet Physical Data

An **Uncontrolled Outlet** can be a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, or Outlet Group. The uncontrolled outlet is an uncontrolled spillway and you can use a weir equation to compute the flow over the spillway. Otherwise, the outlet can be defined by a simple rating curve that describes flow through the outlet.

Figure 10.52 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Uncontrolled Outlet data editor and its corresponding mini-plot. The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservoir A-Dam at Bonner Creek- Uncontrolled Spillway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outlet Elevation (ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir Coef.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (ft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.52  Reservoir Editor: Physical Data -- Uncontrolled Outlet

In the Uncontrolled Spillway data editor you will specify **Outlet Elevation**. This elevation will serve as a trigger to determine when this outlet starts “flowing.” Next, choose how you want to represent your uncontrolled outlet: as a spillway using the weir equation (**Weir Coefficient**) or as a rating curve (**Elevation vs. Outflow**). If you choose to define your uncontrolled outlet as a spillway, enter the spillway length and weir coefficient; otherwise, enter the rating curve’s elevation and outflow values.

- **Outlet Elevation**: Minimum elevation at which the outlet will begin to release water.
- **Weir Coefficient**: Typically in the range 2.6-4.0 depending on the shape of the spillway crest. This value determines flow over the spillway in the weir equation.
• **Length:** Spillway length.

• **Elevation vs. Outflow:** To enter data into the table, either copy and paste it from a spreadsheet application or type in the data manually. Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.

### 10.20 Editing Tailwater Elevation Physical Data

Tailwater Elevation can be a component of a Dam, Diverted Outlet, Outlet Group, Controlled Outlet, Power Plant, and Pump. If you have defined one or more power plants for this reservoir, you must add a Tailwater elevation so the head can be computed for the power computations. Three different methods for defining tailwater are available. If you define more than one, ResSim will compute all defined but will use only the highest to determine the head.

To edit Tailwater Elevation data, select the **Tailwater** component in the reservoir tree. Figure 10.53 shows the Reservoir Editor’s Tailwater Elevation data editor. The mini-plot will reflect the rating curve values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Reservoir Editor: Physical Data -- Tailwater](image-url)

**Figure 10.53 Reservoir Editor: Physical Data -- Tailwater**
• **Constant Elevation:** Enter a value for the tailwater elevation. If the reservoir has a stilling basin at the tailwater, a constant elevation may be an appropriate definition.

• **Downstream Control:** Select a location from the list. This list will only contain downstream reservoirs or downstream junctions (where a rating curve has been specified so the elevation of the junction can be determined).

• **Rating Curve:** You can also apply a rating curve to represent the tailwater of the dam or outlet of the reservoir. You may either copy and paste the data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.
  ❖ **Stage:** The height from some datum, representing the water surface elevation.
  ❖ **Discharge:** The flow passing that location that would produce the associated water surface elevation.

**Stage Datum:** The “zero” elevation against which stage is measured. This elevation must be in the same vertical reference as the elevations describing the reservoir.

Be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to edit the next component.
10.21 Viewing Composite Release Capacity Tables

Composite Release Capacity tables and their corresponding mini-plots provide a summary of outlet capacity data for Controlled and Uncontrolled Outlets of a reservoir. Figure 10.54 shows a Composite Release Capacity table for a reservoir. The mini-plot reflects the composite values and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

![Composite Release Capacity Table](image)

Figure 10.54 Composite Release Capacity Table

Composite Release Capacity tables are informational and are not editable. Instead, they fill in automatically as you add data for the individual components.

10.21.1 Reservoir Composite Release Capacity Table

To view the **Reservoir Composite Release Capacity** table, select the Reservoir’s name at the top of the reservoir tree (corresponding to the symbol) as shown in Figure 10.49.

In ResSim, a reservoir consists of, minimally, a Pool and a Dam; it may also include Diverted Outlets. The dam (and diverted outlet) can then, in turn, include outlets and outlet groups. The dam, diverted outlet, and any outlet group will display Composite Release Capacity tables similar to that of the reservoir to represent the total outlet capacity of the components contained within each group.
10.21.2 Dam Composite Release Capacity Table

To access the Dam Release Capacity table, select the Dam in the reservoir tree (corresponding to the symbol).

The components of a dam that influence the Composite Release Capacity table include controlled outlets, uncontrolled outlets, and outlet groups.

10.21.3 Diverted Outlet Composite Release Capacity Table

To access the Diverted Outlet Composite Release Capacity table, select the Diverted Outlet in the reservoir tree (corresponding to the symbol).

The components of a diverted outlet that influence the composite release capacity table include controlled outlets, uncontrolled outlets, and outlet groups.

10.21.4 Outlet Group Composite Release Capacity Table

To access the Outlet Group Composite Release Capacity table, select the Outlet Group in the reservoir tree (corresponding to the symbol).

An outlet group can be a component of a dam, diverted outlet, or another outlet group. The components that can influence the Outlet Group Composite Release Capacity table include controlled outlets, uncontrolled outlets, and outlet groups.
10.22 Reservoir Editor: Pulse Flow Options

From the Reservoir editor’s Physical tab, an advanced option is available to redefine the pulse flow that is used in the ResSim flow routing computations associated with reservoir release determinations for downstream operations. A value of 5000 cfs (142 cms) is used by default. However, by selecting the Pulse Flow Options available from the Dam’s shortcut menu (Figure 10.55) or the Dam menu in the Reservoir Editor’s menu bar, you can set the value more appropriately for the range of flows expected in your river system (Figure 10.56).

![Image of Reservoir Tree: Dam Shortcut Menu, Pulse Flow Options]

**Figure 10.55** Reservoir Tree: Dam Shortcut Menu, Pulse Flow Options

![Image of Pulse Routing Options Editor]

**Figure 10.56** Dam Component: Pulse Routing Options Editor
10.23 Reservoir Editor: Observed Data Tab

Use the Observed Data tab (Figure 10.57) to indicate that observed data is available for comparison purposes. If the Observed box in the table is checked, then there will be a corresponding entry in the Observed Time-Series mapping table when you create an Alternative (Chapter 13).

![Figure 10.57 Reservoir Editor: Observed Data Tab](image)

To edit another reservoir without exiting the Reservoir Editor, click the Apply button and then select another reservoir from the Reservoir name list or use the navigator buttons.
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<td>RESERVOIR EDITOR - OPERATIONS MENU, USE DECISION INTERVAL</td>
<td>11-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.132</td>
<td>DECISION SCHEDULE EDITOR, LIST OF INTERVAL OPTIONS</td>
<td>11-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.133</td>
<td>DECISION SCHEDULE EDITOR, REGULAR INTERVAL OPTION</td>
<td>11-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.134</td>
<td>DECISION SCHEDULE EDITOR, WEEKLY SCHEDULE OPTION</td>
<td>11-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.135</td>
<td>RESERVOIR EDITOR - OPERATIONS MENU, COMPUTE PROJECTED ELEVATION</td>
<td>11-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.136</td>
<td>PROJECTED ELEVATION EDITOR, PROJECTED TIME WINDOW (HRS)</td>
<td>11-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.137</td>
<td>CONDITIONAL BLOCK BASED ON PROJECTED RESERVOIR ELEVATION</td>
<td>11-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.138</td>
<td>NETWORK OR SIMULATION MODULE - EDIT MENU, STATE VARIABLES</td>
<td>11-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.139</td>
<td>STATE VARIABLE EDITOR</td>
<td>11-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.140</td>
<td>CREATE NEW STATE VARIABLE</td>
<td>11-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.141</td>
<td>NAMING OF NEW STATE VARIABLE</td>
<td>11-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.142</td>
<td>DEFAULT COMMENTS IN EDITOR PANE (NEW STATE VARIABLE)</td>
<td>11-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.143</td>
<td>API ITEM NODE IN API PANE</td>
<td>11-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.144</td>
<td>RENAME STATE VARIABLE</td>
<td>11-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.145</td>
<td>CONFIRM DELETE OF STATE VARIABLE</td>
<td>11-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.146</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 1 OF 6</td>
<td>11-103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.147</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 1 OF 6 (SELECT NETWORK ELEMENTS FOR DATA TO BE IMPORTED INTO)</td>
<td>11-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.148</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 2 OF 6 (SELECT WATERSHED TO IMPORT DATA FROM)</td>
<td>11-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.149</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 3 OF 6 (SELECT NETWORK TO IMPORT ELEMENTS FROM)</td>
<td>11-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.150</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 4 OF 6 (ASSIGN NETWORK ELEMENTS)</td>
<td>11-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.151</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 5 OF 6 (RESOLVE NETWORK CONNECTIVITY)</td>
<td>11-106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.152</td>
<td>IMPORT ELEMENT PROPERTIES WIZARD – STEP 6 OF 6 (IMPORT SUMMARY)</td>
<td>11-106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.153</td>
<td>CONTINUE WITH IMPORT</td>
<td>11-107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.154</td>
<td>IMPORT RESULTS</td>
<td>11-107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 11

Defining Reservoir Operations Data

The regulation plan for most Corps reservoirs is described by a seasonally varying target pool elevation commonly called the **Guide Curve**. The storage of the reservoir above this target elevation is referred to as the **Flood Control** pool. The storage below the guide curve is called the **Conservation** pool. The guidelines for determining the release from the reservoir are then based on where the current pool elevation is in relation to the guide curve. Under basic operation, if the pool is below the guide curve, then the basic objective of the regulator is to reduce releases in order to refill the pool; if the pool is above the guide curve, then the regulator will want to increase releases to draw down the pool. Additional goals and constraints are then applied to temper such a rigid operation plan.

In a manner similar to the methods a regulator may use, each reservoir in your ResSim network must determine how much water to release at each time step of a simulation run. To make this possible, you must describe an operation plan or scheme upon release decisions can be made. This plan is called an **Operation Set**. You can define multiple operation sets for each reservoir, but an individual alternative can follow only one operation set per reservoir.

An operation set consists of three basic features: **Zones**, **Rules**, and the identification of the **Guide Curve**.

**Zones** are operational subdivisions of the Reservoir Pool. Each zone is defined by a curve describing the top of the zone. When you create an operation set, ResSim establishes a default set of zones within the operation set. These zones are **Flood Control**, **Conservation**, and **Inactive**. The **Inactive** zone is a special zone in the operation set. It represents the “dead” storage of the reservoir. The reservoir cannot release water from the Inactive pool, and rules cannot be added to this zone.

**Rules** represent the goals and constraints upon the release(s). Rules can be applied to selected zones of the reservoir to describe the different factors influencing the release decision when the reservoir elevation is within each zone.

> The guide curve concept is used as the basis for the release decision process in ResSim. Basic Guide Curve operation means "get the reservoir pool elevation to the current guide curve elevation as fast as possible, within the physical and operational constraints of the outlets".
The **Guide Curve** is identified by selecting the top of one of your operational zones to represent the target elevation of the reservoir. By default, ResSim assigns the Guide Curve to the top of the **Conservation** zone.

---

**Tip**

An operation set that has the zones defined but no rules will cause ResSim to follow the Basic Guide Curve operation. For testing purposes, every reservoir should have an operation set of this type. It is the easiest way to verify that your physical data, your operational zones, and your guide curve have been properly defined.

This chapter will guide you through the process of defining operations data for your reservoir network. The first section describes key features of the **Operations** tab you will need to recognize. The remainder of the chapter explains how to create an Operation Set, define Zones, define Rules, and select your Guide Curve.

### 11.1 Reservoir Editor’s Operations Tab

Using the **Operations Tree**, the **Edit Panel**, and the **Operations, Zone, Rule, and IF_Block** menus, the Operations tab of the Reservoir Editor (Figure 11.1) allows you to define operation sets and their zones and rules for the reservoirs in your network.

![Figure 11.1 Reservoir Editor Operations Tab](image)

Figure 11.1 Reservoir Editor Operations Tab
When the **Operations** tab is selected for display in the Reservoir Editor, the **Menu Bar** at the top of the editor includes four menus unique to the Operations tab: **Operations**, **Zone**, **Rule**, and **IF Block**. These menus provide the options for creating and deleting operation sets, zones, and rules (including “conditional logic” IF-THEN-ELSE), respectively. These options, as well as others, will be covered in detail later in this chapter.

The **Operations Tree** displays the zones you have defined for the current operation set. With each new operation set, ResSim creates a default set of zones that includes **Flood Control**, **Conservation**, and **Inactive**. Beneath each zone in the tree is a prioritized list of the rules that apply to that zone. As you add zones and rules to the reservoir, the tree will expand to show them.

The **Edit Panel** changes depending upon the element you have selected in the operations tree. If you select a zone, the zone editor will appear. If you select a rule, the specialized rule editor for that rule type will be displayed. A **mini-plot** on the right side of the Edit Panel reflects the data you enter in the table of the current editor. The mini-plot can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

At the top of the Reservoir Editor, the **Reservoir** field contains a list of all of the reservoirs in your network, with the name of the current reservoir displayed. You can access all of the reservoirs in your network either from this list or by using the VCR-style buttons to navigate through the available reservoirs. Beside the Reservoir name list is the **Description** of the current reservoir; this field is editable. Use the description field to keep notes on decisions you made while developing the data for the reservoir, your plans, intentions, references, etc. You can enter a longer description by using the **button to access the full text editor for the description.**

### 11.2 Reservoir Operation Sets

An **Operation Set** is the operation plan or scheme upon which a reservoir bases its decisions regarding how much water to release at each time step of a simulation run. You can define multiple operation sets for each reservoir, but an individual alternative can follow only one operation set per reservoir.

This section describes how to create and edit an operation set. The next section (Section 11.3) describes how to configure the zones within your operation set.

#### 11.2.1 Creating a New Operation Set

To create a new Operation Set:

1. Select **New** from the **Operations** menu of the Reservoir Editor. The **New Operation Set** dialog box will open (Figure 11.2).
2. Give the new operation set a **Name** and a **Description**.
3. Click **OK** to complete the process and to close the dialog box.
The name you entered will now appear in the Operation Set list, and the description will appear in the Description field. The Description field is editable. Use the description to describe the purpose of the operation set, the expected behavior the operation set should provide, and any changes you had to make to accomplish your goal.

ResSim establishes a default set of zones within the new operation set. These zones are Flood Control, Conservation, and Inactive. These zones can be renamed or deleted. However, the Inactive zone is a special zone in the operation set. It represents the “dead” storage of the reservoir. The reservoir cannot release water from the Inactive pool and rules cannot be added to this zone. If you delete the Inactive zone from the operation set, it cannot be reestablished.

### 11.2.2 Renaming an Operation Set

To rename an operation set:

1. Select Rename from the Operations menu of the Reservoir Editor. The Rename Operation Set dialog box will open (Figure 11.3).
2. Give the operation set a new Name.
3. Click OK to complete the rename process and to close the dialog box. A confirmation dialog box will appear asking if you really want to rename the selected operation set.
11.2.3 Copying an Operation Set

To copy (or duplicate) an operation set:

1. Select the Operation set you want to copy from the Operation Set list on the Operations tab.
2. Select Duplicate from the Operations menu of the Reservoir Editor. The Duplicate Operation Set dialog box will open (Figure 11.4).
3. Give the operation set a new Name and a Description.
4. Click OK to complete the copy process and to close the dialog box.

The new operation set will have a copy of all the zones that were in the original operation set. Each zone in the new operation set will also list the same rules that were used by the original operation set.

![Figure 11.4 Duplicate Operation Set](image)

11.2.4 Deleting an Operation Set

To delete an operation set:

1. Select Delete from the Operations menu of the Reservoir Editor. The Select Operation Set to Delete dialog box will open (Figure 11.5).
2. Highlight the operation set you wish to delete. Its name should appear in the grey box at the bottom.
3. Click OK to complete the delete process and to close the dialog box. A confirmation dialog box will appear asking if you really want to delete the selected operation set.

![Figure 11.5 Select Operation Set to Delete](image)
11.2.5 Editing an Operation Set

At the top of the Operations tab, the Operation Set field contains a list of all of the operation sets for your reservoir, with the name of the current operation set displayed. Use this list to select the operation set you wish to edit. The Operations tab will fill with the data for the selected operation set.

Beside the Operation Set name list is the Description of the current operation set; this field is editable. Use the description to describe the purpose of the operation set, the expected behavior the operation set should provide, and any changes you had to make to accomplish your goal. You can enter a much longer description by using the button to access the full text editor for the description.

The remainder of this chapter will detail all the options available for editing your operation set. Each section assumes that you have already created an operation set. If you have not created an operation set, then go back and do so (Section 11.2.1).

11.3 Reservoir Operation Zones

As illustrated in Figure 11.6, when you create a new Operation Set, ResSim automatically creates a Zone-Rules tab that contains three default reservoir operation zones: Flood Control, Conservation, and Inactive. You may wish to rename these default zones and add descriptions. You may need to define additional zones as well. This section will detail how to edit the zone definitions of your operation set.

![Figure 11.6 Reservoir Editor Showing New Operation Set](image-url)
11.3.1 Renaming and Describing Operation Zones

To change the name of a Zone as it appears in the operations tree and/or edit its description:

1. Select the Zone (to be renamed) in the operations tree.
2. Select Rename from the Zone menu or select Rename from the shortcut menu by right-clicking on the zone you wish to rename in the operations tree. Enter the new name and/or description. The Description field for the Storage Zone is also editable in the Edit panel of the reservoir editor.

Any changes you make to the Storage Zone name will be reflected in the operations tree.

Renaming the Inactive zone does not change its nature. The inactive zone is still a special zone from which the reservoir cannot release water and no rules can be applied to this zone.

11.3.2 Adding a New Reservoir Storage Zone

To add a new Reservoir Storage Zone:

1. Select New from the Zone menu of the Reservoir Editor. The New Zone dialog box will open (Figure 11.7).
2. Enter a Name and Description for the new zone.
3. Click OK to complete the zone creation and close the New Zone dialog box.

The new zone you created now appears in the operations tree. Complete the process of creating the zone by defining the curve that represents the top of the zone, as explained in the next section.
11.3.3 Defining Operation Zones

You will need to define the curves representing the top of each zone you have created. The default definition of a zone includes a table of dates and elevations. The first date in the table is always 01Jan. The curve is defined by straight lines connecting the points defined in the table, and the last point connects back to the first point as the year repeats.

The top of zone can also be defined using a flexible zone definition. For example, if the top of zone varies from year to year, then it can be defined as a function of an external time series by reading the top of zone from HEC-DSS. Or, if the top of zone is a function of a model variable or a state variable, it can be defined using the Define button.

When the selected feature in the operations tree is a Zone, the Zone Editor is displayed in the Edit Panel and the mini-plot at the right will illustrate the curves representing the top of each zone. The color of the selected zone’s curve will be red. All other zones will be black.

Figure 11.8 shows the curve definition for a zone named Conservation.

To define the top of zone curves, do the following for each zone:

1. Select the Zone in the operations tree to access the Zone Editor containing the data for that zone.
2. For the default zone definition, enter the Date and Top Elevation values in the table to define the curve for the zone. You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually. Note that dates often do not copy and paste correctly and must be entered manually.
Be careful when copying “Date” data from a spreadsheet. Most spreadsheet applications use their own specialized numeric format for dates. Only ‘text’ can be pasted into a date cell in ResSim.

Dates are entered in a ddmmm format with the month as a three-letter abbreviation. Dates can also be entered with the calendar tool (which can be accessed by double-clicking in a date cell and then clicking the small ellipse button that appears on the right side of the cell).

3. Optionally, to use the flexible zone definition feature, click the “Function of:” Define button, which will open the Independent Variable Definition editor (Figure 11.9). Use this feature when the zone definition is a function of: Date (default, see step 2 above), Date and Time, Model Variable, External Variable, or State Variable. When the zone is not a function of date (or date and time), then a Zone Sort Elevation value will be required to appropriately sort the zones in the Zone-Rules tree.

   a. Date and Time option (Figure 11.10): enter the appropriate dates and times along with the top of zone elevation values.
a. **Model Variable** option (Figure 11.11): from the **Independent Variable Definition** editor, select the independent variable using the scrollable list and/or using the **Filter** chooser. If the model variable is not part of the current reservoir for which the zone is being defined, you may need to “un-filter” the Time-Series column. This is accomplished by clicking on the dropdown list, then clicking on the top of the list where you will see a blank line. At that point, you should see all model variables available for selection.

![Figure 11.11 Flexible Zone Definition – Model Variable](image)

Next, you need to define the independent variable with respect to each time step by selecting the appropriate **Time Series Options**. From the **Function** list (Figure 11.12), you can select: **Current Value**, **Previous Value**, **Lagged Value**, **Period Average**, **Period Maximum**, or **Period Minimum**. The **Lag** (in hours) can be specified (for all but Current and Previous value) along with the appropriate **Period** (in hours).

![Figure 11.12 Time Series Options for Flexible Zone Definition](image)

After you have selected the independent variable and defined the appropriate Time Series Options, then you will enter the relationship values between the Independent...
Variable (in the column labeled with the parameter name of the independent variable, e.g. Flow) and the top of zone elevation value (in the column labeled Top Elevation), as shown in Figure 11.13.

![Figure 11.13 Flexible Zone Definition – Model Variable Relationship Table Definition](image)

b. **External Variable** option (Figure 11.14): the name of the independent variable is defined using a **Variable Name** in the form of “Reservoir name-Zone name”.

![Figure 11.14 Flexible Zone Definition – External Variable](image)

After you have defined the appropriate **Time Series Options**, then you will enter the relationship values between the External Variable (in the column labeled with the “Reservoir name-Zone name”) and the top of zone elevation values in the column labeled **Top Elevation** (Figure 11.15).
Figure 11.15 Flexible Zone Definition – External Variable Relationship Table Definition

Alternately, you can click in the checkbox next to Define Zone with Time-Series. Either of the two external variable choices will cause the “Reservoir name-Zone name” Variable Name to appear on the time-series tab of the Alternative Editor (Chapter 13, Section 13.8).

c. State Variable option (Figure 11.16): select the State Variable from the list. The state variable must be defined prior to creating a flexible zone function that uses it (see documentation of State Variables in Section 11.13.1).

Figure 11.16 Flexible Zone Definition – State Variable

After you have defined the appropriate Time Series Options, then you will enter the relationship values between the State Variable (in the column labeled with the state variable parameter name) and the top of zone elevation values in the column labeled Top Elevation (Figure 11.17).
4. When you have finished entering top of zone curves for a zone, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next zone.

![Figure 11.17 Flexible Zone Definition – State Variable Relationship Table Definition](image)

*Be careful when defining each zone curve – zones MUST NOT cross each other.*

### 11.3.4 Deleting Operation Zones

To delete a zone from an operation set:

1. Select the Zone you wish to delete from the operations tree.
2. Select **Delete** from the **Zone** menu or select **Delete** from the shortcut menu by right-clicking on the zone you wish to delete in the operations tree.
3. Click **OK** in the **Delete Storage Zone** dialog box to complete the delete process.

*The Inactive Zone is a special zone in the operation set. If you delete the Inactive Zone from the operation set, it cannot be reestablished.*
11.4 Understanding Reservoir Operation Rules

Operation Rules represent the flow goals and constraints upon the releases for each zone of the operation set. Each zone can contain a different set of rules depending on the flow limits and requirements of that zone within the regulation plan. As previously described in Section 11.3.3 and illustrated in Figure 11.8, the rules and zones appear in the Operations Tree on the left side of the Reservoir Editor’s Operations tab window.

11.4.1 Release Decision Process

When a set of rules exist within a reservoir zone, the decision logic first determines what the release would be for Guide Curve operation (Section 11.7). Then, working from the “lowest to the highest” priority rule, the program adjusts the release to meet each rule. If two rules contradict each other, the higher priority rule applies (see Section 11.4.5 for a description of prioritizing rules).

The release decision process has 3 basic steps:

1. Identify the maximum and minimum physical limits on the release. This is the allowable release range.
2. Narrow the allowable release range by applying the rules in the current zone, starting with the highest priority rule (see Section 11.4.5 for a description of prioritizing rules). For example, if a higher priority rule defines a more restrictive limit on the range than is currently defined by a lower priority rule, then the more restrictive limit is applied. However, if a higher priority rule defines a release limit which allows all the releases in the current release range defined by lower priority rules, then the higher priority rule has no effect on the release range.
3. Evaluate the desired release for the basic Guide Curve operation (Section 11.7). This is the release needed to get the reservoir to the guide curve in the current time step (computation interval) based on the starting pool elevation, the prior release, and the current inflow.

If the desired release falls within the allowable release range, then the release decision will be the desired release determined in Step 3 above. However, if the desired release is outside the allowable release range determined in the first two steps above, the release will be set to the limit closest to the desired value.

11.4.2 Using Existing Rules

Once you have defined a rule, you can include it in more than one zone by selecting Use Existing from the Rule menu of the Reservoir Editor.
11.4.3 Removing Rules

You can remove a rule from a zone by highlighting the rule in the operations tree and then selecting Remove from the shortcut menu (or select Remove from Zone from the Rule menu of the Reservoir Editor). You can also remove the rule from “all zones” by selecting Remove Rule From All Zones from the shortcut menu (or select Remove from All Zones from the Rule menu). Similarly, you can remove “all rules” from a zone by highlighting the zone and then select Remove All Rules in this Zone from the shortcut menu (or from the Zone menu, select Remove all Rules). Removing a rule from a zone does not delete the rule. The rule still exists in the reservoir for inclusion in other zones and operation sets.

11.4.4 Deleting Rules

To delete a rule from the reservoir, you can use the Delete option from the Rule menu. Use caution when deleting rules. When you delete a rule, it will no longer be available in any of the zones in this, or any other, operation set for this reservoir in the current reservoir network.

11.4.5 Prioritizing Rules

You must prioritize the rules within a zone, with the highest priority rule being at the top of the list. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu. In Section 11.5, pay special attention to the discussion for each rule type. Some rules, such as the Induced Surcharge rule (Section 11.5.6), may need to be the highest priority rule in a zone.

11.4.6 Renaming Rules

To rename a rule, highlight the rule in the operations tree and select Rename from the shortcut menu (or select Rename from the Rule menu of the Reservoir Editor). Use caution when renaming rules. If you rename a rule, all instances of the rule will be renamed (i.e., the rule’s existence within all reservoir zones and operations sets for the reservoir in the current reservoir network).
11.5 Defining Reservoir Operation Rules

This section explains how to define a variety of rules using the different rule types available in ResSim for reservoir Pools, Outlets, and Outlet Groups. Rule types differ depending on whether you apply the rule to the reservoir Pool, a Dam (or Diverted Outlet), an Outlet Group, a Controlled Outlet, a Power Plant, or a Pump. The Operations tab of the Reservoir Editor provides a separate editor for each rule type, as listed below and described in subsequent sub-sections.

Rules for the Reservoir Pool include:

- Release Function
- Downstream Control Function
- Tandem Operation
- Induced Surcharge
- Flow Rate of Change Limit
- Elevation Rate of Change Limit
- Script

Rules for the Dam (and for Diverted Outlets and for Outlet Groups and for Controlled Outlets) are as follows:

- Release Function
- Flow Rate of Change Limit
- Script

Rules for Power Plants are as follows:

- Release Function
- Flow Rate of Change Limit
- Hydropower Requirements:
  - Hydropower Schedule – Regular
  - Hydropower Schedule – Time Series
  - Hydropower Schedule – System
  - Power Guide Curve
- Script

Rule for a Pump is as follows:

- Pump Schedule
11.5.1 Adding a New Operation Rule to a Zone

When you create a rule, you must name it, assign the rule to a specific sub-element of the reservoir, and select the rule type. The list of available sub-elements includes: the reservoir Pool (identified by the name of the reservoir); the Dam (identified by the reservoir name hyphenated with the dam name); Diverted Outlets; Outlet Groups, Controlled Outlets; Power Plants; and Pumps.

To add a new operation rule to a zone:

1. Highlight the appropriate Zone in the operations tree.
2. Select New from the Rule menu of the Reservoir Editor. The New Operating Rule dialog box will open.
3. Select the control element of the reservoir to which you will assign this rule (reservoir pool, dam, outlet group, outlet) from the Operates Release from list (Figure 11.18).

4. Select the Rule Type from the list. The available rule types will depend upon whether you have selected a pool, dam, outlet, etc., as listed in Section 11.5
5. Enter a Name for the new rule.
6. Click OK to close the New Operating Rule dialog box.

The new rule will appear, highlighted, in the operations tree and the edit panel will display the rule editor based on the rule type. The first two fields for each rule editor contain the name of the rule and its description. A description of the rule can be added or changed whenever the rule editor is displayed in the edit panel. See the following sections to determine how to define the appropriate data for your new rule.
11.5.2 Adding an Existing Rule to a Zone

Once you have created a rule in a zone, you may want to use that same rule in another zone.

To add an existing operation rule to a zone:

1. Highlight the appropriate Zone in the operations tree.
2. Select **Use Existing** from the **Rule** menu of the Reservoir Editor or **Use Existing Rule** from the zone’s shortcut menu. The **Select Existing Rule** dialog box will open (similar to Figure 11.19 which shows an example list of existing rules).

![Figure 11.19 Select Existing Rule](image)

3. Select the rule you want to add from the list. Only those rules defined for the current reservoir but not yet used in the current zone will be available for selection. Rules that are being used in the current zone are included in the list, but they are grayed-out. If you want to add the selected rule to all of the zones, then you can check the box labeled **Add Rule To All Zones**.
4. Click **OK** to complete the Use Existing process and close the dialog box.
11.5.3 Defining a Release Function Rule

The **Release Function** rule type is one of the two most powerful rule types available (the other being the **Downstream Control Function** rule). With this rule type, you can define a wide array of “function of” rules, meaning release is a function of date or pool elevation, etc. This rule can be assigned to any of the release elements (pool, dam, or outlet) and it allows you to specify the maximum, minimum, or specified flow to be released through the release element.

Use **specified** limit type rules with caution. Most operation rules describe either a minimum or maximum limit. Specified rules describe the precise amount of flow to be released, neither more or less, making them effectively both a minimum and a maximum limit at the same time. Therefore, a specified release rule is very **restrictive** because it sets the allowable range of the release to a **single value**.

The simplest rules defined with this rule type are those where the release limit is a **function of date**. Rules of this type are seasonally-varying release limits. For example: “the maximum release from the reservoir during the growing season is 6500 cfs and 8500 cfs during the non-growing season”.

The more complex rules that can be created with the Release Function rule type are those where the release limit is a function of an internal (model) variable or an external variable or a state variable. For example, a complex rule might be where the minimum release is a function of the inflow to the reservoir. Inflow to the reservoir is just one of many internal or “model” variables that can be used to create a “function of model variable” rule. The “function of external variable” rule is also very powerful, limited only by your imagination and the time-series data available. An example of an “external variable” rule might be one where the minimum release is a function of dissolved oxygen at a specific gage. Since ResSim cannot compute dissolved oxygen, a time-series record that describes the predicted or observed values for that variable would be used to influence the release based on the function you define. Using a “state variable” within a release function rule opens up an endless possibility of options available for describing the operation of a reservoir.
To define a **Release Function** rule:

1. To create a new Release Function rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select **Release Function** for the **Rule Type** in the **New Operating Rule** editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the **Release Function** rule editor (Figure 11.20). The name and description of the rule will appear in the **Rule Name** and **Description** fields.

3. Define the **Limit Type** by selecting **Minimum**, **Maximum**, or **Specified** from the dropdown list.

4. Define the Release Function. Click the “Function of:” **Define...** button. The **Independent Variable Definition** editor will open (Figure 11.21).

![Figure 11.20 Reservoir Editor--Operations Tab: New Release Function Rule](image)

![Figure 11.21 Release Function Rule, Selecting a Function from Independent Variable Definition Editor](image)
5. Select the function type from the “Release is a Function of” list: Date, Date and Time, Model Variable, External Variable, or State Variable.

If the function type is **Model Variable**, select the independent variable using the **Filter** chooser (Figure 11.22).

![Figure 11.22 Release Function Rule, Select an Independent Variable from the Model Variable List](image)

If the function type is **External Variable**, identify the independent variable in the name field (Figure 11.23). This name will appear on the time-series tab of the Alternative Editor (Chapter 13, Section 13.8).

![Figure 11.23 Release Function Rule, Defining an External Variable as the Independent Variable](image)
If the function type is **State Variable**, select the State Variable from the list (Figure 11.24). The state variable must be defined prior to creating a release function rule that uses it (see documentation of State Variables in Section 11.13.1).

![Figure 11.24 Release Function Rule, Select a State Variable as the Independent Variable](image)

If desired, for either the Model Variable, or the External Variable, or the State Variable, select from their editors the **Time Series Options** (Figure 11.25) to define the independent variable with respect to each time step. From the **Function** list, you can select: **Current Value**, **Previous Value**, **Lagged Value**, **Period Average**, **Period Maximum**, or **Period Minimum**.

The **Lag** (in hours) can be specified (for all but Current and Previous value) along with the appropriate **Period** (in hours).

6. Click **OK** to complete the definition of the independent variable of your function.

7. Verify that the **Limit Type** is defined appropriately (as Minimum, Maximum or **Specified**).

8. Select the **Interpolation Type** as Linear, Cubic, or Step (see Section 11.6.1 for a description of how the interpolation types work).

---

*Use specified limit type rules with caution. Most operation rules describe either a minimum or maximum limit. Specified rules describe the precise amount of flow to be released, neither more or less, making them effectively both a minimum and a maximum limit at the same time. Therefore, a specified release rule is very restrictive because it sets the allowable range of the release to a single value.*
9. Define the function using the table in the release function rule editor (Figure 11.26). You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.

Be careful when copying date data from a spreadsheet. Most spreadsheet applications use their own specialized numeric format for dates. Only ‘text’ can be pasted into a date cell in ResSim.

The mini-plot will reflect the values you enter and can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.

- If using a function of date, you can enter a single value for 01 Jan to describe a constant release limit throughout the year or enter multiple dates to define a seasonally varying release limit rule. Dates can also be entered with the calendar tool, which can be accessed by double-clicking in a date cell then clicking the ellipse button that appears. As a date entry option, use the calendar tool to set day and month for the date; although the year appears in the calendar tool, it is ignored in setting the date.

- If your rule is a function of a variable, you can make your rule seasonally varying by using the Seasonal Variation option. Refer to Section 11.6.6 for more details.

- If you wish to use Hour of Day or Day of the Week Multipliers, refer to Sections 11.6.3 and 11.6.4 for more details.

- To make your rule applicable only under rising (or falling) conditions, use the Rising/Falling Condition option. Refer to Section 11.6.5 for details.

10. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in this zone. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

An example of a completed Release Function rule is shown in Figure 11.26. When you have finished entering data for the Release Function rule, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule. When copying and pasting cells from a spreadsheet to the table, only the top left cell needs to be selected before pasting. The table will automatically populate with the required rows.
Figure 11.26  Example of Completed Release Function Rule
11.5.4 Defining a Downstream Control Function Rule

This rule type (and its editor) is an extension of the Release Function rule described in Section 11.5.3. Downstream control rules describe the minimum or maximum flow (e.g., flow requirement or channel capacity) or stage at a control point rather than an explicit limit on the release. The final release limit will be determined based on the influence of routing and cumulative local flows at the downstream control point, including the use of an optional contingency applied to the cumulative local flows.

In addition, the Downstream Control rules can be used to create system operation (where two or more parallel reservoirs are operated to have balanced storages while controlling for common downstream requirements). Once created for one reservoir, the Downstream Control rule will also be available in the List of Existing Rules (refer to Section 11.5.2) for other reservoirs in the network. To establish a system operation, the same downstream control rule must be used in each applicable reservoir’s operation set. Chapter 12 discusses ResSim’s methodology for system operation and storage balancing.

The Downstream Control rule can be assigned only to the reservoir (pool), not to a specific outlet or outlet group, because only the reservoir can account for all releases from the reservoir’s outlets that could influence the flow at the downstream control point.

Entering operations data for a Downstream Control Function rule:

1. To create a downstream control rule, follow the instructions for creating a new rule as described in Section 11.5.1. After selecting the Operate Release From to be the reservoir and the Rule Type to be Downstream Control Function, be sure to select the downstream control point from the Downstream Location list that appears when you select the Downstream Control Function rule type. Figure 11.27 illustrates the creation of a Downstream Control Function rule.

![Figure 11.27 Reservoir Editor--New Operating Rule: Downstream Control Function](image-url)
2. The Downstream Control Function rule editor (Figure 11.28) is essentially the same as the Release Function rule editor. However, there are three significant differences that you have the option of using:

- Define the rule as a minimum or maximum Flow or Stage parameter limit at the downstream control point (see \textcircled{a} in Figure 11.28)
- Specify a Flow Contingency for the cumulative local flows at the downstream control point (see \textcircled{b} in Figure 11.28)
- Specify Advanced Options that relate to how routing attenuation and rate of change constraints are considered during the operation for downstream rules in general (global values) or for a specific downstream rule (see \textcircled{c} in Figure 11.28)

![Figure 11.28 Reservoir Editor--Example of a Downstream Control Function Rule](image)

The three options specific to the Downstream Control rule (as shown in Figure 11.28) are described as follows:

- Select the appropriate Parameter (Flow or Stage) that should be used for the downstream operation. The column heading in the table will reflect the chosen parameter.
To apply a contingency to the cumulative local flows at the downstream location:

- Click the Flow Contingency Edit button and the Flow Contingency for Downstream Operation dialog box will open (Figure 11.29).

![Figure 11.29 Flow Contingency for Downstream Operation]

- If a constant contingency is desired, then click on the radio button for the Constant Contingency percentage % and enter a percentage value. For example, a value of 20 would indicate that during the release decision process, the cumulative local flows would be increased by 20%, thus reducing the amount of space available at the downstream location. A negative contingency value (e.g., -20) decreases the cumulative local flows, thus increasing the amount of space available at the downstream location.

- If variable contingency values are desired, then click on the radio button for the Contingency percentage as a function of Cumulative local flow and enter the table of cumulative local flow values vs. percent contingency values. As with the constant contingency described above, the space available at the downstream location is influenced by the sign and magnitude of the contingency values.

To specify how routing attenuation and rate of change constraints will be handled during the downstream operation logic:

- Click the Advanced Options button and the Advanced Options editor will open (left portion in Figure 11.30) where you will see the radio button selected to Use Global Options.

- To change the Global options (which applies to all downstream rules at all reservoirs), click on the Edit button, which will open the Global Downstream Options editor (right portion in Figure 11.30).
To change the **Rule Specific** options (which applies only to the downstream rule being edited), click on the radio button **Use Rule Specific Options**. The lower portion of the Advanced Options editor will become available for editing (Figure 11.31).
The same advanced options are available for both the global options and the rule specific options. These options are divided into two subject areas: routing attenuation and rate of change.

- **Correct for Attenuation**: Depending on the routing method and parameters being used for the routing reaches between the operating reservoir and the downstream location, this option will allow for adjustments to be made in the release decision process with consideration of the routing attenuation parameter (i.e., the routed hydrograph “shaping” parameter).
  - **Option 1 (Lagged Space Adjustment)** – enter Max Iterations, an Absolute Flow Tolerance (cfs or cms), and a Tolerance Fraction of Limit (%).
  - **Option 2 (Predictor Corrector)** – enter Max Iterations and a Correction Factor (from zero to one).
  - **No Correction** – select this option when you do not want any adjustments made based on the routing attenuation parameters.

- **Rate of Change Constraints**: When the reservoir operations include rate of change constraints, there may be a conflict between operating for downstream constraints (i.e., wanting to cut back releases to reduce downstream flooding) vs. rate of change constraints (i.e., not able to cut back fast enough). This option allows the modeler to **Consider ROC Constraints** and specify a Max Lookahead for ROC (Number of Time Steps).

The **Reset Parameters** button will make the options return to their original values.

**Note**: Since these **Advanced Options** are complex, “trial and error” runs might be needed to test their impact on downstream operations.

3. Check the position of your new rule with respect to other rules in the zone it is placed. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for a particular zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

4. When you have finished entering data for the Downstream Control Function rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.

As a visual reference, after a downstream control rule has been defined, the downstream location in the display area (i.e., the watershed map) will have a box drawn around the junction symbol.
11.5.5 Defining a Tandem Operation Rule

A Tandem Operation rule establishes a tandem system operation where an upstream reservoir operates for a downstream reservoir to achieve a storage balance. Unlike the Downstream Control rule (which is the only other rule type used for system operation and must be included in the operation sets of all reservoirs in the system), the Tandem Operation rule is created and included in the operation set at the upstream reservoir only. The Tandem Operation rule simply identifies the downstream reservoir that is the object of tandem operation. An implicit (default) storage balance scheme is invoked by the Tandem Operation rule, and an optional explicit (user-defined) storage balance scheme can be defined and used instead of the default (refer to Chapter 12 for more discussion on system operation).

When creating the Tandem Operation rule, it can be assigned only to the reservoir (pool), not to a specific outlet or outlet group, because only the reservoir can account for all releases from the reservoir’s outlets that could influence the flow into the downstream reservoir.

To enter operations data for a Tandem Operation rule:

1. To create a Tandem Operation rule, follow the instructions for creating a new rule as described in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the reservoir for the release component (Operates Release from) and Tandem Operation for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor. Figure 11.32 illustrates the creation of a Tandem Operation rule.

![New Operating Rule](image)

**Figure 11.32 Reservoir Editor--New Operating Rule: Tandem Operation**

2. To define your Tandem Operation rule, highlight the rule in the operations tree of the reservoir editor (Figure 11.33). In the Edit Panel, you can enter a Description, and most importantly select the Downstream Reservoir for which the current (upstream) reservoir is operating.
3. Check the position of your new rule with respect to other rules in the zone it is placed. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for a particular zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

4. When you have finished setting up the Tandem Operation rule, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.6 Defining an Induced Surcharge Rule

Induced Surcharge is a flood control operation that specifies emergency releases when the current pool elevation and rate of increase in inflow (or change in pool elevation) threaten to overtop the dam. This operation may necessitate releases that exceed channel capacity constraints. A reservoir must have a gated outlet to employ induced surcharge operations.

Induced Surcharge operation is achieved by physically regulating the position of spillway gates. When the gate opening is reduced to limit release to less than free overflow (the fully-open position), water is intentionally surcharged—or stored—behind the gates. For this reason, induced surcharge is also referred to as a gate regulation operation.

Induced Surcharge operation allows operators to better manage a flood event by using additional reservoir storage volume above the spillway crest.

In HEC-ResSim, the Induced Surcharge rule must be defined and entered as the highest priority rule in every zone spanning elevations between the top of the dam and the lowest elevation from which the gate can be regulated, generally, the controlled spillway crest. Additionally, a Release Function rule (Section 11.5.3) with Limit Type set to Maximum must be defined and entered as a lower priority rule in each of the applicable zones (below the induced surcharge rule). This maximum flow corresponds to the maximum discharge when surcharge operations are not in effect. It is essential to enter this maximum flow limit to guide releases back towards flood control operations after surcharge operations finish. Note that when creating a new rule, the Induced Surcharge option is only available if the “reservoir itself” is selected for Operates Release from: (“Sayers” in Figure 11.34, not “Sayers-Dam” or “Sayers-Gate”).

![Figure 11.34 Reservoir Editor--Operations Tab: Create Induced Surcharge Rule](image)
Within the **Induced Surcharge** rule editor, there are two options for defining the rule:

1. Use **Induced Surcharge Function** (Section 11.5.6.1)
2. Specify the **ESRD Curves** (Section 11.5.6.2)

### 11.5.6.1 Induced Surcharge Function Option

If you select the **Induced Surcharge Function** option (as shown in Figure 11.35 for Sayers reservoir), then the **Induced Surcharge Envelope Curve**, **Time of Recession**, and **Falling Pool Options** determine the magnitude and duration of gate-regulated releases, and how emergency release should transition back to normal flood control releases.

![Induced Surcharge Rule Editor, Use Induced Surcharge Function Option](image)

**Figure 11.35 Induced Surcharge Rule Editor, Use Induced Surcharge Function Option**

To enter operational data for an Induced Surcharge rule using the **Induced Surcharge Function**:

1. Highlight the induced surcharge rule in the operations tree to access the **Induced Surcharge** rule editor. The name and description of the rule will appear in the **Induced Surcharge Rule** and **Description** fields.

2. Select the radio button for **Use Induced Surcharge Function**.

3. Select the **Interpolation Type** as Linear or Cubic (Section 11.6.1).

4. Enter **Elevation** and **Release** data into the table to describe the Induced Surcharge Envelope. This envelope defines the lower limit of allowable regulated release when the pool is at a certain elevation. The rule will compute a higher release as described in EM 1110-2-
3600 (USACE, 1987). You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.

5. Enter the **Time of Recession** in hours. This constant describes the length of time an incoming flood is expected to take to recede. The program uses this time to compute the volume of water that must be evacuated to prevent overtopping the dam. See discussion in EM 1110-2-3600 (USACE, 1987) for further documentation regarding the Recession Time constant parameter (Ts).

6. At this point, the Induced Surcharge rule editor should appear similar to the Sayers reservoir example (Figure 11.36) illustrating the use of the Induced Surcharge Function.

![Figure 11.36 Induced Surcharge Rule Editor, Completed Example of Induced Surcharge Function](image)

7. To see a **plot** containing the computed **Induced Surcharge Curves** (Figure 11.37) based on the data you have entered, double-click on the mini-plot located to the right of the table (or, you can right-click on the mini-plot and select **Show popup**).
Figure 11.37  Plot of Computed Induced Surcharge Curves (with the Discharge Capacity Curve)

The **Induced Surcharge Curves Plot** menu bar consists of the “generic” **File**, **Edit**, and **View** menus that are described in Chapter 14 (Section 14.5.2) and in Appendix F.

The **Options** menu (Figure 11.38) is specific to the Induced Surcharge Curve Plot and contains the following options to allow access to the Inflow and Rate of Rise editors:

- **Edit Inflows for Curves…**
  Allows for specifying the inflow values which may be used in displaying an example plot of induced surcharge release curves in the zone below the envelope curve. Figure 11.39 shows the inflow values corresponding to the inflow curves.

- **Plot Rate Of Rise** will generate a plot of the rate of rise curves (if given). When this option is checked, the “**Edit Rate of Rise for Curves …**” option appears in place of the “Edit Inflows for Curves…” option.
Show Discharge Capacity is a toggle to indicate whether or not to include the Discharge Capacity Curve in the plot. Figure 11.40 shows the Induced Surcharge Curves Plot without the Discharge Capacity Curve.

Figure 11.40  Plot of Computed Induced Surcharge Curves (without the Discharge Capacity Curve)

8. Section 11.5.6.3 describes the Falling Pool Options and the Inflow Time Series Options.

9. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in this zone. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

10. When you have finished entering data for the Induced Surcharge rule, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.6.2 Specify the ESRD Curves Option

If you select the Specify the ESRD Curves option (Figure 11.41) to specify the Emergency Spillway Release Diagram (ESRD) curves, then the Elevation vs. Min Release per Inflow (or Elevation vs. Min Release per Rate of Rise) relationship is used along with the Falling Pool Options to determine the magnitude and duration of gate-regulated releases, and how emergency release should transition back to normal flood control releases.

![Figure 11.41 Induced Surcharge Rule Editor, Specify the ESRD Curves Option](image)

To enter operational data for an Induced Surcharge rule specifying the ESRD Curves:

1. Highlight the induced surcharge rule in the operations tree to access the Induced Surcharge rule editor. The name and description of the rule will appear in the Induced Surcharge Rule and Description fields.
2. Select the radio button for Specify the ESRD Curves.
3. Specify Releases with Respect to: either Reservoir Inflow or Rate of Rise
4. Select the Edit Inflows for ESRD Curves... button and the dialog box will open (Figure 11.42) where you will enter the appropriate values (either Reservoir Inflows or Rate of Rise) for the subsequent definition of the ESRD curves.
5. Enter **Elevation** and **Min Release** data into the **Elevation vs. Min Release per Inflow** table to describe the family of curves. These release values define the lower limit of allowable regulated release when the pool is at a certain elevation and the inflow is a certain amount. You can either copy and paste data from a spreadsheet application or type in the values manually.

6. At this point, the Induced Surcharge rule editor should appear similar to the example in Figure 11.43 illustrating the use of the ESRD Curves.

---

**Figure 11.42 Induced Surcharge Rule – Entering ESRD Values (Inflows or Rate of Rise)**

**Figure 11.43 Induced Surcharge Rule Editor, Completed Example of Specifying the ESRD Curves**
7. To see a plot containing the family of ESRD Curves (Figure 11.44) based on the data you have entered, double-click on the mini-plot located to the right of the table (or, you can right-click on the mini-plot and select Show popup).

8. Section 11.5.6.3 describes the Falling Pool Options and the Inflow Time Series Options.

9. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in this zone. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

10. When you have finished entering data for the Induced Surcharge rule, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.6.3 Falling Pool and Inflow Time Series Options

There are two options that apply to either one of the Induced Surcharge rule definition options (Use Induced Surcharge Function or Specify the ESRD Curves). These two options are:

1. Falling Pool
2. Inflow Time Series

a. Select Falling Pool Options by clicking the Edit button beside the Falling Pool Options label. The Falling Pool Options dialog box will open (Figure 11.45).

![Figure 11.45 Induced Surcharge -- Falling Pool Options]

- Enter the Time for Pool Decrease in hours. This parameter describes the required number of successive hours the reservoir pool level must be falling before transitioning from rising pool emergency spillway releases to falling pool releases.

- Enter the Falling Pool Transition Elevation in feet (meters). This parameter represents the pool elevation above which Falling Pool releases will be made. Once the pool elevation falls below this elevation, the Induced Surcharge rule will no longer operate, and ResSim will resume releases based on other rules in the active zone.
For **Release Options**, choose Ratio of Inflow, Average of Inflow and Previous Release, Maintain Peak Release, or Maintain Peak Gate Openings to designate the method for computing falling pool releases. Falling Pool Releases will be made after the pool begins to fall and until the pool level returns to the Falling Pool Transition Elevation.

- For **Ratio of Inflow**, enter the **Release ratio times inflow averaged over** number of **hours**.
- For **Avg of Inflow and Previous Release**, enter the number of **hours** for the **Inflow** to be **averaged over**.
- **Maintain Peak Release** indicates that the maximum release will be held until surcharge operation is no longer applicable and normal operations are resumed.
- **Maintain Peak Gate Openings** indicates that the maximum gate opening will be maintained until surcharge operation is no longer applicable and normal operations are resumed.

Click **OK** to close the **Falling Pool Options** dialog and a checkmark will display in the box beside **Falling Pool Options** in the Reservoir Editor.

b. Pressing the **Inflow Time Series Options** button activates the Inflow Time Series Options editor (Figure 11.46). This editor defines how the reservoir inflow time series is interpreted when used in making induced surcharge operation release decisions.

The **Function** list includes **Current Value**, **Previous Value**, **Lagged Value**, **Period Average**, **Period Maximum** and **Period Minimum**.

- Enter the optional **Lag** (in hours) for all functions except Current and Previous.
- The **Period** (in hours) is applicable for **Period Average**, **Period Maximum** and **Period Minimum** functions.
11.5.7 Defining a Flow Rate of Change Limit Rule

A Flow Rate of Change Limit rule specifies the allowable change when increasing or decreasing release values (i.e., “ramping rates”). A single rule of this type will only limit a rising release or a falling release, but not both. To describe both increasing and decreasing limits, you must define two rules and set the type of one to increasing and the other to decreasing. A rule of this type can be assigned to any release element to influence the behavior of that element.

To enter operations data for a Flow Rate of Change Limit rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select Flow Rate of Change Limit for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the Flow Rate of Change Limit rule editor (Figure 11.47). The name and description of the rule will appear in the Release Rate of Change Limit rule and Description fields.

   ![Figure 11.47 Reservoir Editor--Operations Tab: Flow Rate of Change Limit Rule](image)

3. For Function Of:, select either Constant, Reservoir Inflow, Release, or Pool Elevation.

4. For Type, select either Increasing or Decreasing.

5. Enter the Max Rate of Change value. The limit is described in units of flow (cms or cfs) per hour, regardless of the compute interval. For example, if you enter 500 cfs/hr with a compute interval of 12 hours, then this rule describes the maximum flow change per time step as 6000 cfs.

6. If your Function Of: selection is Constant, enter a single value for the limit.

7. If your Function Of: selection is Reservoir Inflow, Release, or Pool Elevation, then a table will appear to allow you to describe how the rate of change is influenced by the selected independent variable. Additionally, select the type of Interpolation to apply to the curve as either Linear, Cubic, or Step (Section 11.6.1).

8. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in this zone. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to
Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

9. When you have finished entering data for the Flow Rate of Change rule, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule.

### 11.5.8 Defining an Elevation Rate of Change Limit Rule

An Elevation Rate of Change Limit rule describes the allowable change when increasing or decreasing pool elevation values. A single rule of this type will only limit a rising pool or a falling pool, but not both. To describe both increasing and decreasing limits, you must define two rules and set the type of one to increasing and the other to decreasing. Since this rule watches the pool elevation, you can assign this rule only to the pool (reservoir), not to the dam or to a discrete outlet.

To enter operations data for an Elevation Rate of Change Limit rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the reservoir for the Release Element and Elev Rate of Change Limit for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the Elevation Rate of Change Limit rule editor (Figure 11.48). The name and description of the rule will appear in the Elevation Rate of Change Limit Rule and Description fields.

3. For Function Of:, select either Constant, Reservoir Inflow, or Release.

4. For Type, select either Increasing or Decreasing.

5. Choose either Instantaneous or Period Average.
For **Instantaneous**, enter the **Max Rate of Change** value in units of meters (feet) per hour.

For **Period Average**, specify the **Max Change** and the number of **Hours** over which the change is allowed.

6. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in this zone. To raise or lower the priority of a rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

7. When you have finished entering data for the Elevation Rate of Change Limit rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.

### 11.5.9 Defining Hydropower Rules

Hydropower rules specify the minimum releases needed from a reservoir’s power plant (or from the power plants in a reservoir system) to meet a power generation requirement and schedule. The desired release is a function of the plant’s generation capacity, the hydraulic head, and the required energy. In the various hydropower rules, the generation requirement can be specified as a function of storage, season, or be directly specified as an external time series.

There are four different Hydropower rule types (Figure 11.49) available for you to create a rule that describes a **Hydropower Requirement**: **Schedule**, **Time Series**, **Power Guide Curve** and **System Schedule**. Data entry for these rules will be described in the following subsections.

![Figure 11.49 Hydropower Rule Types](image)
11.5.9.1 Hydropower – Schedule

The Hydropower – Schedule rule allows you to define a regular monthly or user specified seasonally varying hydropower requirements. The various options on this rule editor allow you to define each month’s power generation requirement, the type of the requirement (megawatt-hours or plant factor), and the hours of the day and days of the week during which the plant can generate.

To define a **Hydropower – Schedule** Requirement rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the power plant for the Release Element and then select **Hydropower – Schedule** for the **Rule Type** in the New Operating Rule editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the **Hydropower – Schedule** rule editor (Figure 11.50). The name and description of the rule will appear in the **Hydropower – Schedule** rule and **Description** fields.

Figure 11.50 Hydropower – Schedule Rule Editor
3. Click the Options button to open the **Power Generation Requirement** editor (Figure 11.51).

   - From the **Requirement Varies** list select either Monthly or Seasonally.
   - From the **Requirement Specified as** list you can select Plant Factor, Daily Total MWH, Weekly Total MWH, or Monthly Total MWH.

   If Weekly Total MWH is selected from the **Requirement Specified as** list, then you must select the **Starting Day** of the power week as one of the seven days of the calendar week. You will also need to select a day of the week, which by its inclusion in both a power week and a month, determines which month to include that power week.

   - Finally, select the **Period** over which the requirement will be satisfied as being Each Time-Step, Daily, or Weekly. If Weekly is selected, then you will need to select the **Starting Day of Period**.

4. Complete the power requirement table as appropriate, depending on the options selected in the previous step. For example, if Monthly Requirement in MWH was selected, then enter the total monthly requirement for each month of the year.

5. Click the **Power Generation Pattern** button to open the Power Generation Pattern editor. Please see Section 11.5.9.5 for a full description of the purpose and use of the Power Generation Pattern editor.

6. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority of your rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

7. When you have finished entering data for the Hydropower - Schedule rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.9.2 Hydropower – Time Series Requirement

The Hydropower – Time Series Requirement rule allows you to define an *irregular schedule* of Hydropower requirements through the use of a DSS time-series record. There are no options in this rule editor. Instead, a message is placed there to remind you that you will need to specify a time series of required power in units of megawatts when you develop an alternative that uses this operation set for this reservoir.

To define a **Hydropower – Time Series Requirement** rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the power plant for the Release Element and then select *Hydropower – Time Series Requirement* for the **Rule Type** in the **New Operating Rule** editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the **Hydropower – Time Series Requirement** rule editor (Figure 11.52). The name and description of the rule will appear in the **Hydropower – Time Series Requirement** rule and **Description** fields.

3. Make note of the message and the name of the Rule you just created. When you develop an alternative for this network, reservoir, and operation set, you will need to provide a DSS time-series pathname specification for this rule. The entry in the Time Series table of the rule editor will be identified by the rule name with a parameter of power.
11.5.9.3 Hydropower – Power Guide Curve

The Hydropower – Power Guide Curve rule allows you to define a function that describes the hydropower generation requirement with respect to the available storage in the power pool. The power requirement must be described in units of % plant factor.

To define a Hydropower – Power Guide Curve rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the power plant for the Release Element and then select Hydropower – Power Guide Curve for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the Hydropower – Power Guide Curve rule editor (Figure 11.53). The name and description of the rule will appear in the Hydropower – Power Guide Curve rule and Description fields.

3. From the lists for Zone at Top of Power Pool and Zone at Bottom of Power Pool, select the top of zone curves that bound the top and bottom of the Power Pool.

4. Complete the table to define the Power Guide Curve. The first column is the percent of power storage available in the power pool. These values should increase as you move down in the table. The second column is the percent plant factor. This is the power requirement as a percentage of the plant’s capacity to generate.
5. If desired, click the **Power Generation Pattern** button to open the Power Generation Pattern editor. Please see Section 11.5.9.5 for a full description of the purpose and use of the Power Generation Pattern editor.

6. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority of your rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

7. When you have finished entering data for the Hydropower – Power Guide Curve rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.

### 11.5.9.4 Hydropower – System Schedule

The Hydropower – System Schedule rule allows you to specify a hydropower generation requirement that a set of reservoirs (a reservoir system) will operate to try to meet. This rule describes the hydropower generation requirement in the same manner as the at-site hydropower schedule rule (as previously discussed in Section 11.5.9.1) with some additional options for specifying the power generation pattern and for identifying reservoirs whose power generation can be used to meet the system requirement.

Typically, to cause a reservoir to operate to meet a system power requirement, it must have a Hydropower-System Schedule rule in the currently active zone of its operation set. The easiest way to do this is to create the rule in one of the reservoirs. Then, add it to the operation set(s) of the other operating reservoirs in the system by selecting it from the “Use Existing” list.

To define a **Hydropower – System Schedule** rule:

1. To create a new rule, follow the instructions in Section 11.5.1. Be sure to select the power plant for the Release Element and then select **Hydropower – System Schedule** for the **Rule Type** in the **New Operating Rule** editor.

2. Highlight the appropriate rule in the operations tree to access the **Hydropower – System Schedule** rule editor (Figure 11.54). The name and description of the rule will appear in the **Hydropower – System Schedule** rule and **Description** fields.
3. Click the **Options** button to open the **Power Generation Requirement** editor (refer to previous discussion in Section 11.5.9.1, step 3).

4. Complete the power requirement table as appropriate, depending on the options selected in the previous step. For example, if Monthly Requirement in MWH was selected, then enter the total monthly requirement for each month of the year.

5. Click the **Contributing Reservoirs...** button to open the **Hydropower-System Rule: Reservoir List** editor (Figure 11.55). Use this editor to select those power-producing reservoirs in your network that do not actively operate for this system hydropower requirement but whose generation can be counted toward meeting it. You need not add reservoirs which will actively operate for this requirement (share this rule), they will be added to the “Selected” list automatically when you add this rule to their operation set(s).

Figure 11.54 Hydropower – System Schedule Rule Editor

Figure 11.55 Hydropower System Rule: Reservoir List Editor
6. There are two choices for indicating the **Power Generation Pattern**:

   - **Specify Local Generation Pattern** – this option allows you to specify a different generation pattern for each reservoir that operates to meet the system power requirement. If you choose this option, you will need to edit the power pattern in the system hydropower rule from each reservoir that includes the rule in its operation set.

   - **Specify System Generation Pattern** – this option allows you to specify a single generation pattern that will be used by all the reservoirs that operate to meet the system power requirement.

   Click the **Edit Pattern** button to open the **Generation Pattern** editor, where you will specify a (local or system) pattern for meeting the system hydropower requirements. Please see Section 11.5.9.5 for a full description of the purpose and use of the Power Generation Pattern editor.

   When both a local power rule and a system power rule are specified at a reservoir, the two rules do not “know” about each other’s requirement or generation pattern. The two rules will independently develop release requirements for the reservoir which will then be negotiated in the rule stack based on their priority, like any other rule. *Note, two power rules applied to a single power plant will not be additive.*

7. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority of your rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

8. When you have finished entering data for the Hydropower – System Schedule rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.

### 11.5.9.5 Power Generation Pattern

The Power Generation Pattern allows you to specify a weekly distribution of the specified energy requirements based on the time of the day and day of the week. The pattern covers a week and each day is described with a set of 24 hourly weighting factors. By default, the weekly pattern repeats throughout the year unless you specify a set of seasons and a different pattern for each season.
The Weekly Pattern

Three options are available for specifying the weekly power pattern: All Week, Weekdays and Weekend, and Each Day. These options are available from the **Specify Pattern for** list.

- **The All Week** option (Figure 11.56) simply applies the same power generation pattern for every day of the week.

- **The Weekdays and Weekend** option (Figure 11.57) allows you to specify a different power generation pattern for Weekdays (Monday through Friday) than for Weekend days (Saturday and Sunday).

- **The Each Day** option (Figure 11.58) allows you to specify different power generation patterns for every day of the week.
Hourly Distribution

Each day of the Power Generation Pattern table is divided into 24 hourly values. Each value represents a weighting factor that you can use to distribute the energy requirement throughout the day and throughout the week. The default value for each hour of the day is 1.0 (Figure 11.59) which will evenly distribute the energy requirement throughout the day. However, if you want the power plant to generate only during a portion of the day, you can set the factor for those hours to 1.0 and set all other hours to 0.0.

For example, to specify that energy would *only be generated from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.*, change the value of 1.0 to 0.0 for hours 0000-0800 and 1700-2400 (Figure 11.60).
Basically, the values of 1.0 and 0.0 turn the hourly generation “on” and “off”, respectively. The “weighting factor” aspect of the values in the table comes into play when the values used in the pattern are not just 0’s and 1’s; in other words, when the generation is not intended to be distributed evenly over the “on” hours.
For example, to indicate that the energy generation between 10:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. should be twice the generation of the other hours (when energy is being generated), you would change the value of 1.0 to 2.0 for hours 1000-1300 (Figure 11.61). The sum of the weighting factors for each day in this example is $6(1.0)+3(2.0)=12.0$. If each day’s energy requirement was 12 megawatt-hours, then the “unit” generation requirement would be 1 megawatt (12 MWh/12 units). Thus, from 8am to 10am and from 1pm to 5pm, the plant would generate at a rate of 1 megawatt (1 MW * 1.0 weighting factor), but from 10am to 1pm, the plant would generate at a rate of 2 megawatts (1 MW * 2.0 weighting factor).

![Figure 11.61 Hour of Day Weighting to “Double” the Power Requirement for Portion of Day](image)

**Daily Distribution**

Another aspect of the “weighting factors” that should be understood is the impact of a changing pattern throughout the days of the week. If the pattern is specified for Each Day or for Weekdays and Weekend, then the weighting factors are summed for the entire week and applied to the generation requirement for whole week.

For example, if the weekly generation requirement is 20MWh and the daily pattern is for Each Day, then the following power requirement would be specified as shown in Figure 11.62:

- No generation on Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday;
- Generation on Monday and Friday is from 10am to 2pm;
- Generation on Wednesday is for the same hours as Monday and Friday but at twice the rate.
In this example, the sum of the weighting factors is $4(1.0) + 4(2.0) + 4(1.0) = 16$ which produces a unit generation of $20/16.0 = 1.25$. Thus, for each hour on Monday and Friday, 1.25 MWh of energy will be produced for a total of 5 MWh each day and for each hour on Wednesday, 2.5 MWh of energy will be produced for a total of 10 MWh, resulting in the total of 20 MWh for the week.

Figure 11.62 Weighting Factors throughout the Days of the Week
Seasonal Distribution

If the weekly pattern varies throughout the year, then you can click the Seasonal Variation Edit button to open the Seasonal Variation editor (Figure 11.63) which will allow you to define the seasons for which different patterns apply. After you have defined the seasons and press OK to close the Seasonal Variation editor, a selection list box will be displayed in the Power Generation Pattern editor (Figure 11.64) to let you select each of the seasons you specified in the Seasonal Variation editor. Also, a set of navigator buttons will be displayed to let you step through the seasons. Refer to Section 11.6.6 for more details on defining the seasons for seasonal variation.

Figure 11.63  Definition of Seasonal Variation for Power Generation Pattern

Figure 11.64  Selection of Seasons for Seasonal Variation for Power Generation Pattern
11.5.10 Defining a Pump Schedule Rule

A Pump Schedule rule is an operation rule that provides the capability of pumping water from one reservoir to another (i.e., pumpback storage operation). When creating a Pump Schedule rule, it is selected from (i.e., Operates Release from:) a Pump component in the reservoir which will “receive” the pumped water.

To enter operations data for a Pump Schedule rule:

1. To create a Pump Schedule rule, follow the instructions for creating a new rule as described in Section 11.5.1. Select the Pump component (Operates Release from) and Pump Schedule for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor. Figure 11.65 illustrates the creation of a Pump Schedule rule that is assigned to the Pump.

![Figure 11.65 New Operating Rule: Pump Schedule](image)

2. Highlight the Pump Schedule rule in the operations tree to access the Pump Rule editor (Figure 11.66). The name and description of the rule will appear in the Pump Rule and Description fields. The content of the editor varies depending on which Options are selected.

![Figure 11.66 Pump Rule Editor](image)
A. For the **Target Fill Elevation** in the reservoir receiving the pumped water, select one of the following options: **Constant**, **Storage Zone**, or **Seasonally Varying**.

- If **Constant** is selected, (Figure 11.67) then enter the appropriate value for the **Target Elevation**

- If **Storage Zone** is selected (Figure 11.68), then choose the appropriate Zone from the list.

- If **Seasonally Varying** is selected (Figure 11.69), then enter the appropriate Date and Elevation data.

![Figure 11.67 Pump Rule Editor: Target Fill Elevation Option is “Constant”](image)

![Figure 11.68 Pump Rule Editor: Target Fill Elevation Option is “Storage Zone”](image)

![Figure 11.69 Pump Rule Editor: Target Fill Elevation Option is “Seasonally Varying”](image)

B. The Pumping Strategy has two options, each of which is based on the premise that there is more time available in the pumping period than is needed (if the pumps ARE working at full capacity) to get the reservoir pool back up to its target elevation. For the **Pumping Strategy**, select one of the following:

- **Use full pump capacity**: This strategy will minimize the time spent pumping.

- **Use entire pump period**: This strategy will run the pumps at a rate which is less than full capacity in order to just reach the target at the end of the pumping period.

Regardless of your Pumping Strategy selection, if the target cannot be reached in the pumping period, the pumps will be operated at full capacity over the entire pumping period in order to get as close to the target as possible.

C. For the **Source Reservoir**, select the **downstream reservoir** that represents the source location of the pumped water.
D. The Minimum Pumping options give you the ability to force the reservoir to pump, even if it doesn’t need to. For the **Minimum Pumping** operation, select one of the following from the list:

- **No Required Min**: The default. The reservoir will only pump if it needs to in order to get the reservoir pool elevation back up to the target.
- **At Least Min**: Pumps will operate for at least the specified minimum duration (see item H on the next page) even if the target elevation has been reached or exceeded.
- **At Least Min if blw Target**: If the reservoir needs to pump at all, then the pumps should operate for at least the specified minimum duration (see item H on the next page).
- **Only if Req’d >= Min**: The pumps will operate only if the time needed to pump (at maximum capacity) is greater than or equal to the specified minimum. In other words, if the time needed is less than the min, don’t pump.

E. For the **Daily Pumping Period**, select one of the following options to reflect the available time range for operation:

- **Fixed Hour Range**: User specified period that is available for the pumping operation.
- **Between Sunset and Sunrise**: Option with default methodology to determine sunset and sunrise times for applying pump operation during the night time.

An example using the **Fixed Hour Range** option is shown in Figure 11.70. In this example, pumping is to occur approximately 45% of a day (0.45 * 24 hrs = 10.8 hrs). Entering a Beginning time of 1900 hrs and an Ending time of 0548 hrs reflects approximately 10.8 hours.

**Figure 11.70 Daily Pumping Period Using Fixed Hour Range**
An example using the **Between Sunset and Sunrise** option is shown in Figure 11.71. The Latitude and Longitude values are required for determining the applicable time for Sunset and Sunrise.

As shown in Figures 11.70 and 11.71, you can specify the No. Units available to be used in different pumping periods of the year.

**F.** If the Pumping Strategy is **Use full pump capacity**, select one of the following for the **Pumping Bias**:

- **Beginning** of Period
- **Middle** of Period
- **End** of Period

The pumping bias options were designed for simulations using a 1-hour computation interval; thus, they are relevant only for time steps that are less than the size of the pumping period. For example, if the time-step is 2-hours, and the pumping period is from sunset to sunrise (about 6pm-6am), and the pumping bias is End of Period, and the pumps only need to pump for 4 hours to get the reservoir to the target elevation, then pumping will occur from 2am to 6am.

**G.** Indicate the **Whole Hour Pumping Option** by checking (or un-checking) the box.

For situations requiring pumping operation for a portion of an hour, this option operates the pump for the entire hour, even if the reservoir fill target elevation would be exceeded.

**H.** The option **Min. Pump Unit Hrs** is applicable only when a **Minimum Pumping** (item D above) specification is selected:

3. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority of your rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the Rule menu.

4. When you have finished entering data for the Hydropower – System Schedule rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.11 Defining Scripted Rules

A Scripted rule is an advanced operation rule that provides you with the ability to write your own Release Function rule so that you can perform complex calculations or address a complex set of constraints to arrive at a desired release. The scripted rule must be written in Jython, a Java implementation of the Python programming language. Python and Jython tutorials and book references can be found at www.python.org and www.jython.org.

To create and enter operations data for a Scripted rule:

1. Follow the instructions for creating a new rule as described in Section 11.5.1. Select the appropriate release component (Operates Release from) and Script for the Rule Type in the New Operating Rule editor. A Scripted rule type is available for the following reservoir release components: the Reservoir, the Dam, Controlled Outlets, Power Plants, and Diverted Outlets. Figure 11.72 illustrates the creation of a Scripted rule that is assigned to the Reservoir.

![Figure 11.72 New Operating Rule: Script](image)

2. When you select the Scripted rule in the operations tree of the reservoir editor, a multi-pane Scripted Rule Editor with a default template will display (Figure 11.73).

   A. In the upper pane of the editor, you can enter a Description.

   B. In the left pane of the editor, an Application Programming Interface (API) displays a tree containing two primary folders (TimeSeries and APIs) along with sub-folders that contain item nodes. Below the API pane is the Insert in Script button that is used for inserting the highlighted item’s text string into the script. Double-clicking on the item will also insert the text string into the script.

   C. In the bottom pane of the editor, the API preview bar shows the text for the selected item node.

   D. In the right pane of the Scripted Rule Editor is the Text Editor pane which is a basic editor that you can use for
writing and editing the script. Below the Text Editor is the **Compile Script** button that is used to check the script for syntax errors.

![Figure 11.73 Scripted Rule Editor “Default” Template]

3. The Application Programming Interface (API) pane (Figure 11.73, part B) provides for the following:
   - Retrieving time-series variables such as Model Variables (Section 11.5.3) and State Variables (Section 11.13)
   - Operating on External time-series variables (Section 11.5.3)
   - Determining the date and time, as well as the ordinal, of the time step being evaluated

As illustrated in Figure 11.74, selecting an item node (not a folder) in the API pane causes the API text for the selected item node to be displayed in the API preview bar (Figure 11.73, part C).
4. Developing the script involves writing Jython code to create the data objects and execute the methods and other calculations that will produce a desired release limit to be returned by your rule. It is important to note that a scripted rule is essentially a Release Function rule; thus, the rule must return a desired “release” value and an associated “Limit Type” for that release value. The limit types are Maximum, Minimum, and Specified.

The code development process has been simplified somewhat by two things:

First is the default code template (Figure 11.75) that is provided in the Text Editor. This template has some very important lines of code as well as several comment statements which are marked with the number sign (#). The template basically gives you instructions on three minimal key elements that you must provide in your script:

1. The starting statement is provided, which you should use as it is and not edit it. A fully-qualified form of this statement is displayed in the text field directly above the script editor. This is provided to identify the type or class of each argument being passed into the script from the main java program.

2. The opValue object, its init (or set) method, and the constants that represent the available limit types

3. The return statement that will cause ResSim to correctly receive the result of your script and utilize it within the release decision logic.
Second is the API pane, whose purpose is to provide you with easy access to the native ResSim model objects and their methods that you are most likely to use in your script.

In the Time-Series folder of the API are the different types of time series objects you can access. Within each type are sub-folders containing specific model elements that you have created in your current network. The nodes are the actual individual time series that you can access.

You can utilize the various API items as follows:

- The API preview bar at the bottom of the API pane (Figure 11.76) shows the script text that would be pasted into the Editor pane.
There are several options you can use for inserting text from the API pane into the script:

- Double-clicking on an item in the API pane causes its API text to be inserted at the current cursor position in the text editor.
- Selecting an API item in the API pane and then clicking on the Insert in Script button causes its API text to be inserted at the current cursor position in the text editor.
- Dragging an API item to some position in the text editor causes its API text to be inserted at that location in the text editor.

- Arguments given as literals (i.e., actual numbers, or strings enclosed by "") are already complete and require no additional user input. The text inserted from items under the Time Series folder typically fall into this category; therefore, you do not need to modify the argument list. For example, see the API Preview Bar in Figure 11.76 for API text that can be inserted directly into the script without requiring any user editing.

- Arguments given as Jython data types or object classes are placeholders for variables that the user must supply in the script (Figure 11.77). The text inserted from items under the API’s folder usually requires that you replace the placeholders in the argument list with appropriate variables/objects that you created within your script.

- Tooltips provide additional information about methods, such as return types and argument names (as shown in Figure 11.77).

More documentation can be viewed for a selected API item by pressing the F1 key.
5. To complete a scripted rule, do the following:
   a. Select the **Compile Script** button to check for syntax errors.
   b. If you get a message box that says “Compile failed”, then:
      - Select **OK** to dismiss the message box
      - Correct the mentioned syntax error
   c. Repeat steps a & b until the message box says “Script Compiled Successfully”.
      Note: compiling the Script simply checks for basic syntax errors. It does not guarantee that the programming logic of the script is completely error free.

6. Check the position of your new rule with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority of your rule within the rule list for the current zone, use the **Increase/Decrease Priority** or **Move to Top/Bottom** options in the rule’s shortcut menu or from the **Rule** menu.

7. When you have finished entering data for the Scripted rule, be sure to click the **Apply** button before moving on to the next rule.
11.5.12 Defining IF_Blocks

Reservoir operations can be influenced by several conditions that are used to determine the applicability of operational goals and constraints. In ResSim, the determination of applicable rules is related to the prioritization and presence of the rules in the active operation zone.

Using the ResSim IF_Block feature, you can also define compound conditional tests based on if-then-else statements that determine when and which rules apply in the reservoir release decision process. You can build IF_Blocks that are as basic as a simple IF statement, with its own conditional tests. Additionally, you can build IF_Blocks with optional ELSE IF and ELSE statements, as well as nested IF_Blocks. For each IF, ELSE IF, or ELSE conditional statement used in an IF_Block, you can associate a prioritized set of rules that are only applicable when their respective conditional statements are evaluated as valid (or true).

To create operations data for an IF_Block:

1. From the operations tab of the reservoir editor, select a zone in your current operation set. Select New from the IF_Block menu of the Reservoir Editor. The New IF_Block dialog box will open where you will enter a Name (and optional Description). Figure 11.78 illustrates the creation of an IF_Block.

![New IF_Block](image)

2. When you select the IF (Untitled) element of the IF_Block in the operations tree of the reservoir editor, a multi-pane “Conditional Test” Editor will display (Figure 11.79) where you will add conditional test blocks to contain the operation rules.
After pressing the **Add Cond.** button, a row will be added in the main pane of the editor, and the **Logical Operator** pane for **Value 1** and **Value 2** becomes active. For the **value type**, select the appropriate value type from the dropdown lists. **Constant**, **Date/Time**, **Current Time Step**, **Time Series**, or **Seasonal** can be selected (as previously discussed in Section 11.5.3). Figure 11.80 illustrates selecting **Time Series** value type for **Value 1**.
Depending on which type of value is chosen, a related option will appear to the right of the dropdown list. **Constant** will allow for a constant value to be entered. **Date/Time** will allow for a date and time to be entered. **Current Time Step** needs no further entry. **Seasonal** allows for a date entry. **Time Series** results in a **Pick Value** button which leads to a subsequent editor. For this example, after selecting the **Time Series** value type, press the **Pick Value** button (Figure 11.81).

![Figure 11.81 Conditional Test Editor – Pick Value](image)

When selecting a value type of **Time Series**, the **Independent Variable Definition** editor will open where you can select **External Variable**, **Model Variable**, or **State Variable**. Then, depending on your selection, a subsequent editor will open. In Figure 11.82, the **Model Variable** was selected and the **Independent Variable Selection** editor opened where the reservoir inflow was **Selected** for the **Current** value.

![Figure 11.82 Conditional Test Editor – Select Time Series for Value 1](image)
Next, set the Operator to compare Value 1 against Value 2. As shown in Figure 11.83, the operator list includes symbols for: equal to ( = ); greater than or equal to ( >= ); greater than ( > ); less than or equal to ( <= ); less than ( < ); and, not equal to ( != ).

For the selected value type, set the corresponding value. For example, as shown in Figure 11.84, Value 1 is selected as a Time Series type with a corresponding model variable value of current reservoir net inflow, and Value 2 is selected as a Constant type with a corresponding value of 30,000.
The next step is to give the Conditional Test a label and description and press the **Apply** button (as shown in Figure 11.85).

![Figure 11.85 Conditional Test Editor – Apply Label to Conditional Test](image)

You can create compound conditional tests using parentheses and logical operators as illustrated in Figure 11.86.

![Figure 11.86 Example of Compound Conditional Tests](image)

Next, you need to add **Rules** to the Conditional Test. You can add **New** rules or **Use Existing** rules (Sections 11.5.1 and 11.5.2). By right-clicking on the Conditional Test, you can also add a **New IF Block** (or **Use Existing IF Block**), and/or you can **Append ELSE IF** or **ELSE** blocks.

Figure 11.87 shows the choices available from the shortcut menu of the Conditional Test.

![Figure 11.87 Conditional Test Editor – Shortcut Menu](image)
Figure 11.87 Conditional Test Shortcut Menu

Figure 11.88 illustrates inclusion of a rule “Max Release-DL3” that will be applied when the Net Inflow at Thurmond Reservoir is equal to or exceeds 30,000 cfs.

3. Check the position of your IF_Block with respect to the other rules in the zone. To raise or lower the priority within the rule list in a particular zone, use the Increase/Decrease Priority or Move to Top/Bottom options in the shortcut menu (Figure 11.89).

4. When you have finished entering data for the IF_Block, be sure to click the Apply button before moving on to the next rule.
11.6 Common Options for Rule Definition

All of the function rules allow the specification of one or more options to modify the release requirement defined by the rule. These options can be used individually or in combination with one or more other options. The rule definition options are described below and they include: Interpolation Method, Period Average Limit, Hour of Day and Day of Week multipliers, Rising and Falling conditions, and Seasonal Variation.

11.6.1 Interpolation Method

Many of the rule types describe the release as a function of some variable (e.g., time, elevation, inflow, etc.). You will need to enter these functions in the form of a table where the values of the variable are in ascending order. You must indicate to the program how to interpret intermediate values not explicitly entered in the table by selecting one of the following interpolation types (Figure 11.90):

- **Linear Interpolation** (Figure 11.91) will cause the program to interpret consecutive rows in the table as a linear curve, where intermediate values are linearly interpolated.

- **Step Interpolation** (Figure 11.92) will cause the program to interpret the table as a step function curve, where the dependent value (i.e., the y-value) in each row hold constant until changed by the value in the next row.
• **Cubic Interpolation** (Figure 11.93) will cause the program to interpret the table as a 3-point Cubic Spline curve. The interpolation between entered values is determined by the cubic spline function defined with each three consecutive rows in the table.

### 11.6.2 Period Average Limit

The Period Average Limit options allow you to specify the period over which a release specified by a rule applies, as well as the release pattern during that average period. To do this, click on the Period Average Limit **Edit** button from the rule editor.

The **Period Average Limit** editor will open (Figure 11.94) where the default Period is set to **None** to indicate that the release limit will be applied to each computation period. If this is not applicable for your release rule, then select **Daily** or **Weekly** from the Period list.

- If **Weekly** is selected in the Period list, then select an appropriate day of the week from the **Starting Day of Period** list.

- Click the **Daily Release Pattern** button to open the **Period Average Requirement Pattern** editor (Figure 11.95).

  ➢ If you wish to vary the daily release pattern for different periods of the year, then you can click the Edit button to open the **Seasonal Variation** editor. Refer to Section 11.6.6 for more details on seasonal variation.

  ➢ The **Specify Pattern for** list includes three choices: **All Week**, **Weekdays and Weekend**, and **Each Day**.
1. The **All Week** option (as previously shown in Figure 11.78) simply applies the same release requirement pattern for every day of the week. You can specify a multiplier for each hour of the day. Refer to Section 11.6.3 for more details on **Hour of Day** multipliers.

2. The **Weekdays and Weekend** option (Figure 11.96) allows you to specify different release requirement pattern for weekdays (Monday through Friday) than for weekend days (Saturday and Sunday). Again, each hour of the day can be given a multiplier. Refer to Sections 11.6.3 and 11.6.4 for more details on **Hour of Day** and **Day of Week** multipliers.

3. The **Each Day** option (Figure 11.97) allows you to specify different release requirement patterns for every day of the week, and each hour of the day can have a different multiplier. Refer to Sections 11.6.3 and 11.6.4 for more details on **Hour of Day** and **Day of Week** multipliers.
4. Click **OK** to close the **Period Average Limit** editor. In the rule editor, the check box in front of the Period Average Limit will display a check mark (Figure 11.98). You will notice that the other two options (“Hour of Day” and “Day of Week” Multipliers) are no longer available since the Period Average Limit option has been checked.

### 11.6.3 Hour of Day Multiplier

The Hour of Day Multiplier allows you to specify a factor (based on the *time of day*) that will be applied to the release specified by a rule. To do this, click on the Hour of Day Multiplier **Edit** button. The **Hour of Day Multiplier** editor will appear where you will see that the default value for all hours of the day is 1.0 (Figure 11.99). If you have a minimum release rule that requires a minimum flow only during a portion of the day, you can set the multiplier for those hours to 1.0 and set all other hours to 0.0. For example, to specify that a rule would only apply from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., change the value of 1.0 to 0.0 for hours 0000-0800 and 1700-2400. If you want to increase the minimum release by 50% between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., then enter a factor of 1.5 for hours 0800-1700 (Figure 11.100).

![Figure 11.99 Hour of Day Multiplier with Default Values of 1.0 Specified for Entire Day](image)

![Figure 11.100 Hour of Day Multiplier with Values of 1.5 Specified for Portion of Day](image)
Click OK to close the **Hour of Day Multiplier** editor. In the rule editor, the check box in front of the Hour of Day Multiplier will display a check mark (Figure 11.101), only when the default set of multipliers is modified.

### 11.6.4 Day of Week Multiplier

The Day of Week Multiplier allows you to specify a factor (based on the *day of the week*) that will be applied to the release determined by a rule. To do this, click on the Day of Week Multiplier **Edit** button.

The **Day of Week Multiplier** editor will appear (Figure 11.102) where you will see that the default value is 1.0 for all days of the week (Sunday through Saturday).

If you have a minimum release rule that requires a minimum flow only during Monday through Friday, you can set the multiplier for Saturday and Sunday to 0.0 and leave all other days set to 1.0 (Figure 11.103). If you want to increase the release relative to other releases in the pattern by 50% on Wednesday, then enter a factor of 1.5 for Wednesday.

Click OK to close the **Day of Week Multiplier** editor. In the rule editor, the check box in front of Day of Week Multiplier will display a check mark (Figure 11.104), only when the default set of multipliers is modified.
11.6.5 Rising / Falling Condition

The Rising/Falling Condition is a mechanism you can use to restrict the applicability of a rule. If, during a given decision interval, the specified condition is met, then ResSim evaluates the rule and applies it within the release determination logic. However, if the condition is not met, ResSim ignores the rule.

The Rising/Falling Condition option is available from many of the rule editors and allows you to select one of eight conditions with which you can restrict the applicability of a rule. These conditions include rising pool elevation, rising or constant pool elevation, falling pool elevation, falling or constant pool elevation, rising inflow, rising or constant inflow, falling inflow, or falling or constant inflow.

To apply a rising/falling condition to a rule:

1. Click the Rising/Falling Condition **Edit** button and the Rising/Falling Condition dialog box will open (Figure 11.105).
2. For the **Condition**, choose **Rising**, **Rising or Constant**, **Falling or Constant**, or **Falling** from the list.
3. For the **Parameter**, choose **Pool Elevation** or **Inflow** from the list.
4. Enter values for **Average Period** and **Tolerance**. These attributes help determine if the trend of the data meets the condition, rather than allowing a small deviation in the data to cause unstable or unexpected behavior.
5. Click **OK** to close the Rising/Falling Conditions dialog box. A check mark will appear in the Rising/Falling Conditions checkbox (as shown in Figure 11.106).
11.6.6 Seasonal Variation

The Seasonal Variation editor (Figure 11.107) is available for *seasonally varying* specific rules and options by defining the appropriate Dates for the seasons along with the Interpolation type.

![Seasonal Variation Editor](image)

**Figure 11.107 Seasonal Variation Editor**

Enter the dates when the seasons change in the table. Each additional entry in the table will create an additional column in the function table in the main rule editor. Before clicking **OK**, be sure to select the interpolation type (see Section 11.6.1 for details on Interpolation methods). This will define how values will be determined between the seasonal columns describing the release function.

For example, if the maximum flow allowed at a downstream location is described as a function of pool elevation and growing season, you would create a Downstream Control Function rule, make it a function of Pool Elevation, then select the Seasonal Variation **Edit** button from the rule editor. If the seasons were entered as shown in the Seasonal Variation editor (Figure 11.107), then the additional flow columns corresponding to the seasons would appear as shown in Figure 11.108.

![Seasonal Columns for Rule Definition](image)

**Figure 11.108 Seasonal Columns for Rule Definition**
The rules and options that can vary seasonally include the following:

- **Release Function Rule:**
  As previously discussed in Section 11.5.3, if your rule is a function of an internal (model) variable or an external variable, then you can make your rule *seasonally varying* by using the **Seasonal Variation** option to open the Seasonal Variation editor (as previously shown in Figure 11.107).

- **Hydropower Rule(s):**
  As previously discussed in Section 11.5.9.1, for a “Hydropower-Schedule” or a “Hydropower-Power Guide Curve” rule, you can click on the **Power Generation Pattern** button to open the Power Generation Pattern editor where the option for indicating a **Seasonal Variation** is located in the upper part of the editor (Figure 11.109).

- **Period Average Limit:**
  As previously discussed in Section 11.6.2, if the Period Average Limit option is selected for your rule, then you can click on the **Daily Release Pattern** button to open the Period Average Requirement Pattern editor where the option for indicating a **Seasonal Variation** is located in the upper part of the editor (Figure 11.110).

![Figure 11.109 Seasonal Variation Option from Power Generation Pattern Editor](image)

![Figure 11.110 Seasonal Variation Option from Period Average Requirement Pattern Editor](image)
11.7 Selecting the Reservoir Guide Curve

The top of zone curve of any zone in your reservoir can be selected to represent the Guide Curve (i.e., target elevation) of your reservoir. The Guide Curve (or rule curve) represents the basic objective of the reservoir — get the pool elevation to, and hold it at, the Guide Curve. Without any other operational constraints, the decision logic will attempt to get to and keep the reservoir at the Guide Curve, within maximum outlet capacity and physical rate of change constraints. By default, the zone initially labeled Conservation is selected as the Guide Curve.

To select a different zone to represent the Guide Curve for your reservoir operation set:

1. In the Zone-Rules panel of the Operations tab in the Reservoir Editor, select (highlight) the zone to be used as the Guide Curve. Right-click on the zone to bring up the context menu where you can select Set Guide Curve (Figure 11.111).
2. The name of the zone that is defined as the Guide Curve will be Bolded.

11.8 Specifying Release Allocation

By default, HEC-ResSim uses an evenly balanced approach to share the release across all available outlets of a reservoir within an Operation Set. See Chapter 10 for a definition of reservoir outlets. See Section 11.2 for a discussion of Operation Sets. See Section 11.9 for a discussion of “available” outlets. The capability of specifying which outlets should release first, next, and so on is available by using the Release Allocation option.

For example, in many hydropower reservoirs, any release is usually directed to the power plant first (to achieve incidental power generation) and other outlets would be used only when the power plant has reached capacity. Therefore, methods for specifying the usage order of the different outlets and approach for distributing releases among them are available by using the Release Allocation option in the reservoir editor.
To edit the reservoir’s **Release Allocation** for the active Operation Set:

1. Select the **Operations** tab in the reservoir editor. From the **Operations** menu, select **Use Specified Release Allocation** (a check mark will appear as shown in Figure 11.112 to indicate that the Release Allocation definition will be used).

2. The **Release Allocation** tab becomes available (Figure 11.113). From this editor, you can specify the **Allocation Type** and component **Weightings** for the Reservoir, the Dam(s), and the Diverted Outlet(s).

The three **Allocation Types** available are **Balanced**, **Sequential**, and **Stepped** and they can be applied to the different components in the reservoir hierarchy (e.g., the Reservoir, Dam(s), controlled outlet(s), diverted outlet(s), power plant(s), and pump(s)).

The Allocation Types are described as follows:

- **Balanced**: As previously shown in Figure 11.113, the Reservoir’s Allocation Type is Balanced, and the total release from the reservoir is evenly weighted (i.e., 1:1 ratio) between the Dam (1.0) and the Diverted Outlet (1.0). A Balanced allocation type can also be specified as being unevenly weighted (e.g., a release distribution of 60% through the Dam and 40% through the Diverted Outlet) by entering the appropriate weights (0.60 and 0.40). The release allocation for the reservoir’s Dam outlets (Main Gates, Power Plant, and Pump) can be **evenly balanced** (as shown in Figure 11.114) or **unevenly balanced** using weighting factors for a desired distribution.
Sequential: The available outlets can be given an order of priority, indicating which outlet gets the release until it reaches release capacity, then the next outlet gets the remainder of the release until it reaches capacity, and so on (e.g., Power Plant, then Main Gates, then …). To do this, highlight the appropriate component (e.g., the “Dam”) in the left panel of the editor. In the right panel of the editor, select Sequential from the Allocation Type list, then change the order of the outlets (select the outlet and use the arrows located on the right side of the editor to move the outlet up or down in the list). The outlet at the top of the list will be the first to release (up to its capacity), then the next outlet in the list will release (if needed, up to its capacity), and so forth. Figure 11.115 shows a Sequential release allocation for the two outlets of the Dam.

Stepped: The combination of Balanced and Sequential allocation types is available by selecting a Stepped Allocation Type. Stepped allocation allows for distribution of a reservoir release among multiple outlets with the portion of the release allocated to each outlet varying over a specified range of outlet
capacities. For example; four spillway gates must be operated to release only through the two center gates at lower flows (relative to outlet capacities) and transition to release from all four gates at higher flows. This operation is to prevent damage to downstream energy dissipaters and channel. Figure 11.116 illustrates this example as follows: The portion of release for the two center gates (2 & 3), expressed as a percent of their combined outlet capacity is shown in column one. Likewise the proportion of release from the two outside gates (1 & 4) is shown in column two. Reading the two-column table from the bottom row up -- no release was required from the spillway, both sets of gates are allocated to release zero percent of their outlet capacity (zero flow). When a release equivalent to 20 percent of combined capacity of outlets 2 & 3 is required in the spillway, the second row from the bottom allocates all the release to gates 2 & 3 with zero flow allocated to the outside gates 1 & 4. A release from the spillway equivalent to 40 percent of gates 2 & 3’s combined capacity plus 10 percent of gates 1 & 4’s combined capacity is in the third row up from the bottom allocated as indicated in terms of capacity. In this example, the proportion of release through the outside gates increases up the table until the full capacity of the spillway is required resulting in full (100 percent) capacity releases through all gates.

![Figure 11.116 Release Allocation Editor - Release Allocation Type for Dam is Stepped for Two Outlets (representing Gates 2&3 and Gates 1&4)](image)

3. Click **Apply** to accept the revised Release Allocation strategy and keep the Reservoir editor open. Or, click **OK** to accept the revisions and close the Reservoir editor.
11.9 Defining Outage Schedule

By default, there are no scheduled capacity outages for a reservoir. The Reservoir Outage Schedule Editor allows you to specify which outlets are scheduled to be out, when the outage will occur, and how much of the outlet’s capacity will be available during the outage. This option is typically used for gate maintenance and should reflect a normal outage procedure. If an outlet is not available due to an unforeseen circumstance, then you might consider using the Outlet Capacity Overrides in the Simulation module (Chapter 14, Section 14.6).

To edit the Scheduled Capacity Outage:

1. Select the Operations tab in the reservoir editor. From the Operations menu, select Use Outage Schedule (a check mark will appear as shown in Figure 11.117 to indicate that the Decision Schedule will be used).

2. The Outages tab becomes available (Figure 11.118) where you will enter the specific outage information including: the Outlet, the Starting and Ending Dates of the outage, the Capacity Factor, and an indicator for whether or not this is a Repeating outage.

![Figure 11.117 Reservoir Editor - Operations Menu, Use Outage Schedule](image)

![Figure 11.118 Scheduled Capacity Outage Editor](image)
• **Add** Click on the Add button to open the **Outlet Capacity Schedule Entry** editor (Figure 11.119). From the Outlet list select the appropriate outlet that is scheduled for an outage. Enter the Starting Date & Time and the Ending Date & Time to indicate when the outage is scheduled to occur. Enter a **Capacity Factor** that represents the fractional portion of the outlet’s capacity that is available for release. For example, if 75% of the outlet’s capacity will be available during the outage, then enter a Capacity Factor of 0.75. The label on the Repeat button (“None” in Figure 11.119) reflects the frequency with which the outage is applied. Click on this button to open the **Repeat** editor (Figure 11.120). Enter an optional descriptive Note to describe the details of the outage.

• Once an outage has been entered and selected (i.e., the outlet line is highlighted), then the **Duplicate**, **Delete**, and **Edit** buttons become available for duplicating, deleting and editing the outage information.

• **Plot** Also, after the Outage information has been entered, select the **Plot** button to see a graphical representation of all of the outages that have been entered in the Outages editor. Figure 11.121 reflects an example of Scheduled Capacity Outage information, and the corresponding plot is shown in Figure 11.122.
3. Click **Apply** to accept the revised Scheduled Capacity Outage information and keep the Reservoir editor open. Or, click **OK** to accept the revisions and close the Reservoir editor.

### 11.10 Adjusting the Guide Curve based on Flood Control Storage Credit

As previously discussed in Section 11.7, the Reservoir Guide Curve editor allows you to pick the top of zone curve for any zone in your operation set to act as the Guide Curve. The storage above the guide curve is considered as flood storage. You may want the flood storage space in the current reservoir to vary based on the flood control state of other reservoirs in the watershed. A **Storage Credit** option is available to accomplish this type of operation. This capability allows you to identify reservoirs available to provide **Flood Control Storage Credit** to the current reservoir. If flood control space is available in other reservoirs, then the required flood control space in the current reservoir can be reduced. This can be thought of as raising the Guide Curve at the current reservoir.

To define the reservoirs providing **Storage Credit** and the available flood control space in each reservoir that is used for credit:

1. Select the **Operations** tab in the reservoir editor. From the **Operations** menu, select **Use Storage Credit** (a check mark will appear as shown in Figure 11.123 to indicate that the Storage Credit will be used).

2. The **Storage Credit** tab becomes available (Figure 11.124) where you will enter the **Reservoirs** that are included in the storage credit sharing, the **Maximum Credit Pool Storage** for each reservoir, the **Maximum Credit** that each reservoir can use, and an option to **Allow Negative Credit**. Also, you will enter the relationship between **Available Credit vs. Storage Credit**.

![Figure 11.123 Reservoir Editor - Operations Menu, Use Storage Credit](image-url)
3. Select the **Edit Reservoir Set** button to access a dialog box that allows you to choose from a list of available reservoirs.

4. In the **Available** list, click on the name of the reservoir(s) you want to use for flood control storage credit (Figure 11.125), then click **Add** to move it to the **Selected** list. Click **OK** to close the reservoir selection editor.

5. The reservoir(s) selected to provide flood control storage credit are shown in the upper panel of the Storage Credit editor, as shown in Figure 11.126. For each reservoir in the table, define the **Maximum Credit Pool Storage** (typically, near the storage at the top of the flood pool) and the **Maximum Credit** that the reservoir can provide. You will also need to
determine if each reservoir can provide “negative” credit. Negative credit from a credit reservoir would have the effect of lowering the guide curve at the reservoir where you are adjusting the guide curve. This could occur if the computed storage in the credit reservoir’s pool is greater than its maximum credit pool storage.

![Reservoir Editor](image1)

**Figure 11.126 Storage Credit Editor - Credit Definition for Selected Reservoir(s)**

6. Next, in the lower panel of the Storage Credit editor (Figure 11.127), define the storage credit that can be used at the current reservoir as a function of the total maximum storage credit provided by those reservoirs listed in the upper panel. This can be defined by a single curve or by a seasonally varying family of curves. See Section 11.6.6 for details on the **Seasonal Variation** option.

![Storage Credit Editor](image2)

**Figure 11.127 Storage Credit Editor - Storage Credit Definition for Using Flood Control Storage Credit**

Figure 11.128 shows an example of the Reservoir Editor where the Flood Control Storage Credit is defined for a reservoir (Adam) using storage credit from two reservoirs (Adam RG and Andrew).

![Reservoir Editor Example](image3)

**Figure 11.128 Example of Reservoir Editor Showing Definition of Flood Control Storage Credit**
On the right side of the editor, there are two mini-plots that are associated with data in the lower table of the editor. The top mini-plot (Credit vs. Available Credit) shows the storage credit values as a function of available credit in the other reservoirs. Figure 11.129 illustrates the top mini-plot along with cross-reference numbers that refer to the four seasonal columns in the lower table of the editor. The bottom mini-plot displays the regular Guide Curve (in red) along with the adjusted Guide Curve(s) based on the potential storage credit to be used (seasonally, in this example). Figure 11.130 illustrates the bottom mini-plot along with cross-reference letters that refer to the rows in the lower table of the editor. These mini-plots can be viewed in full size when you double click on them.

Figure 11.129  Reservoir Guide Curve Editor, Mini-Plot of Available Storage Credit vs. Storage Credit

Figure 11.130  Reservoir Guide Curve Editor, Mini-Plot of Seasonal Guide Curves for Potential Storage Credit
11.11 Editing the Reservoir Decision Schedule

By default, the reservoir makes a new release decision at every computation interval. The Reservoir Decision Schedule Editor allows you to specify a different decision interval (or schedule). By changing the decision interval, you can require the reservoir to evaluate conditions over a varying time horizon to determine its releases. Your selection of the decision interval should be appropriate for the compute interval of the simulation.

To edit the reservoir decision interval:

1. Select the Operations tab in the reservoir editor. From the Operations menu, select Use Decision Interval (a check mark will appear as shown in Figure 11.131 to indicate that the Decision Schedule will be used).

2. The Decision Schedule tab becomes available (Figure 11.132). Select an Interval Option from the list.

- **Every Time Step** is the default.

- **Regular Interval** Figure 11.133 shows the Regular Interval Option selected. From the Interval list, you can choose from the following intervals: 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, 4 hr, 6 hr, 8 hr, 12 hr, Daily, Weekly, and Monthly. The Start Hour varies from 0000 to 2300.

- **Weekly Schedule** Figure 11.134 shows the Weekly Schedule selected where you can specify the days of the week and the hours of the day at which the reservoir can “decide” to change the releases.
3. Click **Apply** to accept the revised Decision Schedule and keep the Reservoir editor open. Or, click **OK** to accept the revisions and close the Reservoir editor.

### 11.12 Projected Elevation

This feature in ResSim allows a reservoir to operate based on projected lake elevations rather than current lake elevations, in order to manage an expected reservoir inflow without violating the downstream channel capacity. An example in which this would be used would be for flood control operations. During the rising limb of an inflow event hydrograph, release decisions are based on projected future reservoir elevation. The maximum reservoir elevation expected over a specific period (e.g., the next 12 hours, 18 hours, 24 hours, etc.) is estimated based on releases which are constrained by operating rules active at the current reservoir elevation. If the maximum projected reservoir elevation during the projection period exceeds a specific threshold, then current releases will be based on the operating rules that would be active at the higher, projected elevation. This results in an increase in releases early in the flood period, which will maintain a lower lake level during the course of the flood event while minimizing impacts on the downstream system. Note that while this operation may be considered a form of “pre-release”, it will not result in any releases that lower the lake level below the top of the conservation pool. This operation is only performed during the rising limb of an event hydrograph. Thus, it is not utilized once the peak of the event has passed, nor is it utilized during normal conservation operation.
To activate **Projected Pool Elevation**:

1. Select the **Operations** tab in the reservoir editor. From the **Operations** menu, select **Compute Projected Elevation** (a check mark will appear as shown in Figure 11.135 to indicate that the Projected Elevation will be used).

2. The **Projected Elevation** tab (Figure 11.136) is now available. Set the **Projection Time Window (hrs)** in the box and select the box to activate the selection of the operating zone by projected elevation. If this is not selected, the user can create a conditional block that tests the projected elevation against the threshold elevation. In this case the threshold may be a zone boundary elevation, although it is not required. Based on the evaluation of the conditional block, different operating rules are activated. These rule sets could be exactly the same as the rule sets in higher zones. Or they could have different rules or different priority ordering. This option will require the user to set up a more complicated Zone-Rule tree, but will allow greater flexibility.
3. When the reservoir is set to compute a projected reservoir elevation, then the projected elevation time series becomes available to use in a conditional rule block, and additional options for time-series are activated, including the projected elevation and the zone elevations and storages (Figure 11.137).

![Figure 11.137 Conditional Block Based on Projected Reservoir Elevation](image)

4. Click **Apply** to accept the Projected Elevation data and keep the Reservoir editor open. Or, click **OK** to accept the revisions and close the Reservoir editor.

11.13 **State Variables**

The specific parameters for operation of a reservoir are defined within the Reservoir editor for each reservoir. In addition to the reservoir specific operational parameters, a State Variable is a data item that belongs to the Network and represents the state or status of an element in the system. Since State Variables are globally accessible within a Reservoir Network, they may be used in more than one operating rule and in more than one reservoir.

State variables are available for use in the following rules:

- Release and Downstream Control Function Rules
- IF-THEN-ELSE conditional rule logic
- Scripted Operating Rules
11.13.1 Internal State Variables (Model Variables)

Internal state variables are called Model Variables. Examples of Model variables include: Reservoir Pool Elevation and Flow leaving a Junction. A Model Variable is stored in a TimeSeries Object where a value of the model variable is computed at each time-step of the simulation.

Model Variables are an intrinsic part of ResSim. A user cannot define how they are computed without the user-defined state variables.

11.13.2 User-Defined State Variables

ResSim provides a built-in scripting interface for specifying how a model variable is computed. For example, since many reservoirs are operated based on the state (e.g., dry or wet hydrologic conditions) of the system, then a user-defined state variable can be developed to indicate a drought level. This drought-level state variable could be used within a conditional test block to determine which goals and constraints should be applied to a reservoir. The user-defined state variable is computed only when the state variable is used in an active alternative.

A user-defined state variable is a specialized form of the TimeSeries Object. It is defined and computed through the execution of a user-defined script. These state variables are defined by Jython scripts, a Java implementation of the Python programming language. The script may perform calculations referencing any TimeSeries Object in the Network, including all model variables and other State Variables. The calculations may utilize values at a zero- or negative-offset to the current time step during a simulation.

Python and Jython tutorials and book references can be found at www.python.org and www.jython.org.

11.13.3 Development Concepts for State Variables

The following Global Variables are available to a State Variable Script:

- currentVariable
  - The time-series model variable that contains the values of the state variable being computed
- Network
  - This object represents the reservoir network and can be used to gain access to other model variables such as pool elevations, inflow, diversions, etc…
- currentRuntimestep
This object represents the time step being evaluated. The actual date & time of the time step, as well as the sequence number of the time step are accessed through this object. This object is used, among other things, to determine which time step of the state variable to update.

To set the contents of a state variable for a given time step, the script calls the “setValue” method of the “currentVariable” global variable. The “setValue” method takes two parameters: the time step to be set and the value of the state variable at that time step. For example:

```python
currentVariable.setValue(currentRuntimestep, 112.4)
```

11.13.4 Creating and Editing State VariableScripts

State Variable scripts are edited through a graphical user interface called the State Variable Editor. The State Variable Editor can be launched from the Edit menu of either the Reservoir Network module or the Simulation module. New State Variable definitions include comments describing the global object(s) that are available to the script (see previous discussion in Section 11.13.3).

To create or edit a State Variable:

1. From the Edit menu in either the Reservoir Network module (with a Network opened) or the Simulation module (with a Simulation opened and an Alternative activated), select State Variables… (as shown in Figure 11.138).
2. When you select State Variables from the Edit menu, the **State Variable Editor** will open (Figure 11.139).

![State Variable Editor](image)

**Figure 11.139  State Variable Editor**

The State Variable editor is similar to the Scripted Rule editor (previously discussed in Section 11.5.11) and consists of several panes:

- **Text Editor Pane**: A text area that is used to edit the contents of the script.
  - It supports the standard Windows keys for select all (Ctrl-A), cut (Ctrl-X), copy (Ctrl-C) and paste (Ctrl-V) operations.
  - It has a pop-up menu for these same operations that is accessed by right-clicking in it.
  - The pop-up menu also allows toggling the word-wrap option.

- **API Pane**: A tree view of the Application Programming Interface (API) available to the script. Among other things, it contains API items for:
  - Retrieving time-series variables such as model variables
  - Operating on the time-series variables
  - Determining the date and time, as well as the ordinal, of the time step being evaluated.

- **API Preview Bar**: Contains API text for the selected item.
3. To create a new state variable from the State Variable editor:
   - Select New from the StateVariable menu (Figure 11.140).
   - Enter a Name and an optional Description in the “New State Variable” dialog (Figure 11.141) and press OK.
   - Enter a Parameter Name (used for the C-part of the DSS pathname).
   - Select a Parameter Type from the list (used for the DSS record units). If state variable has no units, then select Count.

After completing the above information, default comments will appear in the Editor pane (as shown in Figure 11.142).
4. To edit a state variable, click in the Editor Pane at the appropriate line and column in the script where you want to make revisions. Then, use the API pane to add items to the script as follows:

- Selecting an item node (not a folder node) in the API pane causes the API text for the selected item to be displayed in the API preview bar (Figure 11.143).
Double-clicking on an item in the API pane causes its API text to be inserted at the current cursor position in the Editor pane.

The same can be accomplished by selecting an API item in the API pane and then selecting the **Insert in Script** button between the API pane and the API preview bar.

Dragging an item from the API pane to some position in the Editor pane causes its API text to be inserted at that location in the Editor pane.

5. To **save** a state variable:

   - Select the **Compile Script** button beneath the Editor pane to check for syntax errors.
   - If you get a message box that says “Compile failed”:
     - Select **OK** to dismiss the message box.
     - Correct the mentioned syntax error.
Repeat the above steps until the process results in a message box that says “Script Compiled Successfully”. Select OK to close the message box.

Select Save from the StateVariable menu.

6. To rename a state variable, select Rename from the StateVariable menu. A Rename State Variable dialog will appear (Figure 11.144).

![Figure 11.144 Rename State Variable](image)

7. To delete a state variable, select Delete from the StateVariable menu. A Confirm Delete dialog (Figure 11.145) will ask you to confirm that the active state variable will be deleted from the Network indicated.

![Figure 11.145 Confirm Delete of State Variable](image)

8. Always compute this State Variable This option (located in the upper left portion of the State Variable editor) is available to “force” the State Variable to be computed, even if it is not referenced by an active rule. This option might be used when a State Variable has been created for the purpose of post-processing results (e.g., water accounting, system balancing, etc.). Note: this option to “always” compute the State Variable should only be used when needed since it will increase the compute time.

9. The Edit menu offers the Paste option. Options for “Undo”, “Cut” and “Copy” are planned for future versions.

10. To close the State Variable Editor, select Close from the StateVariable menu.
11.14 Importing Element Properties

After network elements have been drawn in and labeled, physical and operational data can be imported from another network using the Import Element Properties Wizard. Data that can be imported includes:

- Reservoir storage and outlet capacity
- Reservoir operation sets and rules
- Reach routing method and parameters
- Junction data
- Diversion data

In order to use the import wizard, open the Network that data will be imported into. Then, perform the following six steps:

1. From the Edit menu in the Reservoir Network module, select Import Element Properties… The Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 1 of 6 will appear (Figure 11.146).

   Figure 11.146 Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 1 of 6

Select the network elements that you would like to import physical and operational data into from an existing network by checking the Import boxes to the left of the Network Element names or by clicking the Select All Elements button located in the upper right region of the editor. After you select the network elements, the editor will appear similar to Figure 11.147.
2. Select Next to continue and the **Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 2 of 6** will appear (Figure 11.148). Select the watershed that contains the network from which you would like to import physical and operational data. The box on the left side of the dialog contains names of Watershed Locations that have been specified as Model Directories. The box on the right side of the dialog contains all the watersheds that can be found in each Watershed Location.

3. Select Next to continue and the **Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 3 of 6** will appear (Figure 11.149). Select the specific network from which you would like to import physical and operational data.
4. Select Next to continue and the Import Network Elements Wizard – Step 4 of 6 will appear (Figure 11.150). Assign the element properties to be imported by matching the appropriate elements in the Import From column with their corresponding elements in the Import Into column.

5. Select Next to continue and the Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 5 of 6 will appear (Figure 11.151). Resolve network connectivity by choosing the element in the Select Network Element column that you would like the corresponding rule to be applied to. In most cases, what is chosen in the Select Network Element column will match the network element in the References Element column.
6. Select Next to continue and the Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 6 of 6 will appear (Figure 11.152). Review all of the information in the import summary.

Figure 11.152 Import Element Properties Wizard – Step 6 of 6
(Import Summary)
7. Select **Finish** to carry out the import, or select **Back** to make changes in previous steps. If you are sure about the import, confirm by selecting **Yes** in the **Continue with Import** dialog box (Figure 11.153). Choosing **No** will return you to the Wizard’s **Step 6 of 6**.

![Figure 11.153 Continue with Import](image)

8. After finishing with the Element Properties Import process, a dialog box will appear summarizing the results of the import carried out. Check to ensure that all physical and operational data was successfully imported by reviewing the **Import Results** summary (Figure 11.154) and by viewing the various network element editors in the Reservoir Network module.

![Figure 11.154 Import Results](image)

9. Select the **Close** button to complete the process of Importing Element Properties from one Watershed/Network into another.
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Reservoir systems are created by defining system operation rules for two or more reservoirs. ResSim provides for tandem operation to manage the storage distribution between upstream and downstream reservoirs on the same stream. Tandem operations are created by applying a tandem rule at an upstream reservoir operating for a downstream reservoir (i.e., two reservoirs in series). In addition, ResSim supports parallel operation of reservoirs, where two or more reservoirs on different streams control for common downstream requirements, through the use of common downstream control (for flow or stage limit) rules. For each individual reservoir, system operation rules are prioritized among other rules in the operation set (refer to Chapter 11, Section 11.4.5 for a more detailed description of rule prioritization). This chapter will present the concept of system operation, specifically implicit and explicit methods for determining the system balance, and provide guidance for using the Reservoir System Editor to set up explicit system storage balances.

12.1 Concept of Reservoir Systems

When a tandem or parallel reservoir system is defined, the model determines the priority and the amount of release to make from each reservoir in order to operate towards a storage balance. For every decision interval, an end-of-period storage is first estimated for each reservoir based on the sum of beginning-of-period storage and period average inflow volume, minus all potential outflow volumes. The estimated end-of-period storage for each reservoir is compared to a desired storage that is determined by using a system storage balance scheme. The priority for release is then given to the reservoir that is furthest above the desired storage. When a final release decision is made, the end-of-period storages are recomputed. Depending on other constraints or higher priority rules (Chapter 11), system operation strives for a storage balance such that the reservoirs have either reached their Guide Curves or they are operating at the desired storage (percent of the active storage zone).

There are two methods by which the desired storage balance is determined: implicit (default) and explicit (user-defined). The implicit method delineates the default storage balance scheme for the reservoir system. The explicit method is optional and allows a user defined storage balance scheme for the reservoir system. Detailed descriptions and examples are presented in Sections 12.1.1 and 12.1.2 for demonstrating the functionality of implicit and explicit storage balance methods.
12.1.1 Implicit System Storage Balance Method

The default method in ResSim for determining the desired storage balance in a reservoir system is referred to as the implicit method. This method applies to both tandem and parallel system operations. The implicit method is automatically used when a reservoir system is established – either by using a common Downstream Control rule in two or more parallel reservoirs, or adding a Tandem Operation rule to an upstream reservoir operating for a downstream reservoir.

For example, consider a two-reservoir tandem system, as shown in Figure 12.1. Reservoir 1 is the upstream reservoir where a Tandem Operation rule has been applied in its operation set, as shown in Figure 12.2 (see Section 11.5.5 for details about adding the Tandem Operation rule). This establishes an implicit system operation with the downstream reservoir, Reservoir 2. Assume that each reservoir has the same amount of storage capacity (100,000 ac-ft). For each of the reservoirs, the Guide Curve has been set to be the top of Conservation zone (see Section 11.7 for instructions on setting the Guide Curve). The conservation storage in Reservoir 1 is 75,000 ac-ft, whereas the conservation storage in Reservoir 2 is 30,000 ac-ft.
The implicit system storage balance scheme (illustrated in Figure 12.3) takes into account the **System Storage** (the total storage from the reservoirs in the system). In this example, the system storage ranges from empty (0 ac-ft) to full (200,000 ac-ft). Additionally, this default scheme considers only one **System Zone**, the System Guide Curve (Sys G.C.) storage, which amounts to the sum of both reservoirs’ conservation storages (105,000 ac-ft).

The **desired storage** for each reservoir is determined through an implicit “balance line”. The balance line is simply a linear relationship between storage at each reservoir and the system storage. For each reservoir, the balance line hinges on the intersection of the reservoir’s Guide Curve (G.C.) storage and the System Guide Curve (Sys G.C.) storage. For system storage less than the System Guide Curve storage, the balance line has a lower limit that corresponds to empty storage at the reservoir versus empty system storage, and the upper limit corresponds to Guide Curve storage at the reservoir (75,000 ac-ft at Res. 1 and 30,000 ac-ft at Res. 2) versus System Guide Curve storage (105,000 ac-ft). For system storage greater than the System Guide Curve storage, the lower limit of the balance line corresponds to Guide Curve storage at the reservoir (75,000 ac-ft at Res. 1 and 30,000 ac-ft at Res. 2) versus System Guide Curve storage (105,000 ac-ft), and the upper limit corresponds to full storage at the reservoir versus full system storage.

![Figure 12.3 Implicit System Storage Balance](Image)
At the end of each decision interval (i.e., end-of-period), the **desired storage** for a reservoir corresponds to a point on the balance line that coincides with the sum of the estimated storages for both reservoirs. When the total estimated storage from both reservoirs is **less than** the System Guide Curve storage, the corresponding desired storages represent an equal percentage of the storage **below** the Guide Curve at each reservoir. When the total estimated storage from both reservoirs is **greater than** the System Guide Curve storage, the corresponding desired storages represent an equal percentage of the storage **above** the Guide Curve at each reservoir.

For instance, as shown in Figure 12.4, assume that preliminary end-of-period storage estimates are 25,000 ac-ft for Reservoir 1 and 45,000 ac-ft for Reservoir 2. The resultant total system storage of 70,000 ac-ft coincides with each reservoir’s desired storage (50,000 ac-ft for Reservoir 1 and 20,000 ac-ft for Reservoir 2) found along the balance line from empty system storage to System Guide Curve storage. These desired storage values signify a desired balance because they amount to an equal percent (66.7%, in this case) of the Guide Curve storage at each reservoir: 50,000 of 75,000 ac-ft at Reservoir 1, and 20,000 of 30,000 ac-ft at Reservoir 2.

![Figure 12.4 Example of Desired Storages using the Implicit System Storage Balance Method](image)

With 25,000 ac-ft estimated as its end-of-period storage, Reservoir 1 would be below its desired storage of 50,000 ac-ft. On the other hand, at an estimated storage of 45,000 ac-ft, Reservoir 2 would be above its desired storage of 20,000 ac-ft.
Since Reservoir 2 is above its desired storage, it receives the priority to release for this period in order to drop its storage down, as close as possible, to the desired storage. Unless other constraints (such as maximum physical outlet capacity, maximum flow limit rules, or flow rate of change limit rules) restrict releases and have higher priority than the system operation rule, Reservoir 2 would increase its releases in order to drop its pool to the desired storage of 20,000 ac-ft. As for Reservoir 1, it is forced to cut back its releases so that its storage can rise, as close as possible, to its desired storage of 50,000 ac-ft. If there are no restrictions (such as minimum flow limit rules or flow rate of change limit rules) that could require a different release due to having a higher priority than the system operation rule, Reservoir 1 would stop releasing from its outlet(s).

In the implicit system operation, a release decision made for a particular time period may not necessarily achieve the desired balance. The reservoirs in the system are considered “in balance” when both reservoirs have reached their Guide Curves, or they are operating at equivalent storage levels in terms of percentage of their counterpart system storage zones.

### 12.1.2 Explicit System Storage Balance Method

The *user-defined* method in ResSim for determining the desired storage balance in a reservoir system is referred to as the *explicit* method. This method can be used for an established reservoir system, whether tandem or parallel.

For example, consider two parallel reservoirs (Reservoir 1 and Reservoir 2) operating for a common downstream location (MyTown), as shown in Figure 12.5. In this case, both reservoirs are operating for a common downstream location, and each has the same downstream control rule applied in its operation set (establishing an implicit system operation). As described in Section 12.1.1, the implicit scheme by default develops balance lines, using a single system storage zone (System Guide Curve), to define linear relationships between storage at each reservoir and the total system storage. The user can further
modify these balance lines explicitly to characterize the desired storage distributions using one or more system zones and placing inflection points along the balance line.

For this example, both reservoirs have the same storage characteristics, maximum storage capacities and conservation storage as described in the tandem example in Section 12.1.1. Additionally, for Reservoir 1, the top of the Flood Control zone is at a storage of 85,000 ac-ft. For Reservoir 2, the top of Flood Control is at a storage of 65,000 ac-ft.

Figure 12.6 shows an explicit scheme defined such that Reservoir 1 fills up its conservation zone more rapidly than Reservoir 2, and Reservoir 2 fills up its flood control zone at an initially faster rate than Reservoir 1. This is accomplished by first identifying two system zones. For instance, System Conservation would represent one system zone that is the aggregate of the conservation storages from the two reservoirs. The other system zone would be the System Flood Control zone, the total of both reservoirs’ flood control storages. As shown in Figure 12.6 and summarized in Table 12.1, a customized desired storage balance can be made by introducing inflection points to the balance lines within each system zone. Inflection points would transform the implicit balance line into an explicit curve. The inflection points allow the slope of the line, or the relationship between individual reservoir storage and system storage, to vary. An unlimited number of balance line inflection points could be added within each system zone to further refine and shape the desired balance distribution.

![Figure 12.6 Explicit System Storage Balance](image-url)
Table 12.1  Explicit System Storage Balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Reservoir 1</th>
<th>Reservoir 2</th>
<th>System Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>100,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>100,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>200,000 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.C.</td>
<td>85,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>65,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>150,000 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%F.C.</td>
<td>(25% F.C.) 77,500 ac-ft</td>
<td>(75% F.C.) 56,250 ac-ft</td>
<td>133,750 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con</td>
<td>75,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>30,000 ac-ft</td>
<td>105,000 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Con</td>
<td>(70% Con) 52,500 ac-ft</td>
<td>(33% Con) 9,900 ac-ft</td>
<td>62,400 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>0 ac-ft</td>
<td>0 ac-ft</td>
<td>0 ac-ft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this example, within the System Conservation zone, balance line inflection points are set at 70 percent of the conservation storage (52,500 ac-ft) for Reservoir 1 and 33 percent of the conservation storage (9,900 ac-ft) for Reservoir 2. As a result, these inflection points coincide with system storage of 62,400 ac-ft, and reshape their respective balance line curves according to the general criterion that Reservoir 1 fills up its conservation zone to 70 percent in the time Reservoir 2 fills to only 33 percent. Similarly within the Flood Control System zone, balance line inflection points set at 25 percent of the flood control storage (77,500 ac-ft) for Reservoir 1 and at 75 percent of the flood control storage (56,250 ac-ft) for Reservoir 2 coincide with system storage of 133,750 ac-ft. This would satisfy the requirement that Reservoir 2 fills up its flood control zone faster than Reservoir 1.

As demonstrated in Figure 12.7, for estimated end-of-period storages of 25,000 ac-ft at Reservoir 1 and 45,000 ac-ft at Reservoir 2, the resultant system storage of 70,000 ac-ft coincides with desired storages found along the explicitly defined balance line curves within the System Guide Curve storage zone. The desired storage levels are 56,500 ac-ft for Reservoir 1 and 13,500 ac-ft for Reservoir 2.
Figure 12.7 Example of Desired Storages using the Explicit System Storage Balance Method

At 45,000 ac-ft, Reservoir 2 would be above its desired storage of 13,500 ac-ft. As such, Reservoir 2 receives the priority to release for this period. Unless other constraints restrict releases and have higher priority than the system operation rule, Reservoir 2 would increase its releases in order to reduce its storage, as close as possible, to the desired storage. On the other hand, with only 25,000 ac-ft of estimated storage, Reservoir 1 would be below its desired storage of 56,500 ac-ft. Then Reservoir 1 is forced to cut back its releases for this particular time period so that its storage can rise, as close as possible, to the desired level. If there are no higher priority rules that require a release, Reservoir 1 would not make a release from its outlet(s).

Similar to the implicit system operation, the explicit system operation is carried out each time period when system rules are in effect. The process of determining desired storages is repeated every decision interval in order to assign the priority for release to the reservoir that is farthest above the desired storage. A release decision made for a particular time period may not necessarily achieve the desired balance. The reservoirs are considered “in balance” when both reservoirs have reached their Guide Curves or are operating at the desired storages levels along their balance line curves as prescribed in the explicit storage balance scheme.

The user interface process of creating an explicit system storage balance is described in subsequent sections.
12.2 Overview of the Reservoir System Editor

The Reservoir System Editor is used to create explicit system storage balances for selected reservoir systems. The editor is very similar to the Operations tab of the Reservoir Editor (Chapter 11, Section 11.1). An example of the Reservoir System Editor is shown in Figure 12.8 and reflects the example data for the explicit storage balance method previously discussed in Section 12.1.2.

As previously discussed, a reservoir system is implicitly created when two or more reservoirs are operating in tandem or when parallel reservoirs are operating together for a common downstream location. For system operations, you can either accept the implicit default system storage balance or you can create and define one or more explicit System Storage Balance schemes. For each system storage balance scheme you develop, you must define the System Storage Zones and the distribution of storage across the individual reservoirs (similar to the concept of Reservoir Operation sets discussed in Chapter 11, Section 11.2).

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the Reservoir System Editor in detail and will provide instructions for specifying explicit system storage balance data.
12.3 Accessing the Reservoir System Editor

To specify the explicit reservoir system balance scheme, you will use the Reservoir System Editor (previously shown in Figure 12.8). This editor is available in the Reservoir Network Module and is accessed from the Edit menu (in the menu bar), as shown in Figure 12.9.

12.4 Reservoir System Editor Menu Items

At the top of the Reservoir System Editor, the Menu Bar includes four menus unique to this editor. The menus are ReservoirSystem, Edit, SystemBalance, and SystemZones. These menus provide the following options: creating, renaming and deleting reservoir systems; editing reservoir sets; creating, renaming and deleting system operation sets; and creating and deleting system zones. These options are presented in the following paragraphs and described in subsequent sections of this chapter.

The ReservoirSystem menu (Figure 12.10) allows you to create a New system, Rename a system, Delete a system, and Close the editor. Refer to Section 12.5 for additional information.

From the Edit menu (Figure 12.11), select Edit Reservoir Set to specify which reservoirs are to be included in the reservoir system.
The **SystemBalance** menu (Figure 12.12) allows you to create a **New** system storage balance, **Rename** a system storage balance, or **Delete** a system storage balance. **Before you can create a new system balance, you must first define which reservoirs are included in the system** (see previous paragraph for instructions to edit the reservoir set).

The **SystemZones** menu (Figure 12.13) allows you to create **New** system zones or **Delete** system zones and is active only after a system balance has been created.

### 12.5 Defining a New Reservoir System

The **Reservoir System Editor** is used for creating a Reservoir System with **explicit** system storage balances. The process of setting up a new reservoir system includes defining a new reservoir system, creating a system operation set (Section 12.7), defining system zone values (Section 12.8), and specifying the storage balance (Section 12.9) for each reservoir in your system.

The initial steps in creating a reservoir system that uses **explicit** system storage balancing are:

1. From the **Reservoir System** menu, select **New System**. The **New Reservoir System** dialog box will open (Figure 12.14).

![Figure 12.14 New Reservoir System](image)

2. Enter a **Name** and **Description** for the new reservoir system.
3. Click **OK**. The **New Reservoir System** dialog will close.

The name and description of the new **Reservoir System** will now appear in the **Reservoir System Editor**, with all other fields remaining blank (as shown in Figure 12.15).
12.6 Selecting Reservoirs for the System

Once you have named your reservoir system, you will need to select all of the reservoirs to be included in the system storage balancing. Only those reservoirs that have not been included in another reservoir system are available to be selected.

To select the reservoirs to be included in the system storage balancing:

1. Choose Edit Reservoir Set from the Edit menu of the Reservoir System Editor. The Reservoir Selection Editor will open (Figure 12.16).

2. The available reservoirs in your network (that have not been included in another reservoir system) appear in the Available pane on the left side of the Reservoir Selection Editor. To add a reservoir to your new reservoir system, click on the reservoir’s name and click the Add button. To select all of the available reservoirs, click the Add All button.

3. The reservoirs you select will move from the Available pane to the Selected pane on the right. To remove a reservoir from the selected list, click on its name and click the Remove button. To remove all reservoirs from the Selected list, click the Remove All button.

Figure 12.15 Reservoir System Editor (New Reservoir System)
4. Click OK to approve your choices and close the Reservoir Selection Editor.

Although you have selected reservoirs for your reservoir system, they will not yet appear in the Reservoir System Editor. You must first specify the system storage balance and define reservoir system storage zones.

12.7 Defining a System Storage Balance

To define the System Storage Balance for the reservoirs in your reservoir system:

1. Select New from the SystemBalance menu of the Reservoir System Editor. The New System Balance dialog box will open (Figure 12.17).

2. Enter a Name and Description for the System Storage Balance.
3. Below the **Description** area, you will see the names of the reservoirs you have selected for your system. Below the name of each reservoir is a dropdown list of the **Operation Sets** available for that reservoir. Click on the arrow to access the list for each reservoir and then select an operation set that contains the system operation rule(s).

4. Click **OK** to close the New System Balance dialog box.

---

You must now define at least one **Reservoir System Zone**.

### 12.8 Defining Reservoir System Zones

To define the **Reservoir System Zone(s)**:

1. Select **New** from the **Zones** menu of the **Reservoir System Editor**. The **New Storage Zone** dialog box will open (Figure 12.18)

![New Zone dialog box](image)

**Figure 12.18 New Storage Zone**

2. Enter a **Name** and **Description** for the new storage zone.

3. Click **OK** to close the **New Storage Zone** dialog box.

When you have defined at least one system storage zone for your reservoir system, its name will appear in the white pane at the bottom left of the **Reservoir System Editor**, and a new set of fields will appear in the large gray area, as shown in Figure 12.19. These new fields allow you to configure the system storage balance for your reservoir system.
12.9 Configuring System Storage Balance

Once you have successfully created a new reservoir system (by following the steps presented in Sections 12.5 through 12.8), several new fields become available that allow you to configure the storage balance across reservoirs. We will use Figure 12.19 to illustrate how to do this.

![Figure 12.19 Configuring System Storage Balance](image)

1. **Choose a System Storage Balance** option from the drop-down list. Its description will appear in the editable **Description** field, and the available **System Storage Zones** will appear in the white pane on the left side of the editor window.

   In Figure 12.19, the **System Storage Balance** field indicates we are using a System Storage Balance called “Parallel SysOp_MyTown,” and there are two **System Storage Zones**, “Flood Control” and “Conservation.”

2. **Click on a System Storage Zone** in the white pane on the left side of the editor window to select it. Its name and description will appear to the right in the editable **System Storage Zone** name (as shown below).

   ![System Storage Zone](image)

   In Figure 12.19, “Flood Control” is selected, so its name and description appear in the **System Storage Zone** and **Description**.
fields. For the selected zone (“Flood Control” in this example), in the list beneath each reservoir name, select a reservoir zone for each reservoir in the system.

In Figure 12.19, there are two reservoirs in the system, and we have chosen the “Flood Control” zone for each reservoir, as shown below:

3. In the table below the reservoir operation sets, enter percentages of system storage zones for each reservoir, as shown in Figure 12.20. These storage percentages represent *inflection points* along the balance line curve, which delineates how the reservoirs will balance when system operations are performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Storage</th>
<th>% Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12.20** Percent Storage for each Reservoir in a Two-Reservoir System

4. Click **Apply** to save your changes.
5. Repeat the process for each System Storage Zone you have created. For example, in Figure 12.19, once you have configured the “Flood Control” System Storage Zone, you would want to configure the reservoir system balance for the “Conservation” System Storage Zone.
6. If you wish to configure additional storage balance options, click **Apply** to save your changes for the current storage balance option, then select another storage balance option from the System Storage Balance list.
7. When you have finished configuring your system storage balance, click **OK** to close the Reservoir System Editor.
12.10 General System Operation Notes

As previously discussed, you can allow ResSim to use its implicit storage balance, or you can create an explicit system storage balance. In addition, the following notes related to system operations are provided:

- When not identified in an explicit storage balance definition, maximum storage (100% full) is considered to be the maximum storage value in the elevation-storage table defining the pool of each reservoir.

- Minimum storage (0% full) is considered to be the top of the Inactive zone unless the user has deleted the Inactive zone from the operation set, in which case, minimum storage of zero is used.

- The Guide Curve does not have to be the top of the Conservation zone. The implicit balance scheme will recognize the specified guide curve at each reservoir when delineating the default balance lines.

- For parallel reservoirs to operate as a system for a common downstream control point, the common downstream control rule must be created at only one of the reservoirs. Once created, the rule will automatically be available in the list of existing rules for the other reservoirs. Then, to establish system operation, the downstream control rule can be added to the operation set at the other reservoirs via the “Use Existing” option in the Operations tab of the Reservoir Editor (Chapter 11, Section 11.5.2).

If the downstream control rules are created separately at each reservoir, even if the data entered into the rules is identical, system operation will not be invoked.

- For tandem reservoirs, there can be an intermediate control point(s) for which the upstream reservoir operates.

- System operation rules can be prioritized along with other rules in the operation set (i.e., depending on prioritization, they may be overridden).

- Implicit and explicit storage balance schemes can be established among two or more reservoirs. When defining an explicit system balance, all reservoirs identified for parallel or tandem operation must be included in a single reservoir system (refer to Section 12.6). For example, if you have three parallel reservoirs operating for a common downstream location, and only two of them are included in an explicit system storage balance, the explicit system storage balance will be ignored and the default implicit storage balance scheme will be used instead.

When one or more reservoirs are involved in both tandem and parallel system operation and you want to define an explicit storage balance between the parallel reservoirs, you should put all the participating reservoirs (both parallel and tandem) into a single reservoir system and
the balance definition should address all the reservoirs in the system. For example, if you have two reservoirs operating in parallel for a common downstream location and one of the two reservoirs is part of a tandem system with an upstream reservoir, it is best to include all three reservoirs in the explicit reservoir system and associated system balance. Otherwise, if only the parallel reservoirs are included in the explicit system, and the tandem reservoirs are left to operate using the implicit system balance, then undesirable operations will results due to incompatibility between the implicit and explicit balance schemes.

- The explicit system storage balance is defined using the Reservoir System Editor, as presented in the preceding sections of this chapter. In order to simulate the explicit system operation, the explicit system storage balance must be selected in the Alternative Editor’s operations tab along with the reservoir operation sets that contain the system operation rules (refer to Chapter 13, Sections 13.5 and 13.6).
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Chapter 13
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An Alternative consists of a Reservoir Network (previously created from a Configuration), Run Control specifications, an Operation Set for each Reservoir in the network, a Storage Balance Operation Set for each Reservoir System in the network (if applicable), a definition of initial (Lookback) conditions, and a mapping of all Time-Series records to identified local inflows. To develop an Alternative, you use the Alternative Editor to name the Alternative and give it a description, define the Time Step and Flow Computation method, select Reservoir Operation Sets, select System Operation Sets (if applicable), select a Lookback Type, associate time-series data with locations, associate observed data with locations, and save the Alternative you have created. This chapter will guide you through these steps.

13.1 Preparing to Develop Alternatives

Before you can develop an alternative, you need to define the operational reservoir data using the Reservoir Editor. Chapter 11 describes this procedure. If your network contains reservoir systems, you need to define the system storage balance (as described in Chapter 12, Section 12.7).

13.2 Accessing the Alternative Editor

To access the Alternative Editor (Figure 13.1), choose Edit from the Alternative menu in the Reservoir Network Module.
13.3 Creating a New Alternative

The first step in creating an Alternative is to give it a Name and Description, and then select the reservoir Network you want to use.

To create a New Alternative:

1. From the Alternative menu of the Alternative Editor, select New. The New Alternative dialog box will open (Figure 13.2).

2. Enter a Name and Description. Use the button to open a larger editing window for the description.

3. Select a Network by choosing from the list of available networks.

4. Click OK to close the New Alternative dialog box. The name and description you entered will now appear in the Name and Description fields of the Alternative Editor (Figure 13.3).
13.4 Selecting a Time Step and Flow Computation Method

Once you have given your alternative a name and description and chosen the reservoir network, you will need to select the time step and flow computation method for the alternative.

1. From the Run Control tab, select the time-step from the drop-down menu (Figure 13.4):

   ![Figure 13.4 Alternative Editor -- Run Control Tab, Time Step](image)

2. Select the Flow Computation Method (Program Determined, Period Average, or Instantaneous) (Figure 13.5).

   - **Flow Computation Method**: choose one of the following methods to indicate the appropriate technique to be used in the computations:
     - **Program Determined**: determined by ResSim from reviewing time intervals of the input time series data.
     - **Period Average**: typically used when the time interval of the input time series data is daily or longer.
     - **Instantaneous**: typically used for short-interval data (e.g., hourly) that is less than a daily time interval.

3. Select Compute Unregulated Flows, Compute Holdouts, and Choose the Log Level (Figure 13.5).

   a. Check **Compute Unregulated Flows** if you want ResSim to perform additional calculations to determine the unregulated conditions in the watershed (i.e., without the regulation of reservoir and diversion projects). This process occurs after the computations have been completed; therefore, if the unregulated flows are not of
interest, you can un-check this option to save compute time.

b. Check **Compute Holdouts** when you want ResSim to calculate the amount of water the reservoir stores (as opposed to just releasing inflow). Holdouts indicate the effects of reservoir regulation and are most applicable when you will be performing a subsequent Flood Impact or Flood Damage analysis.

c. Select the **Log Level** (1-10) to control the amount of detailed messages that will be displayed during the computations. A log level of 10 will provide the highest level of detailed messages.

![Figure 13.5 Alternative Editor -- Run Control Tab, Flow Computation Method](image)
13.5 Selecting a Reservoir Operation Set

Now that you have selected the alternative’s time step and flow computation method, you will need to select the **Operation Set** you want each reservoir to follow for the alternative. You will have created the operation set(s) using the Reservoir Editor (as described in Chapter 11).

To select a reservoir operation set for an alternative:

1. In the **Alternative Editor**, select the **Operations** tab (Figure 13.6).

![Figure 13.6 Alternative Editor -- Operations Tab, Reservoir Operation Set](image)

2. Select an Operation Set (for each reservoir in the network) by choosing from the **Operation Set** dropdown list.

13.6 Selecting a Reservoir System Storage Balance

When you create a reservoir system and define an explicit storage balance scheme for a system operation (described in Chapter 12), an entry will appear in the Alternative Editor’s Operations tab that identifies the Reservoir System along with a field in which you are required to select a system storage balance operation for the reservoirs to follow. Note that the individual operation sets for each reservoir containing the Downstream Control and/or Tandem Operation rules have to also be selected in the alternative in order to simulate system operation.
To select a system operation scheme for an alternative:

1. In the **Alternative Editor**, select the **Operations** tab (Figure 13.7).

   ![Figure 13.7 Alternative Editor -- Operations Tab, Reservoir System Storage Balance](image)

2. In addition to selecting the operation set for each reservoir (as previously described in Section 13.5), select a **Storage Balance** for each **Reservoir System** you have configured by choosing from the **Storage Balance** dropdown list. The selection options will be either the operation that contains the explicit storage balance scheme you want to apply, or “NONE” if you wish to have the alternative use the implicit (default) storage balance scheme instead of the explicit storage balance you previously set up.
13.7 Selecting Lookback Type

After specifying the operation set for each of your reservoirs, you will need to specify the initial (or starting) conditions for the alternative. This is referred to in ResSim as the Lookback (or warmup) period. You will need to specify whether Constant or “mapped” Time-Series data will define each element and parameter during the Lookback period.

To set the Lookback Type for locations in your reservoir network:

1. In the Alternative Editor, select the Lookback tab.
2. For each location or parameter, in the Type column double-click on the appropriate arrows to select either Constant or Time-Series from the dropdown list (as shown in Figure 13.8).

![Figure 13.8 Alternative Editor -- Lookback Tab](image)

3. For locations or parameters where you have selected Constant as the lookback type, enter the value for the constant in the Default Value field.

13.8 Associating Time-Series Data with a Location

Next, you will need to associate (by “mapping”) a time-series record to each location or parameter for which Time-Series Data are needed. You can also use inflow multipliers to increase or decrease the inflow values.

To associate Time-Series Data with a Location:

1. In the Alternative Editor, select the Time-Series tab (Figure 13.9).
2. Each row in the Time-Series table is a local flow location (specified in the Local Flow tab within the Junction editor in the Reservoir Network module), an element/parameter you have defined on the Lookback tab as Time Series, or a Time Series that is referenced in the Operation rules. Select each row, one at a time, and click the **Select DSS Path** button to access the **Select Pathname** dialog box (Figure 13.10).

![Figure 13.10 Select Pathname](image)

The **Select Pathname** dialog box allows you to select records from a list of pathnames (or *catalog*) in the database. From the **View** menu, you can choose to display a straight list of pathnames or a list of pathnames separated into parts, and you can refine the list by searching for either a string in the pathnames or for specific pathname parts. For detailed information about working with DSS files, refer to the discussion of **HEC-DSSVue** in Appendix E.
3. To select time-series records for a location or element/parameter in your alternative, open the DSS file you wish to browse. If you know the name of the file, you can type the file name (including the path) directly into the File Name box to open the DSS file. Otherwise, choose Open from the File menu or click the button to select the DSS database file you want.

4. Once you have selected a file, the Select Pathname dialog box displays the filename, the number of pathnames shown in the list, the number of pathnames selected, the total number of pathnames in the database file, and the size of the database file. The individual pathnames display in a table beneath the search area.

5. Use the Search feature to “filter” and locate individual records in the DSS file or scroll through the list of pathnames with the vertical scrollbar.

6. Click on a pathname in the list (to select it).

7. If you would like to view the DSS data for the selected pathname, select Plot or Tabulate from the Display menu, or you can click on the Plot button or the Tabulate button.

8. When you are satisfied with the DSS record you have chosen for a location or element/parameter, click on the Set Pathname button and the selected pathname will appear in the Time-Series tab of the Alternative editor.

9. The Plot and Tabulate buttons are available at the bottom of the Alternative Editor for use in reviewing the time series data associated with a location.

10. You can increase or decrease the magnitude of the flow data values by clicking on the Inflow Multipliers button. If you are using the flow multipliers, a check will appear in the checkbox to indicate inflow multipliers are being used. The Inflow Multipliers editor (Figure 13.11) appears when you click on the Inflow Multipliers button.
Figure 13.11 Inflow Multiplier Editor

Click in the **Use Inflow Multipliers** checkbox to activate the editor (as shown in Figure 13.12).

Figure 13.12 “Activated” Inflow Multiplier Editor

The following options are available for entering the Inflow Multipliers:

- The **Global Multiplier** option is used when you want the same multiplier to be applied to all locations, as shown in Figure 13.13.
- The **Multipliers by Location** option is used when you want a different multiplier to apply to each location, as shown in Figure 13.14.
If you uncheck the **Use Inflow Multipliers** checkbox, then you deactivate the multipliers, but the values remain in the editor for future use, if desired.
13.9 Defining Observed Data

While defining your reservoir network, if you have specified (by checking the appropriate box or boxes in the Observed tab within each element’s editor in the Network module) that observed data is available for individual reservoirs, junctions, reaches, diversions, and diverted outlets, then the Observed Data tab of the Alternative Editor will list these locations in a table along with the DSS path information associated with them, as shown in Figure 13.15.

Figure 13.15 Alternative Editor -- Observed Data Tab
13.10 Hotstart Options

Typically, the Lookback period is used for warming-up the state of the watershed. However, instead of using the Lookback period and associated data for determining the system state, you can save (and subsequently use) the data from one simulation to another simulation by using the Hotstart options. In other words, you can use the Hotstart as a way of assigning a previously simulated watershed state to another simulation.

In order to use the Hotstart option, you must first run a simulation that saves system state data to “Hotstart” files. You may create one or multiple Hotstart files from a single simulation, differentiated by the dates saved in the hotstart files. Each of those files can be used to inform an alternative of starting state data, but only one Hotstart file can be used by an alternative. The Hotstart file used is selected by setting the using alternative’s simulation start date to correspond to the Hotstart date. The alternative then uses a Hotstart file, rather than Lookback data to determine initial conditions.

To define the Hotstart Options:

1. In the Alternative Editor, select the Hotstart tab (Figure 13.16). The Hotstart editor is divided into two panels:
   a. Create HotStart File
   b. Read Hotstart File

![Figure 13.16 Alternative Editor -- Hotstart Tab](image)

---

New
2. **Create Hotstart File**
   Check the box labeled “Create Hotstart File”.

3. **Number of Hours to Save (for Rule Lookback)**
   Enter an appropriate value for the “Number of Hours to Save (for Rule Lookback)”. Because some rules or other operations may rely on data from previous timesteps, the Hotstart feature will save the appropriate number of timestep values (based on the number of hours you enter into this text field) for all its computed time series. This puts the responsibility on you, the modeler, to determine how many hours should be saved.

4. Check one or more of the Hotstart options for saving the Hotstart files. You can choose to write the Hotstart files at the “Start of Simulation”, at the “End of Simulation”, at a specific “Date/Time”, or you can choose the “Save Hotstart File at Interval” option and then select the Interval from the available list and specify the Date and Time to start writing the recurring interval Hotstart files. Caution should be used when selecting the Interval option since many Hotstart files can be written, depending on the interval you select and the length of the simulation used when saving the Hotstart files.

---

![Warning]

The “Save Hotstart File at Interval” option can write many, many Hotstart files. Therefore, use caution when selecting the recurring Interval with Starting Date and Time option.

---

Figure 13.17 shows an example portion of the Alternative editor where Create Hotstart File is being invoked. Hotstart options for an alternative named “SavHotStrt” are being used to save Hotstart files at a specific **Date/Time** (20Oct1999 at 1200 hours). Since this example indicates that the number of hours to include in the Hotstart files (prior to the saved Hotstart Date/Time) is 4 hours, the Hotstart files will contain system state data from 20Oct1999 at 0800 hours through 20Oct1999 at 1200 hours.
After simulating an alternative (e.g., “SavHotStrt”) that creates Hotstart files, a **hotstarts** folder is created in the rss folder of the watershed and contains two types of files corresponding to the selected Hotstart options: These files have extensions of “**dss**” and “**nhs**” and are named based on the selected Hotstart option(s). Figure 13.18 shows the watershed folder’s file system after a folder named **hotstarts** was created that contains two files whose names are based on the options shown in Figure 13.17 (for this example, the Hotstart files reflect a Date and Time of 20Oct1999 at 1200 hours).

![Figure 13.17 Alternative Editor – Create Hotstart File](image)

5. For the alternative that **uses** (or **loads**) Hotstart files, check the box labeled “Load Hotstart File” (to use the system state from a previously simulated alternative). The simulation starting date of an alternative that **uses** a Hotstart file must correspond to the save date for one of the Hotstart files saved in the alternative that **created** the Hotstart files. For the above example, a Hotstart file has been created for 20Oct1999 at 1200 hours, so this must be the starting date and time for any simulation using the alternative that Loads that Hotstart file.

![Figure 13.18 Hotstart Files](image)
6. Once you have checked the Load Hotstart File checkbox, then you need to select the **Alternative Name** to indicate which alternative was used in creating the Hotstart files. In the example shown in Figure 13.19, the alternative named “UseHotStrt” is using the Hotstart files previously created by the alternative named “SavHotStrt”.

![Figure 13.19](image)

**Figure 13.19** Alternative Editor – Load Hotstart File
13.11 Saving an Alternative

When you have finished defining an alternative, save it by selecting **Save** from the **Alternative** menu of the **Alternative Editor**, as shown in Figure 13.20. You may then close the Alternative Editor.

It is a good idea to save your **Network** and **Watershed** after creating a new Alternative. To do this, select **Save** from the **Network** menu (Figure 13.21), and then select **Save Watershed** from the **File** menu (Figure 13.22).
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When you have entered all required data and have created Alternatives, you are ready to perform a Simulation. A Simulation is where you specify the time window and time interval parameters for either a single Alternative or a group of Alternatives. After a successful Simulation, you can analyze the results, make revisions, and perform additional Simulations to better evaluate the reservoir operations in your watershed.

14.1 Recognizing Simulation Screen Components

The Simulation Module (Figure 14.1) provides the tools you will need to create and run Simulations. The following is a discussion of the components and features of the Simulation Module.

Figure 14.1 Simulation Module Main Window
The **Title Bar** displays the name of opened watershed (displayed to the right of the **HEC-ResSim** name).

The **Simulation Control Panel** shows the time window for the currently opened simulation and also provides controls to manipulate the simulation and alternatives. For more detail, see Section 14.1.3.

The **Menu Bar** contains menus of commands that you can use in ResSim. The items on the menus change as you switch between the various Modules, offering Module-specific commands. You can select a menu bar item by clicking on the name of the menu (such as **File**), then pointing and clicking on the item you wish to select. The Menu Bar is described in more detail in the next section.

The **Module List** contains all the available Modules of ResSim. Use this list to move between the Watershed Setup, Reservoir Network, and Simulation Modules. By default, the Module List opens to the Module most recently used.

### 14.1.1 Menu Bar

The following is an overview of the **Simulation Module**’s Menu Bar tools, which allow you to create and edit Simulations. The tools specific to this module will be described in more detail in the context of particular tasks later in this chapter.

The **File** menu (Figure 14.2) allows you to **Open** an existing watershed, **Save** a watershed, **Save Map** (saves the display area) and **Exit** ResSim. Your most-recently-used watersheds are listed at the bottom of the File menu.

The **Edit** menu (Figure 14.3) provides access to the **Script List**, allows you to **Set the Active Alternative**, and allows access to editors for **Reservoirs**, **Reaches**, **Junctions**, **Diversions**, **Reservoir Systems**, and **State Variables**. Additionally, you can select **Run**... to open the ResSim Editor for the active alternative. Note that any revisions you make to these elements applies only to the active Alternative. If you want the revisions to apply to subsequent Simulations, you must save the changes to your base directory (Section 14.7.1).
In the View menu (Figure 14.4) select Zoom to All to restore your watershed map view to full size. Layers... opens the Layers Selector dialog box. Unit System allows you to customize the display (view) settings for your watershed. If a dialog or editor window is open but inactive, Restore Windows brings the dialog or editor window to the front as the active window. The Grid Lines option allows for turning on or off the grid lines in the map region.

The Simulation menu (Figure 14.5) is unique to the Simulation Module. It allows you to create a New Simulation, and Open, Re-Open, Close, Simulation List..., Replace from Base..., Save, or Delete an existing Simulation. The Edit command opens the Simulation Period dialog box, while Info allows you to view the name, directory path, and user information for the current Simulation. The Run Manager provides the user with the capability of computing multiple alternatives without having to manually compute each one separately. You can also access Overrides for alternatives within the Simulation.

The Alternative menu (Figure 14.6), also available in the Reservoir Network Module, provides access to the Alternative Editor.

The Reports menu (Figure 14.7) provides access to the following reports: Reservoir Summary, Flow Summary, Power Summary, Gates Summary, Stage Summary, Release Decision, and User Reports. You can also access Compute logs and Network reports (including the Reservoir List, Reach List, Junction List, Diversion List, and the “Advanced” Network Connectivity summary report).
As in the other Modules, the **Tools** menu (Figure 14.8) provides access to **HEC-DSSVue** and **Scripts**. **Options** allows access to the following:

- **Model Directories** (watershed locations for storing your watersheds);
- **Compute Display** settings (set the colors for compute messages and the format of log files);
- **Debug Levels** (set the level of debug messages);
- **General** (choose whether or not you want a confirmation message to appear when you exit ResSim and choose whether you want the last watershed reloaded at startup of the program); and,
- **Fonts** (for various window components).

Specific to the **Simulation Module**, there are two additional options: **Simulation** and **ResSim Compute**. These two options are discussed further in Section 14.4.2.

Also available from the **Tools** menu are: the **Console Log** (which displays the information written to the ResSim.log file), the **HEC-DSS Output** (a temporary log file that contains messages produced when dssfiles are accessed), and **Information** (which provides details about client, user, and watershed settings as well as server and system properties).

In the **Help** menu (Figure 14.9), the **About HEC-ResSim** command displays information about the version of ResSim. Also, from this menu you can access user documentation and **Install Example Watersheds** (after you define a watershed location as described in Section 3.3.1)

### 14.1.2 Map (Mouse) Tools

The **Map (Mouse) Tools**, which appear in a toolbar on the left side of the ResSim screen, allow you to interact with objects in the map display. The Simulation Module has three Map Tools and all are available in the other ResSim Modules:

- **Pointer Tool**
  In the Simulation Module, right-click model schematic elements in the map display with the Pointer Tool to access editors, default and user-defined plots, and release decision reports (for reservoirs).
Zoom Tool
The Zoom Tool allows you to zoom in and out of the display area in all Modules. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to enlarge. To zoom out, click the right mouse button. Zooming out using the right-click button zooms out by a factor of two, positioning the clicked location at the center of the screen.

Pan Tool
After you have zoomed in with the Zoom Tool, you can use the Pan Tool to view watershed areas that fall outside of the ResSim window borders.

14.1.3 Simulation Control Panel

The Simulation Control Panel (Figure 14.10) displays details about the current Simulation and allows you to interact with Alternatives.

Displayed at the top of the panel are the Simulation time, Lookback time, and End time.

Below these details is the Simulation Tree, which displays the name of the current Simulation and its associated Alternatives. The currently active Alternative displays as bold, and a check mark in the box next to an Alternative indicates that it will be included when displaying results. Right-click on a Simulation or Alternative to access their shortcut menus.

When you select an Alternative, the Compute button becomes available, allowing you to execute a run.

At the bottom of the Simulation Control Panel, the Scripts area displays buttons that launch user-created scripts.

14.1.4 Display Area

The Display Area displays model schematic objects and map layers representing the Active Alternative.

Model elements of a Reservoir Network will not appear in the display area until you have created or opened a Simulation and activated an Alternative (Section 14.4.1).
14.2 Creating a Simulation

Once you have created a reservoir network, entered element data, and developed alternatives in the Reservoir Network Module, you can configure the model for a Simulation in the Simulation Model.

To create a new Simulation:

1. From the Simulation menu, select New. Or, in the Simulation Control Panel, right-click on the currently-active Simulation or No Simulation folder to access the shortcut menu (Figure 14.11). Select New.

2. The Simulation Period dialog box will open (Figure 14.12).

3. The Name field contains a default name for the Simulation based on the current date and time. You may either accept the default or enter a name that is more meaningful to you.

4. Enter a Start Date and Time specifying when you want the Simulation to begin. It must occur after the Lookback Date.
5. Enter a **Lookback Date** and **Time**. The Lookback is the “warm-up” period before the Simulation begins.

6. Enter an **End Date** and **Time** specifying when you want the Simulation to conclude.

7. Choose a **Time Step** from the list. The Time Step is the computation interval and can be 15 Minutes, 30 Minutes, 1 Hour, 3 Hours, 6 Hours, 12 Hours, or 1 Day.

8. The **Alternatives** table includes all of the Alternatives you have defined in the Reservoir Network Module. Select one or more applicable Alternatives for the Simulation by checking the boxes next to them in the **Select** column. Ensure the Alternatives you select include time-series data for the entire Simulation period.

9. Click **OK** to close the Simulation Period dialog box. The **Creating Simulation** window (Figure 14.13) will inform you of the status as ResSim creates the Simulation you have defined.

The Simulation you have created will now appear in the Simulation Control Panel.

![Creating Simulation Window](image)

**Tip**

*The Reservoir Network will not appear in the map region until you have set an Alternative to Active (Section 14.4.1).*

### 14.3 Working with Existing Simulations

If you have previously created a ResSim Simulation, you may want to make revisions to the Lookback date and time or End date and time (the Start date and time cannot be changed), or you may want to revise data in an Alternative (operation rules, reservoir operation zones, etc.). To accomplish this, you will open an existing Simulation.
14.3.1 Opening an Existing Simulation

To open an existing Simulation:

1. From the Simulation menu, select Open. Or, in the Control Panel, right-click on the currently-active Simulation or No Simulation folder to access the shortcut menu (Figure 14.14). Select Open.

2. The Open Simulation dialog box will open (Figure 14.15).

3. Click on the Simulation you want and select Open.

The time period details of your selected Simulation will now appear in the Simulation Tree (Figure 14.16), and the map display will now update to show the model schematic for the Active Alternative (see Section 14.4.1 for information about setting the alternative to active).
14.3.2 Editing a Simulation

Once you have created a Simulation, you can use the **Simulation Period** dialog box (Figure 14.12) to edit the Lookback Date and Time, the End Date and Time, Time Step, and selected Alternatives. *You cannot change the Start Date or Time.*

You can access the **Simulation Period** dialog box two ways:

- Select **Edit** from the **Simulation** menu.
- Right-click on the **Simulation folder** at the top of the simulation tree in the Simulation Control Panel, then select **Edit** from the shortcut menu.

14.4 Computing a Simulation

After you have created a new simulation or have opened an existing simulation, you are ready to make one of the alternatives active (if not already active) and have ResSim perform the computations.

14.4.1 Setting the Active Alternative

Once you have opened a Simulation, the simulation tree will show all of the selected Alternatives for the Simulation you have chosen.

The **Active** alternative of a simulation will be identified in the Simulation tree with **bold** text and its model schematic will be displayed in the map region. It will be computed if you press the Compute button in the Simulation Control Panel.

*Most importantly*, the Active alternative is **editable**. Only the Active alternative can be edited in the Simulation module. If you need to edit more than one alternative in your simulation, you must do so one at a time, making each alternative “active” in turn in order to make the desired changes. Section 14.6 describes the ways you can edit the various elements of the active alternative.

To set the **Active Alternative**:

1. In the simulation tree, right-click on the Alternative you want to be active.
2. Select **Set as Active** from the shortcut menu (Figure 14.17).
### 14.4.2 Computing the Simulation

After inputting all data and parameters as desired, you can compute a Simulation.

In the Simulation Control Panel of the main window of the Simulation Module, the simulation tree displays the current Simulation as a folder, beneath which is a list of the Alternatives associated with the Simulation. Also shown in the Simulation Control Panel is the time information associated with the Simulation.

To execute a Simulation, you must first set an Alternative as Active. Right-click on an Alternative in the Simulation Control Panel and, from the shortcut menu, select **Set as Active** (Figure 14.17).

The name of the active Alternative appears in bold in the simulation tree and the **Compute** button becomes available. Also, the model schematic for the active Alternative will appear in the display area.

To compute a Simulation, either click the **Compute** button in the Simulation Control Panel or, in the simulation tree, right-click on the Alternative and select **Compute** from the shortcut menu (Figure 14.18).

When you compute a Simulation, a **Compute** window opens, as shown in Figure 14.19. The **Compute** window provides **Message Output** that contains information regarding the status of each step of the computation process. The **Progress Bar** indicates the percentage of completion for each step. When the computation is finished, the **Progress Bar** is completely filled in and reads “100%” along with the message “Compute Complete” in the **Message Bar** of the **Compute** window.

If there are errors or any problems during the execution process, you can review the Message Output Text area of the compute window. Also the **Compute Log** can provide information regarding the type of problem that exists (Section 14.5.1).

Click **Close** to close the Compute window.
As previously mentioned in Section 14.1.1, there are two Options available from the Tools menu that are specific to the Simulation Module. These two options are Simulation and ResSim Compute and are described below:

- **Simulation** options – as shown in Figure 14.20, you can choose to Reload Last Simulation on Startup, Restore Simulation Tree State, and/or indicate that the Compute Button Forces a Recompute.
ResSim Compute options – as indicated in Figure 14.21, there are default compute options that you can revise if needed. These options include: Minimum Number of Compute Passes (default = 2); Error Tolerance Factor for Storage Calculation (default = 0.00001); Maximum number of sub-steps for Storage Calculation (default = 200); a checkbox to indicate whether or not you want to Save Release to Guide Curve to DSS; and, a button to Edit Global ROC Options. If you change from these values and want to go back to the defaults, then you can click the Reset Defaults button.

A Compute Pass refers to one ResSim program solution search moving from the upstream elements of the network to the downstream elements. The default is two passes. Certain system operation rules, such as system hydropower, automatically force four passes. A user may want to set the minimum number of passes to 3 or more if there are diversion elements in the network that are not performing correctly or that seem to have been ignored by upstream reservoirs.

The Storage Calculation refers to a ResSim storage integration approximation calculation performed across a computation step to assure the continuity principle is enforced over the outlet capacity range experienced during the time step. If there are severe nonlinear shapes or discontinuities in the range of outlet capacities experienced during the time step, then ResSim subdivides the time to better represent the average outflow during each time subdivision and therefore to better represent the storage at the end of the time step. Storage calculation allows for a better simulation of small
reservoirs subjected to large inflows and therefore large variations in outlet capacities during a time step. If a small reservoir in a simulation has its storage oscillate unrealistically, increasing the error tolerance factor and/or the maximum number of sub steps may improve the behavior of the small reservoir.

For each time period, releases are determined that represent the amount of water that needs to be released in order to reach the reservoir’s guide curve. By default, these releases are not stored to DSS. During analysis of the results, you may find it useful to know what these values were computed to be by selecting the Save Release to Guide Curve to DSS option.

If the operation set contains reservoir rate of change rule(s) and downstream operation rule(s), you can indicate to include complex logic to consider the rate of change limits when determining the release needed for downstream operation by revising the options in the Global ROC Editor.

14.5 Reviewing Simulation Results

After computing a Simulation, you can review results in many different forms. Compute Messages provide information about each step of the computation process. Plots and Tables in the Simulation Module offer detailed views of data and model results. Reports provide details about individual components of the Reservoir Network. These options for viewing your results are described in the following sections.

14.5.1 Viewing Compute Logs

If there are errors or any problems during the computation process, the Compute Log (Figure 14.22) can provide information regarding the type of problem that exists. To view Compute Logs, select Compute from the Reports menu, then select the appropriate Alternative.

Only Alternatives that have a checkmark to the left of the alternative name in the simulation tree will appear in the list for viewing Compute Reports. These checkmarks indicate the alternatives that you are interested in viewing results for.
You can use the **Find** and **Find Next** commands in the **Search** menu to locate specific text in a log.

You can customize the appearance of the Compute Log with the **Colors** and **Font** commands in the **Format** menu.

The **Colors** command allows changes to the **Foreground** and **Background** colors. Selecting either one opens the **Select Color** dialog box. See Appendix D for instructions on how to use the **Color Chooser** tools.
The **Font** command opens the **Select Font** dialog box (Figure 14.23), which allows you to choose the font **Type** and **Size**. Also, you can choose whether or not to set the appearance to **Bold** and/or **Italic** characters.

### 14.5.2 Using Plots and Tables

Plots and tables in the Simulation Module offer detailed views of data and model results.

You can access plots using shortcut menus in the Simulation Module’s display area.

To access a **Plot** from the display area, right-click on a model element in the map display. The shortcut menu will provide a list of one or more plot options, as illustrated in Figure 14.24.

Once you have opened a plot, you can also tabulate values by selecting **Tabulate** from the plot’s **File** menu.

#### 14.5.2.1 Features of Plots

ResSim plots offer a variety of information that will assist you with reviewing the results of a Simulation. Included in the information available from the default plots are reservoir elevation, storage, and release values as well as regulated and unregulated flow values. Figure 14.25 shows a default plot style illustrating reservoir results from a Simulation.
Figure 14.25 Sample Plot of Reservoir Results

The plot window displays the location name in the title bar. Axis labels and a color-coded legend identify the data contained in the plot.

When a plot depicts the results of an Alternative, as in Figure 14.25, a dashed vertical line represents the start time of the Simulation. The Lookback (historic/observed) period occurs prior to the start time.

The Zoom Tool allows you to view data closely at a specific time. To zoom in, hold the left mouse button down and outline the area you want to enlarge. To zoom out, click the right mouse button. To resize a plot, use the mouse to drag the edges of the window. It is possible to zoom in on one section of the entire plot (both the x and y variables simultaneously) or a range for either variable. To zoom in on a section of the plot, outline that area on the plot. To zoom in on a range (for either x or y variable), outline the desired range on the respective axis.

14.5.2.2 Customizing Plots

You can customize the appearance of plots by using several properties editors that you can access from shortcut menus:

Line Properties: Right-clicking on a plot line or point will allow you to open a Curve Properties Editor to edit line colors, styles, and weights, as well as labels and quality symbols.

Background Properties: Right-clicking on the background of a plot will allow you to add Markers on the X- or Y-Axis. Also, you can open a Viewport Editor where you can customize the border, background, and gridlines of the plot.
**Axis Properties:** Right-clicking on a plot axis will allow you to set the Axis Type to “Log Axis” (or “Linear Axis”). Also, you can open an Axis Properties Editor where you can customize the axis scale and tic marks.

**Label Properties:** Right-clicking on an axis label or plot legend will allow you to open a Label Properties Editor where you can add backgrounds and borders to the labels.

**Legend Properties:** Right-clicking in an empty area in the legend region will allow you to open a Legend Properties Editor where you have a variety of options for determining the appearance of the legend. Or, you can select Hide Legend from the right-click menu (to show the legend, select Show Legend from the View menu).
14.5.2.3 Creating User-Defined Plots

Since everyone has their own preferences regarding which variables to include in the shortcut menu location plot selections, the User Defined Plot capability offers flexibility.

To create a User Defined Plot:

1. Right-click on the element where you want the plot to appear, and select Plot from the shortcut menu (Figure 14.26). The default plot for that location will appear.

2. Select Select Variables from the Plot Menu. The Select Plot Variables dialog box will appear (Figure 14.27).

The Available Variables list shows the variables you can choose for your User Defined Plot. The Selected list shows variables you have selected.

To add variables to your User Defined Plot:

1. Click on the variable in the Available Variables list, then click on the appropriate Plot Region or component in the Selected list. This allows you to specify where you want variables to appear in your plot.
2. Click the Add button to add the variable you have chosen to the Selected list. If the added variable reflects different units, a separate Y-axis will be automatically added.

To remove a variable, click on its name in the Selected list then click the Remove button.

You can also Move a Plot Region up or down or Remove it by right-clicking on the plot region name and choosing the action desired from the shortcut menu, as illustrated in Figure 14.28.

![Select Plot Variables: Plot Region Shortcut Menu](image)

Figure 14.28 Select Plot Variables: Plot Region Shortcut Menu

3. Click the OK button. The Select Plot Variables dialog box will close and your User Defined Plot will open.

To save your User Defined Plot:

1. From the Plot menu on the plot that appears, select Save Plot Type... The Save Plot Type dialog box will appear (Figure 14.29). You can specify whether you want this User Defined Plot to be available to All Applications or to just This Watershed only. Enter a Name for the plot.

![Save Plot Type](image)

Figure 14.29 Save Plot Type
2. Click the **Save** button. The Save Plot Type... dialog box will close.

The new User Defined Plot will now be available when you select **User Plots** from the right-click shortcut menu in the Display Area (Figure 14.30).

### 14.5.2.4 Viewing Data in Tabular Form

You can view plotted data in tabular form by selecting **Tabulate** from the **File** menu of the plot. Figure 14.31 shows an example.

The **View** menu of the Tabular Data window offers six display options. The **Commas** option displays commas in numbers greater than one thousand. The **Reverse Order** shows the table starting with the last time period and ending with the first time period. The **Date and Time Separately** option splits the date and time into two separate columns. The **Date with 4 Digit Years** option displays the year with four digits instead of the default two. You can set the decimal place for viewing the data by using the **Show Decimal Places** option. Lastly, you can indicate how you want missing data displayed by using the **Show Missing As** option.

You can also resize table columns by dragging their borders to the desired position with your mouse.
14.5.2.5 Printing and Exporting Plots and Tables

You can print ResSim plots and tables, copy and paste them into other applications, and specify export options for plots. See Appendix F for details.

14.5.3 Viewing Summary Reports

Summary Reports are available from the Reports menu. In all Summary Reports, the Simulation name and Alternative appear at the top of the window, along with the Lookback date and time, the Start date and time, and the End date and time.

Summary Reports also have two menus. The File menu allows you to Print and Close the report (see Appendix F for information about printing). The Options menu lets you Specify the Time to review the simulation results for a single time period.

14.5.3.1 Reservoir Summary Reports

The Reservoir Summary Report (Figure 14.32) displays Average, Maximum, and Minimum result values for pertinent reservoir parameters.

To view the Reservoir Summary Report, select Reservoir Summary from the Reports menu.

![Reservoir Summary Report](image)

Figure 14.32 Reservoir Summary Report
14.5.3.2 Flow Summary Reports

The Flow Summary Report (Figure 14.33) displays Average, Maximum, and Minimum flow values for individual location parameters.

To view the Flow Summary Report, select **Flow Summary** from the **Reports** menu.

![Figure 14.33 Flow Summary Report](image)

14.5.3.3 Power Summary Reports

The Power Summary Report (Figure 14.34) displays Average, Maximum, and Minimum values for individual location parameters.

To view the Power Summary Report, select **Power Summary** from the **Reports** menu.

![Figure 14.34 Power Summary Report](image)
14.5.3.4 Gate Summary Reports

The **Gate Summary Report** (Figure 14.35) displays Average, Maximum, and Minimum values for individual location parameters.

To view the Gate Summary Report, select **Gate Summary** from the **Reports** menu.

![Gate Summary Report](image)

Figure 14.35 Gate Summary Report

14.5.3.5 Stage Summary Reports

The **Stage Summary Report** (Figure 14.36) displays Average, Maximum, and Minimum stage values for individual location parameters.

To view the Stage Summary Report, select **Stage Summary** from the **Reports** menu.

![Stage Summary Report](image)

Figure 14.36 Stage Summary Report
14.5.3.6 Release Decision Reports

The Release Decision Report (Figure 14.37) displays the Active Zone and Active Rules for the reservoir pool, dam, and outlets at each time step for each reservoir.

To view an individual reservoir’s Release Decision Report select Release Decision Report from the reservoir’s shortcut menu (right-click on reservoir element). It’s not advisable for many reservoirs and/or long simulations (due to the amount of computer resources required to do so), but to view the Release Decision Report for “all” reservoirs, select Release Decision from the Reports menu.

![Figure 14.37 Release Decision Report](image)

The File menu allows you to Print and Close the report (see Appendix F for information about printing).
14.5.3.7 User Reports

The User Report editor provides you with the ability to create and edit user reports. User Reports make it possible to organize, manipulate, and display simulation results in customized tables. Output time series data specific to the current active alternative in the Simulation module is made available to the User Report editor.

To create, edit, or access User Reports:

1. From the Reports menu, select User Reports → Edit… (Figure 14.38).

Figures 14.38 Simulation Module – Reports Menu: Accessing the User Report Editor

The User Report Editor will appear, as shown in Figure 14.39.

Figures 14.39 User Report Editor
2. Create a new report template by selecting **New** from the **Report** menu. The **Create a New Report Template** tool (located in the upper left hand corner of the editor) can also be used for creating a new report. The **Create New Report Template** dialog box will appear (Figure 14.40) where you will give your report a **Name** and **Description** and select **OK**.

![Figure 14.40 Create a New Report Template](image)

3. After creating a new report template (Figure 14.41), you will notice four tabs in the **User Report Editor**: **Contents**, **Options**, **Report Header/Footer**, and **Page Header/Footer**.

![Figure 14.41 User Report Editor – After Creating a New Report Template](image)
4. From the Contents tab, select the Edit button in order to choose the output time series that you would like to include in your first report block. The Report Content Selection dialog box will appear (Figure 14.42).

![Figure 14.42 Report Content Selection](image)

In order to add a time series, highlight the Time Series Name and select Add to Report Columns. Each time series that is added will be represented as its own column in the current report block. As mentioned previously, only output time series data from the current active alternative in the Simulation module is available for report building.

Figure 14.43 is a display of the Report Content Selection dialog box after two time series have been added to the report block under construction.

All elements in the Report Columns area of the Report Content Selection dialog box are editable. In order to edit Time Series Name, Parameter, or Column Header, simply double click on the desired cell and make the appropriate changes.

Units for column headings can either be entered manually or using the character string code %S. Simply typing this into the column header box (as shown in Figure 14.43) will result in the units automatically being displayed in the report. Note that the code is case sensitive.
The buttons at the bottom of the Report Columns area, Append, Insert, Delete, Move Up, and Move Down, can be used to add columns to the report and rearrange time series data into different columns. **Append** will add a blank column to the far right side of the report (a row will be added to the template). **Insert** will add a blank column to the left of the column in the report that is selected in the Report Columns area (a row will be added before the selected row in the template). **Delete** will erase from the report whatever column is selected in the Report Columns area (the selected row in the template will be deleted). **Move Up** and **Move Down** will shift the selected column to the left and right in the report, respectively (the row in the template will shift up or down).

Select the Edit option button to manipulate the time series data in each column. Doing so will bring up the Report Column Options dialog box (Figure 14.44). The title bar at the top of the dialog will include the column currently being edited (in this case, C1). The Report Column reflects the contents of the Column Header (in this case, SAYERS INFLOW JCT FLOW (%S)).
For *Interval Option*, you are given four choices as to how you would like your data to be defined for each point in time: **SOP** (Start of Period), **EOP** (End of Period), **PAVG** (Period Average), and **PCUM** (Period Cumulative). This gives you the ability to specify what type of data is actually being reported for each time interval.

The number of decimal places reported for the time series can also be specified with **Num. Decimal Places**.

**Units Multiplier (prefix)** can be used to select a multiplier (1, 1000, or 1000000) that will be applied as a “prefix” to the units of the data reported in the column being reported. For example, you might choose 1000 to convert KW units to MW units. The data values will actually be divided by 1000 and the units label will be preceded by 1000 (e.g., 1000 KW). For example, for a value of 2526 KW, then the value displayed in the report column will change to 2.526 and the Units should reflect 1000 KW. Currently, however, the multiplier value is not automatically displayed in the column header. Therefore, you must manually enter the multiplier into column headings wherever appropriate. *Note: it also might be appropriate to increase the number of Decimal Places (see previous paragraph) when using this option for displaying units.*

The **Column Width** can also be specified. In order to manually enter a desired width, enter the number of characters wide that you would like your column to be in the **Column Width** box.
Checking the **Hidden Column** box will effectively prevent the column from being visible in the report. Selecting this option only prevents the column from being seen. The time series data, and all edits to the column, will still be attached to the report.

It is possible to withhold data that does not fall within a certain specified range by checking the **Clip Values to Range** box. After checking the box, specify the range (outside of which the data will not be shown) by entering the **Minimum** and **Maximum** values. Furthermore, you can check the **Show Clipped as Missing** box, which will replace the clipped data with either “M”, “-M-”, or a blank space. See options from the **View** menu of the **User Report** as subsequently discussed in Step 8.

The right side of the **Report Column Options** dialog box contains **Summary Statistics** that can be calculated for the time series data in the current column being edited. These statistics include the following: **Maximum, Time Max Occurred, Minimum, Time Min Occurred, Average, Sum, and Count**. The statistics that are chosen to be calculated will be shown in the report at the bottom of the column.

Once all edits have been made to the column, select **OK** to save and return to the **Report Content Selection** dialog box (previously shown in Figure 14.43), or select **Cancel**, which will return you to the **Report Content Selection** dialog box and ignore all column edits you just made. In the **Report Content Selection** dialog box, select **OK** to save all edits and return to the **User Report Editor** (previously shown in Figure 14.41). Selecting Cancel will return you to the **User Report Editor**, but will not save any edits you made to the report block.

5. In the **User Report Editor**, select the **Options** tab (as shown in Figure 14.45).

By using the dropdown menu for **Reporting Interval**, you can select which report interval you would like to use. You can select **Each Step, Daily, Weekly, Monthly**, or **Yearly**. When choosing **Daily, Weekly, Monthly**, or **Yearly**, it will be necessary to specify what hour, day, or month you would like to report. For instance, if a daily reporting interval is used, you will need to choose which hour of the day you would like reported. When **Each Step** is chosen, data will be reported for all intervals, so it is not necessary to specify reporting hours, days, or months.
Default Minimum Column Width can also be specified. In the box to the right, column width, expressed in pixels, can be set to whatever value you find appropriate. The default column width is set to 100 pixels. You can increase the column width, but the minimum width will be at least 100 pixels (even if you enter a value less than 100).

In the bottom left corner are the Date/Time Column options which can be used to specify how you would like time to be reported. Choosing Start of Period will display the time at the start of each interval that data is reported. Choosing End of Period will display the time at the end of each interval, and choosing Both will display the beginning time and ending time of each interval. You can also check Show Time, which will display the hour of day for each time interval, and Show Day of Week, which will display the day of week for each time interval.

In the bottom right corner are the Report Size and Location options that can be used to specify how large you would like your report to be and where on the screen you would like it to appear. The size of your report can be set by entering dimensions (in pixels) in the Report Size (w×h) boxes. Furthermore, you can set the location where the report will appear on your computer screen by entering coordinates (in pixels) in the Report Screen Location (x,y) boxes. These screen coordinates should correspond to
an origin based on the upper left hand corner of your computer screen (i.e., an “x, y” coordinate of “1, 1” would place the upper left corner of your User Report in the upper left corner of your computer screen). Since this display control affects the report both when it is displayed on the screen and when it is printed, you should only use this option when you are not printing the report.

6. Select the **Report Header/Footer** tab in the **User Report Editor** in order to give your report a title, header, and footer, if desired (Figure 14.46).

![Figure 14.46 User Report Editor – Report Header/Footer Tab](image)

The **Title** and **Header Text** will appear at the beginning of the report, while the **Footer Text** will appear at the end. Notice the character string codes (%) entered in Figure 14.46. These codes refer to run name (%R), alternative name (%A), and network name (%N), respectively.

Table 14.1 provides a list of the **character string codes** (which are case sensitive) that can be used to allow automatic viewing of special text fields in the report where text can be added or edited and in the Report Header & Footer.
Table 14.1  Character String Codes Used for Viewing Special Text Fields in User Reports and Report Header / Footer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%R</td>
<td>Run name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%A</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%N</td>
<td>Network name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%L</td>
<td>Lookback time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%B</td>
<td>Simulation Beginning (or start) time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%E</td>
<td>Simulation End time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%V</td>
<td>Build Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%S</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Select the Page Header/Footer tab in the User Report Editor in order to add a header and footer to the page of your report, if desired (Figure 14.47).

![Figure 14.47 User Report Editor – Page Header/Footer Tab](image)

Instead of inserting a header and footer at the beginning and end of the report, a header and footer will be inserted at the top and bottom of each printed page. Table 14.2 provides a list of the character string codes (which are case sensitive) that can be used to allow automatic viewing of special text fields in the page header and/or footer.
Table 14.2  Character String Codes Used for Viewing Special Text Fields in Page Header / Footer of User Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%d</td>
<td>Date report is printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%p</td>
<td>Page number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%n</td>
<td>Number of pages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three tool buttons located above the Page Header options can be pressed to insert the following codes (instead of manually typing in the %code):

- ![Add the page number (%p)](image)
- ![Add the total pages (%n)](image)
- ![Add the current date (%d)](image)

If you do not want the Page Header and/or Footer information to appear on the first page of your report, you can check the box labeled **omit from first page**.

8. In the **User Report Editor**, use the **Save and View Report** tool to save your report template to disk and see a preview of your User Report.

A **User Report** contains the following menus:

- **Report**: Options include **Save As…**, **Print**, and **Close** (as shown in Figure 14.48).

- **View**: Options include **Show Missing As** (blank, M, -M-) and **Show Commas**.

- **Format**: Options include **Font** (for Title, Header, Footer, and Tables) and **Save Settings**.
Figure 14.51 shows the “Beginning” (top of figure) and “End” (bottom of figure) of the Example User Report (note the report title, header, and footer as well as the statistics printed at the end of each column).

“Beginning” of Report Block:

“End” of Report Block:

Figure 14.51 User Report Preview
9. In order to add another report block, return to the User Report Editor. Under the Contents tab, select Add to insert another report block. Add one or more time series to the new report block using methods previously discussed, and make desired edits to the newly-created columns. Each report block can be given a title in the Label column in the Report Blocks area of the User Report Editor. Figure 14.52 shows the User Report Editor with two report blocks. In this example, the two labels Block 1 and Block 2 were entered for illustration purposes.

![User Report Editor – Contents Tab: User Report Template with Two Report Blocks](image)

Figure 14.52  User Report Editor – Contents Tab:  User Report Template with Two Report Blocks

Save and View Report  Figure 14.53 shows a preview of the User Report after adding the second report block. Note that the labels assigned in the User Report Editor appear above the time column.
10. Be sure to save your user report template after you have made all necessary edits. If you have not used the tool after making your final edits, then be sure to save your User Report template using one of the following options:

You can use the tools available in the toolbar located near the top of the User Report Editor:

- **Save the Current Report Template** using the current name.

- **Save the Current Report Template under a new name** which will bring up a separate dialog box that allows you to specify a new Name and Description for your report template.
You can also choose to use the **Save** commands available from the **Report** menu of the **User Report Editor**, as shown in Figure 14.54.

11. Completed and saved **User Reports** can be directly accessed in the Simulation module from the **Reports** menu. Select **Reports → User Reports** to view a list of current user reports (Figure 14.55). In this example, the new user report created for this watershed is named “My_User_Report.” Selecting “My_User_Report” will bring up the **User Report** previously shown in Figure 14.51.

14.5.3.8 **Network Reports**

The **Reservoir List**, **Reach List**, **Junction List**, **Diversion List**, and the **Network Connectivity Summary** report are also available from the **Reports** menu → **Network** option of the Simulation Module. Refer to Section 8.5 in Chapter 8 for more information about Network Reports.
14.6 Calibrating the Model and Editing Data

You may need to make adjustments as you test and calibrate your reservoir Simulation model. In the Simulation Module of ResSim, you can access editors that allow you to edit all components of your Reservoir Network, modify Alternatives, and fine-tune Override controls.

14.6.1 Using the ResSim Editor Interface

In the Simulation Module, the ResSim Editor Interface (Figure 14.56) provides access to editors for Reservoirs, Junctions, Reaches, and Diversions, as well as State Variables, Systems Operations, the Alternative Editor and the Overrides Editor. You can also use the ResSim Editor Interface to quickly set Compute Options.

To access the ResSim Editor Interface, right-click on the Active Alternative in the Simulation tree, then select Edit Run (Figure 14.56).

Figure 14.56 ResSim Editor Interface in Simulation Module
14.6.2 Editing Alternative Lookback, Time Series, Observed, and System Operations Data

To edit references to Time Series and Observed data, you will need to access the individual editors for Reservoirs, Junctions, Reaches, and Diversions. Also, you may want to revise the System Operations storage balance. You can access each of these editors either from the ResSim Editor Interface (as previously shown in Figure 14.56) or from the Edit menu of the Simulation Module or Reservoir Network Module.

To select different Alternative Operations or to adjust Lookback data or revise the “mapping” of your Time Series and/or Observed data, you will need to access the Alternative Editor (Chapter 13). The Alternative Editor is available from the ResSim Editor Interface (as previously shown in Figure 14.56) or from the Alternative menu of the Simulation Module. For detailed descriptions of the element editors available in ResSim, refer to Chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12.

14.6.3 Editing Override Values

Once you have computed a Simulation, you may want to disregard (i.e., override) some of the decisions that were made. The Overrides Editor (Figure 14.57) allows you to adjust the computed results for each time step of the Simulation. You can access the Overrides Editor using the Overrides button in the ResSim Editor Interface (as previously shown in Figure 14.56); or, you can select Overrides (for the appropriate Alternative) from the Simulation Menu.

![Figure 14.57Overrides Editor](image)
ResSim will use the values you specify for **Elevation Target** Overrides, **Release** Overrides, Outlet **Capacity** factors within the physical limits of the reservoir, and **Storage** (or Elevation) Overrides. The physical rate-of-change and the amount of water available in the reservoir may preclude ResSim from using your override values.

For the Reservoir shown in the list at the top of the Overrides editor, there are four tabs available for overriding the simulation results: Each tab contains a **Date**, **Time** and either “Elevation Target” or “Release” or “Factor” or “Storage.” You can use any one of these override capabilities to adjust the simulation results.

**Specifying Elevation Target Overrides:**
Initially, the Target Elevation is based on the elevation values you specified for the reservoir’s “guide curve” (Reservoir Editor, Operations tab). This is typically the top of the Conservation pool and is commonly referred to as the “target” or “guide curve”. In addition to meeting all of the other rules that you specify for a reservoir, ResSim will try to keep the reservoir pool at the guide curve elevation. Therefore, by specifying Elevation Target values within this editor, you are inherently overriding the reservoir’s release decisions.

**Specifying Release Overrides:**
During a Simulation, ResSim determines the reservoir release values based on the rules you specified for the Alternative. However, there may be situations where you do not want the results to reflect the rules for specific time steps. Therefore, you can enter release values for the pool, the dam, an outlet group, or an individual outlet using the Release overrides tab.

**Specifying Capacity Factor Overrides:**
The maximum release capacity of an outlet can be increased or reduced by using a factor for the time periods desired. For example, if you want to indicate that an outlet is “out-of-service” for a specific time window within the simulation, you can enter a value of 0 to indicate no release capacity for that outlet.

**Specifying Storage (or Elevation) Overrides:**
A warning is made to the user when selecting this override option because the mass balance computations can be disrupted by forcing the storage or elevation to be specific values.

**Editing Override Values**
You can specify Overrides by entering single cell values or by revising multiple adjacent values using a fill function.

To revise a *single* value, double-click in the cell you want to revise and enter the new value.
To revise *multiple* adjacent values:

1. Point and click on the first cell, then drag your mouse or shift-click (hold down the shift key while clicking in other cells) to highlight the cells to be revised.

2. Right-click on the highlighted cells, and select **Fill** from the shortcut menu (Figure 14.58). The **Table Fill Options** dialog box will open (Figure 14.59).

3. Select the appropriate fill option in the **Table Fill Options** dialog box (Figure 14.59), then click **OK**.

The revised values will reflect the fill option you selected. In the example shown in Figure 14.59, the **Repeat Fill** option is selected. Therefore, as the table in Figure 14.60 illustrates, all of the highlighted cells equal the value of the first cell selected; also, the color of the revised values changes from black to blue and the mini-plot shows the revised values as a red line. The mini-plot can be viewed in full size when you double-click on it.
For those time steps where you do not specify override values, ResSim uses the reservoir rules to determine the reservoir release values. After running a simulation using your override values, you may decide to no longer use some, or all, of your override values. In that case, you can use the Unspecify and Unspecify All buttons to indicate that you want ResSim to determine the release values.

Use the Unspecify button when you want release values to be based on the reservoir rules for some of the override values you have specified (override values are in green text after a simulation is computed). Highlight the cells where you have specified override values, then press the Unspecify button.

Use the Unspecify All button when you want all of the release values to be based on the reservoir rules and not have any overrides specified.

Use the Import button when you want to use a time series of override values. The Import Overrides Time Series dialog box (Figure 14.61) will open, which functions exactly like the Select Time Series Path dialog box used to select time-series records for an Alternative. Refer to Section 13.8 in Chapter 13 for more information.

![Figure 14.61  Import Overrides Time Series](image)
14.7 Managing Simulation Data

ResSim facilitates archiving and sharing of Simulation data. There are two operations involved in managing Simulation data. You can save your data to the base directory to make it available for other Simulations, and you can replace data in a Simulation for a specific Alternative with data from the base directory. Figure 14.63 shows the relationship between the Reservoir Network module and the Simulation module for saving and replacing data.
14.7.1 Saving Data to the Base Directory

When you edit model data from the Simulation Module, your changes apply only to an individual Alternative and are saved in your Simulation directory (see Appendix A for an overview of the ResSim directory structure).

**Important:** If you want your changes to be available for use in other Simulations, you will need to **Save** the data back to the **Base directory**.

To *save* data to the Base directory:

1. In the Simulation Control Panel, right-click on the Alternative to access the shortcut menu, then choose **Save to Base Directory** (Figure 14.64). The **Save Simulation Run Model Parameters to Base Directory** dialog box will appear (Figure 14.65).

![Figure 14.63 Alternative Shortcut Menu: Save to Base Directory](image)

![Figure 14.64 Save Simulation Run Model Parameters to Base Directory](image)
2. Select the appropriate boxes in the **Copy Data** column beside the items you wish to copy from the Simulation directory to the Base directory (i.e., save back to the Reservoir Network).

3. Click the **OK** button to save the Simulation data to the Base directory.

### 14.7.2 Replacing Data from the Base Directory

While editing Simulation data, if you need to revert to the original Alternative data (as it exists in the Reservoir Network module), you can *replace* the changed data in your Simulation directory with data from the Base directory.

To **replace** Simulation data with data **from** the Base directory:

1. From the Simulation Control Panel, right-click on the Alternative to access the shortcut menu, then choose **Replace from Base Directory** (Figure 14.66). The **Replace Simulation Run Model Parameters from Base Directory** dialog box will appear (Figure 14.67).

2. Select the appropriate boxes in the **Restore Data** column beside the items you wish to restore from the Base directory to the Simulation directory.
3. Click the **OK** button to replace the Simulation Alternative data you have selected with data from the Base directory.

The **Replace from Base** option is also available from the Simulation menu.

### 14.8 Using HEC-DSSVue

Included within the framework of ResSim is **HEC-DSSVue**, a tool that allows you to access data stored in HEC-DSS database files.

When **HEC-DSSVue** is selected from the **Tools** menu (Figure 14.67) within the Simulation Module, the current “simulation.dss” file is opened.

In the Main Window of HEC-DSSVue, a listing of pathnames that are contained in the simulation.dss file are provided, as shown in Figure 14.68.

![Figure 14.67 Accessing HEC-DSSVue from the Tools Menu](image1)

In the Main Window of HEC-DSSVue, a listing of pathnames that are contained in the simulation.dss file are provided, as shown in Figure 14.68.

![Figure 14.68 HEC-DSSVue Main Window Showing Pathname Listing](image2)

A screened listing of pathnames can be obtained by selecting a pathname part from the lists in the **Search by Parts** section of the window. For example, if you want a listing of “observed” records, you can select OBS from the F-part list, as shown in Figure 14.69. To obtain an unscreened listing of pathnames, select the “blank” area at the top of the list.
To select records to be plotted, tabulated, or edited, highlight the desired pathnames and click on the **Select** button. After one or more records are selected, the icons for the graph and table become active. Now, you can click on either icon to generate a plot (Figure 14.70) or tabulated values (Figure 14.71) of the selected records.
14.9 Using Scripts

Scripting is the process of automating the actions of an interactive program for the purpose of being able to execute a prescribed set of actions with a simple selection. Scripting simplifies user operations and abstract complexity, ensures repeatability and consistency of results, reduces time required to generate results, and schedules an operation to occur one or more times in the future.

Scripting from ResSim uses the Jython scripting language. Jython is a special implementation of the Python scripting language that is able to interact with programs written in JAVA. For further details, see the scripting chapter in the HEC-DSSVue User's Manual (HEC, 2009).

1. From the Tools menu in any of the three modules (Watershed Setup, Reservoir Network, or Simulation), select Scripts (Figure 14.72).

For a more detailed description of HEC-DSSVue, see Appendix E.
2. The **Script** window will appear with the appropriate name in the Title Bar to reflect the applicable module (as shown by the three windows in Figure 14.73).

![Figure 14.73 Script Windows for Each Module](image)

For documentation purposes, the following discussion of Scripts assumes the **Script** pertains to (i.e., “belongs to”) the **Simulation** module.

3. From the **Tools** menu in the Simulation module, select **Script**... From the **Script** menu in the **Simulation Scripts** window, you can choose from the following options (as shown in Figure 14.74 and described in subsequent steps):

   - **Script Editor** – open and edit an existing script or create a new script (see step 4).
   - **Delete** – delete a script (see step 5).
   - **Add to Panel** – add a script to the Script Editor.
   - **Schedule Script Job**... – automatically run a script (see step 6).
   - **Status**... – check status of a scheduled script (see step 7).
   - **Close** – close the Script window

![Figure 14.74 Script Menu](image)
4. The **Script Editor** option from the **Script** menu allows access to the **Script Editor** (Figure 14.75) which is similar to the editors presented in Chapter 11 for **Scripted Rules** (Section 11.5.11) and **State Variables** (Section 11.13.4).

The **Script Editor** contains a Menu Bar and three Primary Panes:

A. Label and Description pane  
B. API pane  
C. Text Editor pane

![Figure 14.75 Script Editor](image)

The menu bar of the **Script Editor** includes the following:

- The **File** menu in the Script Editor (as shown in Figure 14.76) contains options to create New scripts, Open existing scripts, Import scripts, Save and Delete scripts, Print and Test scripts.
  - When **New** is selected, you will notice the activation of pertinent options on the File menu, as well as the activation of the Script Browser panes.
  - When **Import** is selected, a File Browser will open to allow you to navigate your file system to import a script.

![Figure 14.76 Script Editor – File Menu](image)
The Edit menu in the Script Editor (as shown in Figure 14.77) contains the following options: Undoing and Redoing text entry; Cut, Copy and Paste selected text; and, Cut, Copy and Paste all of the Script.

Also available from the Edit menu, the Find option opens the Find dialog (as shown in Figure 14.78) where there are options to Search “All”, “Up”, or “Down” for the text in the script. Also, there are options to search for the whole word only and/or to match the case. The Find Next option finds the next occurrence of the text.

The Options menu in the Script Editor (as shown in Figure 14.79) contains two options to set the Tab Size and to Show Whitespace. These options are applicable to the Script text in the editor pane.
The **three Primary Panes** of the **Script Editor** (as previously shown in Figure 14.75) are described as follows:

A. **Label and Description pane**: Contains items for:
   - Label of Script
   - A checkbox to indicate whether or not the script should be included as a button in the Script Windows
   - A browser button for opening a Script file
   - An Icon selector list
   - A Description for the Script

B. **API pane**: A tree view of the Application Programming Interface (API) available to the script. Among other things, it contains API items for:
   - Retrieving time-series variables such as model variables
   - Operating on the time-series variables
   - Determining the date and time, as well as the ordinal, of the time step being evaluated.

C. **Text Editor pane**: A text area that is used to edit the contents of the script.
   - It supports the standard Windows keys for Select All (**Ctrl-A**), Cut (**Ctrl-X**), Copy (**Ctrl-C**) and Paste (**Ctrl-V**) operations.
   - It has a pop-up menu for these same operations that is accessed by right-clicking in the pane.

5. The **Delete** option from the **Script** menu allows for deleting a selected script. A message will appear asking you to confirm the deletion of the selected script.

6. The **Schedule Script Job** option from the **Script** menu (Figure 14.80) allows for automatically running a script as a Single Job or as a Recurring Job.
7. The **Status** option from the **Script** menu checks the status of an automatically scheduled script. Figure 14.81 illustrates an overview of the type of information being provided by the Status option.

8. The **Close** option from the **Script** menu closes the Script window.

An example of using a Script might be to compute all of the Alternatives contained within a Simulation (instead of running each Alternative one at a time). Figure 14.82 shows the contents of an example script to run all alternatives contained within a simulation. **NOTE:** as previously described in Section 14.1.1 and indicated in Figure 14.5, the capability to run all alternatives in the simulation is available from the Simulation Menu → Run Manager.
from hec.script import *
from hec.hecmath import *
from hec.heclib.dss import *
import time
import java.util.Vector
#
# The purpose of this script is to run all Alternatives in a ResSim Simulation.
# This script should be run from the Simulation module (==>Tools menu, Scripts..)
# There are two places where you will need to make revisions (search for REVISE)
# Have Fun and Good Luck!!!
#.................................... REVISE .................................
# the next line defines the name and location of this script's output log file
logFile = open(logFileName, "w")
#==============================================================================
def log(str):
    print str
    logFile.write("%s : %s
" % (time.ctime(), str))
#==============================================================================
def runSimulation(simulationName, alternativeName=None):
    #-----------------------------#
    # Run all the alternative(s). #
    #-----------------------------#
    if not alternativeName:
        runs = module.getSimulationRuns()
    else:
        run = module.getSimulationRun(alternativeName)
        if not run:
            title = "Alternative Not Found"
            msg = alternativeName
            MessageBox.showError(msg, title)
            log("\n\n%s : %s
" % (title, msg))
            return Constants.FALSE
        runs = [run]
    for run in runs:
        print run
        log("=====================================================================")
        log("Computing %s run")
        log("=====================================================================")
        module.SetActiveRun(run)
        module.computeRun(run, 5, Constants.TRUE, Constants.TRUE)
        log("\n\n%s done % run")
        log("=====================================================================")
    return Constants.TRUE
#==============================================================================
#-----------------------------#
# run the simulation #
#-----------------------------#
# the next line defines the name of the Simulation containing Alternatives to be run
runSimulation("1993.11.29-0700")
logFile.close()
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A.1 Working with Watershed Directories and Files

When you create a new watershed, ResSim generates a directory structure and stores all files associated with the watershed inside that structure.

Figure A.1 illustrates a “tree structure” that shows how ResSim organizes the folders it creates in the root (modeling) directory identified for your watershed. The root directory (e.g., HECResSim_V3.0) contains a subdirectory named base.

When you create a new watershed, ResSim creates a new watershed directory in the base directory. The watershed directory is named according to the name you have given the watershed. For example, in Figure A.1, the watershed directory is BaldEagle. The watershed directory stores all of the base data for the watershed, including maps, schematic elements, base model data, and simulation data and results.

When you create a new simulation, ResSim generates a simulation directory named according to the date and time of the simulation. In Figure A.1, the directory name 1993.11.27-1400 corresponds to a simulation for November 27, 1993, at 07:00am. When a simulation is created, ResSim automatically copies all of the base data for your watershed (except for maps) into the simulation directory. This facilitates archiving of simulation information and ensures consistency in your model results.

If you Save to Base Directory in the Simulation Module, ResSim copies your model alternative data from the simulation directory back to the base directory. If you Replace From Base Directory in the Simulation Module, ResSim copies the original model alternative data from your base directory into your simulation directory. See Chapter 14, Section 14.7 for more information about these commands.
A.2 Setting Application Options

ResSim allows you to configure several options. You can specify the model directories for your watersheds, configure the display for the compute display, and specify debug levels.

To configure these options, select **Options** from the **Tools** menu of any module to access the **Options** dialog box (Figure A.2).

![Figure A.2 HEC-ResSim Options Dialog Box](image)

A.2.1 Setting Model Directories for Watersheds

The **Model Directories** tab lets you specify the working directory for watershed data on your local computer. An example of the **Model Directories** tab is shown in Figure A.3, and a detailed description is presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.

![Figure A.3 Options Dialog Box, Model Directories Tab](image)
A.2.2 Configuring the Compute Display

When you compute a simulation in the Simulation Module, the Compute Display window reports on the progress of the model and presents warning and error messages generated by the model. The Compute Display tab of the Options dialog box (Figure A.4) allows you to configure the appearance of the Compute Display window. You can configure the Compute Display to present logs as HTML (web pages), specify a background color for HTML, and specify the text colors for compute messages, warnings, and errors.

![Figure A.4 Options Dialog Box, Compute Display Tab](image)

A.2.3 Specifying Debug Levels

You will use the Debug Levels tab of the Options dialog box (Figure A.5) primarily when you need technical support. With this tab, you can specify the level of detail for problem tracking. Higher numbers in the Level column specify more detail in debug reporting.

![Figure A.5 Options Dialog Box, Debug Levels Tab](image)
A.2.4 Setting General Options

Use the **General** tab of the Options dialog box (Figure A.6) to specify whether ResSim shows a confirmation message when you exit the program and/or whether to load the last Watershed when you start the program.

![Options Dialog Box, General Tab](image)

Figure A.6 Options Dialog Box, General Tab

A.2.5 Specifying Fonts

Use the **Fonts** tab of the Options dialog box (Figure A.7) to specify the font that will be used for a variety of components in the display. These components include: Tabs, Labels, Descriptions for Radio Buttons and Checkboxes, Buttons, Lists and Textfields.

![Options Dialog Box, Fonts Tab](image)

Figure A.7 Options Dialog Box, Fonts Tab
A.3 Viewing Application Properties

The Application Properties dialog box will be of assistance if you need to seek technical support. Similar to a File>Properties dialog box in a Windows application, the Application Properties dialog box provides details about your ResSim setup. These details include information about your local computer (your ResSim root directory, whether you are working in local or networked mode, and the IP address of your computer); your unique user properties (your user ID, user name, login, user directory path, preference directory, and access levels); watershed properties for the watershed you are viewing; server properties (application server, File manager, and login server); and system properties.

To access the Application Properties dialog box, choose Information from the Tools menu of any ResSim module.

A.3.1 Viewing Client Properties

The Client Properties tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.8) displays information about your local computer’s setup. The directory shown as Base Directory is your root directory for your watershed (as previously described in Sections A.1 and A.2.1). The Mode indicates whether you are working locally on your PC or are connected to a network in “client-server” mode. The Port and Client URL information are not applicable for the local mode of ResSim. The “client-server” mode is not described in the documentation for ResSim.

![Figure A.8 Application Properties Dialog Box, Client Tab](image)

A.3.2 Viewing User Properties

The User tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.9) is primarily used for displaying CWMS “client-server” information, such as your user ID, user name, login, user directory, user preference directory, and user types (access levels).

![Application Properties Dialog Box, User Tab](image)

Figure A.9 Application Properties Dialog Box, User Tab
A.3.3 Viewing Watershed Properties

The Watershed tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.10) displays details about the currently opened watershed, and includes the Watershed Name, directory Path, Watershed Units, and Watershed Time Zone. Watershed Monetary Units is in development for later versions of ResSim. The Watershed Coordinate System being used is also displayed. The Current Watershed Users is pertinent for CWMS “client-server” mode and is not described in the ResSim documentation.

![Figure A.10 Application Properties Dialog Box, Watershed Tab](image)

A.3.4 Viewing Server Properties

The Server tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.11) is pertinent for CWMS “client-server” mode and is not described in the ResSim documentation.

![Figure A.11 Application Properties Dialog Box, Server Tab](image)
A.3.5 Viewing and Editing System Properties

You will only need to use the **System Properties** tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.12) for debugging purposes. Although you can view this tab, *editing properties is not recommended*.

You must be extremely careful when making changes to the System Properties, as they directly affect ResSim’s functionality.

![Application Properties Dialog Box, System Properties Tab](image)

If you absolutely need to edit the properties, highlight the property to edit and click the **Edit** button. The **Edit System Property** dialog box will open (Figure A.13), allowing you to type in the **Property** name and **Property Value**. Note that only certain properties are editable.

![Edit System Property Dialog Box](image)
You can also add system properties by clicking the **New...** button. The **New System Property** dialog box will open (Figure A.14), allowing you to enter a new **Property** name and **Property Value**.

![New System Property Dialog Box](image1.png)

You can also **Delete** System Properties but it is **not recommended** to do so.

### A.3.6 Viewing a Text File

If you want to display the contents of a text file, you can use the **View File** tab of the Application Properties dialog box (Figure A.15). Select **Open** to bring up a file browser from which you can navigate to open the text file for viewing.

![Application Properties Dialog Box, View File Tab](image2.png)
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Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3 “Specifying the Geographic Referencing and Coordinate System” explains how to edit the coordinate system of your watershed by accessing the Map Coordinate Information. This Appendix provides more detailed information related to setting up the coordinate system for your watershed.

B.1 Accessing Map Coordinate Information

To access the Map Coordinate Information from any of the three ResSim modules:

1. From the View menu in the Main window, select Layers.
2. From the Maps menu in the Layer Selector dialog box, select Map Display Coordinates.
3. In the Display Coordinate Information dialog box, select Edit.
4. The Map Coordinate Information dialog box will appear where you can set the appropriate coordinate information.

The above steps are illustrated in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1 Steps for Accessing Map Coordinate Information
Table B.1 shows the available options for **System**, **Units**, and **Spheroid**. When you choose specific coordinate systems, not all options are available from the **Spheroid** list. For example, choosing **X-Y** from the **System** list deactivates the **Spheroid** list. Additionally, when **State Plane Coordinates** is selected as the **System**, only **Clarke 1886** and **GRS 1980** are available choices from the **Spheroid** list.

**Table B.1 Available System, Unit and Spheroid Options for Defining Map Coordinate System Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Spheroid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-Y (1)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>Radians, Seconds of Arc, Degrees of Arc</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Transverse Mercator (2)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Plane Coordinates (3)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), GRS1980(NAD83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albers Equal-Area Conic (4)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Conformal Conic (4)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse Mercator (5)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albers Equal-Area Conic (SHG)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar Stereographic (HRAP)</td>
<td>U.S. Feet, Meters, International Feet</td>
<td>Clarke 1866(NAD27), WGS 72, GRS1980(NAD83), WGS84, Sphere of Radius 6371200 Meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

(1) **X-Y** does not allow selection of **Spheroid**

(2) **Universal Transverse Mercator System also requires a UTM Zone to be entered**

(3) **State Plane Coordinates also requires a numeric Zone to be entered (e.g., 3701)**

(4) **Albers Equal-Area Conic and Lambert Conformal Conic also require the following entries:**
- Latitude for the first and second standard parallel
- Longitude of the central meridian
- Latitude of the projection origin
- False easting and northing

(5) **Transverse Mercator also requires the following entries:**
- Scale factor and Longitude of the central meridian
- Latitude of the projection origin
- False easting and northing.
B.2 Coordinate Systems Options

The following sections describe each of the Coordinate Systems that are available from the **Map Coordinate Information** dialog box.

B.2.1 X-Y System

When you choose X-Y for the coordinate system (Figure B.2), you need only make a selection for **Units** (U.S. Feet, Meters, or International Feet).

![Figure B.2 Map Coordinate Information, X-Y System](image)

B.2.2 Geographic System

The **Geographic** coordinate system (Figure B.3) requires that you specify both **Units** (Radians, Seconds of Arc, or Degrees of Arc) and **Spheroid** (see list in Figure B.3).

![Figure B.3 Map Coordinate Information, Geographic System](image)

B.2.3 Universal Transverse Mercator System

The **Universal Transverse Mercator** coordinate system (Figure B.4) requires you to specify both **Units** (U.S. Feet, Meters, or International Feet) and **Spheroid** (same list as shown in Figure B.3).

Additionally, you need to enter the **UTM Zone**.

![Figure B.4 Map Coordinate Information, Universal Transverse Mercator System](image)
B.2.4 State Plane Coordinates System

When you choose the State Plane Coordinates system (Figure B.5), you must select Units (U.S. Feet Meters, or International Feet) and Spheroid. The options for Spheroid are limited to Clarke 1866(NAD27) and GRS 1980(NAD83).

You also must enter a Zone.

B.2.5 Albers Equal-Area Conic System

The Albers Equal-Area Conic coordinate system (Figure B.6) requires a selection for both Units (U.S. Feet, Meters, or International Feet) and Spheroid (same list as shown in Figure B.3).

Additional required information includes:

- Latitude of the first standard parallel
- Latitude of the second standard parallel;
- Longitude of the central meridian;
- Latitude of the projection origin;
- False easting, and False northing.

When specifying latitudes, use N or S. For longitudes, use E or W. You may either type these into the fields, or use the SPACEBAR on your keyboard to toggle between the acceptable entries (after placing your cursor in the first box of either the latitude or longitude field).
B.2.6 Lambert Conformal Conic System

The Lambert Conformal Conic coordinate system (Figure B.7) requires a selection for both Units (U.S. Feet, Meters, or International Feet) and Spheroid (same list as shown in Figure B.3).

Additional required information includes: Latitude of the first standard parallel; Latitude of the second standard parallel; Longitude of the central meridian; Latitude of the projection origin; False easting; and False northing.

When specifying latitudes, use N or S. For longitudes, use E or W. You may either type these into the fields, or use the SPACEBAR on your keyboard to toggle between the acceptable entries (after placing your cursor in the first box of either the latitude or longitude field).
B.2.7 Transverse Mercator System

For the Transverse Mercator coordinate system (Figure B.8), you must choose both the Units (U.S. Feet, Meters, or International Feet) and Spheroid (same list as shown in Figure B.3).

Additional required information includes: **Scale factor at central meridian; Longitude of the central meridian; Latitude of the projection origin; False easting; and False northing.**

When specifying latitudes, use N or S. For longitudes, use E or W. You may either type these into the fields, or use the SPACEBAR on your keyboard to toggle between the acceptable entries (after placing your cursor in the first box of either the latitude or longitude field).
NOTE: These last two coordinate systems are provided for compatibility with the display of precipitation grids. However, these systems are not recommended for use as the primary coordinate system for your ResSim watershed.

B.2.8 Albers Equal-Area Conic (SHG) System

The SHG version of the Albers Equal-Area Conic (SHG) coordinate system (Figure B.9) displays a set of default parameters. These parameters cannot be changed. If you must change them, use instead the Albers Equal Area Conic system described in Section B.2.5.

B.2.9 Polar Stereographic (HRAP) System

The Polar Stereographic (HRAP) coordinate system (Figure B.10) is used by the National Weather Service for describing their NexRad precipitation grids. The dialog for this system shows the default parameters that define the HRAP coordinate system. These parameters cannot be changed.
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Map layers can be any of the seven formats supported by ResSim and described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1. These formats include ArcView® Shapefiles, AutoCAD® DXF files, Raster images, United States Geological Survey (USGS) Digital Line Graphs, USGS Digital Elevation Model files, ASCII NET TIN files, and ArcInfo® DEM files. ResSim allows you to configure several options for each type of map (except for AutoCAD® DXF files). Additional customization is in development for future versions of ResSim.

To access the map layer editors for a map layer, open the Layer Selector (Figure C.1) by selecting Layers... from the View menu of any module (note that some layers are visible only in specific modules; see Chapter 4). Double-click on the map layer name in the Layer Tree or right-click on the map layer name and select Properties from the shortcut menu. An editor specific to the type of map will open.

The following sections describe the map layer editors currently available in ResSim.

Figure C.1 Layer Selector Dialog Box
C.1 USGS Digital Line Graph Maps (*.dlg)

This layer type is a vector representation of the data. If the map layer you wish to configure is a USGS Digital Line Graph map (*.dlg), the Properties command opens the USGS Digital Line Graph Editor (Figure C.2). The location of the map in your ResSim directory is shown at the top of the dialog box. When ResSim interacts with a dlg file, it automatically creates a dlgbin file for use within the watershed.

![Figure C.2 USGS Digital Line Graph Editor – Properties Tab](image)

With this properties editor, you can specify the Default Color of the map and choose whether or not Nodes, Lines, and Areas are displayed in the watershed. You can also set the Saturation and Brightness of the display. You control the Saturation (the amount of black) and the Brightness (the amount of white) by typing in a number between 0 and 1.

When you click on the Default Color button in the USGS Digital Line Graph Options Editor, the Color Chooser appears (see Appendix D).

To set scaling for a USGS Digital Line Graph:

1. Select the Scale tab (as shown in Figure C.3).

2. Both zoom-in and zoom-out scale factors can be set. By default the digital line graph layer is set for Always show layer. To set visualization scales click Only show layer in the following scale range.

![Figure C.3 USGS Digital Line Graph Editor – Scale Tab](image)
3. To set the scale so that the digital line graph layer becomes visible as you zoom-in, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking **Set to Current**. If you wish to enter a value, from the **Only visible below 1**: box enter the scale factor.

4. To set the scale so that the digital line graph layer becomes visible as you zoom-out, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking **Set to Current**. If you wish to enter a value, from the **Only visible above 1**: box enter the scale factor.

5. Click **OK** and the **USGS Digital Line Graph Editor** will close and the visualization scale will be set for the digital line graph layer.

6. Click **OK** to close the **Layer Selector** dialog box.

### C.2 ArcView® Shapefiles (*.shp)

This layer type is the native data structure for the ArcView® GIS program. Shapefiles store non-topological geometry and attribute information for the spatial features of a data set. There are three kinds of shapefiles (*.shp): Line, Polygon, and Point shapefiles.

#### C.2.1 Line and Polygon Shapefiles

If the map layer you wish to configure is a **Line** shapefile (e.g., rivers and streams) or a **Polygon** shapefile (e.g., lakes), the **Properties** command opens the **Shapefile Display Options** dialog box (Figure C.4). The location of the map in your ResSim directory is shown at the top of the dialog box.

![Shapefile Display Options – Properties Tab](image)

With the Shapefile Display Options properties editor, you can choose whether or not **Labels**, **Lines**, and **Areas** are displayed in the watershed.
To specify colors, you can choose **Draw Using Default Color** or you can select the component you wish to customize (e.g., Stream_ID). The colors and values associated with this component will appear in the **Color/Value** table. Double-click on the color table to access the **Color Chooser** (Figure C.5).

![Figure C.5 Color Chooser](image)

From the color palette, select a color, click **OK**. The **Color Chooser** will close and the selected color will now appear in the color square for the selected field. The properties of the **Color Chooser** are discussed in detail in Appendix D.

To set scaling for Line and Polygon shapefiles:

1. Select the **Scale** tab from the Shapefile Display Options dialog (as shown in Figure C.6).

![Figure C.6 Shapefile Display Options – Scale Tab](image)

2. Both zoom-in and zoom-out scale factors can be set. By default the shapefile layer is set for **Always show layer**. To set visualization scales click **Only show layer in the following scale range**.
3. To set the scale so that the shapefile layer becomes visible as you zoom-in, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking Set to Current. If you wish to enter a value, from the Only visible below 1: box enter the scale factor.

4. To set the scale so that the shapefile layer becomes visible as you zoom-out, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking Set to Current. If you wish to enter a value, from the Only visible above 1: box enter the scale factor.

5. Click OK and the Shapefile Display Options will close and the visualization scale will be set for the shapefile layer.

6. Click OK to close the Layer Selector dialog box.

If you wish to save your changes, from the File menu, choose Save Watershed. Changes are saved to a file with the extension of .gdr. For example, in Figure C.4, the shapefile name is BaldEagleRivers.shp and if you made changes and saved the watershed, a file named BaldEagleRivers.gdr is created in the maps directory for your watershed.

C.2.2 Point Shapefiles

If the map layer you wish to configure is a Point shapefile (e.g., gages, cities, towns), the Properties command opens the Color Chooser dialog box (as previously shown in Figure C.5 and described in detail in Appendix D). From the color palette, select a color and click OK. The Color Chooser will close. From the Layer Selector dialog box, click Apply and the color for the points will appear in the display area.

C.3 ArcInfo® DEM, ASCII DEM, and ASCII NetTIN Maps

If the map layer you wish to configure is an ArcInfo® DEM (*.asc), ASCII DEM (*.dem), or ASCII NetTIN (*.net) file, the Properties command opens the Elevation Options Editor (Figure C.7). The filename of the map appears at the top of the dialog box.

This properties editor allows you to choose the following color contour from the list: Aspect Shading, Grayscale, Linear, Precipitation, Red-Green-Blue, or Terrain. You can also define the Tic Interval and set the Maximum/Minimum values for Contour Limits. By default, Contour Limits are set to System Specified Min/Max Values. If you deselect the checkbox, you can enter custom values. The Draw Edges checkbox is specifically for ASCII NetTIN files. If selected, the edges of the triangles that make up an ASCII NetTIN file will be drawn.

You can control the Brightness (the amount of white, measured from 0.0 to 1.0), Saturation (the amount of black, measured from 0.0 to 1.0), and Transparency (the level of opacity or alpha, measured from 0.0 to 1.0) of your gridded data layer either by moving the sliders or by typing values into
the white text fields. The color scale on the right side of the editor will update according to your selections.

If you are using elevation maps, you may wish to choose Aspect Shading as the color contour and activate the **Aspect Shading** option. Aspect Shading uses a single color and makes the map appear in relief by placing an imaginary light source above the map and shading the elevation contours. When the Aspect Shading option is selected, you can use the **Angle** slider to adjust the angle of the light source.

By default, the **Maximum Clipping** and **Minimum Clipping** options are deselected. If you activate these options, the **Value** sliders and **Color** buttons become available. The **Value** sliders allow you to specify the amount of Clipping within the Contour Limits you have specified; you can also type values into the text boxes. When you click on the **Color** buttons, the **Color Chooser** appears (see Appendix D).

![Elevation Options Dialog Box](image)

**Figure C.7 Elevation Options Dialog Box**
To set scaling for these elevation-type map layers:

1. Select the **Scale** tab from the **Elevation Options** dialog (as shown in Figure C.8).

2. Both zoom-in and zoom-out scale factors can be set. By default this is set for **Always show layer**. To set visualization scales click **Only show layer in the following scale range**.

3. To set the scale so that the map layer becomes visible as you **zoom-in**, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking **Set to Current**. If you wish to enter a value, from the **Only visible below 1:** box enter the scale factor.

4. To set the scale so that the map layer becomes visible as you **zoom-out**, you can set the scale to the current scale by clicking **Set to Current**. If you wish to enter a value, from the **Only visible above 1:** box enter the scale factor.

5. Click **OK** and the **Elevation Options** will close and the visualization scale will be set for the map layer.

6. Click **OK** to close the **Layer Selector** dialog box.

If you wish to save your changes, from the **File** menu, choose **Save Watershed**.
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The **Color Chooser** affords great flexibility when you need to select default colors for map layers, labels, and background colors in your watershed display. The **Color Chooser** has three tabs: **Swatches**, **HSB**, and **RGBA**, offering three methods for choosing a color. For each method, the preview area allows you to see your choice before applying changes.

D.1 Swatches

To select a color from the **Swatches** tab (Figure D.1), click on the swatch of the color you want. The **Recent** panel keeps track of your choices so you can return to them easily.

![Figure D.1 Color Chooser: Swatches Tab](image)
**D.2 HSB Colors**

To select a color from the **HSB** tab (Figure D.2), click on the color gradient.

To select hue, move the slider up and down the vertical color scale; the **Red**, **Green**, and **Blue** hex values display in the **RGB** boxes to the right.

You can also change the **Hue**, **Saturation**, and **Brightness** by selecting the radio buttons beside the **H**, **S**, and **B** text boxes and typing in values or using the increase/decrease values buttons.

**Hue (H)** is measured in a circle from 0 to 359 degrees (0=red, 60=yellow, 120=green, 180=cyan, 240=blue, 300=magenta).

**Saturation (S)** is the amount of black, measured from 0 to 100%.

**Brightness (B)** is the amount of white, measured from 0 to 100%.

**D.3 RGBA Colors**

To select a color from the **RGBA** tab (Figure D.3), use the sliders or type in hue values to select the **Red**, **Green**, **Blue**, and **Alpha** values to produce the color you want.
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Appendix E

Using HEC-DSSVue

Included within the framework of ResSim is **HEC-DSSVue**, a tool that allows you to access data stored in HEC-DSS database files. With HEC-DSSVue, data may be plotted, tabulated, edited, and manipulated with over fifty mathematical functions. In addition to these functions, HEC-DSSVue provides several utility functions, such as entering data sets into a database, renaming data sets, copying data sets to other DSS database files, and deleting data sets. You can launch HEC-DSSVue from any ResSim module by choosing **HEC-DSSVue** from the **Tools** menu.

DSS files refer to time-series data by *pathnames* representing records. Pathnames are separated into six parts (delimited by slashes "/") labeled "A" through "F." For "regular" time-series records, the naming conventions for describing the contents of the six pathname parts are:

- **A** Project name
- **B** Location or gage identifier
- **C** Data variable, such as FLOW or PRECIP
- **D** Starting date in the format 01JAN1980
- **E** Time interval
- **F** Additional user-defined descriptive information

With HEC-DSSVue, you can select data sets from a list of pathnames (or *catalog*) in the database and visualize the data in tabular or graphical form. The list of pathnames can be displayed as a straight list of pathnames, or as a list of pathnames separated into parts. You can refine the list by searching for either a string in the pathnames or for pathname parts.

In ResSim, you will use HEC-DSSVue mainly as a viewing tool for DSS data. This Appendix will review some of the general functions in HEC-DSSVue. For further detail, see the **HEC-DSSVue User's Manual** (HEC, 2009).

**E.1 The HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List Window**

HEC-DSSVue is available from any of the ResSim modules. From the **Tools** menu, select **HEC-DSSVue**. Figure E.1 shows the main window (the **Data Selection List**) of HEC-DSSVue, using the **Condensed Catalog** option from the **View** menu to list the pathnames of the data records in the opened DSS file. Using the Condensed Catalog option, time-series data sets are abridged so that the date range for the entire data set is displayed in the “D-part” column.
Figure E.1  HEC-DSSVue - Data Selection List Window, Condensed Catalog Displayed

From the View menu, you can also choose to view the pathnames using all of the Pathname Parts (Figure E.2), in a Pathname List (Figure E.3), or with No Pathnames displayed.

Figure E.2  HEC-DSSVue - Data Selection List Window, Pathname Parts Displayed
E.1.1 Menu Options

Menu options in the HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List window allow you to search for, select, and edit DSS data sets; control the display of pathnames; and access plots and tables, among other tasks. The HEC-DSSVue menus are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>File</strong></td>
<td>File menu commands are: New, Open, and Close DSS File(s); and, Print Catalog Preview… and Print Catalog.… The File menu also lists your most recently used files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edit</strong></td>
<td>Edit menu commands are: Tabular Edit…, Graphical Edit…, Select All, Rename Records, Delete Records, Undelete (All, Select, Last Deleted), Duplicate, Copy To, and Merge (copy) into…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>View</strong></td>
<td>The View menu allows you to customize the display of DSS pathnames and search pathnames. Available commands are Pathname List, Pathname Parts, Condensed Catalog, No Pathnames, Unsorted List, Search pathnames by string, Search pathnames by parts, Refresh Catalog, and Unit System and Time Zone menus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Display</strong></td>
<td>Use the Display menu to open plots and tables with the Plot, Plot Individual Data Sets, Tabulate, Display Data Options (Normalize and Sync data set times to first) commands, Supplemental Information, and Time Window… options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>The <strong>Groups</strong> menu is used to analyze groups of data sets. The menu contains <strong>Save Selected</strong>, <strong>Get</strong>, <strong>Plot</strong>, <strong>Plot Individual Sets</strong>, <strong>Tabulate</strong>, <strong>Math</strong>, and <strong>Manage</strong>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Entry</td>
<td>The <strong>Data Entry</strong> menu contains the <strong>Manual Time Series</strong>, <strong>Manual Paired Data</strong>, and <strong>Manual Text</strong> options for data entry. Also available is an <strong>Import</strong> menu to import <strong>SHEF</strong>..., <strong>Text from a file</strong>, <strong>Images</strong>, and <strong>Generic</strong> files. The <strong>Data Entry</strong> menu also contains an <strong>Export</strong> menu to export data using the <strong>SHEF</strong>... format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>The Tools menu contains <strong>Math Functions</strong>, <strong>Compare</strong> (Files, Data Sets, Data Sets with Options), <strong>Search for Value</strong>, <strong>Check File Integrity</strong>, and <strong>Squeeze</strong> tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>The Advanced menu contains options for <strong>Condensed Disk Catalog</strong> (New, View, Print), <strong>Abbreviated Disk Catalog</strong> (New, View, Print), <strong>Full Disk Catalog</strong> (New, View, Print), <strong>Status</strong> (Memory Monitor, DSS Files Opened, DSS File Header), <strong>Debug</strong> (Message Level..., DSS ZSET, DSS ZINQIR, Debug/Examine File...), and <strong>Program Options</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>The <strong>Help</strong> menu contains the <strong>About</strong> command to display HEC-DSSVue version information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### E.1.2 Menu Buttons

Menu buttons provide shortcuts to frequently used Menu commands:

- **Open an HEC-DSS File** (same as **Open** in the **File** menu).

- **Displays selected data as a Plot** (same as **Plot** in the **Display** menu).

- **Displays selected data in Tabular form** (same as **Tabulate** in the **Display** menu).

- **Graphically Edit** the selected data (same as **Graphical Edit** in the **Edit** menu).

- **Open the Math Functions dialog with the selected data** (same as **Math Functions...** in the **Tools** menu).
E.1.3 Data Selection Fields and Buttons

The HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List displays the **Filename** of the opened DSS file. Displayed beneath the filename are the number of pathnames shown in the list, the number of pathnames selected, the total number of pathnames in the database file, and the size of the database file (in kilobytes).

The HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List also provides a search area where you can **Search Pathnames** (Figure E.4) or **Search Parts** (Figure E.5). You choose your search option from the **View** menu.

![Figure E.4 Search Pathnames Option](image)

![Figure E.5 Search by Parts Option](image)

Once you have opened a DSS file, its records appear in a list beneath the search area.

The complete pathnames of “selected” records appear in the Selection area beneath the list of all records.

Also, there are five buttons (Figure E.6) at the bottom of the Data Selection List window.

![Figure E.6 Data Selection List Buttons](image)

1. You select a record by highlighting it and clicking the **Select** button. Until you highlight a pathname, the Select button remains inactive.
2. To de-select the record, you highlight the record in the selected list, then click the **De-Select** button.
3. You can also de-select all selected records by clicking the **Clear Selections** button.
4. The **Restore Selections** button restores all selections you have most recently cleared or de-selected.
5. You can set the time window with the **Set Time Window** button, and subsequent plots, tables, statistics, etc., will reflect the time-series data within that specified time window.
E.2 Opening a DSS Database File for Browsing

If you know the name of the DSS database File you wish to browse, you can type the File name (including the path) directly into the File Name box in the HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List to open the DSS file.

Otherwise, choose Open from the File menu or click the button to select the DSS database File you want.

An Open HEC-DSS File browser window will open, as shown in Figure E.7.

![Open HEC-DSS File Browser](image)

In the Open HEC-DSS File browser window, use the standard Windows controls to browse to the DSS File that you wish to open, then click Open.

Once you have opened a DSS file, the HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List window displays the filename, the number of pathnames shown in the list, the number of pathnames selected, the total number of pathnames in the database file, and the size of the database file (in kilobytes). The individual pathnames display in a table beneath the search area.
E.3 Sorting DSS Pathnames by Parts

You can use the filters provided to sort DSS pathnames by parts.

Choose Search pathnames by parts from the View menu. Then, use the lists in the Search By Parts section of the HEC-DSSVue Data Selection List to show the pathnames you want to select from. Click on the blank cell at the top of each list to show the unfiltered list.

E.4 Selecting DSS Pathnames

Once you have filtered the listing of pathnames, you can select them by double clicking on the desired names in the list (which adds them to the box on the bottom of the Data Selection List window). You can also highlight the pathname(s) from the list then click the Select button. Until you select a pathname(s), the Select button remains inactive.

If you wish to select all of the pathnames, choose Select All from the Edit menu.

E.5 Using Plots and Tables to Visualize DSS Data

Once the lower box contains all the pathnames you wish to display, you can access plots and tables.

To do this, you can select Plot or Tabulate from the Display menu, or you can click on the Plot button or the Tabulate button.

Figure E.8 shows an example plot and Figure E.9 shows the corresponding tabulated values produced using HEC-DSSVue. The parameters for the plots are labeled and color-coded, date ranges are specified along one axis, and the units of measure are specified along the other axis. You can resize the plot window by grabbing the corner of the window and dragging it to the desired size. You can also select the Zoom tool and then zoom in on the data by moving the mouse to a position on the graph, holding down the left mouse button, moving the mouse so that the new mouse position defines a rectangle of the area to enlarge, then releasing the mouse button. To zoom out, just right-click anywhere in the graph area. To view the tabular form of the plot, you can select the Tabulate command from the File menu of the Plot window.

HEC-DSSVue tabulates data in a vertical scrolling window that shows the ordinate number (starting from the start date/time), the date and time stamp, and the values for the selected data sets. You can view the tabular data in plot format by selecting the Plot command from the File menu of the Table window.

In tables produced by the HEC-DSSVue Data List Selector, you have several options for displaying the tabular data. From the table’s View menu, you can choose to display commas in the number by selecting the...
Show Commas command. You can also opt to display Date and Time Separately, which will split the date-time stamp into two columns. Another option is to display the Date with 4 Digits, instead of the default two. Also, you can set the precision of decimal places for your data by selecting Show Decimal Places and selecting the number of decimal places you wish to display.

Figure E.8 Example Plot from HEC-DSSVue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>SAVERS-CON.</th>
<th>SAVERS-FLO.</th>
<th>SAVERS-INAC.</th>
<th>SAVERS-POOL</th>
<th>SAVERS-POOL</th>
<th>SAVERS-POOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 07:00</td>
<td>626.47</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.13</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>255.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 08:00</td>
<td>626.48</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.13</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>255.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 09:00</td>
<td>626.45</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.13</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>255.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 10:00</td>
<td>626.43</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 11:00</td>
<td>626.42</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>242.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 12:00</td>
<td>626.41</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>242.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 13:00</td>
<td>626.39</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>242.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 14:00</td>
<td>626.38</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 15:00</td>
<td>626.37</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 16:00</td>
<td>625.75</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 17:00</td>
<td>625.74</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 18:00</td>
<td>625.73</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 19:00</td>
<td>625.72</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 20:00</td>
<td>625.71</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 21:00</td>
<td>625.70</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 22:00</td>
<td>625.69</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 23:00</td>
<td>625.68</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 24:00</td>
<td>625.67</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1993 25:00</td>
<td>625.66</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.12</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 02:00</td>
<td>625.62</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.09</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 03:00</td>
<td>625.61</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.07</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 04:00</td>
<td>625.59</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.07</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 05:00</td>
<td>625.57</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.07</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 06:00</td>
<td>625.55</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.07</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 07:00</td>
<td>625.53</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.06</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 08:00</td>
<td>625.51</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.06</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 09:00</td>
<td>625.50</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.06</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Nov 1993 10:00</td>
<td>625.48</td>
<td>657.09</td>
<td>590.00</td>
<td>0010.05</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>246.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure E.9 Example Tabulation from HEC-DSSVue
E.6 Editing Tabular Data in HEC-DSSVue

In HEC-DSSVue, you can edit the tabular data directly from a tabular data window. Selecting Allow Editing from the Edit menu of the table (Figure E.10) allows you to manually edit the data in the table.

You can also use shortcut menu commands to edit data in tables.

If you make any edits, HEC-DSSVue prompts you to save changes to the data set when you close the window.

![Figure E.10 Edit Menu -- Allow Editing Option]

E.7 Performing Math Functions in HEC-DSSVue

To perform math functions in HEC-DSSVue:

1. Select the data set on which you want to perform a math function.
2. Choose Math Functions from the Tools menu. A dialog box will appear, as shown in Figure E.11.
3. As appropriate, select one of the six tabs (Arithmetic, General, Time Functions, Hydrologic, Smoothing, and Statistics). You will most likely find that the information available from the Statistics tab is very useful when analyzing data and results. An example of the Statistics screen is shown in Figure E.12.
4. After you have selected the appropriate math function and required parameters for the function, click the **Compute** button.

5. To view the results, click the **Plot** or **Tabulate** button and the results will be displayed as a comparison against the original data.
6. To save the new values in place of the original values, click the **Save** button (or select **Save** from the **File** menu). HEC-DSSVue will ask you to confirm that you wish to replace the original data.

7. To save the new values as a new record, click the **Save As** button (or select **Save As** from the **File** menu). A **Save As** dialog box will open, as shown in Figure E.13. Enter the new pathname information and indicate whether or not to **Save as Double Precision**. Selecting this checkbox will save data in a double precision format that provides a higher precision than the standard format. Double precision requires more disk space and some older programs that use DSS may not be able to access this data. Click **OK** to save the record.

![Save As dialog box](image)

**Figure E.13** HEC-DSSVue Save As Dialog Box

There are many very useful math functions available in HEC-DSSVue. This Appendix only covers the basic functionality for accessing the functions. The *HEC-DSSVue User’s Manual* (HEC, 2009) is the primary reference for further information and details for using the Math Function Utilities.
E.8 Entering Time-Series Data Manually in HEC-DSSVue

To enter Time-Series data manually:

1. From the Data Entry menu, select Manual Time Series…. The Time Series Data Entry dialog box (Figure E.14) will open.

2. Type the Pathname Parts into the A, B, C, and F fields. DSSVue will define the D-part of the pathname based on the dates/times you enter for the data. You must select an appropriate time interval (E-part) from the list. The complete pathname will automatically appear in the Pathname field. Alternately, you can enter the pathname into the Pathname field and the parts will appear in the Pathname Parts fields.

3. Enter the Start Date (e.g., 30 Mar 2002).
4. Enter the Start Time (e.g., 1400).
5. Enter the Units (e.g., cfs, feet, ...).
6. Select a record type from the Type list. Your options are PER-AVER, PER-CUM, INST-VAL, and INST-CUM.
7. Using the **Manual Entry** tab, the **Date/Time** fields will fill in automatically according to the start date and time you have entered; or, using the **Automatic Generation** tab, enter the **End Date** and **End Time**.

8. Using the **Manual Entry** tab, type the **data values** into the third column; or, using the **Automatic Generation** tab, enter the **Fill Value**.

9. To view the data in plot form, click the **Plot** button.

10. To graphically edit the data, click the **Graphically Edit** button.

11. To save the new time-series record, click **Save**.

### E.9 Entering Paired Data Manually in HEC-DSSVue

To enter Paired Data manually:

1. From the **Data Entry** menu, select **Manual Paired Data**.... The **Manual Paired Data Entry** dialog box (Figure E.15) will open.

![HEC-DSSVue Manual Paired Data Entry Dialog Box](image_url)

   **Figure E.15** HEC-DSSVue Manual Paired Data Entry Dialog Box

2. Type the **Pathname Parts** into the A, B, C, D, E, and F fields. The **C-part** name should reflect the **X** curve name - **Y** curve name. The complete pathname will automatically appear in the **Pathname** field. You can also enter the pathname into the
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- **Pathname** field; the parts will appear in the **Pathname Parts** fields.

3. Select the **Number of Curves** (Y curves) from the list.

4. Enter the **X Units** and the **Y Units**.

5. Choose the **X Type** and **Y Type** scale from the lists. Available options are: Linear, Log, and Probability.

6. In the table, the **Y ordinates** column will split into individual columns according to the **Number of Curves** you have specified.

7. Type the data values into the **X ordinates** and **Y ordinates** columns.

8. To view the data in plot form, click the **Plot** button.

9. To save the new time-series record, click **Save**.

**E.10 Renaming DSS Records in HEC-DSSVue**

To Rename a DSS Record:

1. Select the record(s) either by double-clicking on it or by highlighting it then clicking the **Select** button. From the **Edit** menu, select **Rename Records**. The **Rename Records to** dialog box (Figure E.16) will open.

2. Type the new **Pathname Parts** into the A, B, C, or F fields.

3. Click **OK**. A confirmation message will appear, stating that the record(s) has been renamed.
E.11 Copying Records into a DSS File in HEC-DSSVue

To Copy records into a DSS file:

1. Select the record(s) either by double-clicking on it or by highlighting it then clicking the Select button. From the Edit menu, select Copy To. The Copy Records into HEC-DSS File dialog box (Figure E.17) will open.

![Figure E.17 HEC-DSSVue Copy Records into HEC-DSS File Dialog Box](image)

2. Type in a new DSS filename or select an existing DSS file into which you want to copy the record and click Open. A confirmation message will appear, stating that the record has been copied to the DSS file you specified.

E.12 Duplicating Records in HEC-DSSVue

To Duplicate a record:

1. Select the record(s) either by double-clicking on it or by highlighting it then clicking the Select button. From the Edit menu, select Duplicate. The New pathname parts for duplicate records dialog box (Figure E.18) will open.

![Figure E.18 HEC-DSSVue New Pathname Parts for Duplicate Records Dialog Box](image)

2. Type the new Pathname Parts into the A, B, C, or F fields.
3. Click OK. A confirmation message will appear, stating that the record(s) has been duplicated.
E.13 Merging HEC-DSS Files in HEC-DSSVue

To Merge the current HEC-DSS file into another:

1. Choose **Merge (copy) …** from the **Edit** menu. The **Merge (copy all records) into HEC-DSS File** dialog box (Figure E.19) will open.

![Figure E.19 HEC-DSSVue Merge (copy all records) into HEC-DSS File Dialog Box](image)

2. Type in a new DSS filename or select an existing DSS file into which you want to merge all of the records into and click **Open**. A confirmation message will appear, stating that the records have been copied into the DSS file you specified.

E.14 Squeezing DSS Files in HEC-DSSVue

**NOTE:** *Once a file has been squeezed, data sets that have been deleted CANNOT be recovered (see Section E.17).* When you delete or rename records, a HEC-DSS file can accumulate inactive space. The **Squeeze** command removes inactive space by copying all valid data to a new file then renaming the new file to the old filename. The **Squeeze** command also automatically re-adjusts the internal HEC-DSS table sizes to optimize access to data.

To squeeze a DSS file, open the file and select **Squeeze** from the **Tools** menu. When the process is complete, a confirmation will appear (Figure E.20).

![Figure E.20 HEC-DSSVue Squeeze Confirmation Message (Example)](image)
E.15 Viewing DSS Status in HEC-DSSVue

From the Advanced menu, the following Status options are available:

- Memory Monitor
- DSS Files Opened
- DSS File Header

The Memory Monitor option displays the real-time memory used by the HEC-ResSim/HEC-DSSVue applications in relation to the memory allocated when HEC-ResSim program is started. To view the Memory Monitor, select Status ➔ Memory Monitor from the Advanced menu. The Memory Monitor window will open (Figure E.21).

![Memory Monitor](image)

Figure E.21 HEC-DSS Status Memory Monitor

The DSS Files Opened option opens the HEC-DSS File Manager Status window (Figure E.22) that displays the number of HEC-DSS files you have accessed during the current session and, for each file, the name and location, whether the file is currently open, the first and last times you accessed the file, and the total number of accesses. To view DSS Files Opened, select Status ➔ DSS Files Opened from the Advanced menu.

![File Manager Status](image)

Figure E.22 HEC-DSS File Manager Status Window
The **DSS File Header** option displays all of the database variables and their values used for the current HEC-DSS file. To open a listing of the header information, select **Status** \(\rightarrow\) **DSS File Header** from the **Advanced** menu and a list similar to Figure E.23 will be displayed.

![HEC-DSS File Header Status Option](image)

**Figure E.23  HEC-DSS File Header Status Option**
E.16 Deleting Records from a DSS File

To delete records from a DSS file:

1. Select the record(s) either by double-clicking on it or by highlighting it then clicking the Select button.
2. Choose Delete Records from the Edit menu.
3. A confirmation message will appear asking you to verify the records to be deleted (Figure E.24)
4. If the list correctly identifies the record(s) to be deleted, select Yes, and a confirmation message will appear (Figure E.25) telling you the record(s) has been deleted. Otherwise, select No, and the records will not be deleted.

![Figure E.24 Confirm List of Records to be Deleted](image1)

![Figure E.25 Confirmation Message that Records have been Deleted](image2)

E.17 Undoing Deletions

Deleted records can be recovered as long as the HEC-DSS file has NOT been squeezed (see Section E.14). When a file is squeezed, all deleted records are physically removed. You can undelete records in three ways: 1) Undelete all records in a file; 2) Select the records to undelete from a list; 3) Undelete the records that you just deleted.

To undelete records from a HEC-DSS file:
1. From the Edit menu, select Undelete and then select either All, Select…, or Last Deleted.
2. To undelete all records, select All. A dialog box will confirm that you want to undelete all of the records in a file. Click OK and a confirmation message will appear stating that the records have been undeleted.
3. To undelete the records that you have just deleted, select Last Deleted. A dialog box will confirm that you want to undelete the records that you just deleted. Click OK and a confirmation message will appear stating that the records have been undeleted.
4. If you choose Selected…, a list of pathnames that you can undelete will appear (Figure E.26). Check the boxes of the records that you want to undelete, or press the Select All button to undelete all records in the list. You can unselect the checked records by pressing the Unselect All button.

![Figure E.26 Undelete Records through Selection Dialog](image)

5. Once you have indicated which records to undelete, press the OK button to undelete those records and close the dialog, or press Apply to undelete the records and leave the dialog open, or press Cancel to quit the dialog. A confirmation message will appear stating that the records have been deleted.

### E.18 Printing Plots and Tables in HEC-DSSVue

You can print plots and tables by selecting Print from the File menu of the plot and table windows. For more details on the printing capabilities, see Appendix F.

If you wish to change the appearance or the layout of the plots or tables, there are a number of options available to you.

In the plots, you can change the appearance of the lines by changing the line color and background color, and the font and style of the text labels. See Chapter 14, Section 14.5.2.2 for additional details for customizing plots.
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Plots and tables in HEC-ResSim offer detailed views of data and model results that you can print or copy and paste into other applications. You can also print reports generated by the program.

The File menu in ResSim plots, illustrated in Figure F.1, contains several commands that allow you to save the plot, save the plot’s template, apply a template to the plot, copy the plot to the clipboard to be pasted into other applications (such as Microsoft® Word, Excel, etc.), and print the plot. These commands are also available when the data is tabulated.

Figure F.1  Plot Window - File Menu
F.1 Saving Plots and Templates

When a plot is displayed, you can choose to save the plot as a file on your computer. You can also choose to save or apply a template.

F.1.1 Save Plot to a File

From the File menu of a plot, when you select Save As... (to save the plot to a file on your computer), a dialog box appears (Figure F.2). Provide a File name and select from the following Files of type: Windows Metafile (*.wmf), Postscript (*.ps), JPEG (*.jpg, *.jpeg), and Portable Network Graphics (*.png).

![Figure F.2 Plot Window - File Menu: Save Plot](image1)

F.1.2 Saving and Applying Plot Templates

Once you have customized an individual plot, you can save its settings as a Template that you can apply to other plots. To create a template based upon a plot, you will use the Save Template... option from the File menu of the plot window.

Figure F.3 shows the dialog box that appears for saving a template. Provide a File name and choose whether the template will be available for All Applications, This Watershed only, All Users Watershed, or for All Users.

Similarly, you can apply Templates to use previously defined properties to an individual plot. To apply a template to a new plot, you will use the Apply Template option in the File menu of a plot window.

![Figure F.3 Plot Window - File Menu: Save Plot Template](image2)
F.2 Copying Plots to the Clipboard

Use the Copy to Clipboard command in the plot window’s File menu to copy a plot to the clipboard. You can then paste the plot as an image into another application such as Microsoft® Word, Excel, etc.

F.3 Printing Plots

The Print command in the plot window’s File menu opens the Print dialog box (Figure F.4), where you can choose your printer (by Name), set printer Properties, and specify the Number of copies to print. You can also select Print to File to print your plot to a File instead of to a printer.

The Page Setup command in the plot window’s File menu opens the Page Setup dialog box (Figure F.5), where you can set the page Orientation, choose to print Page Numbers, select the Printer Scale, and set the Margins. The Set Margins button opens the Printer Margins dialog box (Figure F.6).
The **Print Preview** command in the plot window’s **File** menu allows you to view the plot as it will be printed. Figure F.7 shows an example.

![Figure F.7 Print Preview of a Plot (Example)](image1)

Finally, with the **Print Multiple** command in the plot window’s **File** menu, you can print several plots on one page.

The **Print Multiple** dialog box (Figure F.8) shows all of the currently opened plots in the **Available Plots** pane. To select plots for printing, double-click on them and they will move to the **Selected Plots** pane.

Next, use the slider bars to specify the number of plots you wish to appear horizontally and vertically on the page. The grid to the right of the sliders reflects your choices.

![Figure F.8 Print Multiple Plots Dialog Box](image2)
You can also access the **Page Setup** and **Print Preview** commands from the **File** menu of the **Print Multiple** dialog box. Figure F.9 shows an example print preview of multiple plots.

![Print Multiple Preview Dialog Box (Example)](image)

**F.4 Copying, Exporting, and Printing Tabulated Data**

When tabulating plotted data, the **File**, **Edit**, and shortcut menus are available and offer several commands that allow you to print as well as copy and paste data into other applications, such as Microsoft® Excel and Word.

**F.4.1 Copying Tabulated Data to the Clipboard**

To copy tabulated data to the clipboard, use the **Copy** command in the tabulated data window’s **Edit** menu (Figure F.10) or right-click inside the tabulated data and select **Copy** from the shortcut menu (Figure F.11). You can then paste the tabulated data as tab-separated values into another application such as Microsoft® Excel or Word.
F.4.2 Exporting Tabulated Data

You can also use the Export command in the shortcut menu (Figure F.11) to export a table to a file, which you can then open in another application.

The Export command opens the Table Export Options dialog box (Figure F.12).

In the Table Export Options dialog box, you can choose the Field Delimiter (Tab, Space, Comma, Colon, or Semi-Colon), specify Fixed-Width Columns, choose to display Quoted Strings, Include Column Headers and Row Headers, and choose to Print Gridlines and Title.
F.4.3 Printing Tabulated Data

You can access the Print command from either the File menu (Figure F.13) of the tabulated data window or from the shortcut menu (Figure F.14) of the tabulated data. The Print Preview command is also available in the shortcut menu.

The Print and Print Preview commands open the Print Properties dialog box (Figure F.15), which offers options on three tabs.

The Page tab allows you to specify the page Orientation, Scaling, and Selection. You can also choose to print the table as ASCII, to Repeat Headers on every page, and print the Gridlines.

On the Header/Footer tab, you can type in the header and footer you want to appear on your printed pages.

The Table Title tab offers a default title for the table based on the data source. You may edit this title.
On the **Print Properties** dialog box, the **Print** button performs two functions, depending on whether you arrived at the dialog box via the **Print** command or the **Print Preview** command.

From the **Print Preview** command, the **Print** button on the **Print Properties** dialog box opens a Print Preview window, which allows you to view the data as it will be printed. Figure F.16 shows an example. The **Print** button at the top of the Print Preview window will bring up the **Print Dialog Box** (see Figure F.17).

![Figure F.16 Print Preview of a Table (Example)](image)

From the **Print** command, the **Print** button on the **Print Properties** dialog box opens the **Print** dialog box (Figure F.17). Here you can choose your printer (by **Name**), set printer **Properties**, and specify the **Number of copies** to print. You can also select **Print to File** to print your plot to a **File** instead of to a printer.

![Figure F.17 Print Dialog Box](image)
F.5 Printing Simulation Reports

You can print reports from the Reports menu in any of the ResSim modules. For example, several simulation reports are available from the Report menu in the Simulation module (see “Viewing Summary Reports” in Chapter 14, Section 14.5.3).

From the File menu of a report, select Print. The Print Properties dialog box will open (as previously shown in Figure F.15). The Print Preview capability is available from the shortcut menu of the summary reports. As an example, Figure F.18 shows the Print Preview for the Flow Summary report.

![Print Preview of Flow Summary Report](image)

Figure F.18 Print Preview of Flow Summary Report
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